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FOREWORD 

Government appoints a scientific advisor, specifically to place him in view, while utterly ignoring 

him. 

It creates a department of Environment to be seen to have one and so that it can forget about 

environmental problems. 

It creates future targets for reductions in CO2 emissions, so that for the present it can plan to emit a 

lot more CO2. 

It makes many such overtures to the future, specifically to ignore the present: technological 

progress, educational targets, economic growth.... The illusion that progress will solve the problems 

of the future is presented to obscure the ancient truth that future problems are created by the 

present. 

Meanwhile citizens mimic their governments by subscribing to environmental and social NGOs – 

often, so that they can forget about living within environmental limits in socially-responsible ways. 

It has become commonplace to assume that a personal moral balance can be achieved by 

purchasing what is ethically labelled.  In doing so, we may defer responsibility to the provisions of 

others.  Meanwhile, those purchases can swell the size of an amoral casino which has not the moral 

or perceptive functions to recognise either fairness or durability.  Amorality cannot picture morality. 

Similarly, environmental and social NGOs seek to make the super market a better place by 

encouraging markets for ethical labels. Consequently, shoppers are enticed from the conviviality of 

proper shops and market squares towards a morally-endorsed amorality.  Placing moral labels in an 

amoral market does not bring morality to the market.  On the contrary, turning morality into a brand 

kills the morality, but authenticates the brand. 

In consequence, we have deferred responsibility to that which has no responsibility – both to our 

punts within a casino which we conveniently pretend is an economy and to abstract presentations of 

progress in which fictitious children solve their parents’ neglected problems. 

Governments have done the same, not only by appeals to a deaf future, but by transferring 

government responsibility to an irresponsible market.  (Privatisation) 

In truth, the current programme of “austerity” is less about living within the ecological means of a 

society and more (as the economist, Susan George points out) about socialising losses and 

privatising profits.    

This book proposes that we live in a uniquely perverse time – and that solutions to its uniquely-

perverse problems will not be found in further extra-ordinary solutions.  Remedies may be found in 

simply returning to normal.  Moreover, living by ordinary ethics within ordinary laws of physics may 

reclaim the happiness that comes from living within ordinary human nature.   

Extra-ordinary, technological solutions have acted as distractions.  Wild weather will destroy more 

crops and livelihoods and energy-sources will diminish - as those four hundred parts per million of 
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atmospheric CO2 increase.  The two degree temperature rise, which now seems inevitable, will bring 

(by most optimistic models) a metre rise in sea level.  That will overwhelm coastal and island 

communities and perhaps (the least of our problems) bring sea water lapping at the feet of Big Ben 

(my fantasy). 

The central thesis of this book is that cultures are what their citizens do – not the state to which 

their citizens have grown accustomed.  Cultures are methods, not states – and so answers to the 

times lie less in government legislation and more in the changed behaviour of citizens. 

Part one of this book is my Notes from Nowhere – as possible as William Morris’s News, but 

idealised depictions of what could be if we behave well can to be set against what will become more 

likely, because we behave more or less badly.   It is a moral mirror, although this one is set well 

outside Eden.    

Part two is a Notes from Somewhere –a stirred cauldron of the morals and physics of human nature.  

I believe that economies can be supplied by their ecologies in the quantities needed, but that the 

supply will progressively diminish, if we take more from the moral and physical soil, than we return.  

If we continue to behave as we are - and as governments and corporations ask us to do, then we 

may as well stock up with cans and head for the bunkers - or join the dark mountaineers.  Actually, 

post modern governments and corporations ask of us what we ask of them – consumerism is a blind, 

regressive, decadent, unresponsive, anachronistic, shrinking circle.  Consensus party politics is a part 

of that shrinking circle.  Political parties are marketed in exactly the same ways (and by the same 

agencies) as pot noodles.  Climate will change and resources will diminish, while consumerism 

revolves unchanged around its centre – electorates asking of governments, what governments ask of 

electorates – all eyes turned inwards.    

There is far too much hope in the world to abandon it to a foolish diminishing spiral.  Even so, it is 

too late to expect any hope at all from “first world” governments, their corporate managers, their 

media promoters (alas, such as the BBC) - or from the NGOs we have created by subscription to 

oppose them all.  Cultures are and always have been what their citizens get up to.  So we change the 

wrong thing, if we seek to change governance.  The way to break the circle is simple.  We don’t 

negotiate within it.  We step outside.  We change ourselves.   

Although governments and corporations can restrict, forbid, restrain and sometimes encourage 

what we do, nevertheless it remains true that none but ourselves can change ourselves.  It is 

ridiculous to propose that a government can do it for us.  Real people put excess CO2 in the 

atmosphere – not the abstractions that are corporations and nation states.  Real people, and one by 

one, consume what should remain for their children.  Real people emit more than their annual 

“allowance” of CO2 in a single holiday flight.  We real people have created nightmares of asset-

stripped economies and swelling casinos; of dormitory villages and decaying town centres.  We are 

the heart (and vacant souls) of bustling ring roads and retail parks.  Somewhere, there is an 

evacuated, social shell, which has evolved to call its prodigals home – it is the inherited, primal 

shaping spirit of social systems – located East and well outside Eden – comprising ingenuity, 

dexterity, conviviality, probity....  Since it is outside Eden, it is bonded by a common comedy (tragedy 

shares the same spring), in which people lean inwards to discuss the source of all learning – 

commons of misadventure.   
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Only real people, and one by one can discuss those things, because only flesh and blood has senses 

to receive information from the physics of the world and then to understand and interpret it. 

To those who shrug helplessly, “What can one person do?” my answer is, nothing is ever done but by 

one person at a time.  Corporations such as Monsanto have been created by billions of small 

purchases.  They can evaporate at a fashionable whim.  A fashionable flood of billions is no small 

thing.  Monsanto herself (should it be a macho himself?) is composed of one employee at a time – 

free to choose other employment – if it becomes possible and financed at the whim of punters (one 

by one) in a casino.  Yet, Monsanto’s political and monetary decisions are made by a circle of very 

few – using, like consensus politics a manufactured, pre-conceived, unresponsive consensus.  It has 

not the diversity of senses to make a sensible diversity of decisions.  But those centralised decisions 

are enacted by hundreds of thousands of employees, probably millions of farmers and to the extent 

of their purchases – probably billions of shoppers.    

I propose that we abandon dependency on abstractions – on the latest “scientific” evidence; on the 

coming government white paper and the accompanying NGO contra-reports.  We have all we need 

to know - the ordinary ethics of ordinary lives on ordinary and finite Earth.  The greatest 

corporations, their media promoters and tamed governments are fictions.  Historically, “great 

companies” have disappeared in mergers and at the whim of stock market punts as though they had 

never been. 

Meanwhile, everything we do has consequence and so has a moral.  If we reclaim the moral with 

what we do, then we reclaim curiosity, identity, self-worth and happiness.  Why should we defer to 

ethical brands and the latest scientific paper?  That post-modern cultures have been “created” more 

by the amoral punts of a casino, and less by the conscious actions of citizens, gives citizens licence to 

re-assert a personal contribution to the common good.  Even if we fail, doing the right thing remains 

the source of happiness. 

Of course, wealth created in land-owning economies does not remain with its creators.  The landless 

may create the wealth which drives up property values, but rents rise and wages fall as land-value 

commands further enclosures.  In recent times, the wealth gap has widened further, because 

available money-flow has swollen to a flood by the power of fossil fuels.  The very many poor 

compete for housing and work held in the monopoly of the rich.  The statutory minimum wage is a 

quiet acknowledgement that markets are not self-regulating.  (Bread and circuses)   

So, although immediate solutions lie in evacuating super markets and occupying a real economics of 

proper shops and workshops – assisted by local currencies and local share or bond systems perhaps 

– we can still argue for just governance – such as a ground rent tax paid to the common good in the 

form of a citizens income, or dividend.  Property law protects the right of proprietors to have no 

obligation to the common good.   So an initially violent land enclosure has remained in both 

purchase and inheritance as a perennial violence, since the common good has been perennially 

denied.  Wealth has become a monopoly.  It cannot be obtained by good work.  If wealth is restored 

to those who generate it, then economies and cultures can more-easily revive.  These ideas have 

been commonplace since the eighteenth century and probably before.  As Adam Smith suggests, in 

pursuing what makes “the wealth of nations”, we should consider (as he observed at the time) that 
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nations with high wages and low profits, generated most wealth, whereas, those with high profits 

and low wages created the least.  Tell that to the Adam Smith Institute. 

Meanwhile, it is liberating to remember that remedies for extra-ordinary problems will not be found 

in extraordinary solutions, but by returning to normal – and by ordinary solutions – solutions which 

require no research institutes, or accredited authorities, but the common sense of Everyman (sexless 

term).  Of course, since the extraordinary has been oil-made, rather than hand and heart-crafted, it 

has become flat, stale, wearisome and uninspired.  Ordinary nature, on the other hand, will be 

unpredictable and enticingly illusive.  I suggest that it could be the inspiration for a cultural 

renaissance.  Even though we live on less and within ecological restraints, we may find increasing 

happiness in receiving back both our human nature and the fascinating complexity of an intertwining 

natural world.  

 Civilizations are not made by governments – still less by the defensive state of property ownership.  

They are made by the ingenuity, dexterity and most importantly: the probity of ordinary human 

nature.  They emerge from the opportunities and restraints of a common soil.  I should be able to 

own the fruits of my labour, but never the common ground.   

The unjust enclosure of dynamic moral commons into the defensive (static) amorality of state and 

property – is a target, not for attack but avoidance.  We can liberate ingenuity from its cage by 

quietly reclaiming commons from the imposed restraints of a variety of enclosed monopolies – land, 

technology, trade and trading places, genetic material....  

Emergent technologies could prove a delight.  The trial and error of techniques are precisely the 

methods of children at play.  The common provides value through the conduit of responsible roles – 

by both probity and labour - which is more than money could buy. 

In this I am supported by a study partially funded (you may be surprised) by NASA’s Goddard Space 

Flight Centre.  Authors from every period of history, noting the collapse of civilizations would have 

endorsed this study, which re-enforces anciently-understood truths with computerised 

mathematical models.  The following is from a Guardian article of 14th March 2014, by Dr Nafeez 

Ahmed.  The quoted passages are his selections from the study. 

 "... accumulated surplus is not evenly distributed throughout society, but rather has been controlled 
by an elite. The mass of the population, while producing the wealth, is only allocated a small portion 
of it by elites, usually at or just above subsistence levels." 

The study challenges those who argue that technology will resolve these challenges by increasing 
efficiency: 

"Technological change can raise the efficiency of resource use, but it also tends to raise both per 
capita resource consumption and the scale of resource extraction, so that (....) the increases in 
consumption often compensate for the increased efficiency of resource use." 

Productivity increases in agriculture and industry over the last two centuries have come from 
"increased (rather than decreased) resource throughput," despite dramatic efficiency gains over the 
same period. 
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Modelling a range of different scenarios, Motesharri and his colleagues conclude that under 
conditions "closely reflecting the reality of the world today... we find that collapse is difficult to 
avoid." 

The authors go on to say “Collapse can be avoided and population can reach equilibrium if the per 
capita rate of depletion of nature is reduced to a sustainable level, and if resources are distributed in 
a reasonably equitable fashion,” 

This book is an exploration of techniques for economies to sit happily within their ecologies and also 
for citizens to sit happily in their roles as contributory parts to the whole.  

A whole, peaceful revolution may be composed of millions of personally-determined moral 
decisions.  If we cannot reverse Oliver Goldsmith’s phrase, in which wealth accumulates and men 
decay, then we will be forced to join him in his despair.  Writers from ancient times through to the 
more recent Adam Smith, Thomas Paine, John Stuart Mill, Henry George – and yes, Winston 
Churchill saw how, when wealth accumulates, civilisations decay.   

If we wait for the governments, it’ll be too little, too late. If we act as individuals, it will be too little. 
But if we act as communities, it might just be enough, just in time. 
- says Rob Hopkins, founder of the Transition Town movement. 

 

March 2014 

*** 

PART ONE 

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM 

Although cultures are journeys without arrival and pleasures are similarly found in actions, not 

achievements, it is within our nature to picture the journey’s end. 

Step from the road at each nightfall and the endless daylight sky becomes an intimate dome round 

Everyman’s eyes.   The stars will be just as imagined – all in their places.  The phases of the moon will 

be precisely as they’ve always been.  Everything will connect – my Palaeolithic ancestors found an 

identical order at night’s encampment and stars can be shown to children, which will remain to hold 

their gaze long after we are dead.  

Daylight is cruelly unpredictable and the journey through it must cope with that, but at night we find 

order and comfort.  It is the time of tale-telling and sanctity.  Until the brutality of modern times, 

even warring armies would lay down their weapons and opposing camp fires would glow beneath 

the same stars. 

It is then that we tell stories – of many things and adventures – but also of the Earthly place at the 

journey’s end – perhaps where truth and justice meet in a perfectly-formed river valley – an alluvial 

plain happy for agriculture, intimately-cradled by useful trees – then further, a fish-teeming estuary 

and the adventurous sea.  
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Paradise, Utopia, Nowhere – are essential.  They depict a perfectly-formed, moral shaping-spirit of 

humanity happily settling an utterly symbiotic terrain – as orderly as the stars - with Earth as foster-

mother to agriculture, or to nomadic seasonal cycles. 

Utopia is the intimate, night-time counter-measure to broad daylight – as the night sky draws a 

perfect hemisphere over each person’s eyes.  That orderly, but marvellous cathedral is an optical 

illusion, just as Utopia is an intellectual one, because daylight has different rules, which Utopia will 

not fit.  Those that try the fit will come to grief.  

But the utopian measure of our silly attempts to live perfect lives in half-visible and immeasurably-

complex terrains cuts us down to size.  Comedy and tragedy are our perennial daylight states.  We 

fall into holes before we see them.  In truth, we understand a hole only by falling into it and then 

climbing out again.  A common comic state binds communities.  Comedy is the central and primal 

common.  Pomposity is the funniest state of all – those who have sought personal success can never 

create a life as orderly as the night sky, which comforts everyman.  Nor can a successful life achieve 

anything approaching the stories of Utopia.  I like you for your weaknesses and respect you for your 

strengths – so communities trade diminutives as they lean inwards to what forms them.  We ruffle 

the hair of misadventure, while admiring its daring. 

The same event can be comic to the mind and tragic to the heart.   

There is a peculiar time of crepuscular magic when the dawn evokes a hushed, innocent hope for the 

day, or at dusk when the sky domes gently – we imagine tenderly, round our foolish heads and the 

day’s events can be forgiven.  - Times for setting out or homecoming. 

Both are good times for plans – at dusk - reasoning out the lessons which had lain hidden in our 

failures – so that we can laugh through our tears – and then at dawn – un-trodden dew on the grass; 

birdsong; mist rising from the river valley – and the road towards hope.  However cruel the daylight 

will become as the sun climbs higher, Utopia can remain - not in a head-full of plans – but in the 

heart.   

The terrain is always foster mother. 

Soil, plant, animal man – indivisible. 

Of course Death is the funniest event of all.   

*** 

Those better worlds dreamed beneath orderly stars (such as capitalism and communism) will always 

turn sour in broad daylight.  Fanatics holding tight to such dreams fall into pit holes, but deny 

meaning to the pit, because the perfect future leads them on.   

The tragedy and comedy are that each denied pit is a true source book for a better world.  As R D 

Laing once said, the life I am trying to find is the me that is trying to find it.  Capitalism and 

communism have both led to war, dispossession, poverty and perennial, echoing, outraged reactions 

of revenge and then further wildly applied dreams of a better world.  The best lack all conviction, 

while the worst are full of passionate intensity, sang Yeats in 1919 amongst the desolation of the war 
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to end all wars, which bred the wounded souls of the fanatics who lead us to another.  Today it is the 

same.  Truth is illusive and so the best are self-doubting, while the worst are passionately intent on 

imposing their manias – such as liberal markets for all, GM crops and a variety of futuristic ideas 

which they speculate will negate the need to behave well in the present.  

Utopia has a function, not to application in daylight, but to its telling at night.  The tales are often of 

both gods and men.  Not a soul has met those gods, so why think to apply the rest?  Carl Marx’s 

communism and Adam Smith’s capitalism are both very good tales and remain so, in spite of the 

daylight chaos they’ve both caused in the hands of fanatics.  Actually, neither has been truly applied.    

I’m not about to enter my Notes from Nowhere into the lists of opposing daylight ideologies, but 

neither will I say it has no function.  It comforts me at night.  The thing about fire-side tales is that 

their moral structure is unchanging as the stars, but the people in them change, or are added and 

taken away, as the unpredictable daylight teaches. 

The inherited, intrinsic, moral shaping-spirit of humanity can no longer find a perfect fit in nature.  It 

cannot, because agricultures are artificial and fallible and require an additional layer of pragmatic, 

extrinsic and fallible ethics.  Designed for the maintenance of the common good, those ethics are the 

basis of law.  The advantage of fallibility is the comic and tragic telling of misadventure, which is the 

cultural binding of social systems.  It is also the source-book for cultural tools – never perfected – 

never finished – an ever-flowing spring or a magic cauldron which is never empty.  As we’ll explore in 

the second half of this book, there’s not a new thought under the sun, but there can be new tools 

for a new circumstance. 

Anyway, my Midsummer Night’s Utopia can be changed at each nightfall - depending on the lessons 

of the day. 

*** 

Here I must reveal that my dream is an organic one, in which the guiding first principle is the rule of 

return.  A community can extract from its terrain only so much as it returns, so that communities 

replicate macrocosms of an organism – or microcosms of the Earth.  We’ll explore how common 

biomass from which we enclose a temporary property (by our labour) must be returned again in 

some form to the common, so that the mass of bio is maintained. Otherwise, the terrain will yield 

insufficiently for following seasons. 

In this, we have no choice, since the use of fossilised biomass has not only outweighed the natural 

balance of climatic cycles, but is also approaching, firstly the moment when its increasing scarcity 

will cause political imbalance (oil wars and civil unrest) and secondly the frequency of moments, 

when communities will have no access to it at all.  When infrastructures are founded on a limited 

supply, economic collapse is inevitable. 

At dusk, as stars gather round my solitary head, I dream of a road from my present community, 

which is founded on what will disappear, towards a community founded on what has remained. 
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In this I am step by step with the modern transition town movement and with the founders of the 

organic movement before and just after the deep trauma of the Nineteen Thirty-Nine to Fourty-Five 

War.  Their dream was of revitalised soils, a renaissance of skills and for newly-convivial cultures. 

My dream does not include contemporary organic farmers who have pursued acceptance on super 

market shelves through consumer-led branding.  They pursue anachronism and worse – a 

dependency on it.  I’d be led by the physics of nature and by the methods which might (always 

fallibly) provide for the sustainable needs of modern settlements.  My produce cannot be branded, 

because there is little that is specific about it - good ordinary food from good, ordinary earth.  Its 

source is not my property, but the common.  Its monetary value is (or should be) my labour value. 

I start with a considerable advantage – If we subtract input from output, “organic” out-yields every 

other method of production.  Other people may use the terms biodynamic, agroecological, or 

permacultural for essentially organic methods – No matter.  I use organic because it is simple – 

method which gains efficiency by imitating the cyclic behaviour of organisms. 

Another advantage to a life without oil is that manual labour must dramatically increase to full 

employment.  The green revolution has produced yields which are very poor related to resource-use 

and not exceptional per acre, even though it has been extremely efficient in man-hours.  Intensive, 

mostly-manual organic horticulture will produce similar yields.  That is high yields per acre, very high 

yields when input is subtracted from output, but very low yields per man-hour.  That the Green 

Revolution had boasted high yields as mere output, with no subtraction of its considerable inputs, is 

a measure of its folly.  Such thinking goes alongside measurements of spending (GDP) as a 

measurement of prosperity.  Green Revolutionaries call spending, prosperity – even though much 

that is spent has caused the revolution’s assets to diminish.    

What does a culture need? – As many hours for each “man” to fulfil her/his ingenuity, dexterity and 

worth as a contribution to the sufficiency of the whole.  

Moreover, much of the contribution to cereal yields in the last fifty years has been through in-line 

breeding – an advantage which organic techniques won’t lose, when (as it must) “conventional” 

agriculture loses its driving force.  Oil for cultivation, coal and gas for nitrogen manufacture and 

phosphate and potash from finite holes in the ground are not a durable foundation.  Hydro-electric 

nitrogen fixation (from Norway) will re-position itself to the more urgent demands of the electric 

transport market.  (Nitrogen fertiliser has acted like a battery for energy storage)  Anyway, a future 

agriculture must be curious about the environment in which it settles – that is highly-“scientific”.  It 

has become a commonplace to observe that we know more of the Moon, than of the soil beneath 

our feet.   

Ain’t it strange that species selected by the first Neolithic farmers for further selection are still the 

species which dominate modern agriculture?  I suppose that an ordinary member of the Palaeolithic 

would have known far more of the plants, fungi and animals which supported her, than members of 

the modern “scientific” community.  Observation of large-seeded grasses by hunter-gatherers, led to 

their curious cultivation and to the incurious, hubristic modernity which has created the ring roads 

and retail parks of today. 
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As Michael Pollen has noticed, those large edible seeds may have been presented to entice 

humanity to spread them across the world – not grasses cultivated by humanity, but humanity 

cultivated by grass. 

Modern hunter-gatherers of the super market aisle must observe the fragility of their oil-driven 

position and think again of a new fall - back into agriculture - bearing a tree of knowledge of species 

and their cultivation.  That requires a scientific (sceptical and humble) mind, an adventurous spirit 

and the dexterity of the tool-maker to regularly re-hone her regularly-failed tools. 

Liberty from the restraints of today’s schooling may evoke a rush of learning.  The fact that schooling 

is compelled to provide evidence of year on year improvements is further evidence of a dangerously-

rigid and “progressively”-narrowing mindset – in which a child of today must know more than a child 

of yesterday.  The children who went on to create agriculture: the plough; the hydraulic ram; the 

harnessing of beasts had no schooling, but for certain – a wide knowledge of the world around them 

- classified into a vocabulary (I speculate) both more extensive and more specific than anyone 

imprisoned at a desk today.  There is not a new thought under the sun – only new tools for new 

circumstance.  Let’s learn our circumstance then reshape our tools.  We have a Palaeolithic mind in 

an agricultural world of our own making.  The story of the Fall is perennial to us.  Oil power 

presented the illusion of a return to the garden, in which we could gather the fruits of the super 

market aisle without thinking of the consequence.  Now, we must choose to be fallen, walk away 

from the Oil Garden and then study our circumstance – the life beyond Paradise.     

Here’s the thing – If a life without oil is impossible, then life is impossible.  I won’t accept that.  The 

foundation for all cultures is food-supply.  Cities, trade and the trades are all emergent properties of 

agriculture.  If we can find ways to grow enough food, then the rest, however difficult, can follow.  If 

we cannot grow enough food then.... ‘nuf said. 

With regards to growing enough food, the question to be asked is not, which crops will yield the 

most? – But how can cultures as a whole integrate most happily in their terrains?  The vivacity of a 

terrain is in the complexity and variety of fungi, bacteria, plants animals and so on – all of which 

contribute to the optimum biomass of the whole.  The apparent high yield of monocultures reduces 

the optimum yield of the whole.  Likewise, animals have evolved as essential parts of ecosystems.  

Their apparently low-yield to agriculture is an essential, contributory part to an optimum high-yield 

of the whole.   

Nevertheless, the biomass of vegetarian animals is very small relative to the biomass of plants.  A far 

smaller biomass of predators has evolved in turn, to prey on them.  Plague-like, omnivorous 

Humanity must, in consequence choose a mostly vegetable diet, supplemented by appropriately-

small amounts of meat.  Economy must mirror ecology to achieve an optimum success. 

The arrogance of a vegan diet is that it removes all animals, but humans from its husbandry system 

in pursuit both of high yield and the virtue of not preying on the same animals it had previously 

“removed”.  It is a system which transcends evolution by the conceit of a humane idea.  A vegan 

system can be maintained only by the return of human faeces and urine – not permissible to many 

post-modern vegans.  The illusion of a possibility is achieved by importing composting material from 

outside the system – thus diminishing a neighbour’s crop-yields.  In my book, we must consider our 
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neighbours.  I don’t like to grow fat, because my neighbour grows thin.  Green manures and 

atmospheric nitrogen will provide insufficient maintenance.  An uncompromising vegan farmer 

wishing to pass the land to her children in the condition she found it will fail. – She will have 

diminished the common. 

I propose that a wiser and more humble approach would be to settle back into nature by learning 

from nature; from all species - to produce a diet, something like today’s occasionally-lapsing 

vegetarian who cannot resist butter on her bread, has milk in her tea, occasionally eats fish, or 

omelettes and falls guiltily at the smell of bacon.  Nevertheless, the basis of her diet would remain 

vegetable, fruit and seed.   

I think that my reader will know that grain trucked into feed-lots, batteries and broiler houses is 

economically and ecologically impossible.  I think that most, as I do, will also think that such 

calculated cruelty is wrong – that it is inhumane.  What is humane and inhumane is inherited and 

deep within us. 

Domesticated cattle, sheep, poultry and so on can fulfil their natural and social behaviours (more 

and sometimes less) in fields.  Carp can live a good life in a man-made pond, because lakes and 

ponds are their natural habitat.  Salmon, on the other hand cannot live naturally in a fish farm – they 

need to migrate.  I think it will probably prove true that increasing the happiness of our 

domesticated animals will increase their economic contribution.  If we want to eat salmon we must 

catch wild salmon – and then in judicious quantities.  Treating animals as though they were man-

made machines is no way to integrate efficiently into the optimum economic yields of a complex 

ecology.  Exceeding an optimum, particular yield will always create a negative feedback from ecology 

to economy and reduce the yield of the whole to below its optimum.  Harvest too much today and 

we’ll harvest too little tomorrow.  

The same might be said of energy-use – Even though a litre of oil may have the energy of two (or 

more) weeks of manual labour, it has not the complex ingenuity, dexterity and contributory 

happiness of the humanity it replaces.  Fourty years ago Ivan Illich explored the same paradox in his 

book Energy and Equity, in which he showed that the average American need only walk at slightly 

less than five miles an hour to achieve the same distance as his car would travel after adding the 

hours worked to pay for it.  What’s more the walking American (integrated into a culture for 

walking) would use only about five percent of his time in travel, whereas the petrol-powered 

American would use twenty eight percent. 

In curiously settling within its ecology, my folk movement may gain a currently-unseen diversity of 

advantages over today’s monocultures. – That’s Fairy Land for you.  It’s unseen until you find it.  The 

super market aisle provided what was already done invisibly and without consent.  You say 

consumer-choice is consent?  If cultures are what we do, then consent has lost us a culture.  The 

excitement of being a part of the cultivation may replace dependency on that loss with pleasure. 

We are about to be expelled from the super market garden.  If we choose to walk out now it will be 

towards a better world than the one that will remain if we wait for the casino to collapse. 
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As bottles pass round our campfires and we gaze upwards as rising sparks mingle with stars, here is 

my contributory tale.  

*** 

NOTES FROM NOWHERE 

FIT THE FIRST 

Once upon a time in the next few years or so, in a land called Nowhere, there was a great upheaval.  

How it happened remains unclear, but I compare it to seasonal migrations of flocks and herds, in 

which every member knew by nature what was to be done.  There was no great flood, nor violent 

revolution. 

But there was an evacuation of sorts accompanied by an occupation of sorts.  It was not illegal to 

modern law, and yet it was one of the great folk movements of history.  A contagious impulse to 

take part infected metabolisms of cities and nerves of social systems.  A virus you say?  I say it was a 

kind of eusocial immune system returning perversity to normal. 

You reasonably point out that there was no great upheaval and that people remained in comfortable 

dependency on careless, self-serving (and perverse) power.  Well, your reason must similarly point 

out that great floods, wilding weather, followed by economic collapse were a reasonable, utterly 

natural consequence and that comfortable dependency ended in chaos.  Chaos has no narrator and 

so I’ll leave her ingredients as by the by.  Here’re a few – they include starvation, mass migration, 

war...... 

So, I say – Once upon a time, there came to pass, the last consumer choice.     

The choice to walk to the exit of those large retail chains and to join the exodus of retail parks and 

super markets came to most people, less with a passionate cry, and more with a sigh of relief.  It was 

less the great revolt and more the return of ordinary lives.  Don’t forget that the ways we live now 

are extra-ordinary.  They’ve never been before and can never be again. 

Many who wished to abandon their dependency could not at first.  Wages to feed and house their 

children held priority over individual moral choice.  Perhaps there were no other means to shop but 

in a super market and sometimes for a farmer (for instance) there were no other markets for her 

produce.  But humanity is well adjusted to deal with paradox and that we cannot do what we’d like 

to do does not mean we’ve made a compromised choice.  You see - night time tales remain in the 

heart.  If I have no choice, then my intrinsic moral remains untouched.  Milton’s sophistry was true in 

those cases: They also serve, who only stand and wait. 

My aside to those NGOs who’s object is to change the amoral and even physically impossible from 

within, is that they must abandon intrinsic ethics, so that both independent reason and moral 

compass are lost.  Amorality will only converse on amoral terms.  NGOs have often chosen to do 

wrong things – quite different from those restrained from doing right.  It’s an ancient dilemma – one 

most frequently created by occupying armies, or by gangsters who’ve control of streets in which 

good citizens live.  None but the priest would have licence to change the Mafiosi from within, but 
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the good citizen with a care for her family may be forced to prudently pay the protection moneys – 

or as we’ll explore: the Druidgeld. 

The way through a mire is through it to the other side and the fact that we must compromise with 

the inhabitants of the mire, does not mean we should attempt to improve their management by 

participation – We wish to escape it altogether and to walk prudently and safely to the other side.  

So the folk movement began to swell like water into a landscape, finding its courses of least 

resistance.  The fashion for participation was empathetic and spread by way of the easily-receptive 

heart – so that even those who were prudently chained to contrary jobs and ways of life, were able 

to look on with a constrained and secret pleasure. – The heart beats invisibly.   

Modern cultures can begin as microcosms – just one to buy, another to sell and both happy with the 

contract.  The knowledge that a two degree rise in temperature may cause a metre rise in sea level 

in just a few decades increased the happiness of the contract.  The life previously lived seemed 

ridiculous.  The simple relief of an ordinary life following ordinary and natural physics was like a 

great, common sigh which relieved the tensions of a long social anxiety.  

*** 

A return to normal doesn’t sound much like an epic chapter of history, and yet it was so – just 

because it was unprecedented.  The powerful remained in power and yet their power was slowly 

drained.  Nations of farmers, trades-people and shopkeepers emerged like fungi from the micro-

fauna or mycelia of a common heart.  Suddenly town councils and even county councils became 

more like councils for the guilds of the trades during what was an epic transformation from 

dependency on the enclosures of coal, oil and gas to a true and ancient dependency on the 

commons of nature (and human nature). 

Even NGOs which had been lurking in the shadows of power saw the futility of their various positions 

and either evaporated into the atmosphere of the times, or refocused their ends to join in. 

For instance, the Soil Association symbol (or cockle shell) vanished from centralised distribution 

chains of the big brands and super markets.  It re-appeared over shop doorways and workshops.  

Those that sought it in retail parks had to retrace their steps to find it in proper shops and 

increasingly-busy market squares.  So instead of pulling in contrary directions, labels such as fair 

trade and organic became part of a populist swell which had long been advocated by the transition 

town movement. 

One by one, people came to understand not only their dependency on physical laws, but also on 

each other.  Those who were still locked into a pay packet from “the powers” could nevertheless 

contribute to something better for the future.  Community owned pubs, wind turbines, village and 

corner shops, which have appeared in brave isolation today, became commonplace.  Share or bond 

systems began to finance workshops, mills, boat-yards, sail trading, fishing vessels, harbours, market 

halls and so on.  Some parish and town councils came to understand where their foundations lay – 

not in instruction and guidance from “above”, but in the management of both the common good 

and the commons of parishes and towns.  The perverse post-modern idea of councils apparently 

“owning” land, such as roads and market squares became discredited as the idea of commons 
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returned.  Of course, ideas which are accepted citizen by citizen – even if only to join the fashion – 

are more durable and satisfactory than those gained from television programmes, schools or 

universities.  Learning and education are not at all the same things.  

A common is accepted from previous generations and passed on to the next.  A commons right is the 

right to be responsible for the management and maintenance of the common.  Such a definition 

came to define the behaviour of town and parish councils.  Don’t forget that a common is ownership 

in common.  Sometimes, commoners, having communally agreed to enclosure have then shared out 

a common into equal properties, but for the most part, enclosures have been by violent theft from 

the community. 

All of these things are ordinary and easily understood.  The esoteric enclosure of education by the 

powers evaporated as the common good of common knowledge emerged in the forms of 

apprenticeships on the one hand and study for its own sake on the other.  Amateur study (by those 

who love) spread, as exited curiosity about the workings of the world similarly spread. 

What about wealth and its distribution?  Of course post modernity had not measured its assets, but 

only the spending of them – well, GDP shrank by about seventy percent, but since most of that 

spending had been in ephemeral things, the thirty remaining percent did not indicate austerity.  

Rather it indicated the loss of oil-ephemera and the gain of lives lived by ordinary laws of physics.  

Recently, at the Labour Party Conference a spokesperson suggested that sixty thousand pounds a 

year was not riches and that a labour government would support those on such a mediocre wage.  

When you realise that nobody could earn such amounts without both diminishing the common good 

and also removing it from another’s pocket, then you might also realise the common and expanding 

joy of escaping such a despicable system.  Of course throughout history, decency has been half-

inched by indecent opportunity, but in no period of history has extreme inequality been endorsed by 

an apparently egalitarian politic.  As we know today, social mobility is proposed as “a good” and yet 

such mobility pre-supposes the hierarchies (the inequality) through which it would move. 

Escaping the despicable politic was a part of the joy – yes joy, which was propelling people from its 

tainted bread and circuses towards a deeply-felt, yet easily-understood good life.  The simple truths 

of both physics and morals were accepted as a relief from what came to be seen as the physically 

and morally ridiculous, druidic cult-doctrines of economic growth and intellectual progress. 

It is probably no coincidence that the balances we seek in nature, replicate the inner balances by 

which we track our social behaviours.  Anyway, moral weights and measures became replicated in 

natural weights and measures.  Naturally, as always, dishonesty followed to take advantage of 

honesty, but the two entwined in a renewed social understanding – rather as spivs in the war effort 

of Nineteen Fourty.  Worth and value are deeply and anciently-understood. 

Such inner balances are not learned.  We simply know them.  Similarly ideas of the commons are 

within us.  That we have what we need without instruction gave the Great Revolt its foundation 

stone.  When Adam delved and Eve span, who was then the gentleman?  That governments and 

corporations had pillaged their assets without a thought for future governments and corporations, 

gave the revolt its purpose (or purposes).  Parents thought for their children.  Today we give children 

to service providers who have been schooled to know better - to know that ideas can replace 
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resources; that ingenuity will re-fill those empty holes in the ground; that wealth can expand by 

buying and selling ideas; that each child has a social mobility to outsoar her parents and to achieve 

the social status of a television personality such as “Professor” Brian Cox.  Well, I must tell you that 

Brian saw his idle ignorance and became a bodger in a Sussex wood, with an income of four 

thousand pounds a year.  His small observatory became his night-time pleasure – and the string of 

ensuing monographs a pleasure to his peers. 

Four thousand pounds a year became the spirit level around which communities evolved.  Here, as 

the bottle passes round and another log is thrown on the fire, I should really provide two 

possibilities for my story.  However I shall choose one – not because it is more likely to become true, 

but because it must become true if our children are to have any life at all.  Wish-full thinking has 

sometimes achieved its wishes.  I can’t deny that sometimes it has not.  I am speaking of the 

behaviour of those in power – not the corporations and big brands, but politicians in the parliaments 

of Ireland, Wales, Scotland, England and Europe as a whole.  The corporations proved incapable of 

change, but since they only ever existed by courtesy of the purses of little people, they also proved 

to be more ephemeral than we dare to dream today. 

After Scotland gained independence from the United Kingdom, her radical land and tax reforms, 

coupled with a new Nordic and Baltic trading alliance evoked an excitement which soon spread to 

the people of Wales – who voted for their own independence soon afterwards.  England became so 

by default.  The spread of the folk movement in Scotland had provided the vote to remove the 

original nationalist leaders from office – an office from which they’d boasted that Scottish oil-wealth 

and proud history would make her a major power in Europe.  Anyway, it was the new parliament, 

which gave her a major role in history.  The Declaration of Sequestration not only left oil reserves 

where they lay for more judicious generations but also placed economies into the hands of citizens, 

while removing them from the amorality of power.  The Declaration simultaneously placed 

economies into the ecologies in which they settled – from where else could the wealth of nations be 

renewed? became a populist saying.  The word sequestration regained a proper meaning.  Today of 

course, it is used to defer the disrupted, natural sequestration of coal, oil and gas by the suggestion 

that we can sequester a substituted biomass.   Today, sequestration is the great excuse used by 

pastoralists for their grasslands, woodsmen for their woodland floors and “organic” farmers for their 

green manures and composts.  It is even used by house-builders for their “embedded structures”.  

Grasslands, woodlands, arable and horticultural lands and our dwelling places simply exist to be 

managed properly.  Their proper management can be no dispensation for the profligate burning for 

fuel of millions of sedimentary years of fossilised proteins. 

Such simple truths gave volition to the Great Revolt as a kind of contagious gossip in which the 

ridiculous dispensations and cults of today’s post-modernity entered folk law.  Comedies and songs 

hung naturally on images such as our familiar post modernist, who jets the globe, supports her retail 

park and yet earnestly applies for druidic dispensation for the carbon – quite naturally 

“sequestered” in her fields – not even bad behaviour compensated by good behaviour, but bad 

behaviour compensated by an oblivious natural world.  Such carbon calculations (once again) give 

wealth to those with land rights and remove it from those with none. 
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So Scotland lead the way, which one by one - firstly Wales and then nations in Scandinavia and 

Eastern Europe followed.  Tax reform, land reform and monetary reform were used alongside the 

excitedly-stimulated desires of the folk movement to bring spending down to the levels of the now 

severely-reduced energy-supply.   

A basic, or citizen’s income, or dividend for all adult citizens, which was cheap and simple to 

administer, replaced both social security and pension systems. 

My back of an envelope calculation of 2011 UK statistics shows that all adults of nineteen years of 

age could today receive a basic income of £5345.  – Pension spending £144 billion, Social security 

£133 billion, population of over nineteen-year-olds 48.08 million.  Of course the massively-

cumbersome and extremely expensive administrative systems of today could be removed at a 

stroke, since every citizen would simply receive their five thousand pounds every year after reaching 

adulthood. 

It is an ancient truth (which most of us brush aside) that wealth created by labour leads to lower 

wages, inflated property prices and increasing rents.  As cultures grow more complex, the propertied 

become richer, while those that generate their capital in food, clothing, housing and travel become 

poorer.  As economic activity expands, so land value inflates, rents rise and more money commands 

more service from those who struggle to pay high rents from mere labour value – Property and 

rental prices grow in the casino without restraint, while labour is restrained by both laws of physics 

and the limits in both time and space that its mortal frame can bear.  Most property has been 

inherited or bought from an original and almost certainly violent enclosure of the common realm.   

So, to return to my story, a site-value tax or land rental was paid back to the community from which 

it had been originally removed.  It restored wealth to what generated that wealth – that is labour.  

Restoration as a citizen’s income, or citizen’s dividend was thought to be the most just method, 

because it was the most universal and least-easily manipulated by powerful interests. 

Site value for tax purposes was based on rental value and as the economy slowed so both property 

and rental values fell.  For instance, the value of agricultural land began to fall towards a level that 

more reflected its production value, so that the site value tax could more easily find its proper level.  

Bear in mind, as Henry George has pointed out, that a derelict farm on soil of equivalent fertility 

would pay the same site tax per acre as a productive farm of orchards and intensive horticultural 

fields – with perhaps good buildings comprising of fruit presses, corn mills, dairies and so on.  

Transferring income tax to land tax encouraged economic activity, expanded the real economy and 

shrank the casino – so progressively narrowing the gap between the rich who took from economic 

activity and the poor, who generated it.  The convivial and ingenious language of tools became 

louder than the defensive and parochial language of state. 

Anyway, income tax was replaced by land value tax. 

Considering agriculture, intensive, mostly manual horticulture gained a tax advantage over more 

extensive farming systems.  That advantage passed into the larger economy, since the need to 

transfer from oil to man power, while maintaining high crop yields was partly answered in the tax 

incentive.  
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Once it was fully understood, restoration to the common realm of the wealth extracted from it by 

idle property became a populist measure.  Taxation was progressively removed from labour, which 

generated prosperity and re-applied to property which has, since the violent reformation of the 

sixteenth century, progressively appropriated it.  (There were earlier enclosures)  In consequence, 

ingenuity, dexterity and the greatest freedom of all – the freedom to be responsible were all 

liberated from the power of the casino by the maintenance of the common good as the first 

principle of taxation.   

The propertied have traditionally argued that the trickle down from their ever-inflating wealth had 

stimulated services and so employment.  But trickle-down from the few to the services of the many 

is no recipe for a just wage bargain.  What’s more, demand for whimsical service is no answer to the 

real needs of economic settlement.  It has no sense of either the scarcity of resources, or of the 

health of the ecology, which is the primary driving force of all economies.  Nor does it, in any way, 

consider the common good.  

Back to my story – Without an underpinning of fossil fuels, the collapse of property prices was 

inevitable and occurred rapidly after the Declaration of Sequestration.  Nationalisation of personal 

banking became necessary as the panic generated by the sudden diminishing of property assets 

became firstly apparent as disaster and secondly as opportunity.  A judicious use of inflation by the 

new Central Bank of Scotland slowed the descent to one which could be absorbed in the social 

imagination.  So radical had the introduction of a basic income for all adult citizens seemed that 

other radical changes gained a step-by-step acceptance.  Bear in mind that these measures were 

already established parts of conversation within what became an international folk movement. 

The people of Ireland, who had, in many ways, begun the journey while in the darkest days of 

corporate power, looked on cautiously – a caution born of “Celtic Tiger” days.  Ireland, more than 

any “nations” in the UK, had retained a folk history of struggles and a folk music and literature 

embedded in her social heart.  A quirk of fate (and popular singing) brought Mary Robinson 

reluctantly back from the independent voice of her campaigning, to the compromised voice of the 

presidency.  But her government endorsed the Scots Declaration and introduced the basic income to 

Ireland. 

Basic Income was the catalyst for the Great Revolt to become the Great Re-Settlement – of people 

into new roles and of societies into their terrains.  The security of that basic floor liberated an exited 

exploration of new skills and ingenuities – for some a simple life of study became possible without 

starving in the garret – scholars, poets, musicians, painters and scientists could pursue peculiar 

interests, while many were apprenticed to a variety of newly-appropriate trades.  Still more skills 

were developed in garden sheds.  Motherhood and parenthood lost the heart-wrenching dilemmas 

which they face today and schooling became a far less expensive and time and life-wasting 

“necessity”.  Communal schooling seldom began before the age of seven and usually ended at 

fourteen.  Those who’d sought advanced studies with authorities in their fields could travel to 

centres of learning, proudly bearing a newly-acquired basic income (or citizen’s dividend) with them.   

So the expenses of the state for social security administration were largely removed, while 

education costs were dramatically reduced.  Bear in mind, that as national spending (NS), which we 

call GDP was compelled to shrink by two thirds - by the descent from fossil fuels, so wages could 
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similarly shrink.  A state employed teacher for instance, would receive something like Four Thousand 

pounds a year to supplement her basic income.  

While GDP shrank by two thirds, property values shrank to a tenth of today’s values.  Why was there 

not a crash?   Judiciously-used inflation regulated the descent to a degree, but the greatest regulator 

was the common, social imagination of citizens.  Casino economies crash when punters no longer 

trust the punts.  Facts and figures have nothing to do with economic crashes – loss of belief does.   

Of course the ridiculous post-modern proposition that a measure of spending can equate to a 

measure of prosperity was made even more ridiculous by events.  For instance, riots, floods, storms 

and crop-losses all lead to an expanded money-flow - to increased spending and very “healthy” GDP 

figures.  Meanwhile, as that fantastical money-flow ascends into the stratosphere of the casino both 

valuable and common assets shrink, businesses fold, imports increase and exports diminish.   

So! - GDP became what it is – National Spending - NS, a measure of spending.  A more proper 

national accounting must measure what any business account must measure – that is assets at 

year’s end minus assets at year’s beginning.   

As an aside I must mention that my wage and basic income figures are values equivalent to today for 

ease of understanding – Actually they were increased by inflation.  State moneys for re-distribution 

were at-first raised from site-value taxation and a selective value added tax.  Of course site values 

fell as bricks and mortar property values became more apparent.  Income tax provided a variable 

contribution in the transition – Most who earned between four and six thousand pounds above their 

basic income provided a tithe – a word which still bore a moral implication.  Income of above fifteen 

thousand pounds was impossible for one citizen’s labour and so all income above that level was 

returned to the common good at ninety percent.  As the great resettlement progressed, it was 

planned that a site value tax to fund the citizen’s income, or dividend would replace all income 

taxation.  

In short, basic income provided a new deal for all citizens.  Since civilisations are made up of what 

citizens do it proved a very good deal indeed.  New deals in the Roosevelt manner were sometimes 

applied to renewable energy schemes, branch line railways and canals, harbour construction, market 

halls and the destruction and recycling of retail parks, air ports and so on.  These are why a 

transitionary income tax was initially necessary (considerably bolstered by a financial transaction 

tax).  But the most critical new deal was for housing (for a ten-fold increase in rural populations).  

Simple timber-framed house-building provided that initial spur to a rural employment which then 

branched in more self-determined directions – principally into woodlands, horticulture and small-

scale farming, which became the foundations for food trades, service trades and of course, for trade 

itself. 

*** 

FIT THE SECOND 

Now then – modern cultures are agricultures.  They are emergent properties of fields.  An 

agriculture without oil is inconceivable today, but it must be so and so it was in my story.  Today’s 

readers will resist my narrative as fantasy – I rejoin that their dual proposals for a world in which 
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ideas replace resources, combined with a continued exploitation of Arctic oil, shale gas and ever 

more difficult sources for fossil fuels are either wildly fantastical or a deliberate genocide.  

Contemporary – a favourite word for the transcendence of “nasty, brutish and short” natural laws 

for a fossil-powered, high-rise cleanliness of hydroponic roof and vertical gardens and some token 

algae-powered vehicles – all powered by “clean” sunlight – or otherwise by fossil-stored sunlight.  

Even though very old-fashioned fire remains as Post Modernity’s projected source of both travel-

power and domestic power, escaping gases (the risk assessments say) will be “cleverly” captured 

and stored.   

In the seventeenth century, Britain came to a sudden economic end, because she had burnt and 

felled the last of her trees having had no thought of replacement.  Those seams of black gold came 

to the rescue and created the world we have today.  Now, crazily, physicists are turning back to the 

trees, because, they say (some really do say it) we have an endless source of energy to burn in 

photosynthesised sunlight!  Britain’s largest coal-fired power stations are currently converting to 

replace coal with timber – and are receiving large “green” subsidies to do so. 

Dear listeners, I make no apology for repeating this ridiculous first principle, which informs the 

calculations of the IPCC, Zero Carbon Britain 2030 and many university departments besides...  If 

biomass is burned, the chemistry is more or less reversed, and the original energy and raw material 

(CO2 and water) are released.  There is then no net gain or loss of CO2, which is why biological fields 

are considered to be carbon neutral.  So, says the mad physicist, we can burn crops from a field 

forever, returning nothing to the soil but gas and ashes and the wonderful power of photosynthesis 

will perennially regenerate the same green growth.      

Well, ancient laws of life (use and return) provided a solid and renewable ground for the Great 

Revolt to settle.  People floated anxiously down from the uncertain breezes of today’s trans-

substantial fantasy, to land with sighs of relief onto soils which yielded crops in proportion to how 

the soil life was fed! 

People with a basic income in their pockets and a wage from the New Rural Deal still had to find 

their ways in the world after the deal had ended.  The same applied in coastal communities 

stimulated by the New Harbour Deal.  How to gain land, fishing boats, or trading vessels for 

instance?  How to set up a new boat-builder’s yard? 

History provided one answer in share or bond systems, so that communities could buy into new 

ventures such as sail trading companies. 

Access to land, which is nearly impossible today for those who don’t inherit it (I include subsidy 

inheritance) became suddenly simpler and very much cheaper to acquire. 

Bonds were often issued in local currencies.  Local currencies not only provided some protection 

from the volatility of larger and far from self-determined money flows, they also identified local 

needs.  If my local currency cannot buy what I need, then my search may stimulate a local ingenuity 

to understand the techniques to supply me. 

The common pool of community money may partially protect a local economy from the great river 

of the national economy which must flow through it.  It is a sequestered mill pond to supply the 
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wheel of a self-determined manufactory, while the river to the world of trade continues to flow (also 

usefully) by. 

Anyway, to return to central governments, Ireland, Scotland and Wales unilaterally turned the 

cumbersome Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) into a basic income for all farmers.  Moreover its 

tradeable value was removed, so that unused subsidy-right was returned to “the common fund” and 

redistributed.  There was some discussion at the time, if agricultural subsidy should not be returned 

to contribute to the citizen’s basic income.  After all, the farmer was already in receipt of hers.  

Eventually both citizens and politicians accepted that the cheap food policy followed since Nineteen 

Fourty, which was the foundation for agricultural subsidy should be continued to the extent that 

food prices were the foundation of all prices.  A farmers’ basic income could be easily adjusted 

downwards if farming incomes were increased by market forces. 

Anyway here are some figures for Wales which provide seven thousand pounds for each farmer.  

The figures could have provided Ninety Eight Pounds for every adult Welsh citizen.  In my story, as 

the transition began, so opportunity increased and subsidy reduced.  Eventually, the number of 

farmers increased ten-fold and subsidy reduced accordingly to seven hundred pounds – but in an 

easier, more convivial economic atmosphere – until subsidy was ended altogether.  Basic citizen’s 

income was then sufficient for those starting out in farming and growing. 

*** 

Basic income applied to farm subsidy – Total Welsh agricultural subsidies redistributed as basic 

income to all holdings equally, would be £7183 

AGRICULTURAL STATS WALES 2012 

Total population       3 million 

All land                        2.1 million ha 

Agricultural land         1.6 million ha 

Permanent pasture    1 million ha 

 

Sole Right                       200,000 ha           

Grass under 5 years        100,000 ha 

Crops & horticulture       100.000 ha 

Farm Woodland                100,000 ha 

Agricultural holdings         41,277               (Ave size 387.6ha) 

Horticultural Holdings             506 

Single payment 2012         £244.4 million  
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Tir Mynydd                            £24.7 million 

Tir Gofal                                 £15.6 million 

Tir Cynnal              £6.9 million 

Organic schemes       £4.5 million 

Other         £0.4 million 

Total Ag payments - £296.5 million - £98.83 per head/population  

        or £7183.177 per farm holding 

*** 

While we consider the figures, here are some more – Welsh sail-trading figures and ones which 

became replicated many times in my story.  I’ve referred to these in previous books, but since those 

books remain unread and anyway this is – and pass me the bottle – a fireside tale shared with a 

passing traveller, I’ll repeat them. 

Sea-going vessels have been built in small harbours and beaches up and down the coast of Wales.  

The brig Anne Catherine was built in 1859 on the beach at Llangranog by Llangranog shipwrights.  I 

use Anne Catherine as a typical example.  She was 193 ft in length, 211 tons and built for the ocean 

trade.  Finance for her construction, cargo and crew was raised from within the Llangranog 

community – as was the custom. Traditionally, finance for such projects was raised by shares issued 

as “sixty fours”.  In this case, they were bought by two master mariners, one shopkeeper, two 

blacksmiths, two innkeepers, one merchant, one tanner, one joiner, one spinster, two widows, two 

private individuals, and seven farmers.  (Information taken from the excellent, Welsh Ships and 

Sailing Men, by Aled Eames) 

Such a story was replicated along the Welsh coastline.  For instance, the village of Llantsantffraed 

with a total population of 1,286 (1851 census), produced 55 ocean-going vessels between 1786 and 

1864. 

The famous Porthmadog schooners for the American and Australian trades could match the great 

tea clippers for speed and modern design.  The last was built in Nineteen Fourteen – in competition 

with both coal-fired steam ships and the new oil engines. 

The Lleyn Peninsular was particularly famous for its skills, producing both ocean going and shore-

hopping vessels to order from throughout Britain.   

History recurs and I evoke history for my sceptical listeners to show that what happened in my story 

has happened before.  Once upon a time is my reassurance.  Well, in my story, systems similar to the 

“sixty fours” pushed much of what had seemed unattainable today into being.  Mills, fishing and 

trading vessels, workshops and small manufactories of many kinds grew spontaneously from the 

spirits of communities – spirits for both adventure and security and spirits which flowered without a 

word of “advice” from authorities: from government, university or bank. 
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With regards to spirit of communities, the following is from Nefyn Shipbuilders and Their Ships, by 

Mr O J Cowell.  He refers to Nefyn in the Eighteenth Century.  Bear in mind that a ship may have 

taken two years to build. 

Launching a ship was a most important social event in these seaside towns, to which everyone looked 

forward to with great excitement, and was considered by everybody as an unofficial public holiday. 

The headmaster recorded many times in the school log that on such occasions (as at harvest time) he 

had to close the school because it was impossible to get children to attend. On the previous day of 

the launch workers would be employed to open a large trench from the stern of the ship to the sea to 

facilitate an easy passage at the following high tide. The launching would start with a traditional 

religious service of blessing....  

There are those who see a future without oil as one of austere localism, but the opposite became 

the case.  Unexpected scarcity and abundance were inevitable as communities settled in their 

landscapes – they are inevitable anyway – fickle as the weather.  People developing skills and tools 

are never parochial in outlook.  That is the attitude of those who’d protect a settled state of culture 

and of mind.  Curiosity for developments overseas provoked not only international trade but 

international conversation.  My aside to parochial, self-satisfied post-modernists is - in spite of 

holiday flights to Goa, Sri Lanka, or a variety of Costa Del Something-or-others, they have become far 

less curious than people of the Bronze Age, or Neolithic.  It is not surprising that travelling without 

travel provokes a parochial state to be protected – from wind, sunshine, topography, cultures, 

climate change and truth.   

Trade by sail to Europe; the Baltic; the Mediterranean and beyond to Africa, India and China became 

commonplace and an outlet for people (particularly the young) in search of adventure.  The Welsh 

word cynefin expresses more than terrain or terroir, or landscape – It expresses the whole – what 

has nurtured, or fostered us from history and into the future; in the terroir; the culture; the family; 

the bed-time stories; the particular way our particular homes sit in the landscape.  The word is 

tender.  It holds what mothers do, cradling childhood into adulthood.  Anyhow, with a cynefin in her 

heart the traveller can also respect those of others.  What’s more our sail-trader can more easily 

trade, because she can more easily understand a deeper, mutual, comparative advantage.  Cultural 

identity grows in a cynefin, but travellers are reassured by that identity and are freed to be more 

curious of the cynefin of another.  This is embodied in a saying of the Hebrides - The bonds of milk 

are stronger than the bonds of blood.  

If I seem to be attacking today’s localist movement, I only do so to the extent that it sometimes 

forgets how communities have lived and traded for thousands of years.  An obsession with “low 

carbon lifestyles” has associated all travel with bad travel – as though the last hundred years 

contains all models for all communities.  But people had sailed the Irish Sea to the Med; the Baltic; 

the Aegean in the Neolithic.  By the Bronze Age, established harbours and trade routes were already 

ancient history.  The last Porthmadog schooner, which was built in Nineteen Fourteen was a serious 

trading vessel – which could out-sail steam ships.  It was built for the American and Australian slate 

trades. 

To return to my story – and as I’ve said – as people took tools into their own hands, it felt at last 

normal, as though those hands were made for tools.  That great common sigh of relief which 
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escaped the lungs of whole communities as they shuffled to get comfortable in their terrains was an 

understanding of the extra-ordinarily impossible lives they’d been living.  In short, history resumed 

and ordinary life began to follow its courses.  Power remained in town hall and parliament, but a 

citizen with a tool in her hand knew that culture was what she did, not what authority decided.  

Today, as I tell my story, post modernists snigger at sailing boats, appropriate technologies and ideas 

of the commons of nature.  But as people picked up tools and considered how to use them, simple 

laws of physics became immediately apparent.  The best tools bent to those laws – wind and water 

for transport was the best transport - economies evolved in their ecologies were the best 

economies.  Communities which passed undiminished commons to their children were the happiest 

communities, because such impulses are inherent in our nature.  

*** 

FIT THE THIRD 

Obviously, the bulk of trade was local trade – market gardens emerged within and in the surrounds 

of towns - street markets expanded accordingly.  Suburbs began to re-centre as villages, or small 

towns - each with shops and workshops.  Urban fringes faced some dilapidation as both town 

centres and rural economies enlivened.  But the slower nature of travel provoked the old need for 

pubs, cafes and bunk houses.  Likewise, the old service trades revived – local joiners, electricians, 

metal workers, appropriate small-scale agricultural machinery manufacturers, boat-builders, wind 

and water turbine manufacturers and so on.  Of course, town and village bakers, butchers, green-

grocers, dairies and fish-mongers rapidly replaced all that decaying super markets had once 

provided. 

Farmers’ markets, which had begun as tools of transition disappeared into street markets and rural 

produce found a variety of buyers amongst local trades-people.  Every market town had its 

wholesale fish, veg and dairy market halls.  The intoning of auctioneers became a familiar early-

morning event – as natural as cock-crow.  In many cases, redundant super markets proved ideal for 

this new (and old as the hills) purpose. 

Still, while the dew was on the grass and birdsong was amorous, young people itched for adventure.  

Many found it in those brigs and schooners moored at the quay, or lying enticingly off-shore from 

the beach.  Typically of about fifty to three hundred tons they carried grain, apples, wine – evocative 

things – Well, they traded comparative advantages of terroir across the wine-dark sea! 

Sail traders learnt directly from the highly-developed marine architecture of the Nineteenth Century, 

but had the advantage of electric and hydrogen engines, which were used to leave and enter port, 

when sail alone would have waited for the tide. 

Clusters of wind turbines became a comforting sight, which marked the headlands of every harbour 

– charging batteries and sometimes producing electricity to extract hydrogen from water.  Our 

White Ladies of Welcome – sailors called them – amongst other things. 

It goes without saying that farming methods were organic methods – or agro-ecological, or 

biodynamic if you prefer.  What else could they be?  The fossil wells and mines were either empty, 

or after the Declaration of Sequestration were left to lie sequestered in their strata. 
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Let me remind you – Organic – Method which gains efficiency by imitating the cyclic behaviours of 

organisms. 

Let me also remind you – Agriculture – Societies whose cultural methods are emergent properties of 

fields.  That includes all settled cultures which have evolved from the Neolithic, or Bronze Age until 

now. 

Let me further remind you that this is a tale told under the surety of the stars.  It is my News from 

Nowhere.  In any case, the gossip from Nowhere included many references to wild delusions left 

behind: of economic growth from a finite supply; of enlightenment progressively superseding human 

nature; of private property enclosing priceless commons; of biomass burning forever from a 

continuous and magical re-growth - delusions to equal the achievements of Easter Islanders, or the 

dust bowl farmers of Oklahoma!   

So it was that communities came to share an almost palpable relief at their common escape from 

the delusions and static properties of power. 

 Any child from Nowhere would tell you that economies will grow only to the optimum point that 

ecologies can sustain them.  The rule of return was taught to children as the first principle of 

agriculture – useful because it was also the first principle of social justice.  Biomass extracted from a 

field in crops must be returned in some form to feed the field for subsequent crops.   If we burn that 

biomass, then nothing can be returned but gas and ashes.  Gas and ashes well describes the future 

diet of post modernity.  Gas and ashes also describes what the Great Revolt was glad to leave behind 

for a life lived by laws of life. 

Ideas of commons centred round the Rule of Return.  So biomass became a common from which a 

temporal property could be extracted by valued labour.  A cabbage was mine to eat or sell, but its 

biomass was not my property.  The flow of biomass between species from soil fauna to plant and 

animal and back again was a flow in time as well as space – from husbandries of the past to those of 

the future.  An optimum flow maintained an optimum mass.  This natural law was easily-understood, 

because it chimed with an intrinsic ethics.  We own neither the wind, which drives our turbines, nor 

the biomass which drives our bodies. – We own the temporarily-transformed state of our food, but 

not its flow – to and from soil.  The forms of both cabbage and king are temporary properties - states 

which will always dissolve to liquidity – dust to dust. 

Pretty soon, it became clear that the return of wastes to fields was a matter of social justice.  Those 

who obtained most waste could grow the biggest crops and make the most money.  Human nature 

being what it is – well you know the story.  So administration of town wastes – vegetable, sewage 

and so on needed regulation.  Fertility Boards were set up for the purpose – rather like those which 

regulate water rights in the Mediterranean, or which once administered the annual rotation of strips 

in medieval common fields. 

The ethic behind the fertility boards was a powerful one, since whole communities gained by an 

even distribution, which produced the highest optimum yield.  If a farmer imported too large a share 

of fertility, then much was lost as gas to the air and as minerals to water courses.  Maximum, total, 
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community crop yield was achieved by an optimum mineralisation of wastes – too much increased 

the yield for the greedy farmer, but reduced the yield of the whole.   

Since growing food was understood to be the foundation of a settled community, it became a noble 

calling – with the primal act of civilisation running through it.  

Without bagged fertiliser and the large diesel-powered vehicles to distribute it, arable farmers far 

from population centres found that yields began to fall.  Bear in mind that fertiliser is high dry 

matter and very light relative to its bulk, whereas sewage and green/food wastes are heavy.   Of 

course, with regards to problems of transport, grain is similarly light, whereas vegetables are heavy.   

So – because green manure, or pasture rotation alone, proved insufficient for regular arable 

harvesting, social patterns began to change accordingly.  Here’s the thing – towns and cities had 

become too full to be easily-fed from their hinterlands, whereas good land far from centres of 

population was lacking both labour and the imported fertility necessary to replace exported crops. 

Rural populations grew - and grew most dramatically on the best soils.   Basic Income and the New 

Deal in Rural Housing assisted the migration from towns and cities.  The crash in property values, far 

from slowing economic activity, actually stimulated it.  Economic activity is not measured by 

spending.  Adam Smith’s proposition became a populist saw – Goods can have many purposes, 

besides purchasing money, but money can have no purpose, besides purchasing goods.  Economic 

activity was revealed in new villages – some expanding to small towns.  The land around those 

settlements was often marked out into market gardens of three or four acres.  The arable land and 

pasture was most usually enclosed into new holdings of under a hundred acres with small easily-

managed and hedged fields.  Fifty acres of good land became the yardstick for a successful family 

farm.  Sometimes whole communities managed originally large farms.  The old landlords’ 

implements lay idle and the labour they’d hire to replace them came with a social movement at its 

back.  As centralised distribution decayed so did all its elements: - the large farms; the retail parks; 

the super markets; the pack-houses; the processing factories; the abattoirs.  The old large landlords 

were forced to trade with a new network of small butchers, dairies, mills, green grocers and so on, 

or go broke.  Some joined in.  Others fought till their end, which was inevitable. 

Scottish land reform measures became a commonplace throughout Europe as communities bought 

out the large farmers and landlords.  Don’t forget that as casino site values had collapsed, so land 

values emerged which reflected the value of agricultural production.  Field rents similarly collapsed. 

Scotland’s feudal systems remained a living and potent memory and also served as a reminder that 

post modernity had replaced feudalism with something even worse.  That is: power with 

responsibility had been replaced by mere property-right with no responsibility attached.  Of course 

Scotland’s history held far too many examples of betrayed and ignored feudal responsibilities, but 

these had been written down as iniquities.  Post modern property-holders lived in an amoral world 

in which moral judgement had become inappropriate.  Property law had become divorced from the 

foundation of all laws, which is the Common Good.  So, post-modern property-law was baseless and 

easily reformed.  After all, post modern property appropriates the wealth which good work produces 

by increasing rents and lowering wages.    
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*** 

FIT THE FOURTH 

Of course, older cities had been built both close to the shore and to fertile land.  They proved the 

least of problems – They had ease of trade and a source of food from rings of market gardens and 

from accessible orchards, arable fields and dairy pastures.  Market gardens also flourished in every 

space within cities in the Havana manner.  A renaissance of vegetable and fruit gardening seemed a 

natural pleasure.  Those old towns and cities made full advantage of both the sea and the fertile 

river valleys, which had been their original call to settlement in the Bronze or Early Iron Ages. 

However, those manufacturing and mill towns, which had been built inland and close to wherever 

coal or iron lay, faced severe problems.  It is notable that in the microcosm of the UK that they lay 

exclusively in England.  For instance, Welsh mining communities had sent their coals for export to 

English manufacturing towns, and not to support a local manufacturing.  Welsh mining towns were 

thus of a manageable size.  Mining communities had dispersed to a sadness of skill-less call centres 

and development-money, opportunistic companies.  Basic Income, New Deals and the excitement of 

Welsh independence, more easily revived old local ingenuities, by joyous escape from lives without 

purpose. 

All major roads, railways (and reservoirs!) had led to England from Wales.  And so it proved that 

Scotland, Ireland and Wales, which had once exported their wealth, had paradoxically exported their 

future problems.  Today it irritates many that Welsh main roads, canals and railways head east, 

whereas travel through Wales from North to South is by a slow network of disconnected and 

winding minor roads.  Ah well, exiting times engage us with more than such irritations and the 

Easterly roads (built for pillage) became known as the Baggage Roads.  Since world-wide changes 

were afoot, shallow nationalism seemed a part of such baggage.  Curiosity for the cultural 

ingenuities of others became contagious.  As I say, civilisation is in its methods – not in its states.  

Enough of the state and more of the method! 

Poor England kept the baggage, along with (for a while) an anachronistic politics of baggage.  New 

Labour and Tory politicians who had lived by the revolving doors of big business found it hard to 

abandon the “support” which big business still threw at them to hold off the end point of its decline.  

Moreover, reactionary thinking of a lost Great Britain supported what was big in the face of tin-pot, 

banana republic, socialist, green, away-with-the-fairies and small.  Fortunately, even in Tory and 

New Labour heartlands, laws of physics would eventually prevail.  Fairies (of course) always win in 

the end. 

My listeners will know of the great events and innovations which occurred in India and China, but 

they are beyond the scope of this narrative.  Let it be sufficient that throughout these times, they 

provided a backdrop to the imaginations of all.  No doubt, you have seen that wonderful series of 

paintings, hung in the National Museum of Wales, depicting the first voyages under sail of the New 

East India Company?  Dystopian writings today most usually depict a wild rapine as nation states and 

their corporate bosses fight over the last drops of oil.  Well, fortunately they proved wrong.  

American decline signalled a decline in the doctrinaire cult of neo-liberalism and its militaristic 

“democracies”.  It seems that cults and ideologies have been the major disruptive causes of the 
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Twentieth and Twenty First centuries.  It is also apparent that American and British evangelical and 

violent imposition of the cult of consumerism on the rest of the world proved both their undoing, 

and in that undoing, the source of an ensuing (and surprising) peace!  Let’s consider an untarnished 

meaning of the word company. 

Don’t forget that this is a tale of Nowhere told at night and that all manner of daylight perversities 

will distort a perfected backwards reasoning – in which societies become reflections of the orderly 

stars.  But also, don’t forget that the ways we live today are utterly implausible fantasies based on 

the one hand, on an infinite supply of oil, and on the other the delusion that human monocultures 

can survive on their own ingenuities through wild climate change and a pillaged Earth. 

Fireside tales set the records straight, while daylight adventures bend them – So it is.   

What seems impossible to listeners today is the completeness of the change in people’s lives.  But it 

was the drama of the times which completed it.  What’s more, it was the great social sigh of relief in 

returning to normal after the fantasy of a century, which propelled the change.  Ordinary laws of 

physics; of nature; of social justice became apparent.  The wonder of economic growth from a finite 

supply; of ideas replacing resources; of educated hierarchies replacing the common sense of the 

many became false.  The despicable wage gaps of today became similarly false.  An ordinary GP, 

dentist, lawyer, or elected politician has more than three times the wage of a teacher or academic, 

who in turn has twice as much again as a domestic worker, who in-turn has double the wage of a 

vegetable grower.  Meanwhile, the rewards of those at the head of departments in the cess pits of 

banking and of “the brands” – service, retail and transport – are off the scale of unpleasant 

adjectives. 

Ordinary common sense knows these things are wrong and common sense was the common 

propellant of the Great Revolt. 

Ours is the briefest of perversities in which unskilled power has come to run the common realm.  

Some post-modernist apologists for the powerful have proposed that history has ended.  In my tale, 

history returns with frailties, follies and adventures.  

Though the trades have run the kingdom, they have never held the throne.  And so it was again – 

Bottom the Weaver and Snug the Joiner provided all that was needed for the idle court of Theseus, 

but had no thought to take its power.  One day in my story, trade’s-people may well take power to 

make the world a better place, but history will do to them as it has done to all others – Cromwell, 

Lenin – or that county councillor - what’s his name.  Anyway, power occupied parliament and council 

office, but with its power constrained.  It settled disputes, took and redistributed taxes, managed the 

common realm and in reward had a bigger house than the rest and also the prized dignity of office.  

It had no tools and no knowledge.  Dependency on today’s great providers: Monsanto, Cargill, Tesco 

and so on, waned, as people came to depend on their wits and on each other.  Ingenuities and 

observations must always pass through solitary brains and solitary senses.  The great mono-cultural 

tools of Monsanto and co are devised by absentee brains and transcendent senses. 
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In short, dramatic change became possible because those who held tools had entered the drama.  

My refrain: civilisations are methods – not states shows that states can change nothing which 

changes their state. 

*** 

FIT THE FIFTH 

A human mono-culture is the foundation of today’s visions of the future – one powered by ingenious 

replacements for oil, found not on Earth, but in the transcendent intellect of Man!  The natural, 

sublunary world will be married to social needs – some species will predominate for man-food and 

some for man-medicine, while others will be set aside for her recreation.  Flowery meadows for 

bright butterflies will “delight” school parties, while close-cropped sheep lawns will keep uplands 

beautifully naked and pretty as a picture.  Other kinds of lawns will cushion the feet of golfers, while 

“wild moorland” will be preserved for shooting parties in which Man can rediscover her primal 

nature.  Of course some bluebell woods will be fenced off from the ravages of the timber-fired power 

stations which will supersede coal.  Timber is natural and so it must be good – the twinned words 

natural and sustainable drive the post-modern fantasy.  Wood-converted, once coal-fired power 

stations (for just London and suburbs) will burn three times the total annual (for all uses) timber 

production of the whole of Britain.  That impossibility is glossed over as another driver of human 

ingenuity.  The ingenuity engine is powered by a targeted education, which will in turn empower the 

next generation to solve what is insoluble today. 

Meanwhile, the only solution to climate change, rapidly depleting resources and increasingly lifeless 

soils is to make something from nothing.  That ridiculous quest is pursued as realism. 

So, crop yields will be increased by changing the nature of species to match human needs - 

something from nothing in an ingenious genomic splice.  As plant hunters once brought the world’s 

wild species home to English cottage gardens, so gene hunters are projected to bring wild evolution 

up to comfortable, contemporary date.  Enclaves of biodiversity will be “preserved” for future 

genetic mining – rain forests are customarily proposed to be “valuable” because of the genetic 

pharmaceutical properties, which future human generations may discover there. 

The story goes that algae will be cultured to make fuel – by the power of the sun – something from 

nothing.  Children are told by their parents, that trees are like solar panels – clever as people.  But 

apparently-clever people have forgotten that both algae and trees need food to grow and that food 

comes from somewhere and that somewhere else must be diminished to replace the complex 

biomass we’ve just reduced to mere gas and ashes. 

I think that Nowhere, Erehwon, Utopia, midsummer night’s dreams, Arcadia and the ordered stars 

will make a better beginning than the careless, abstract futurism of post modernity. 

My midsummer night’s dream pursues nothing which does not exist in both nature and human 

nature and which may partially satisfy the deep, intrinsic needs of us all - to be parts of the whole. 

*** 
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FIT THE SIXTH 

If ever a social movement was scientific, then the Great Re-settlement was scientific, because it 

became aware of what was settled – awareness more than understanding, because understanding is 

a utopian idea for night time tales – Awareness is for daylight.  Disillusion with the narrow ideologies 

and cult-sciences of post-modern education, opened a new, more sceptical, but wide-open eye on 

nature.  Natural truth is attractive, because it is illusive.  Understanding is for the dignities of state.  I 

have previously presented the thought (in other books) that the language of state and the language 

of tools have different and inherited functions.  The state-maker’s language is serious, parochial, 

stupid, and guarded, whereas the tool-maker’s is funny, diffident, curious, intelligent and convivial.  

So it has always been.  Of course, beneath the facade of our presented roles, we are all the same 

and by chance may adopt either language.  I make the distinction, to emphasise the attraction, 

which soon became a fashionable attraction, of taking up a trade and abandoning the corporate 

wage.  The trial and error of techniques is playful and funny – It uses our inner child.  So the world of 

tool-making spread with unexpected rapidity – across national, social and cultural boundaries. 

No doubt, my listeners will have observed for themselves how chance circumstance can evoke both 

the best and the worst of human nature.  The worst – when the undefined, small injustices and 

wrongs of our lives, (undefined, but apparent perhaps as simmering, subjugated emotion) find a 

common scapegoat (equally undefined) with others for unleashed revenge.  Newspapers such as the 

Daily Mail make money from stirring such emotions with an equally (and conveniently) vague 

reasoning.  Objects of hate are always ill-defined.  Fear followed by hate is a natural reaction, which 

allows us to retaliate to potentially invading armies, religions or ideas.  Today, such hate is directed 

at vague shadows which suggest that our ways of life must change – wind turbines, meteorologists, 

overly-moral Islam..... 

The last two UK governments have used hate to maintain oil and gas - and oil and gas pipeline 

interests in “vulnerable” regions.  Democracy, economic growth and the British way of life must be 

protected at all costs from religious “fundamentalists”, invading diseases, “terrorist activists”, loony, 

limp green technologies, badgers, the Nanny State and spongers.  The language is unnervingly close 

to the state language of Stalinist Russia, or Fascist Germany - the state newspaper: the Daily Mail.  

Both Tory and New Labour parties compete in the same terms and the state broadcaster: the BBC 

has become just that.  To counter the certain truths that resources are being consumed to extinction 

and that Earth is warming beyond the point where her current species can maintain a balance – the 

BBC will “impartially” present an equal weight of the opposite view that climate is too big for human 

influence and that resources can be mined forever.  However, it gives no air-time at all to the Flat 

Earth Society, or to the Colonise the Moon Society and so its impartiality is highly-selective. 

Where am I leading with my own tale of shadowy ill-defined forces?  Yes.  Adversity can bring out 

both the worst and the best of human nature – The best is perhaps for those night-time tales – the 

better may be good enough. 

As I’ve said, the way out from the mire, or world of shadowy ill-defined forces – is through it to the 

other side, not to change it from within – We can prudently pay the mire-geld, but the language of 

tools is incomprehensible to those who use the language of state.  The best remedy is to remain 

convivial, curious and self-doubting and to keep walking.  Civilization is what we do.  Meeting 
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strangers while walking, leads to interesting conversation – shadowy lives become interesting lives 

and the unexpected brings unexpected remedies.  But when a state meets another state, minds 

close – look to history. 

*** 

The history of the Great Re-settlement flowed through courses of least resistance, beneath closed 

minds of the state – and to an extent invisible to it.  The law through which citizens wandered was 

for the most part no obstacle.  The justice system which had been inherited by post-modernity had 

evolved through history to fit a common humanity – not the inveiglements of power.  Power has 

administered unjust policies, unjust wars, unjust subsidies and unjust taxes for which law was not to 

blame.  That power has regularly inveigled the law because it was powerful is no fault of the law.  

We have seen how power has done the same to science in recent times and to religion in deeper 

history.  Law, science and religion remain innocent of their misuse by the powerful.  Law, science 

and religion (or if you like, a common, shaping and perceptive, moral spirit) are the foundations of all 

societies from hunter-gatherer to the oil-cultures of today. 

Since the resettlement was a populist movement its popularity influenced every strata of hierarchy – 

even some filthy-rich lawyers, politicians, “consultants”, bankers and media people felt its pull in 

their hearts before humanised heads had set feet on its road. 

Of course, planning guidance based on (recent) precedents was the hardest to overturn.  I mean 

severely-restricted rural housing, wind turbines banned from national parks and from “scenery” in 

general - and on the other hand, false “development” such as super markets, which both reduced 

employment and increased the expensive likelihood of owning a car – also, the construction of 

anachronistic retail/industrial parks, high-speed railways and increased air-port capacity for the 

twilight of consumerism. 

Well, some planning officers, being human, felt the pull in their hearts and new precedents were 

incrementally established – following the “guidance” of a social tide. 

The heart of law is and always has been the maintenance of the common good.  The great 

resettlement was propelled by that notion.  That corrupted law has come to protect some enclosed 

commons as the property of the self-interested, is self-evidently a weakness to be remedied by 

interested lawyers.  Theft is difficult to defend as a foundation of justice.  So the ideas of returned 

commons and of limits to property were re-established in ordinary conversation. 

Commons such as roads, market squares, market halls, town halls and harbours are but half-thought 

of as commons today.  The great resettlement declared them so by general conversation.  Other 

commons, such as soil and water, which are also vaguely accepted as commons, were emphatically 

defined as beyond property.  However, after the Scottish Declaration of Sequestration, (which left 

fossilised biomass in the ground) living biomass was newly-defined as a common.  In truth it is the 

central common around which all others are satellites.  Considering biomass (life) we must observe 

that the greatest mass of all passes through soil – through land property. 

To regard biomass as a common became necessary to maintain crop yields.  A farmer can continue 

to supply a town with produce, only if green wastes and sewage from the town are returned to her 
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fields.  So the farmer can own her cabbage, but not its biomass, just as a household can own its 

garden, or gardenage but not its soil.  The property or enclosed common of the cabbage can be 

bought and sold (at its labour value).  What is bought and sold is labour.  The cabbage biomass flows 

through fungi, bacteria, compost, the cabbage itself, into human biomass, green waste, compost and 

soil.  Biomass as a common became a visionary inspiration to ideas of money-flow and to how 

economies are integrated conduits – receiving and returning tribute to their primary ecologies. 

The biomass of all species transcends or subverts the forms of those species, because it flows 

formlessly and indefinably between them all.  Once that simple idea became accepted, some 

consequent ideas became obvious.  The idea of life as liquid meant that to diminish the mass of life 

in one area, lowered the sea-level of the whole.  Such a lowering does not occur, when life flows 

from one form to another, but only when life disappears into lifelessness – death is an essential part 

of life, but lifelessness is not necessarily so.   

Such lowering occurs by burning – gas and ashes, may, or may not be returned to a life-cycle, but in 

all cases the tide will fall. 

A lowering can also occur by an unbalanced fermentation – for instance, if too much waste is 

returned to a field, then excess fermentation will release nutrients (salts and minerals) to water 

courses and gas to the air – some, but not all of those nutrients may be taken up by various species 

elsewhere, but life will be diminished locally and (to a lesser extent than by burning) sea level will 

fall. 

My listeners can see at once how commons of biomass could be seen as a model for the common 

values and social justice systems of communities. 

*** 

FIT THE SEVENTH 

Money is an excellent tool.  The money-flow in an economy is directly related to what we do – to the 

transformative powers of what we do.  To put it Richard Douthwaite’s way, money and energy are 

directly related.  Of course in recent times the greater part of money-flow has been related to the 

energetic flows of coal, oil and gas.  However, the money-flow in today’s anti-capitalist and anti-

economic casino is related to nothing but the fanciful beliefs of its punters.  Casinos can grow as 

fancies grow by debt-created capital and need no grounding in physics – until either physical 

resource capital, or labour/energy capital are unable to stretch to that spending power – Then 

punters lose faith and their casinos collapse – followed by banks – followed by real economies.  In all 

cases, the only way which real economies can supply the fanciful demand of casinos is by mining the 

future. 

By studying the physics of the terrain it settled, the great resettlement also studied the worth of its 

capital values – a worth which could be measured both morally and by physical weights and 

measures.  The words, worth and value both have deeply-resonant meanings.  The casino knocked 

over a related pack of cards as it fell.  Collapsing property casinos brought economic thinkers down 

to the earth of capital values – and the meanings of worth and value began to resonate!  For 

instance the value of some commons was seen as beyond measurement and so beyond saleable 
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property – and certainly beyond the post-modern notion of “ecosystem services” delivered by “true 

cost accounting”.   

The casino’s collapse had been exacerbated by decades of “quantitative-easing” – in which money 

was printed from nothingness to create further spending – a spending without regard to the needs 

of the times.  In consequence the distance between casino money-flow and the real economy of 

valued capital increased – so that the coming crash had further to fall.  Had money been spent into 

specific new deals, which answered the needs of the times and created real economic activity – such 

as employment in green technologies – then the real economy could have expanded as the casino 

shrank – so softening (or truly “easing”) the fall. 

In case I fall into the trap of blaming central banks for all the going-on of the casino, we should 

remember that ninety five percent of money is created by private banks, which simply spend it into 

existence.  I blame central banks for endorsing such a culture and for swelling it – even by five 

percent and for reneging on responsibility to the true and real economy. 

Anyway, new deal spending was not the case – but the consequent case was that lessons were 

learned.  The greatest lesson was that the powerful were powerful by exploiting the existing system, 

not by knowledge of the changing times.  History shows that those without ethics have easy 

pickings.  My picture is of a pond.  Those with a weight of morals and self-doubt remain in the pond 

mud, while those without a care float like bubbles to the surface scum – Post-modern political 

leaders have perfectly fitted their scum – Blair, Cameron, their chancellors and shallow-water 

entourages, skit on the surface meniscus pulled by the strings of newspaper barons, who in turn, are 

pulled on corporate strings.  Those who answer the pull of the strings can become (as if by magic) 

fabulously rich.  Meanwhile, the world turns invisibly to them all. 

So, the necessity to audit what capital remained after the pillage of New Labour/Tory decades, 

stimulated a desire for knowledge of how capital behaved – what could be owned and what should 

be common? – What were the physical and biological natures of that capital and how could it be 

both employed and protected? 

Historically, money-flow (for paper money) had been restrained to the level of capital (of physical 

resources) by a representative standard - or otherwise (pre-paper money) simply by the weight of 

coinage in circulation.  The gold standard was abandoned in the UK in Nineteen Thirty One, but the 

post-war Bretton Woods Agreement re-instated a world gold standard based on the US dollar.  

Bretton Woods ended in Nineteen Seventy One.  Gold standards had limited the amount of printed 

money to the value of the gold held in the Banks of England, or America.  I promise to pay the bearer 

of this five pound note the sum of five pounds in gold, – so said the Bank of England. 

Well, what we are paid for is labour – that which transforms a resource into a new usefulness.  So - 

we can spend at the value of our contributory powers.  Our labour adds value, or if you like, 

transforms ecology into temporary economy and gives us social worth.  A standard can be a useful 

restraint to unpredictable perversities and to the competitive bidding inherent in our natures.  

However, as we’ve witnessed with local currencies, which are retained within a community, money 

can also work beneficially without a standard. 
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We can think of the standard by which the modern casino is regulated as the whole casino – that is 

the whole world commodity market, comprised of the value of all its punts – not of capital values, 

but of numbers.  Punters in the casino use numbers. 

So I suppose we can think of local currencies as balanced by the standard of the desires of that 

community to exchange labours to buy and sell what has been, or is to be done. 

I was a little distracted by other rather marvellous events, while taking my Notes from Nowhere and 

paid insufficient attention to the currency systems, which surrounded me.  However, here are a few 

disconnected facts.  Firstly, many towns, and also regions, used a local currency alongside the Euro.  

Shares and bonds were most commonly issued in local currencies, but by no means all.  The Euro 

proved useful for many cross-cultural, but mutually beneficial trading ventures. 

Secondly, because England had become independent by default and for many of her population, 

reluctantly so – she held on to the pound, while Ireland (of course), Scotland and Wales adopted the 

Euro as the standard currency for trade.  The English pound proved useful as events turned out, 

because it focused economic thinking on English values (of terrain, resources and labour).  My 

listeners will have heard a variety of tales relating the events which followed the English adoption of 

the American dollar – I’ll let those quietly resonate, because (no doubt) passions will still rise.  It will 

be sufficient to notice that the special relationship in subterfuge and military interventions was 

insufficient to maintain an economic relationship of any importance – particularly because it became 

all too apparent that for Wales, Scotland and Ireland the India and China trades had proved so 

advantageous. 

Close to home for this narrator, the flowering of the Welsh seaboard, coupled with the revival of 

legendary Welsh boat-building skills ferried prosperity and adventure and cross-fertilised a 

dynamism to and from the Indian Ocean and beyond.  Mutual comparative advantages bore out 

Grigor Mendel’s thoughts on the vivacity of such a cross-fertilisation.  The ancient civilizations of 

India and China, in re-finding their own cultural diversities, were thirsty for the knowledge of still 

more.  With regards to the cultural identities of small nations, there is and always has been a 

romantic vivacity to the thought of smallness in a great and exiting world.  We sail back and forth 

from the cradle of an intimate, small and tender cynefin.   

*** 

 

FIT THE EIGHTH 

Parts of the great events which you ask me to recall escape my imagination.  For instance, I cannot 

absolutely resolve how the end of the internal combustion engine was so easily embraced as a 

stimulus to a better life.  I’ve a vague notion that disused railway branch lines were restored, but 

how the energy was found to propel electric locomotives remains a mystery.  I’ve a feeling that they 

ran occasionally, strategically and intermittently.  However, the return of freight transport to canals 

and river systems is clear – as clear as sail-trade at sea.  Horses and carts were seen on the roads, 

but few bearing a single rider.  As with the thirty-nine to fourty-five war, such a flaunted ostentation 

was not at all the thing.  Of course, a world of tool and method-makers evolved infrastructures to 
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work for what that society had – most had only to walk a step or two to work; to pub; to church, 

temple, mosque, meeting house or synagogue; – and a few more steps, or cycle rides to town on 

market day, or to library, concert hall or theatre.  Transport was for trade – to exchange the 

advantages of variable terrains and to carry the produce of fields to towns and of town-waste back 

to fields again.  To walk and to cycle was the lot of the citizen, to whom it was soon apparent that 

the car had made them blind.  The wasted time from house-door to car door, to work door and back 

again had taught nothing that was not preconceived.  Certainly, the end of car traffic brought more 

pleasure than pain.  Children could play in streets without fear of traffic and un-muffled birdsong 

recalled ancient joys of dawn and dusk.  People had far more time for pleasure – even the brief walk 

to work would contain meetings, handshakes and gossip.  Of course much of the time we spend at 

work today is to finance the vehicles to propel us to that work.  What’s more, the meaning in that 

meaninglessness is often for social status – to demonstrate how much we’ve spent on a lack of 

meaning.  The work often has no meaning – Post Modernity has often worked long hours to have 

money to buy expensive leisure.  

Consideration of such lack of meaning became a stimulus for the Great Resettlement to find some 

meaning.  Meaningless activity has added to spending and to GDP - today’s measure of economic 

success.  Such spending creates empty holes in the ground, so that national assets diminish – but 

empty holes have no column for entry in a chancellor’s annual budget.  The chancellor will declare 

that prosperity has increased because spending has increased – even though assets have diminished.  

The Inland Revenue does not accept such accounts.  It asks for the value of assets in year one to be 

set against the value of assets in year two.  

As I’ve said, war, fire, ship-wreck, storm damage, funeral expenses, alcoholism, quantitive-easing 

and economic mismanagement have all lead to increased spending and so to an increased GDP - and 

also to vastly-diminished capital assets. 

People who joined the Great Resettlement could thus easily understand how a fast-shrinking GDP 

was a good thing, which increased capital assets. 

That belief was sufficient to ease the transition from the transcendent and wildly-impossible dreams 

of the casino to solid economic ground.   

*** 

Thinking of two people walking side by side, it can be seen that are more or less equal – just two 

figures in a landscape.  Put them in cars or houses and they become different by the measurement 

of their properties. 

Thinking of two people working – They are more or less equal if they are parts of the same culture.  

Take away any part and we no longer have the whole.  Cultures (as I’ve said) are not states to be 

protected (or a status).  They are what we do.  Sadly, the things we do have been valued at merely 

the rate of our status in a hierarchy.  The status, not the work has provided the value – the 

inspiration has been “social mobility” – the state to be achieved, in spite of laws of both physics and 

commons of humanity. 
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Post-modernity has sunk into an incurious decadence.  It protects only the state to which it has 

grown accustomed.  We are familiar with the cycles of history – romanticism, classism and then 

decadence followed by collapse.  Post-modernity is on the brink of collapse.   

The Great Resettlement was a natural, ordinary, romantic new beginning, which bore out the 

lessons of history. 

All the think tanks, government inquiries and select committees of today reach no conclusion which 

is not presented in the language of state with regards to the maintenance or achievement of a pre-

conceived state.  Yet cultures are composed of what people do in the face unpredictable scarcities, 

surpluses and weathers.  The only state that can be successfully-maintained (or achieved) is a happy 

arrangement of social roles. 

*** 

FIT THE NINTH 

I remember once upon a time, in Nowhere, walking the headland of a barley field at dusk.  Two Owls 

conversed from adjoining woods accompanied by the day’s last blackbird song.  Ahead, was the 

evening star and below, the first lights of a village.  Such a scene is perennial as agricultural 

settlements are.  I remember thinking how all agricultures are more or less the same – dependent 

on the same laws of use and return and orchestrated by the same diurnal and seasonal rhythms.  

The perennial is dependent on a perennially-integrated behaviour – which may go onward the same 

though dynasties pass.  I knew the phase of the moon and just where she’d rise – Hesperus entreats 

thy light, Goddess, excellently bright. 

Sometimes we fall into moments when moral understanding chimes perfectly with what appears to 

be a macrocosmic replica of inner peace.  The sky gathers up the day at dusk and re-shapes its 

unpredictable mass into a perfect hemisphere round Everyman’s eyes.  

Everyman is a role anyone can fulfil.  The ordinary may seem extra-ordinary to those who’ve pursued 

a pre-conceived advancement.  The pre-conceived can hold no surprises, but those of failure and 

disappointment.  Meanwhile, ordinary soil – ordinary things that are though dynasties pass, often lie 

unconsidered by a merely social imagination.  Yet ordinary things and ordinary human nature are the 

foundations of all societies. 

The vanity of the world - a phrase, whispered in every culture, since agricultures began.  When the 

scales fell from our eyes – so the great religions and philosophies arose.  Well, power of the ordinary 

rose as a common vision before the eyes of the Great Resettlement and a sigh of ordinary relief 

deflated the fantastic aspirations of consumer culture. 

The ordinary source-books of physics and of nature gave humanity back her nature.  Religions and 

philosophies remained unshaken.  The structures of political power and of the law remained largely 

unchanged.  The change was from dependency on the provided oil-tools of power to a delighted and 

sudden understanding of self-reliance.  As I’ve said, the accumulation of skill is by precisely the 

methods of children at play.   
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So nation states remained and occasionally squabbled a bit, as you’d expect and what’s more – the 

shallow-minded still rose to positions of power – but they had power over states and little over 

methods.  However, the powers which had held oil tools (and pocket politicians) diminished to 

nothing.  Cargill, Monsanto, the chemical and pharmaceutical giants, the super market chains and so 

on faded with a few whimpers – Of course corporations were only ever abstractions made palpable 

by stocks and shares. 

So in spite of inherited, religious and cultural differences the newly-discovered and universal world 

of methods stimulated an international conversation. 

Something like a barley field at dusk could be seen by everyman anywhere – different climates and 

terrains – different crops – but the same integration of economy into ecology.  What’s more, though 

problems were specific with specific solutions, the human nature of settlement was universal: - of 

harvest, distribution, storage, the trading of scarcity and surplus, energy needs and the passing on of 

commons of biomass, fertility, water and so on to the staple fields of the future. 

*** 

Staple fields are the fulcrum on which cultures rock back and forth – they bear the cradle which 

holds the child, who’ll plant the acorn to grow the tree, to be felled for coffin timbers to lay the 

future we speculate, peacefully – on husbandries of common dreams.  

Staple fields, well-managed, release labour for trade and dynasties of trades.  They grow villages, 

towns and occasionally, great cities.  Commons of soil are the mothers of all commons, because all 

commons: roads, market squares, - even justice herself (who maintains the common realm) are 

dependent on the laws of soil. 

I have written an unread little book called The Commons of Soil, which emerged from Ivan Illich and 

his friends’ still more succinct, Declaration on Soil. 

I cannot do better than recite the Declaration here in full. 

 

DECLARATION ON SOIL 
 

 
The ecological discourse about planet earth, global hunger, threats to life, urges us to look down at 
the soil, humbly, as philosophers. We stand on soil, not on earth. From soil we come, and to the soil 
we bequeath our excrements and remains. And soil - its cultivation and our bondage to it - is 
remarkably absent from those things clarified by philosophy in our western tradition. 
 
As philosophers, we search below our feet because our generation has lost its grounding in both soil 
and virtue. By virtue, we mean that shape, order and direction of action informed by tradition, 
bounded by place, and qualified by choices made within the habitual reach of the actor; we mean 
practice mutually recognized as being good within a shared local culture that enhances the memories 
of a place. 
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We note that such virtue is traditionally found in labor, craft, dwelling and suffering supported, not 
by an abstract earth, environment or energy system, but by the particular soil these very actions have 
enriched with their traces.  
 
Yet, in spite of this ultimate bond between soil and being, soil and the good, philosophy has not 
brought forth the concepts that would allow us to relate virtue to common soil, something vastly 
different from managing behavior on a shared planet. 
 
We were torn from the bonds to soil - the connections that limited action, making practical virtue 
possible - when modernization insulated us from plain dirt, from toil, flesh, soil and grave. The 
economy into which we have been absorbed - some, willy-nilly, some at great cost - transforms 
people into interchangeable morsels of population, ruled by the laws of scarcity. 
 
Commons and homes are barely imaginable to persons hooked on public utilities and garaged in 
furnished cubicles. Bread is a mere foodstuff, if not calories or roughage. To speak of friendship, 
religion and joint suffering as a style of conviviality - after the soil has been poisoned and cemented 
over - appears like academic dreaming to people randomly scattered in vehicles, offices, prisons and 
hotels. 
 
As philosophers, we emphasize the duty to speak about soil. For Plato, Aristotle and Galen it could be 
taken for granted; not so today. Soil on which culture can grow and corn be cultivated is lost 
from view when it is defined as a complex subsystem, sector, resource, problem or "farm" – as 
agricultural science tends to do. 
As philosophers, we offer resistance to those ecological experts who preach respect for science, but 
foster neglect for historical tradition, local flair and the earthy virtue, self-limitation. 
 
Sadly, but without nostalgia, we acknowledge the pastness of the past. With diffidence, then, we 
attempt to share what we see: some results of the earth's having lost its soil. And we are irked by the 
neglect for soil in the discourse carried on among boardroom ecologists. But we are also critical of 
many among well-meaning romantics, Luddites and mystics who exalt soil, making it the matrix, not 
of virtue, but of life. Therefore, we issue a call for a philosophy of soil: a clear, disciplined analysis of 
that 
experience and memory of soil without which neither virtue nor some new kind of subsistence can be. 
 
(A joint statement, drafted in Hebenshausen, Germany, December 6th, 1990, in collaboration with 
Sigmar Groeneveld, Lee Hoinacki and other friends. (of Ivan Illich)) 

As Ivan Illich points out, soil is the well spring of cultures (alongside the sea).  It is the primary 

respondent to cultural behaviours.  It can be enriched or impoverished by our traces.  It swells or 

diminishes the common good in response to our husbandries.  It is the fulcrum of virtue.  The rule of 

return which maintains both soil and the common good is replicated in both social behaviours and 

the mathematical balances we imagine in music, the composition of images and the rhythm of 

sentences.  So we find the balance of virtue intrinsically by an inherited grammar of understanding 

and extrinsically by the errors and successes of our trials.  When our ancestors abandoned migration 

with the seasons, the first settlements sought out their soils.  Slash and burn would have provided 

for an ephemeral settlement – good enough for some.  But virtuous action, which passed on an 

enduring common good, found its endorsement in the provisions of ancestral and anciently-

maintained soil. 
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Similarly, when the great resettlement fell from the super market garden in which all was provided, 

it fell onto soil – onto better and worse behaviours and the consequently fluctuating provision of the 

common good.  Labour for the common good is the source book for law – for definition of 

commonly-understood virtue – all provision is from sea and soil.  Gardening and farming are the 

genesis of all settled cultures - releasing labour for trade and the trades.   

In the resettlement, the role of soil husbandry was regarded as far more than labour.  It self-

evidently replaced long-fossilised life with contemporary life.  Yet, it was simultaneously conceived 

as a measure of the virtue of the ordinary.  Anyone could settle with a sigh of relief into the ordinary 

labours of ordinary soil.  Virgil put his thoughts in the mouths of shepherds and goatherds.  The 

poets of resettlement put them in the groves, orchards, fields and gardens of ordinary culture.  The 

greatest cities on Earth survive only by fields and gardens. 

The greatest works of poets, painters and musicians have never expressed the extra-ordinary; the 

brilliant.  That has been the art of the ephemeral social climber.  Great works abandon the ego to 

discover what is common to us all.  The deeper we go, the more we are the same.  Well, the ordinary 

soils of settlement proved fertile ground for the arts.  In extra-ordinary times the ordinary is a 

comfort.  When we know little, it can be a large revelation.  Consumer culture knew so little of the 

world beyond its doors that ordinary discovery became a catalytic delight.  Delight could illuminate 

both work and leisure.    

The green revolutionary farmer has made no decisions of her own, but has been pushed and pulled 

on corporate/government strings.  “Fertiliser” has come from chemical companies with instructions 

for use.  Machinery has been provided likewise.  Knowledge of soils and species has been negated by 

corporate instruction on the sides of pesticide, fungicide and herbicide drums.  “Innovation” has 

been by reading the latest brochures from machinery manufacturers, seed companies, 

pharmaceutical and chemical companies – and then by buying their products.  Post modern farming 

has been the most extreme example of an utterly-dependent consumerism.  “Progress” has meant 

acceptance of the provisions of the cargo cult.  The future will wash still more “advancement” on its 

tide – without a contributory thought from the consumer/farmer.  Occasionally, government 

subsidies have pushed a token field towards a prescription for “protecting the environment”.  

Usually such prescriptions have been designed to placate “environmental lobbies” - without 

knowledge or care for soil, water, or a diversity and mass of species.  They replicate picture-postcard 

“scenery” - theatrical backdrops to the residences of the “country supper” classes.  

To return to my narrative - Green revolutionary farmers were suddenly marooned in their fields 

without fuel, fertilisers or the accustomed napalm to zap encroaching nature - sometimes “smartly” 

between its many eyes. 

But cultural memory is deep and practical people will turn to make the best of things.  In doing so, 

many became deeply-engaged with the problems of growing food without artificial inputs.  

Disengagement from the cargo cult proved a surprising pleasure.  Farmers have farming neighbours 

and mutual trials and errors gave a further social engagement.  Curiosity and ingenuity are more 

pleasurable than dependency.  People in the same boat often pull together. 
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How did landscapes change?  Were farmyards grave-yards for machinery?  Well, many farmyards 

became so, but others were turned to manufacturing new and smaller machines.  There was no 

shortage of steel for re-use, or of large, redundant farm buildings for workshops.  The landscape 

changed incrementally.  Hedges were uncut – neglected it seemed – but the benefits were soon 

apparent – at first as shelter to manual labour – then as today’s organic farmers will know, as habitat 

for the diversity and sheer mass  of species which create the balanced whole.  Agriculture always 

disrupts that whole, but farmers soon witnessed that, (for instance) cereal crops could be aphid-free 

(or free enough) because of something approaching that balance. 

The landscape of Northern Europe is man-made – or perhaps man-distorted.  The new settlement 

was no exception.  But the new settlement had a new purpose – not unique to history, but certainly, 

to recent history – It had decided to settle amongst the qualities of the terrain, rather than to tame 

them.  Nemesis had left a bruised and diffident sensibility after the hubris of oil.  As I’ve said, people 

were bruised, self-doubting, but also relieved by a sense of the ordinary – ordinary laws of physics 

and of life, in which each ordinary part became essential to the whole.  Banks had collapsed, shares 

in the “great corporations” were valueless, accustomed technologies lay useless, but the ordinary 

remained.   

How can a folk movement “decide”?  Well, fashion is a powerful thing.  I speculate that many social 

species possess it.  How else could a flock or herd move in unison at a threat only a few of their 

number could have perceived? 

Anyway, people moved, one by one, in an increasingly-contagious unison towards what had 

remained – which was EVERYTHING.  Only the fantasies of consumerism had gone – debt-created 

money; travelling without travel; sky-high wages; economic growth from finite supplies; the 

measurement of well-being by adding the spending of diminishing assets..... All those fantasies 

reinforced the self-worth gained from ordinary skills.  Of course the power behind the fantasy had 

gone, because coal, gas and oil were left sequestered in their strata.  The technology which had 

turned the last decadent wheels of post-modernity was not new.  It was for the most part thousands 

of years old.  Rams, pumps and screws had been adapted to create internal combustion and steam 

engines – The massive powers of recent cultures have not been by modern technology but by what 

powered the technology - the powers of coal and oil.  A single year of that modernity may have used 

several million years of fossilised photo synthesis.  It was by a miracle of chance that ordinary 

humanity came to see that the ordinary held her only chances of survival – to live season by season 

as it passed in sequence - carrying ripples of consequence. 

So modernity remained.  Technologies remained.  But coal, oil, gas and worse - post-modern 

attempts to replace them with living biomass entered the documents of uncomfortable history. 

Information technology was the marvellous new tool, for which post-modernity can be justly proud.  

Libraries have not powered civilisations and so neither can the internet.  But libraries are convivial 

parts of the social and ancestral bonding of civilisations.  Information technology and information 

technologists became conduits for the conviviality of the Great Resettlement.   

With regards to the loss of yearly supplies of millions of year’s worth of photo synthesis – what 

“technologies” were also lost? – Principally overland transport.  How did people adapt? – Principally 
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by changing ways of life so that transport was unnecessary.  If one’s house is a short walk from one’s 

workplace and likewise from shops, pubs, concert halls... ‘nuf said.  Secondly, by (once again) 

following ordinary laws of physics – sea-going sailing vessels for instance.   

*** 

FIT THE TENTH 

I think I digress, because there is too much to say – Let me push off from this hill in my home-built 

hang glider and look down like Piers Plowman from his Malvern Hills – a fair field full of folk...   

Hills were clothed on their heights and slopes with new timber plantations and new dwellings had 

sprung everywhere – Where there was work there were houses.  Lower slopes and valleys had 

evolved small fields with high hedges – arable fields, grassland, orchards and many smaller strips 

reminiscent of today’s allotments.  It was striking, how so many people were evident - stooped in 

fields or simply walking or cycling for both work and pleasure – or so I surmised.  Small working 

yards sat here and there in woodland clearings, by the riverside and in clusters close to villages.  

Every stretch of open ground close to human activity boasted a wind turbine and I guessed that 

many riverside structures must have housed mills or turbines of sorts.... 

Quite often, old farmhouses were surrounded by acolytes of new houses – many timber-framed – 

others in stone – depending on the terrain.  I wondered if they’d prove the genesis of later villages – 

or even market towns. 

The countryside was not quiet.  In some ways, it seemed noisier than the final, defiant roar of post 

modernity – with voices, hammering, birdsong, though the background drone of car engines and the 

distant thunder of holiday flights had gone.  The sky was a revelation – I saw that the familiar cirrus 

clouds of post modernity had, all along, been the teased-out fleeces of vapour trails.  Here, high 

pressure days were unbroken blue.  But the loudest change was the return of children’s voices.  

After fifty or more years of incarceration, the young had emerged to shout and play.   What better 

represents the shout of Liberty!  The killing machinery of today had gone.  Large roads were perfect 

for football games and re-emerging forests provided trees to be climbed and mysteries for 

adventuring. 

What’s more, as my glider drifted from field to wood and onward, I could see the smaller forms of 

children beside adults at work in fields and industrial yards.  Evidently schooling had become a more 

catholic concept and true learning, by trial, error and example had become commonplace.  I thought 

that those children had the means to grow more wise and curious than their parents had been.  

Listeners!  We have been schooled to perversity.  Learning and education are very far from the same 

things. 

It was evident that people were learning from their terrains.  Small terraces were re-shaping the 

contours of hillsides – by the sweat of the brow – so shall we reap.  A landscape once-carved by large 

machinery in very few hands was being out-grown by nature.  A new landscape shaped by very many 

hands, holding smaller tools was emerging in its place.  It is no artful metaphor to say that humanity 

was replacing the corporate machine.  From my hang glider it was plain to see that a single 

corporate idea was being replaced by the ingenuity and dexterity of many people in many different 
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styles.  Particular experience of particular landscapes produces solutions unique to the particularity!  

And the moulding and adaption were everywhere – I can tell you this – they happened at speed.  If 

you need a job done, then do it thysen’.  One sight that was new to me, and which became familiar, 

was of someone standing back from a job in hand with evident, but still critical pleasure - the 

embodiment of trial, error, self-criticism, pride and evolving ingenuity – a very human and 

paradoxical mixture. 

Plainly visible, were the means to a living held by a house; a village; a town.  Fields grew food – not 

mono-cultured commodities for a stranger’s market.  Different crops were integrated into rotations, 

which in turn, produced a varied diet.  Pastures were patch-worked amongst arable fields.  Hillsides 

were ideal for orchards, soft fruit and vineyards.  Dairy cows were evident in today’s arable regions 

and wheat, barley, oats, beans and peas – staples for drying – had spread across today’s dairy 

pastures.  As I glided from community to community, it was graphically-illustrated, that all 

communities, from villages; to cities; to nation states are founded on agriculture.  We settle to grow 

food, (or fish for it) then the complexity of all the rest can follow – workshops, adapted to resources 

of their terrains – the trades of joiner, blacksmith, miller, dairyman, baker, tailor, merchant, sailor.... 

Don’t forget that though we adapt to our terrains and resources, we adapt in time as well as space – 

seasons naturally – but also (perhaps) to energy generated artificially.  When wind turbines are still 

the strategically-placed factory must also fall still.  This is no disadvantage if we synchronise to the 

natural world – in truth to the truth of things!  Much can be done in that factory, if work is saved for 

windless days – manual assembly, painting, design – or judicious use of battery-stored electricity.  

Otherwise, we can holiday - dig the garden - practice the fiddle – go fishing.  Time is not money.   

I’m told, the most remarkable thing in the changes brought by the Great Resettlement, was the 

dramatic increase in leisure time.  It became obvious that much of poor post-modernity’s time had 

been wasted to earn money to pay for a car to get to work to earn that money.  The post-modern 

food bill was small but other bills were vast – by far the largest two being the abstract site value of a 

house (reflected in both rent and purchase price), coupled with the cost of transport. 

If we pay for food and also the materials and labour necessary to build and heat a house, then we 

have pretty much all we need.  Spending can be a fraction of today’s – perhaps a tenth? – Site value 

has no purpose but the creation of yet another casino to keep punters occupied.  It prevents an 

honest builder building a house for an honest price.  Working to pay for a car to get to work is a 

plainly futile waste of life.  Means to a living can be a step from the door.  However, food supply, 

which is the foundation of all economies, gained worth – It was valued in all senses of the word and 

people paid its price. 

This is not to say that the pattern was universal.  Coming upon a widening river, I turned to see a 

large city where its estuary contributed to the sea.  

Thinking, as I glided above, of a metaphorical economy integrating with its ecology, so I could see 

river and economy flowing together and out to sea.  Likewise I saw trade returned on the tides.  

Shipping was designed for wind and built by human labour from the growth of trees.    Enduring 

settlements evolve amongst their consequences.  Human biomass (the city) takes from all the flows 

of biomass and sends tributaries in return.  An ecology without tribute will exchange nothing in 
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return.  Both economy and ecology diminish by a failed transaction.  The city – a congregated mass 

of humanity must exchange biomass with a corresponding mass of ecology.  The city is a pool in the 

flow of life.  Tribute runs in from fields and woods – but each species – each individual within a 

species is another pool accepting and distributing biomass in return.  Send not to know for whom the 

bell tolls.... It tolls for the flows of biomass to me, through me and away to the regeneration of the 

whole.  Diminish that whole and the bell tolls for me. 

The large biomass of a city must be situated where it can trade within a wide ecology – which is why 

ancient cities sit on good farming land and by navigable rivers or the sea.  Manufacturing cities have 

sat inland, besides iron ore and coal seams - their economies widened by radiating canals and 

railways.  Ecologies contemporary with their construction were ignored by the power of millions of 

years of fossilised ecology.  Their contemporary economies are now coming to an end by the power 

of those same, ignored contemporary ecologies.  

Once upon a time, great inland towns drew in people cleared from enclosed commons - from 

starvation into poverty and dependency.  The Great Resettlement called them back - back to search, 

once more, for the common good.  All was not rosy – the times brought waste-lands – places with no 

means to a living.  It brought confused migration, but it also brought a common sense of purpose. 

Cities which were anciently composed within topographical advantages of soil for crops and water 

for transport could treat the oil age as the brief invasion of an alien culture.  The processes of 

evolving history could resume.  Economy and ecology having been torn apart could simply rejoin.  

I’m not suggesting that ancient cities are models for ideal management – the opposite - since most 

have collapsed at some point or other because of their mismanagement.  However, it remains true 

that city sites were usually well-chosen and also that most cultures, at some stage, will pillage their 

ecologies and destroy their economies.  Such is human nature.  Such is the historical lesson which 

we will, one day, forget.  The great re-settlement was at the romantic stage of remembering having 

abandoned the decadence of post-modern forgetting. 

Manufacturing cities which had evolved anachronistically for coal and iron ore, without good soils, or 

water for transport remained anachronisms.  In shrinking to just the economic size of a balanced 

ecologic involvement, England’s inland cities fragmented to villages where the suburbs had lain and 

far from urbane central wastelands – the stuff of post modernity’s dystopian fantasies.  Fortunately 

Scotland, Wales and Ireland, possessed no such cities.  

Of course people migrated towards means to a living.  Were there lines of country-folk violently 

blocking their way?  To be sure, that was the attitude of the country supper set; those who’d always 

been NIMBYs; those who’d earlier escaped from work in the cities to the reward of a “nice” village 

retirement.  But farmers faced fossil-powered fields as derelict as fossil-powered factories in the 

cities – unfarmed fields drained both purses and souls.  Settlers who could purchase plots of land 

were eventually welcomed – those who’d pay rental likewise.  Those who’d provide manual labour 

in exchange for small wages, housing of some kind and an allotment sized garden were doubly-

welcomed.   

You see, everyone was buying time, while studying how the land lay. 
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The land lay like this: Nothing had changed to the physical world. But the withdrawal of oil, gas and 

coal called for a massive cultural change.  Practical people came to understand that it was futile to 

search for “renewable” replacements for fossil fuels.  Ways of life had to be found which settled 

within the natural physics of the terrain.  Fossil fuels had been sourced from outside the terrain. 

Derelict fields were rapidly colonised by allotment-seekers – providing rental to farmers.   Pretty 

soon, it was apparent to the most urbanised settler that crops would yield in proportion to what was 

returned to the soil.  Those allotments and small market gardens faced fewer problems than 

agriculture as a whole.  Of course, there were plenty of errors in the trials, but many city-dwellers 

had gardened for pleasure in their previous lives.  

Farms had produced food by soluble fertilisers and by removing insects, invertebrates, fungi and 

bacteria of the soil and non-crop vegetation with pesticides, fungicides and herbicides.  Agriculture 

was suddenly dependent on the life it had previously destroyed.  As organic farmers know today, 

fields produce little in the first year of organic conversion and yield increasingly, year on year as soil 

life returns.  Pests and diseases also reduce as the biomass of a biodiversity returns.  Weeds? – 

That’s life.  We have to shrug at something and with that charitable shrug we may come to see the 

once-hidden benefits of those “plants in the wrong place”.  The hoe is, in any case, a pleasurable 

tool.  

Those smaller plots were quickly revived by plentiful supplies of unused manures and foraged 

compost materials, which the surrounding dereliction supplied.   Such a system could not be 

sustained into the future, but it provided for transitional times.  Sufficient vegetables could easily be 

grown in this way, but such a large input of fertility meant the removal of that fertility from 

neighbouring fields.  It was that sense of common needs from a finite supply, which underlay the 

necessary ingenuities of distribution, social justice and of law itself, which were to follow.  Grain was 

in very short supply, but over half of that supply had been fed to pigs and poultry and also to cattle 

and sheep in post modernity.  As in medieval times, the great resettlement faced a period of mass 

slaughter, before the winter of its new beginnings.  So meat was both plentiful and cheap and salt 

meat was ubiquitous.  Salt meat also proved very useful for trade.  Bread was not so plentiful.   

That over-supply of meat, which had been grown by fossil-powered, deserted, mono-cultured arable 

fields, ironically fed the subsequent human re-colonisation of those fields.  So an anachronism – an 

oil-powered consumerism - enabled the transition towards a better life, which fitted the times.  

People escaped from over-production by eating their way out from it as crop yields fell.  Bacon 

butties were short of bread, but potatoes were relatively plentiful.  Once communities had eaten 

their own fat they faced a simple truth: from now on they’d receive just what they’d put back in.  

Those many millions of years of sequestered photosynthesis had passed into memory.  Now seasons 

would come and go in inevitable sequence bearing both consequence and unpredictability.     

The common good is founded on the provisions of agricultural soil.  So common law is founded on 

agricultural distribution.  Virtue is in that careful provision.  Vice is by personal removal from the 

common good.  That very simple understanding binds communities.  Both value and worth are 

words which transfer easily between ethics and weights and measures.  At the deepest heart of 

community both are spoken with the same breath. 
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In the last days of post modernity, the unnatural rending apart of ethics from physics had 

simultaneously removed the self-worth of those who merely measured and weighed.  That they 

measured by a wild cult-doctrine of something from nothing; of ideas replacing resources; of 

economies growing from diminishing supplies, further reduced any sense of a worthwhile moral 

identity.  So the first days of the great resettlement (as I say repeatedly) provided a great social sigh 

of relief.  Ordinary laws of physics, combined with an ordinary sense of right and wrong, were the 

threshold through which people stooped and then emerged upright in their own homes.   

There are this many people and this quantity of supply.  The problems of the just distribution of a 

finite quantity are surely the first principles of both law and economics.  After all, civilisations are 

emergent properties of an exact acreage of fields. 

*** 

FIT THE ELEVENTH 

No doubt my listeners will have a variety of views regarding the recently-published White Paper on 

Scottish Independence, by the Scottish National Party.  Gone is any notion of “green” policies.  

Instead, although Trident is to be expelled, corporation tax is to be slashed along with air passenger 

duty.  North Sea oil is to be fully exploited.  So, amoral “investment” and profligate travel are to be 

encouraged, spending is to be increased by the power of oil and Scotland is to out neoliberalise 

English and American governments - all this to buy votes in the independence referendum and to 

continue dependency on the amorality of corporate power.  Buying the present by selling the future 

has been the central “moral” of post modernity.  The present is real, while the future is an 

abstraction – Get real, say the powerful political parties.  Get real, say the self-serving, to those 

who’d voice an abstract moral constraint.  As they say, futuristic ideas will solve what ain’t their 

problem. 

Well, my tale is told beneath the orderly stars and as we know, the future was not sold, but held as a 

common – to which the common good would naturally aspire!  The Scottish Declaration of 

Sequestration left oil untouched beneath Scottish waters.  High air taxes and the end of North Sea oil 

left airports redundant.  Corporations were taxed at citizen’s rates, while citizens chose an orderly 

future by living more orderly lives.  

*** 

Many post-modern fantasies have vertical gardens, roof gardens and hydroponically-fed glass 

houses feeding the futuristic city.  It is not considered where the nutrients or the water are to be 

found.  Certainly the mixing of sewage with rain water to complete a minimalist human/plant cycle 

would be treated with a cholera/salmonella-induced horror.  Instead, it is dreamed that plant 

species and their needs will be perfectly-adapted to human needs.  Ideas will replace soil. 

The drip, drip, dripping of human ingenuity will green our dreaming cities, combined with sunlight 

streaming through those vast acres of glass.  The elegance of photosynthesis seems so much like a 

human technology, that surely the dreaming mind of Man is a reflection of the creative god of 

nature.... 
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Sewage (of course) will be fed into algae ponds for bio-fuels - & thus conveniently and hygienically 

combusted.   

Enough! 

All cities have been grown from soil.  All cities are agricultures.  All cities emerge from husbandries of 

sea and soil.  Moreover, following laws of physics (of nature) towns can grow to the size of cities, 

only if they have had access to the trade routes of the sea. 

After the great resettlement, ordinary trial and error soon came to reveal the marvellous cauldron of 

soil – through which all terrestrial life flows and ferments.  The spring issues from the lip of the 

pitcher to flow down to the city.  It overflows when it is re-filled.   The city resides on the ox bow of 

the flood-plain.  Unless Economy sends tribute, Ecology of the cauldron will send no economic 

return.  A hydroponic idea cannot refill a dry riverbed.  Easter Island, Oklahoma, Rome, Great 

Britain...... Empires have imported from their conquests – from distant soils and husbandries, just as 

the industrial revolution has imported from an invasion of the photosynthetic past.  Of course the 

United Kingdom’s post-imperial collapse was temporarily suspended by coal, oil and gas – from an 

invasion of time, rather than space.  The suspense is now over.  She runs crazily back and forth on 

the unstable cliff-edge, which holds the entirety of the developed world.  Don’t forget that the 

“developed” are so, firstly by conquest and the pillage of empire and secondly by pillage of the 

strata of fossilised years.  Development has not been by technology, but firstly by violence and 

secondly by coal, oil and gas.  

Anyway, the great resettlement turned away in search of stable ground.  In short, large acreages of 

city soils were reclaimed by the large labour-force of cities as a major food-source – that process 

reclaimed function to its elegance and input to its output. 

Havana had achieved the same during the American oil blockade for the same reason – a life without 

oil.  Ornamental parks; gardens; verges were turned-over to vegetables and fruit trees.  People grew 

for themselves, but commercial market-gardens also blossomed – often in ancient locations – for 

London along the Thames and Lea valleys.  Soil had lain beneath paving stones – beneath the laid-

ideas of “civilised” conquest and empire.  When empires crumble, native soils must provide.  With 

that transition, comes another – from the masculine to the feminine – as masculine power returns to 

its natal fields.  Prodigal post-modernity shuffled home from the casino to its long-forgotten, but 

forgiving matriarchal cynefin.  Is cynefin the word to cradle what we mean by the commons? – that 

which has reared and cultured us and must be passed on to the culturing of generations of children - 

and which cannot be owned?  It doesn’t cost much in monetary terms – the conversation and story-

telling of pub and corner shop – the way light travels across field and wood of the mountain – the 

places our identities were born – metropolitan or rural – the tender sureties.  Mirroring ancient 

understanding of the land, people belong to the cynefin, rather than the cynefin belonging to the 

people. 

And what of the stranger’s search for a new home?  Migration can discover a foster-home, or a 

fostering cynefin.  After all, Homo sapiens did so en-mass in the Bronze Age.  What of defensive 

borders? – It is true that there were many, but there were also fields and workshops desperate for 

labour and cultures are perennially renewed by traveller’s tales.  
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This is from M. Newton, Warriors of the Word: The World of the 

 Scottish Highlanders, Edinburgh, 2009, p. 306. 

 

In Gaelic culture people belong to places, rather than places  

belonging to people. The phrase, ‘Buinidh mi do ...’ meaning literally 

 ‘I belong to ...’ is used to express the enduring ties and associations 

 of the place of one’s birth. Gaelic has several words with a common 

 root which are used for the interconnected concepts of one’s heredity, 

 identity, homeland, and inherited rights and duties: dù, dùthchaich  

and dùthchas. The ineffable quality of these terms, and the matrix of 

 ideas and feelings that they evoke, has been noted since the sixteenth 

 century.  

 

These passages are taken directly from James Hunter’s, Rights-based  

land reform in Scotland: Making the case in the light of international  

experience, February 2014. 

 

The tuath [the basic territorial unit] of the early Gaelic world was 

 not at all a communist society. Its farms, for instance, were  

occupied by particular families whose tenurial position the law  

tracts [of the early medieval period] guaranteed. But the people  

of the tuath ... made a marked distinction between what had  

been artificially created and what existed naturally. Both a  

cultivated field and the cultivator’s home were clearly in the  

first category. Forests, mountains and the wild animals they  

supported were clearly in the second. It was consequently  

unlawful to take corn from your neighbour’s field. But it was  

perfectly acceptable – provided that due attention was paid to  

the need to ensure that long-term output was sustained –   

to take supplies of timber, nuts and other commodities from a  

wood. It was equally acceptable for individuals to go where  

they pleased in hill country and to take the game such country  

supported – provided again that such resources were not  

exploited to excess. Much the same sort of thinking was applied 

 to watercourses – an important source of food. Thus a man,  

though not entitled to take as many fish as he liked, was  

certainly permitted to net or trap the occasional salmon for  

his family’s consumption.  

Anyone who knows the modern Highlands will recognise in  

that last stipulation the remote origins of the enduring conviction  

that, irrespective of our modern society’s remarkably draconian 

 laws on poaching, there is nothing morally wrong in taking ‘a  

fish for the pot’. Folk memory – not just in this instance but in  

the still more generally applicable Gaelic proverb to the effect  
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that everyone has a right to a deer from the hill, a tree from the  

forest and a salmon from the river – has both preserved the  

ethics of the tuath and employed those ethics in such a way  

as to provide a principled basis for actions which Scots law  

nowadays places on much the same basis as theft.  

J. Hunter, On the Other Side of Sorrow: Nature and People  

in the Scottish Highlands, Edinburgh, 1995, p. 64. 

 

Modern notions of property have not evolved from natural 

social behaviour.  They are the perverse expedients of power.  

 

*** 

 

Meanwhile, what of the wilds? 

Dog and stick pastoralism of the hills can continue without either oil, or fertilisers - provided it has 

markets for meat and wool.  However, a geographically-imposed self-reliance encouraged an 

initially-small increase in the growing of timber trees.  Then, as grain yields crashed in the lowlands, 

a huge market for food of any kind consumed the herds and flocks of the hills.   Impoverished arable 

soils provided the radical impetus to re-organise the inter-connections of agriculture.  So, the 

underfed and highly-populated lowlands stripped the under-populated uplands of an alternative 

food – meat.  People devoured the flocks, which, as Thomas More said, had once devoured the 

people.  The hills slowly returned to trees, which provided more employment than sheep had ever 

done.  So people and trees replaced not only sheep, but historical acts of enclosure.  Justice 

accompanied nature by reversing the clearances.  Workshops and timber mills grew as the trees 

grew – often powered directly by water.  However, wool was prized and mountain streams also 

came to power new looms – mostly for carpets and rugs.  Hill cultures of woodland, quarries, 

workshops and small flocks and herds began to find their functions in the larger economy.  The 

lowlands grew into a new culture - intensive horticultural-holdings and allotments surrounded 

settlements – and were embedded within them - while arable acreage spread across many old 

pasture lands.  The opposite was also the case – arable regions evolved patchworks of rotated 

grasslands for dairy herds and their followers and for laying hens.  Pigs were very much a backyard, 

or farmyard part of the culture – symbiotic to wastes and surpluses.  

Today, patterns of land ownership have imposed a hopeless ennui on communities which could 

otherwise have sought the dynamic changes needed for our times.  Those with property have 

watched unperturbed, as land values have risen towards lunacy.  Anyone with new money can buy 

into the cartel, so inflating values still further.  Those within the cartel have grown richer without 

effort – rent has increased with property prices and “business” loans for further profligacy are 

handed copiously to the propertied.   Many people buy houses simply for their inflating values and 

rents.  “Buy to let” is thought of as a business venture, yet it contributes nothing and takes much.  

That nearly all property has been stolen by violent enclosure, or purchased from those that did so, is 

not regarded in law, because acts of enclosure had been made lawful by the thieves themselves - 
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and re-enforced by their now-comfortable and dignified descendents.  Protecting the state of 

inherited comfort overrides every other moral consideration.  Protecting particular property 

overrides protection of the whole.... Of course small particular properties can be fiercely-defended 

as hallowed ground where families have lived, loved and died.     

The sanctity of the commons may also be handed reverently between generations.  But the naive 

cup has been spilled onto trading floors of ownership.   Trust, probity and curious concern have been 

liberalised, while law’s fences keep out ethics (and common values) from property transaction.  

Property law, which considers only rights, has no need to consider the common morality of the 

common realm.  The more site value inflates, so the more it commands frivolous borrowing and so 

the more both it and the subsequent spending are defended by property owners.  Climate change, 

resource depletion and economic collapse have been seen by the propertied as fictions of the 

envious mass!  Trespassers will be prosecuted.  The Westminster Environment Minister and a high 

proportion of today’s cabinet (and their country supper friends) fall directly into that category. 

It is not house-value which has inflated – nor the agricultural value of land.  It is the site value – the 

casino value, which bears no relationship at all to soil, construction materials – or to atrophy.  House 

values do not inflate, they depreciate.  Timbers rot.  Wiring decays.  What’s more this island set in a 

silver sea is not a property – it lives on the common.  A perversity of law has divided that common 

into property.  You say a common is owned by its commoners? – But what is owned by a commoner 

is not a right, but a responsibility.  The commoner has the right to be responsible for a specific 

common.  Her role is also defined – the maintenance of the common.  

What if we place those hallowed grounds where families have lived loved and died – those home, 

sweet homes as castles - not on a site value determined in a casino, but on the common and set in a 

silver sea?  Well, so it transpired.... to an extent.... 

I must return to my narration of events.  When a community buys out its landlord, (as is happening 

now in the Western Highlands and Islands of Scotland) the property could be seen as held in 

common by the community for future generations of that community.  How do we treat my house 

and garden, because I see them as my castle?   

How do we treat the common land of roads, harbours, town halls, market squares and so on?  Can 

this island’s jewels set in silver seas be owned at all?  If taxes are raised to build (let’s say) a new 

river bridge for the common good then the taxed must own it in common.  Taxes are raised for 

standing armies and nuclear submarines.  The taxed elect parliamentary representatives to oversee 

the commonly-owned army and nuclear submarine.  Members of parliament are supposed to 

represent constituencies of commoners in the House of Commons – where the common wealth is 

administered. 

If a community buys its pub, village shop, wind turbine, quay, or sail-trading vessel then those with 

most bonds or shares may come to have an overly-large influence on the means to the common 

good.  So it has been in the past – property and Westminster vote have gone together.  Accidents of 

birth have determined not only the power which comes with wealth but democratic power.  We 

have been born, in or out of power by accidents of land or sex.  Property law has thus determined 

laws of the commons – Inheritance by primogeniture and sex – and worse – propertied power has 
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enclosed most of the commons of these islands by simple violence.  An “undisputed” enclosure has 

been enough to establish it in law – and within a system of justice where only the propertied have 

had influence. 

So the early, innocent excitement of community-owned shops, or harbour quays faced the ancient 

dilemmas.  The one person, one vote of today’s Welsh, Scottish, European and Westminster 

parliaments is by no means replicated in most of public life.  What is the larger part of post-modern 

public life? – I’d say ring roads, retail parks, super markets, corporate high street brands – and the 

means to supply them – the great corporations, Monsanto, Cargil – and the means to connect them 

– the energy corporations, motor manufacturers, the super market chains... The list can go on to 

your choosing.  Cabinet ministers often move straight from parliament to a seat on one or other – or 

more of those company boards.  Much of the common realm has been given away or sold cheap – 

health, education, policing, prisons, railways, roads, large parts of the commons of cities, such as 

Liverpool One and Canary Wharf...... Both handed common streets to private companies. 

Common land has been enclosed in various surges of greed in medieval times but accelerated from 

the Sixteenth to the Nineteenth centuries until only unproductive moorland has remained.  Indeed, 

the central doctrine of the reformation was not to reform Christian understanding, but to enclose 

church and monastic properties.  Monasteries had administered refuge and Christian charity.  The 

reformation transferred that wealth from monastic responsibility to the exclusive rights of the few.  

Now we have the last remaining realms of the common good sliding shiftily behind fences where 

wealth accumulates and men decay.  It has been the central doctrine of the Blair, Brown and 

Cameron/Clegg governments to “liberalise” the last of the commons – under the egalitarian theatre 

of consumer choice – that is to liberate responsibility from the constraints of its personal, catholic, 

convivial and inherited roles into a frivolous and careless mass-dependency on the new dukedoms – 

the brands.  This Earth; this realm this....and that is no more.  Don’t forget that commons define 

roles – how we behave on the common, whereas properties are defined by their borders.  So 

commons are cultural, moral and dynamic, whereas property is static, amoral and defensive.  

Consumers have right to be irresponsible.  Commoners have right to responsibility.  

How did the great resettlement recognise unequal, monetary contributions to the common good, 

while also maintaining the good as common?  Of course, Nineteenth and Twentieth Century 

communism had overridden the dilemma by holding (at least in theory) everything as common.   

But working side by side on the great collective fields had not evoked the same pleasures as personal 

work on a personal allotment.  This story-teller recalls a rose-tinted, pre-reformation, medieval 

world of, on the one hand, defined responsibilities, trade guilds and devoutly-accumulated skills, and 

on the other of unskilled and helpless power firmly on a throne, which holds the defined roles of 

defence of the realm and the administration of justice.  Power administers a kingdom which is 

created by its people.  Without that creation it has power over nothing. 

That structure was replicated in microcosm: the squire and his manor; the laird and his kinsmen.  

Feudal systems had defined the roles of all, including the roles of the powerful.  Their weakness was 

the unaccountability of the powerful to a higher authority.  (Hence the value of Church & Kirk)  The 

lord could (and often did) administer a tyranny and forget his defined role.  On the other hand, the 

folly of post modernity is that power has no definition – in either ethics or physics.  It listens neither 
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to ancestry, nor responds to descendents.  Nor does it respond to the social consensus of a ballot 

box – rather it manufactures one to its contemporary ends.  Naturally the manufacturing is in the 

hands of the powerful few.  The larger part is assumed – dependency on the brands, while a 

packaged democracy is provided as a distraction in which citizens can play at making choices 

between political brands.   

Rose-tinting is a natural colouring to the histories we carry as security into contemporary 

adventures.  It is convenient for my picture to remove serf from my Merry Athens of a Midsummer 

Night’s Dream - which I have populated with idle lords who oversee the realm and ingenious and 

busy artisans, merchants and peasants who actually run it.  The Lands of Fairy (Nature) make natural 

mischief with them all.  

Anyway, it happened that extra-ordinary demands called for extraordinary adventures.  A contagious 

rose-tinting suffused the dawns of most in the mass assimilation of that first wishful thought!  

But as communities took economies into their own hands, so a rose-tinting of inequality became 

necessary for the common good.  After all, as consumerist dependency on the brands of corporate 

power was diminished, so the reliance of people on each other was increased.  My dependency on 

the provisions of others may be balanced by my provisions to others.  But because some provisions 

are larger than others, inequality is a natural outcome of different behaviours.  Ah well, that some 

are more equal than others is a reversion to natural behaviour and by no means undermines a 

pursuit of the common good.  Rather, it can be a part of the comic muddle that is ordinary, sad, 

funny, convivial humanity.  If commons are statutorily-defined, then property has limits and what’s 

more behaviour on the common also has limits.  The great resettlement blundered into its mistakes 

and so into its source-books for learning.  Orwell’s Animal Farm is by no means an inevitable 

progression.  The wild and unlimited behaviour of post modernity and the fantastical 

pronouncements of its commercial and political leaders had created chaos and so common limits to 

behaviour were generally accepted with relief, gratitude - and also with hope for a more orderly 

future.  Knowledge that Utopia was unattainable and acceptance of the make-do and mend 

promoted a charitable and generally forgiving state of society. 

Basic income was provided by taxation, but what was to be taxed faced the same bizarre difficulties, 

which go with our comic humanity.  But the severity of some taxes passed almost without comment.  

Anachronistic wealth: site value of property, money inherited from coal, oil, gas or biofuel 

businesses and so on could be taxed at such a rate that they evaporated or were re-distributed to 

remove their burdens.  Share holders who’d gambolled on the wrong horses faced the ancient 

gambler’s lesson.  There was a common sorrow; a regret – for the utter folly of the doctrine of 

economic growth from a fast-diminishing supply, which most had once accepted without thought.  It 

had been the promise of almost every politician and the accepted position of the BBC and the 

popular post-modern press.  The regret meant that most were eager to put the shame of such a past 

behind them.  Eagerness to deny our part in discredited history is human nature.  Fear of chaos and 

the knowledge that escaping it had been a very close-run thing, lead to an acceptance of the 

necessity for order – and for taxation to finance a better, but by no means perfect world.      

Three new opportunities: Basic income for all adults – collapse of the property market – the end of 

oil – all lead to the dynamic vivacity – to the romance of a human-scale economy.  Nations of new 
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shopkeepers; new farmers and growers; new manufacturers; new sail-traders stirred the tired pot of 

human ingenuity.  Weary (self-satisfied) dependency on the extra-ordinary provisions of coal, oil and 

gas had diminished much that is truly extra-ordinary from the social imagination.  The return to 

ordinary nature; to human nature confined to laws of physics, made those things extra-ordinarily 

bright and new – particularly, because not one, physical thing can pass into the social imagination 

unless it has first passed through the senses of an individual. 

The wheels of the stars rise and fall through the night in predictable east-west patterns, just as my 

story does to a preferred pattern of human behaviour.  Humanity may not behave as I prefer, but 

this, as I say, is a night-time tale, which is actually the only kind of tale that can be truthfully told.  

The day is too complex for narration.  Its tales are told after they pass into history.  The way to 

manage a day is to live it – not vicariously by the advice of schooling, research institute, or accepted 

authority.  Lessons hide within the day and we discover them by collision – by bruised shins, 

punctured egos and sometimes by unexpected delights.  We know the night will come.  Then we can 

expound the adventures of the day and set our records straight.  However bad a day has been, we 

know that at nightfall we can laugh, pass the bottle, then sleep.  That a night-time utopia seems 

inappropriate for the day means that we’ve learnt some lessons from our fallibility.  That a night-

time tale is held as applicable by peer-reviewed statistics means that it has probably been told at the 

court of the Naked Emperor.  How such a population as ours, which has been created by fossil fuels 

and fertilisers, can survive without fossil fuels and fertilisers is a question without an answer.  There 

are no data.  All answers lie in living without fossil fuels and fertilisers.  There is no other course but 

to do it.  What’s more, we have no choice.  My midsummer night’s dream is a night-time tale to re-

set my course for the next lessons of the day.  No statistics, white papers, or research programmes 

can refute it.  There is not a new thought under the sun.  Only tools can change.  Human nature 

cannot.  Intelligence does not.   Circumstances change.  We adapt tools as we apply them to new 

circumstance by using the same intelligence possessed by our Bronze Age ancestor.  We’ve a long 

and unproductive wait if we hang about for the next intellectual mutation of our species.  However, 

if we consider that we have a highly-dramatic new circumstance then every one of us can become a 

character in the yet-to-be-written high drama. 

 

*** 
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PART TWO 

NOTES FROM SOMEWHERE 

PREAMBLE TO PART TWO 

Let’s get some things straight.  When I speak of capitalism, I mean so in Adam Smith’s sense and not 

in that of the Adam Smith Institute.  Adam’s invisible hand was for the freed ingenuity and dexterity 

of labour to work their magic amongst the unpredictable scarcity and surpluses of resources.  He 

saw that monopolies, such as property had to be strictly controlled.  Opportunist currency and 

share, or bond manipulators had also to be regulated.  He saw that the larger part of all transactions 

was trust and that trust was outside value and lived on the common.  He hoped that people and 

goods would freely cross national borders – adding to the wealth of nations by the exchange of 

comparative advantages, but he also thought that money should be paused there, restricted and 

checked.  As I’ve mentioned, he said, goods can serve many purposes besides purchasing money, but 

money can serve no purpose besides purchasing goods. 

Today, what most people call capitalism is, of course, opposite to those things – that is, money is un-

regulated, property values (enclosed monopolies) command rent and labour, while people are data-

based, corralled, watched and restricted.  Money has grown many new purposes besides purchasing 

goods.  As more commons are enclosed so increasing rents command still more power – indeed 

much of the common realm, once held for the common good has been sold into the enclosures of 

that power.  The ingenuity and dexterity of billions of people which Adam had dreamed would 

together compose an immeasurably complex and so invisible hand, have been locked away – while 

the governance of the wealth of nations has been reduced to the punts of a casino. 

As I mentioned in the foreword - Adam saw (in the Eighteenth Century) that nations with high wages 

and low profits generated most wealth, while those with low wages and high profits generated least.  

He saw that profits bled the wealth of nations, while ingenuity and dexterity of well-paid labour 

generated it. 

Today, capitalism is thought to be the opposite of Adam’s proposal.  It proposes high profits, low 

wages, free money flow and restricted labour.  People are stopped at borders, while money flows 

invisibly past.  Trickle down from enclosed commons (property) provides work in dependent 

services.  Actually such a system would have collapsed long ago – it is a definition of the decadence 

which precedes the collapse of empires.  However, the system has been kept alive by the massive 

powers of fossil fuels – so extra-ordinary and so powerful, that they have overturned a universal law 

of history.  People have been replaced by oil machinery (a litre of oil replaces two to three weeks of 

labour).  The flow of oil mirrors the currency flow.  Of course, the observant senses, the ingenuity 

and the moral understanding of the many, have been similarly replaced by oil.  Oil generates further 
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enclosures of commons and it is that property - not work, which commands the wealth – not of 

nations, but individuals. 

Of course, fossilised nature, released by fire and in such rapidity into living nature, has unbalanced 

the natural respirations of the Earth.  That’s quite a Nemesis for the hubris of one species to 

command.  Unfortunately, although fossil supply is diminishing, there is plenty remaining for poor, 

blind Hubris to command flood, drought, storm, famine.... Hubris sits in the casino, while no-one is in 

economic control. 

Had Adam’s capitalism been tried, then the invisible hand would have rested quietly over the 

common good of the wealth of nations.  Coal and oil would have lain sequestered and untouched in 

their strata.  Billions of observant senses are the antennae of billions of minds. 

So, the anti-capitalist movements of today are actually anti-casino movements.  Capitalism has never 

yet been tried.  Those who promote true cost accounting, the valuation of eco-system services and 

so on, which struggle to introduce capital into that casino, are in truth (as Ivan Illich might say) 

verifying the casino.  Why not simply promote capitalism?  In any case, they are simplistic 

(dangerously so), because they attempt to value as capital, that which should remain on the 

common.  Adam Smith would have left them there as priceless – to be passed between the 

responsible probity of generations. 

We have commons to reclaim and capital to audit. 

We have ordinary and ancient laws of physics to reclaim from fantastical laws of fossil physics. 

We have extra-ordinary fossil-powered lives, but most have come to accept those ways of life as 

ordinary and believe that they cannot give them up. 

Some extra-ordinary things that can no longer be? – aeroplanes, family cars, super markets, rising 

urban populations, vast, unpopulated  fields.... 

Ordinary things that can? – sailing boats, bicycles, bustling town centres, noisy market squares, busy 

villages, repopulated fields.... 

The fact that the revival of ordinary things will become such an adventure provides the hope that we 

can achieve it and achieve it one by one – no grand scheme – no cult – no ism..... 

Karl Marx’s communism and Adam Smith’s capitalism rose from the same spring – moral philosophy 

– all true economic proposals (as they both are) begin in pursuit of the common good. 

There’s the beginning.  In the beginning was the word?  No.  In the beginning was the failure, which 

revealed a small germ of truth, which in turn lead to the next revealing misadventure..... 

*** 
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CHAPTER ONE 

A MIDSUMMER NIGHTMARE? 

It’s time to imagine that we are living through a nightmare – a comfortable life that is eating the 

future.  We devise efficiencies to slow the hands of the clock.  But the way of life which the solutions 

would maintain, is the cause of the problem.   

When I present midsummer night’s dreams of perhaps less comfortable lives, which can have 

futures, I’m ridiculed as away with the fairies.  I know a bank where wild thyme grows... so the less 

comfortable life can be pleasurable.  I’d like to find ways to communicate the pleasure.    

Meanwhile we can remain drowsily peaceful by the inane, but marvellous provisions of holiday 

flight, telly & super market aisle – in hope that the future will wash saviour technologies to our 

shore.  After all everything decays.  Nothing’s perfect.   Larger forces than ours will provide. My 

behaviour is nothing to the wider world. 

We are living through a cargo cult – in a beachcomber, or hunter-gatherer state, plucking simples 

and pleasures from super market aisles.  In the fall from the primal garden we had learnt 

consequence.  Now we’ve ascended to another sort of garden – without consequence, in which we 

need learn nothing.  Those millions of years of borrowed photosynthesis have negated the Tree of 

Knowledge and have re-opened the gates to Eden – with a twist – It is Eden for now (the End of 

History), but not for then – when history will return with the most terrible Fall for both ourselves 

and our children.    

But within the nightmare, we can travel without travel, gain “knowledge” without curiosity and feast 

without apparent effect.  We pretend that the future will be arranged by a tide of cleverly-educated 

children.  We want those children to be happy, but we care vicariously by the provisions of “service 

providers”.  The gentle surf, like the deep breathing of sleep washes thought; probity; dexterity; 

responsibility from the shore.  Why should we throw away a wonderfully-achieved state of 

contemporary advancement, for something, nasty, brutish and short – and also probably 

bothersome and over-energetic?  Who wants to fall backwards into history? 

What’s more, midsummer night’s dreams are difficult to realise.   

But the choice is not between a rock and a hard place.  It is between where the cargo cult leads – to 

the end of civilisation or otherwise, to a new way of life in which a contemporary consequence is 

attached to a contemporary action.  It should be plain that contemporary actions create the future.  

Futuristic ideas create nothing. 

Surely, however difficult, we’ll wake from the nightmare and choose a civilized future by how we 

behave today?   

In my Midsummer Night’s Dream we re-learn that journeys, not destinations are the pleasure; that 

civilisations are what we do, not their visible states.  Experience doesn’t come by the tide, but by 

solitary senses, to the understanding of solitary heads and hearts.  We also discover that we share 
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those experiences in common and possess a common intrinsic knowledge of the humane and 

inhumane.  

Even so, most people have chosen the changeless provisions of the nightmare. 

“We stand now where two roads diverge.  But unlike the roads in Robert Frost’s familiar poem, they 

are not equally fair.  The road we have long been travelling is deceptively easy, a smooth 

superhighway on which we progress at great speed, but at its end lies disaster.  The other fork in the 

road – the one less travelled by – offers our last, our only chance to reach a destination that assures 

the preservation of the earth.”  Rachel Carson. 

While we are lost in enchanted woods, we might consider the three choices, which the Fairy Queen 

offered to Thomas the Rhymer: a broad and easy road to wickedness - a narrow road through thorn 

and briar to righteousness and then – See ye not yon bonny road that winds among the ferny brae – 

that is the path to fair Elfland where thou and I this night maun gae. 

I pass beneath the arch of your raised eyebrow and into the Lands of Fairy.  My road bears long 

caravans of humanity, both as moral citizens and as a species into the wide, half-glimpsed terrains of 

an ecologic and economic whole.  I say, it’s an adventure more marvellous than the oil-powered 

comforts we must leave behind – in which we become enthralled by the physics of nature.  If a litre 

of oil had the power of two to three weeks of manual labour, then many more of us must be actively 

and ingeniously involved in living without it.  I hope that alone is a seductive proposition. 

After, all, the Lands of Fairy have been an ancient seduction – as has femininity – the mysterious 

wiles of denied power – which may be mysteriously wiser than blokes like me. 

I see caravans of par-blind economies winding into half-remembered old territories, settling clumsily 

at first, with inappropriate tools – a fashionable surge to evacuate retail parks and the corporate 

brands of both baked bean tins and political parties – to occupy what can be self-determined – 

proper shops, workshops, market squares, streets, harbours – and of course what has born all those 

things – the fields of agriculture. 

My fashionable surge (or folk movement, if you prefer) sheds anachronistic rules of fossil physics to 

re-learn laws of natural physics. 

Actually, that physics is revealed in puckish reaction to clumsy footsteps.  We take physical roads to 

find their physics and spiritual roads to find their spirits.  We carry the morality (the humanity) 

within us.  Why not take the narrow road to righteousness?  Well, as I say, it is within us.  We know 

what is humane and inhumane in human transaction, but beyond society we don’t know right from 

wrong. 

Historically, ecological effects have been balanced by allocation of commons – received from 

ancestors and passed to descendents.  But those commons have been enclosed in various historical 

waves and finally by post-modern consumer-rights machinery – so much so that some 

environmentalists have promoted the idea of “eco-system services”.  Such consumerist proposals, 

along with carbon targets and quotas, “organic” labelling in super markets and so on, are all parts of 

the futility of the fossil-powered nightmare.  Improving the nightmare does not change it to a benign 
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dream – rather it becomes endorsed, swollen and prolonged by each organic, fair-traded, carbon-

audited, true-cost-accounted dispensation.  

The strata of many millions of years of fossilised nature have provided mortality with such god-like 

powers that Nature has been progressively-diminished in the social imagination.  I propose to re-

imagine her as we demigods fall back into our original human natures – from fossil-powered trans-

substantial Valhalla into a world of natural consequence. 

As we shall investigate, biomass (life) flows between species – diminish any particulars in that 

complexity and we diminish the whole.  My imagination presents each species as a defined pool of 

life, through whose banks the whole liquidity flows.  The banks hold the forms of an individual within 

a species for a life span – at which moment, the banks collapse and the river breaks free – to be 

taken up by other defined pools of life.  Death is essential to life. 

Suggesting to trans-substantial consumerists that they are flesh of the flesh of the biomass they 

diminish, has got this writer no readers.  Nor has it sent the transition town movement the 

practitioners it deserves.  My “green” friends won’t wake from the nightmare, but tinker at ways to 

improve it.  Super markets, business/retail parks, air ports and high-speed rail links expand, while 

naturally-evolved high streets, market squares and workshops decay.  That these are dark days for 

hope is undeniable.  But, that nothing has been done to adapt to a world without fossil fuels, gives 

us more reason to do so ourselves. – Responsibility is the source of happiness. 

*** 

CHAPTER TWO 

AFTER THE DAY JOB 

Sixteenth Century Reformation of the church was rapid, not because a new perception of 

Christianity caught fire, but because church and monastic property was released for plundering by 

powerful élites.  The protestant reformation gave credence to stolen property.  Luther, Calvin and 

Knox are innocent of that theft. 

Andy Wightman’s The Poor Had No Lawyers eloquently expresses the same for the Scottish 

Reformation: 

Knox’s plans, laid out in The First Book of Discipline, were that the teinds of all Church land should be 

used by the Reformed Church for three purposes, namely: 

a) For the upkeep of the kirk 

b) For the support of the disabled and the aged poor and the provision of work for the 

unemployed and 

c) For a public elementary school for every child. 

In other words the reformed church would continue and also improve the social work of the 

monasteries. 
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The Scot’s nobles, just as the English had done, affected a reformed Christian attitude simply to get 

their hands on large tracts of old church and monastic lands and their spoils. 

John Knox was to write of his despair (Book of Discipline): 

With the grief of our hearts we hear that some gentlemen are now as cruel over their tenants as ever 

were the Papists....  

Today, a schismatic doctrine of Science as “technology” is used to give credence to the “knowledge 

economy.”  Science is as innocent as John Knox.  Power is guilty.  As new enclosures are woven into 

gold, ancient and inherited intellectual commons have become private property.  Of course many a 

protestant minister of the church has been as guilty as power in supporting and benefitting from it – 

just as many a “scientist” is as guilty as the power which pays her.  

Historically, the powerful have been happily fed, clothed and housed by the skills of their subject 

rude mechanicals.  But the massive powers of oil have given unskilled power a lust to control what 

has replaced people.  The probity, curiosity and dexterity of Bottom the Weaver have been displaced 

by a foolish and hubristic application of oil tools.  A protestant reformation of catholic science, 

whose central doctrine has been scepticism, has justified a new “science” whose central doctrine is 

futuristic technology.  The technological roles of Snug the Joiner and his friends, which had been 

morally-defined, have been handed to an unskilled and amoral new priesthood.  Amorality is a 

radical part of the schism – that is “scientific truth” can override moral scruple.   

Of course, amorality is a first principle of curious, sceptical and catholic science while historically all 

technologies have had morals, because all actions have consequence.  So the protestant schism has 

redefined technology as science, so that it can shift amorality from science to technology.  The oil-

powerful control the oil-powered tools which have created the consumer culture – without 

commons of restraint.  The nightmare of amoral tools for amoral consumption has created an 

amoral climatic consequence – the Anthropocene.  Knox may have called it the Wrath of God.  We 

may call it the reaction of ignored physical truth. 

Andy Wightman supplies me with another highly-appropriate quote from Mackintosh’s History of 

Scotland.   

Many of the nobles, from motives of self-interest, professed a willingness to embrace the reformed 

opinions, and gradually ranked themselves on the side of the Reformers; as time passed, and the 

prospects of the division of the spoil approached, they became more and more ardent in their 

adherence to the principles of the reformation. 

For ardent for the principles of the reformation, we can substitute a post modern ardour for the 

pretence that commercial technology has anything to do with science. 

Here’s how it is in Efland:  True, amoral science is sceptical and aloof from its applications.  

Technology (which may have learnt from scientific data) is always moral, because it acts and all acts 

have consequence.  
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Here’s how it is in today’s nightmare: The fervour apparent in both religious and scientific 

reformations has been for neither religion nor science but for wealth and power.  

Who knows where a both more catholic and sceptical science may be hiding?  Let’s hope some 

decent people have provided some decent priest holes. 

The end of civilisation (where our nightmare is heading) has been created by application of doctrinal 

ideas to problems which can only be solved by physical trial and error.  The doctrine projects the 

natural world as a macrocosm of human understanding.  The central doctrinal fantasy is that ideas 

can replace resources.  What’s more those ideas will be exclusively provided by an appropriately-

educated, peer-reviewed, druidic élite.   

The pre-oil powerful had depended without question on working peoples’ ingenuity with tools.  Crop 

husbandry, cuisine, clothing, architecture, trade and the trades were all managed by rude 

mechanicals, working for bread upon Athenian stalls.  Now, the unprecedented power released by 

oil has given the traditionally-idle a passion to control the tools themselves.  (As mentioned, the 

energy in a litre of oil has been variously calculated as equivalent to two to three weeks of manual 

labour.)   

I say “a passion” because knowledge has never been (and never will be) a function of power.  As we 

know, oil tools are wildly and unreasonably out of control.  Common values, doubts, knowledge, 

ingenuity and dexterity are powerlessly-confined to Bottom the Weaver’s garden shed. 

The placing of honest tools in the hands of amoral Power is unique to the Twentieth and Twenty 

First centuries. Not only has technology been presented as a doctrine of state, (protestant cults of 

progress and economic growth), but worse: simple probity has been systematically ridiculed as 

anachronistic to the progressive times.   

Of course, happy and useful tools and methods have been and always will be devised and refined as 

those tools and methods are applied – by the trial and error of rude mechanicals.   

 Moreover, happy and curious science has and always will be sceptical and aloof from its 

applications.   

This is not to say that rude mechanicals cannot be well-read in and fascinated by the scientific 

literature – nor to say that a scientist may not doff her scepticism (after the day job) to do some 

useful tinkering in her garden shed. 

You can see that both sceptical scientist and rude mechanic coexist happily in my midsummer night’s 

dream. 

Incidentally, so do a spiritual life – and an “artistic” life.  The spiritual, artistic, sceptical, moral and 

practical coexist happily in the same human frame – just as reductionist and holistic thought are 

both essential to a healthy frame of mind. 

 Anyway, technology has been given a new title fitting the dignity of office.  It has been crazily 

renamed as science.  A cast of druidic “scientists” must give credence to all we do before we do it 
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and must stamp the goods in our market places – food; medicines; machinery with the statutory 

mark of the Druidgeld.  A stock phrase of post-modern politics is, Wait for the science. 

When waiting for peer review, Post Modernity waits for her druidic peers. 

Science druids follow a cult of enclosed progress.  As new chapters are added to the doctrine, so 

intellectual properties are added and sold to “industry” by the lucrative process of “technology 

transfer” – a euphemism for the progressively expanding enclosures of the “knowledge economy”; 

for the progressively prolonged sleep of the nightmare. 

We must remember the following first principle when meeting druidic regulation, or if a druid calls 

for Druid Geld – or if by chance, we fall into seductive conversation with a druid: -  

Ideas cannot replace resources. 

That simple (now schismatic) truth is re-enforced by another:  

There has not been a single advance in “thought” since the thinking process began, whereas, tools 

have been improved and made appropriate for changing circumstances by the trial and error of 

generations.   

The physics of the world is in flux and we adapt to it with adapted tools – but by using the same old 

thought processes.  Here’s a test: Those who present themselves as advanced thinkers must either 

be entranced in druidic nightmare, or drunk on ideas of power.  Do modern minds have greater 

power, subtlety and good humour than that which devised A Midsummer-Night’s Dream in Fifteen 

Ninety Eight?  Are modern leaders any less stupid than Theseus, Hippolyta, Helena, Hermia, 

Lysander and Demetrius, who mocked the hard-handed patches, Bottom, Snug, Quince, Flute and so 

on – without whom they’d have no wine, bread, clothing; no roofs over their vain and helpless 

heads? 

Fortunately for the silliness of Theseus, all was provided by Peter Quince & crew.  Unfortunately for 

post-modernity, all is provided by the silliness of Theseus. 

That is why we must have a mass evacuation of the ring roads, retail parks, air ports and high-speed 

rail links of Theseus’s folly. 

I must point out that folly is perennial to humanity and that it is only by folly that we improve our 

tools.  Folly is not confined to the powerful.  However, the “ideas” and “sciences” of the powerful 

are and never have been fit for tool-making.  Tools can be improved only by those who use them. 

*** 

CHAPTER THREE 

THE DRUIDGELD 

The historical separation and then mingling of church and state is familiar to us.  The religious life in 

its innocence had been a retreat from the vanity of the world, until violence and vanity adopted a 
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state (& statutory) religion.  Statutory religion goes hand in hand with innocence hiding in priest 

holes.  

In Britain, the custom of primogeniture (in which eldest sons have inherited whole estates) has 

meant that the church (along with the military and the law) provided highly-lucrative, dignified and 

influential livings to the remaining sons.  (Daughters have been offered as sexual lures for the elder 

sons of other influential and propertied families.) 

Today we have a related though in some ways dissimilar story.  Oil technology is the engine of the 

large commercial corporations which have behaved increasingly like the old dukedoms.  Those 

corporations are supported by a reformation of science doctrine, just as queens, kings, dukes, 

thanes, lords, squires and the wealthiest peasants were justified in theft by the reformation of 

Christian doctrine.  The ways we work, shop, holiday and travel are, for the most part, decided not 

by ourselves, or by those we elect to represent us in central governments, or local councils.  They are 

dictated by the ring roads, retail parks, housing estates, factories, pack-houses, air ports, super 

markets and so on provided by the corporations.  Similarly, the ways we seek medical care or 

schooling are sliding greasily under the druidic/corporate wing.  Our outlook on that world is 

conveniently suggested by druid-financed newspaper and television.  The BBC sits firmly within that 

outlook.  To an outsider, it may appear that a new and populist reformation of science has caught 

fire, – but as in the Sixteenth Century, the fire has been spread, not by the populace, but by the 

powers.  Arch Druid and king-maker Rupert Murdoch has spread the protestant good news 

simultaneously with the corporate enclosures.  

So perhaps history is reversing.  Once, retired bishops entered power in the House of Lords.  Today, 

retired government ministers enter power in the houses of oil, pharmaceutical and chemical 

companies, or the various retail chains & their bankers...... 

Corporate “think tanks” and “government inquiries” also have revolving doors. 

Of course, properly-sceptical, diffident, uncertain science survives obscurely in priest holes – usually 

after a day job is over. 

Likewise, proper technology may be curiously devised by trial and error in quiet garden sheds....   

Perhaps, after the day job is a new time of hope in which a germ of solutions to the craziness of the 

times might grow – and when the bonny road may become visible through the crazy mist, winding 

into the ferny brae. 

The road is invisible to the powers and so perhaps we can travel it unmolested – rebuilding a culture 

and its economy as we go. 

As a farmer I’ve stepped intermittently to and from the road, because too few customers for my 

produce have yet joined me - in the convivial town centres and proper shops of natural physics, 

where together we can trade, converse and make something of our lives. 
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However, I hope that as real economies expand and retail parks shrink, we can offer the powerful a 

bargain they cannot refuse: - Become idle and frivolous again.  We’ll grow the wheat and we’ll bake 

the bread. 

How we can do so, with atmospheric carbon dioxide exceeding four hundred parts per million, in a 

world of pillaged resources, degraded soils and inappropriate infrastructures is a question waiting 

for an answer.  Ideas will not do.  We must make a start and learn from the series of mistakes, which 

will follow.  That is the only course.  It is the Fairy Queen’s road – and also, I must say, the one 

travelled by Don Quixote. 

*** 

CHAPTER FOUR 

HISTORY RECURS 

The great corporations offered governments and their electorates a similar bargain in the last 

quarter of the Twentieth Century. Governments and their electorates did not refuse and became 

idle and frivolous consumers. 

My mass folk movement down the bonny road towards convivial town centres, proper shops and 

workshops and integrated farms and fields is evidently a very different offer to the corporate one.  

But history does recur in dauntingly unpleasant ways.  Over centuries, many writers have proposed 

similar roads.  Moreover, more specific proposals in which rigid ideas have been imposed on an 

illusive world have usually ended in chaos and bloodshed – as did Cromwell’s commonwealth, 

Marxist communism and today’s “democratic”, neo-liberal, anti-capital “egalitarian” revolution. 

Just as even the best ideas cannot replace resources, so they cannot replace long-evolved social 

systems. 

So I am Quixote. 

The corporate revolution has proved a massive success in its extent, so it is possible, just possible 

that quixotic days may come simply by quietly filling the vast spaces left by the corporate failure.  

Corporate bread and circuses can continue, for only so long as fossil fuels continue to flow and for so 

long as we attend the circus. 

If the corporations seem all-powerful, we must re-consider their composition – armies of very many 

people – often without national boundaries – and very poorly-defined in both purpose and identity.  

They are not a quantity, but an abstraction.  It is possible that corporations may fragment as softly 

and silently as they arrived – as many do anyway in mergers and takeovers.  None today are as well-

defined as their progenitors: The Hudson Bay Company; the East India Company and so on.  (Both 

had private armies as powerful as small nations)  The fantastical and whimsical casino of the stock 

market has removed many a “great company” at a throw of the dice.   

Employees of those corporations can softly and silently merge into my folk movement as corporate 

power fades.  It is simple – as a super market closes, so proper shops will open.  This Earth-full of 

people and resources will remain, though the greatest corporate abstractions of the casino fall 
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apart.  Looking from an astronaut’s orbit, Earth will have just the same populations, species and 

resources, before and after the corporate collapse.  The astronaut may also see where the 

nightmare has lead – Earth lit in a gloriously-wild futility of fossil-powered lights – from buildings, 

towns and cities and from roads lit by streaming headlights - ringing towns with their sparkling 

corporate patterning of ring road and retail park – and like this insubstantial pageant faded..... 

As you know (but we must keep saying it), the times are these – wild over-consumption of rapidly 

diminishing resources, an increasingly-wild climate and no-one in charge in government.  

Governance has been given (often, not even sold) to wild privateers and careless mercenary bands.  I 

say wild, because those privateers have not evolved within cultures, but have invaded them.  I say 

careless, because following statutory law, they have no care for physical, biological, ecological and 

economic law.  Statutory law considers only inter-human transactions.  What’s more, modern 

statutory law protects the properties of enclosed commons. 

Government and corporate employees might come to consider that all law is founded on the 

maintenance of the common good.  On that reckoning, corporations and their pocket governments 

(nearly all nation states) are illegal.   

Like old Norman mercenaries who bore the cross, the privateers bear the Sign of the Druid. 

(Progress, education, economic growth and their trickle down) 

The druidic miracle is the replacement of resources with ideas – the transubstantiation of the Earth.  

Those ideas need not be ours but the Future’s, so that we defer responsibility to mythical children.  

Messianic visions rise from crumbling civilizations.  The potency of the post modern druidic vision is 

that it is fervently held by the most powerful and in the case of the UK, by the largest political 

parties.  It is also held as central doctrine by the BBC. 

Anyway, the messiah is oil-powered, or in the messianic fantasy, cleverly-realised oil-replacement-

powered.  Fossil fuels (and lately and worse: bio fuels) have unbalanced atmospheric carbon dioxide 

to levels which will probably crumble civilizations within a generation.   

I suppose we say such things without horror, because we believe we are powerless to change them.  

The provisions and unprecedented powers of fossil fuels are undeniable and the thought that we 

must be denied them, seems (to the consensus) the greater horror.  So we yawn, as the decadent do 

& return to the “egalitarian” internet to book another holiday flight. 

Since we don’t control cultural tools, we cannot change them.  That is a convenient way to say that 

since we don’t control our lives, we cannot change them.  A problem with such dependencies is that 

they kill curiosity.  With the loss of curiosity we lose the delight of ingenuity.   Dependency also 

removes moral choices.  My holiday flight has been approved as my right.  At work, where I’ve 

earned the wage to pay for the flight, I deliver right to prescribed services to others.  I suspect that 

the complexity of rights machinery has enslaved most of us in a very sticky amoral web, in which we 

are so engaged with asking for and also delivering rights, that we have no opportunity to consider 

responsibility. 

Of course each holiday flight will make such holidays for our children less and less likely. 
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We know that continuing to live and consume as we are, will soon destroy how we live and consume.  

The utter craziness of that truth is accepted by most and then promptly forgotten.  It is a measure of 

how small-minded and parochial in outlook, we’ve become.  We accept powerlessness.  

In my midsummer night’s dream it becomes possible to adapt tools of our own, escape the ennui of 

dependency, make moral decisions and to search for the good life.  While I hope for a mass folk 

movement towards the common good, such a dream can also be realised on the smallest scale.  As a 

farmer I can move on my own, by selling produce in market squares and farmers’ markets, hoping to 

meet customers with similar thoughts.  As that mutual economy enlivens and swells, so my 

husbandry can change.  A small farm supplying super markets must concentrate on one commodity 

to achieve economy of scale.  So it ends with an ecologically-inefficient mono-culture.  Market 

squares asks for variety, which creates a variety of cropping and so of rotations, which can 

conveniently and flexibly integrate into a more efficient agronomic/economic/ecologic whole.  

*** 

CHAPTER FIVE 

DREAMING BY DEGREES 

Economies of scale, which create monocultures, are only efficient in man-hours.  They are 

ecologically inefficient and poor in yield relative to resource-use.  Don’t forget that crop yield is 

output minus input.  We have large human populations and rapidly diminishing energy supplies.  To 

pursue economies of scale, which shed readily-available and plentiful labour to replace it with 

rapidly diminishing fossil and mineral resources, is plainly futile. 

It won’t be easy to achieve the radical social resettlement necessary – perhaps a twenty-fold 

increase in rural populations.  An evacuation of city hinterlands and a re-centring of suburbia seem 

too complex to execute without autocracy – too radical to ask of others. 

But we can dream by degrees – after the day job and sometimes, (as in my case, if we are very lucky) 

within it.  This is why I hope for a folk movement – for a fashion as contagious as mobile phones, 

beetle-mania or high-healed shoes. 

While I am in accord with the permaculture movement, I am wary of its notion of “design”, which 

places it inside a sort of post-modern ennui of ideas.  Such futurism is a part of the lazy, esoteric 

chatter, which we must escape - from a world of architects to a world of builders. 

Design must use formed ideas.  I propose that the terrain my folk movement will fashionably settle 

may be too obscured by our initial ignorance for a design to begin with certainties.  Its physics will be 

presented mischievously and not always nicely by Robin Goodfellow.  However, both tragedy and 

comedy are sourcebooks for new tools.  Given the folly of the casino we leave behind, I prefer a 

more humble and diffident approach to a new economy.  We make settlements (of course) not with 

ideas, but with tools.  The nature of those settlements is founded on an intrinsic, inherited ethics of 

commons – of the common good – of what is humane and inhumane.  That we will fail both morally 

and physically is the delight of the human condition – the source of learning and also the reason we 

need each other and why we have formed social systems in the first place.  That warm and comic 
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muddle is surely more fitting for human nature than the architect’s ingenious “provision of space”.  

Permaculture designs for the future.  Futurism can delay our first steps into the present. 

Space – possibly the most unpleasantly-used word of post-modernity – an architect’s word for 

designer futility, designer brands, designer money and tritely-designed times. 

Since I readily attack the folly of the ways we live now, I have been asked to be more specific about 

achieving something better.  But the twentieth and twenty-first centuries are littered with tragedies 

caused by application of specific and limited ideas to a complex and diverse world.  So I continue to 

attack the folly and also to be vague about a better world.  My ideas will be as limited as another’s.  

Meanwhile, the folk movement waits for its actors.  But tools and techniques have been and always 

will be devised without scientific explanation.  They are the finger tips of humanity where she 

touches the physics of nature and so in some ways come closer to truth than science can ever 

achieve.  Science may gather data from the footsteps of the tool maker – those reactions to actions.  

Tool-maker and scientist both apply reason – the one to technique, the other to knowledge.  Both 

use tools of mathematics and language – Don’t forget that mathematics is a tool.  It cannot project 

the truth of nature – but only how humanity has evolved to understand it.  Physicists don’t depict 

patterns of nature – or of solar systems, but how passing experience has imprinted its useful 

patterning on the receptive brain.  

What is my ism? – I suppose I’d be labelled anarchist – but I resist it. 

I am not vague about the first steps I’d take towards agricultural distribution systems, which are and 

always have been the foundation of modern cultures.  Subsequent steps are parts of an 

economic/ecologic/cultural complexity about which I’d be wise to be quiet – in a state of mind (like 

John Keats’s negative capability) which watches and listens. 

An old image I have is of human society turning three times to imprint her form in a landscape, 

before settling to an ecological peace.  Folly is our foundation, so we never achieve that perfect 

peace, but rise and turn again and again – in a fitful sleep.  

Meanwhile, the manipulative brutality of the Western powers and in particular, USA and UK has 

equalled the blackest tales of history.  Druidic miracles of something from nothing are presented by 

invading armies as birth-rights of the world’s children - born on militant flags of democratic right.   

That the druidic doctrine is mad has been habitually forgotten.  That Power has no care for doctrine, 

but finds it useful, is a universal law of history.  It is why discourse with Power with regards to 

climate change and resource depletion has been unproductive.  Power neither thinks, nor believes.  

That has never been its function. 

*** 

CHAPTER SIX 

THE CARGO CULT 

Exploring the notion that the skilled have run the kingdom, but have never held the throne, I propose 

that for happiness a throne is unnecessary.  Similarly, a happy throne will have no need to 
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understand cultural tools.  Knowledge is not a function of power, but of the ingenuity and dexterity 

of the trades. 

I’ve explored the notion that oil usage gave extra-ordinary power to the very few who controlled it 

and simultaneously removed tools from the multitude of eyes and ears which make up the 

responsive ingenuity of the trades.  That Power (the throne) now holds the tools, which maintain the 

culture is a unique perversity of post modern times.  Don’t forget: it is not advances in technology, 

which have powered our extra-ordinary consumption, but simply the rapidly-increasing combustion 

of coal, gas and oil. 

I have also explored the idea that cultures are what we do, not what we think we have achieved.  

That is: cultures are methods, not states.  Historically, as cultures have faded into decadence, 

citizens have come to protect their social positions and to regard cultural methods as the 

achievements of that state.  The denied truth is that the state has been achieved by cultural 

methods. 

So it is in post-modernity: We have messianic visions of esoteric technologies, which the Messiah will 

“one day soon” provide.  Nature will be genetically modified to fit our needs.  Base DNA will be 

transmuted to golden oil.  Meanwhile, we can sit in state surrounded by our achievements in a world 

of “ideas”. 

It is a cargo cult.  I imagine Post Modernists as Easter Islanders, lining the beach for the benedictions 

of the tide (new druidic technologies), while behind them the island has been stripped of vegetation 

and beside them grand statues gaze blindly out to sea.  In maintaining its “state” of civilisation, post 

modernity has frozen time.  Having no curiosity, it has no delightful surprises - a state embodied in 

post-modern art – the worst of which became “Brit Art” – a world of social-climbing, limp ideas, 

money, fashion designers, ephemeral pop stars, politicians, patriotism and stupidity. 

Post modern druids, like post modern “artists”, are discretional rather than professional and esoteric 

rather than curious.  Of course the esoteric (& implausible) doctrine of economic growth from a 

finite supply would be ridiculous without oil.  It is ridiculous anyway, but oil has bolstered the 

illusion.  Ordinary understanding knows that I become rich only if you become poor - in both time 

and space.  I can take riches from the future as well as from my neighbour. 

Anyway, unless cultures leave oil where it lies already sequestered, they face chaos.  Since oil is the 

foundation of comfortable ways of life, it has become hard for people to grasp that it will also be the 

destruction of them.  Identities of nations are held in achievements.  Off the sporting field, the most 

recent of those achievements have, for the most part, been powered by coal, gas and oil.   

Our current economic system will collapse without oil.  Money flow is directly related to energy flow 

and the energy flow released by oil is massive and irreplaceable.  So we must find ways to live with 

far less energy and so far less money.  The state of our debt-created casino is founded on belief - 

disbelief brings economic collapse.  So if we are to descend from the massive powers unleashed by 

fossil physics to the daunting and limiting truths of real and ordinary physics, then we must 

truthfully-believe in both the reality of that physics and the hopefulness of the descent.  A further 

stimulus would be to feel the wonder of that physics. 
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Extra-ordinary fossil physics is ultimately subject to ordinary physics, just as the extra-ordinary 

casino it supported, will become subject to a base resource and labour value.   

A folk movement or a kind of contagious, common understanding is the only way that I can see to 

descend together rather than crash into fear, blame, hate and despair - a folk movement towards a 

reclaimed common and a self-determined terrain of milk and honey! – well at least a future for its 

children. 

I propose that it may be possible to leave those narcissistic, post-modern statues gazing at their own 

futility from so many plinths revealed through so many television screens and to realise that what 

we do makes the culture - that one by one, we can turn away from the telly, select tools and begin 

to apply them.  We can leave power on its throne, like a statue on a plinth - shedding our 

dependencies on it, while creating new dependencies on each other.  In doing so, we present power 

with an excellent bargain – a whole civilization in which to rest its pretty head. 

It won’t be easy.  I’m banking on so many variables, that mine is just a midsummer night’s dream.  

However, the world to which the powerful are sending us will be far, far harder to bear. 

Let the powerful rich become the idle rich – surely an offer they can’t refuse?  I can see no way to 

remove the powerful.  Evolution (our current mutation) will always replace them.  But we can put 

them on pedestals, very much on-view, but where they do least harm. 

Meanwhile, one by one we can resume the processes of civilisation. 

That process can be progressive in that it reclaims a progressively expanding common.  One citizen 

can make a start.  Two citizens can germinate an economy. 

I cannot tell you how such a folk movement may gather momentum.  What’s more, I can see no 

other way.   

*** 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

BIOMASS IS A COMMON 

A Meditation upon the Cabbage 

Some commons to be restored into the fabric of my midsummer night’s dream– roads, market 

squares, harbours, soils, water, biomass....  

But all other commons are as nothing compared to commons of biomass.  Just as towns, roads and 

trades are emergent properties of agriculture, so agriculture emerges from the flows of biomass 

between species to and from human cultures. 

Biomass cycles from field to city and back again.  That flow is obviously a common and a common 

good if managed by good common law. 

The cabbage I sell in the market place has common biomass, but also the value of being a cabbage. 
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So, I ask for a cabbage price to pay for the labour of producing it.  To value a common is to enclose it.  

My valued cabbage is an enclosure valued at my labour value. 

But the sewage and waste leaf produced from the cabbage must return to the common flow of 

biomass.  Unless a biomass equivalent is returned to my field, I cannot grow as many cabbages in the 

future, because the fertility of my soil has been diminished by one cabbage. 

So the common produces value (enclosed common), but common law asks for that value to be 

returned, so that the common can keep producing value and so that succeeding generations can 

continue to provide themselves with cabbages. 

In effect I can as good as “own” a field without owning its soil, biomass, or water.  These are 

commons to be protected. 

It is accepted that commoners own the means to the responsibilities of the common. 

Can the site value of a property (enclosed common) be similarly considered?  Substitute house for 

cabbage.  My labour construction value becomes my own enclosure which I can sell or bequeath. 

But the soil beneath, the biomass of the roof timbers and the quarried stone remain on the common 

and beyond valuation.  My home remains my castle.  What of my garden? 

Dr Pangloss returned from the vanity of the world (including his own vanity) to cultivate his garden.  

I think he can call his garden his in the same way that a commoner “owns” and “loves” his piece of 

common land.  He can buy, bequeath, or sell his ownership, but ownership includes responsibility for 

the common. 

Gardens are tricky.  Mine can become large, only if yours becomes small. 

The idea of commons transcends (or perhaps subverts) ephemeral generations and 

should/could/has been the foundation of law.  My common rights define areas in which I can 

become responsible and the common itself may prescribe the limits to my temporal enclosure of 

labour value.  The common must be passed on in the state that I received it.  As I say commons to be 

considered in this way are soil fertility, water (quality and quantity), roads, harbours, market squares 

and of course – but more difficult to define in effect than in personal behaviour – biomass, rivers, 

the sea and the atmosphere. 

Such understanding lies deeply in all of us, but has been overlaid by the oil-given fantasy of 

prosperity-rights for all.  For a while that fantasy (if we remove the, for all of us) has been so nearly 

realised that most cannot relinquish their share.  Four hundred parts per million of atmospheric 

carbon dioxide will soon remove the same prosperity, which caused it.  

Anyway, the idea of commons received from ancestors and passed on to descendants is an 

intrinsically-inherited moral, which I hope can be released from its post-modern imprisonment.  It 

may be the dynamo for my (to most quixotic) new (and old as the hills) folk movement. 

Meanwhile we can continue to argue within the rights machinery of ephemeral post modernity! 
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For instance, we can argue for site value taxation if (as is certain) common dis-valuation and 

disenclosure is not accepted.  Site values are the largest part of current property values and are 

created in an amoral casino.  Houses depreciate in value as their physics decays.  It is only the site 

value which inflates. 

A site value tax would extract revenue from larger gardens to be returned to a fund for the Common 

Good of gardeners.  Substitute other trades & pleasures for gardener and we find a possible recipe 

for a transition to ideas of common responsibility! 

Here’s a thought – The common flows in time & through generations, whereas property (enclosed 

common) is static and temporal – like my cabbage’s soon-spent price, or my house which will 

eventually need re-roofing.  Property tends to atrophy, whereas the common, like life (as we shall 

explore) is self renewing – at least when functioning properly and can attain its optimum flow.   

Laws of commons define what we do and are therefore agents of change, whereas laws of property 

defend who we think we are and are therefore agents of stasis.  Of course we die, oblivious to our 

property, while the social system goes on to untangle our legacies.  Here lies she, who once held 

property, but has now returned to the common. 

Enclosing the dynamic fluidity of a common into the protective stillness of property is a major 

tragedy of post modern times, when nearly everybody aspires to that short-sighted, parochial status 

of an owner of decay and atrophy! 

I explored a similar theatre in my last book in the dynamic, curious, convivial, catholic, comic and 

tragic language of tools and its opposite - the static, guarded, parochial and serious language of state 

(and property). 

Enduring economies follow laws of mortality and inheritance. Decadent economies follow laws of 

status and atrophy.   

Life defeats atrophy by death and renewal. 

*** 

The destruction and construction by human activities which create an economic whole have been 

ripples in the flowing decomposition and composition of the complexity of species which create an 

ecological whole.  Plague-like humanity has recently created a flood. 

But because the quantity of atmospheric carbon dioxide has risen to climate changing levels, 

“experts” have been deluded into an ecologically-disconnected study of “the carbon cycle”.   

But carbon cannot cycle.  Life cycles.     

However, we can study the cyclic fluidity of human behaviour; of the flows of human biomass to and 

from the biomass of fungi, bacteria, plants and animals.  In other words, the cyclic fluidity of the 

common!  The central law of commons is the rule of return. 
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Common returns of a community flow between economy and ecology.  I extract (enclose) my labour 

value by the transformation of common resources firstly into my property and then – the tricky part 

– (property is soon spent) returning them by similar weight, to the common.  After all, my bones will 

return to common soil – dust to dust.... and my labours can extract only as much as they return, or 

else I must move on in the slash and burn manner.  In any case, only common returns can maintain a 

settlement and its children. 

I shall come to the folly of measuring carbon as motionless mass in the next chapter, but one.  

Carbon sequestration is a typically post-modern static enclosure, whereas life flows through the 

common with variable speed, mass and power.   

*** 

CHAPER EIGHT 

AND NOW OF KINGS 

It seems to be that other social species have kings and queens ruling over flocks, packs and herds.  

And it seems to me that humanity cannot escape her hierarchies.  Depose our rulers and we become 

them. 

So in my midsummer night’s dream I place figures of authority where they do least harm.  I allow 

them big houses, big egos, but no skills and no tools.  After all, this is the state in which Power has 

lived happily for millennia. 

Historically, rulers have not thought to use their brains, or to soil their hands – or to dictate how 

patches and rude mechanicals apply theirs.  That modern rulers do so, is an extra-ordinary 

perversity, created by the extra-ordinary and perverse power of oil.  It is plain that ordinary 

behaviour, which follows ordinary, limited physics, must eventually return.  Perversity is levelled by 

nature – fossil-fuelled lives by climate change – man-made hubris by natural nemesis.  

Fossil power will be as ephemeral as its effects.  Let’s hope those effects don’t include an ephemeral 

humanity. 

Pastoralists have observed “unpleasant” character changes of previously “benign” cows, or ewes, 

when by chance they come to power in herds or flocks.  Humans are no different to those other 

social animals.  There are sufficient examples from history.  We enact our roles. 

The older and more complex a civilisation becomes, so the language of “them and us” becomes 

more distinct.  So we have the curious, convivial language of tools and the serious, incurious 

language of state. 

Simpler nomadic or pastoral cultures may have held egalitarian conversations in a common 

language.  However, much as I’d like to, I don’t propose to re-find Arcadia. 

In my midsummer night’s dream the evolutionary (ordinary) behaviour of the powerful is not 

resisted – rather it is tamed.  I use these words as tools to dig a terrain just the shape of my 

humanity.  As the soil resists in ways which are not mine, I shall have to reconsider how to coexist 
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with the soil which feeds me – and to keep the peace, with what feeds the naturally-evolved, idle 

stupidity of power. 

*** 

CHAPER NINE 

THE EMPEROR OF IPCC IS A NAKED PHYSICIST 

Life is liquid and all species are tributaries to one pool of bio mass.  The mass of the pool is variable – 

even though life’s physical components remain as matter or energy.  Life can diminish to nothing, or 

expand to an optimum mass.  Once, there was no life on Earth and it shall be so again. 

Life has energy.  Increasing mass flows faster through its spaces, just as a river flows variably within 

its banks. 

No-one knows how life began, or what it is.  We live it to a close, but cannot step outside to look 

back in. 

But we can study the nervous and metabolic systems of ourselves and other species and also 

observe symbioses and competitions between species.  Within the last few decades the study of 

genetics has opened further and similarly endlessly-complex roads to travel.  Study is a pleasure.  

The delight of science is that it always has been and always will be wrong – it records glimpses of 

illusive truth.   

Technology is not “informed” by science, but by behaviour - by revealed mistakes.  Tools can be 

highly effective without a scientific hypothesis to explain them.  However it is possible for a 

hypothesis to demonstrate probable technological mistakes. 

The reason I am speaking of the obvious is that peer-reviewed “scientists” who advise powerful 

people in governments and corporations have suggested that life follows laws of physics.  Moreover, 

in climate calculations life has been measured as motionless mass (carbon) without either energy, or 

velocity.  Neither is the liquidity (or not) of its flows between species properly considered.   

Physicists and engineers dominate thinking about climate change and the “carbon cycle”.  Peer 

reviewing courtiers confirm the magnificent clothing of the Naked Physicists’ court.   

Below is the central principle of court, given to me by courtier, Peter Harper of The Centre for 

Alternative Technology.  

If biomass is burned, the chemistry is more or less reversed, and the original energy and raw material 

(CO2 and water) are released.  There is then no net gain or loss of CO2, which is why biological fuels 

are considered to be “Carbon neutral”. 

If we followed that hypothesis in practice, then slash and burn agriculture could be sustained, the 

Oklahoma dust bowl would remain a verdant plain and the chemistry of life could be considered as 

little more than derivatives of Sunlight, Oxygen, Carbon Dioxide and water. 
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I’ve heard friends of mine expounding the court’s hypothesis, in the faltering tones of those who find 

difficulty in unravelling an esoteric idea.  So we have druidic physicists of life to advise every 

institution.   

The hypothesis is particularly convenient, because the coefficient for bio fuels can be entered into 

carbon calculations as one (effectively carbon zero).   

Green organisations oppose bio fuels because they displace food crops from a hungry world.  I know 

of none who oppose the burning of bio mass from first principles.  The populist question is, Are these 

good or bad bio fuels? 

Natural behaviour is often revealed in reactions to human behaviour: a farmer will observe the 

reaction of crop-yield to her husbandries. 

If I grow a crop, remove the harvest, return no biomass to the field and sow a similar crop the 

following (also similar) season, will crop yields in the two seasons be the same? 

To a practical farmer or gardener the question is ridiculous.  Experience says that yields will always 

be smaller in season two.  Bio mass of both soil & crop will be reduced and consequently, the area of 

leaf presented for photo synthesis will be similarly diminished. 

If we imagine a planetary-scale field growing Willow or Miscanthus for a power station, then the 

speed of the planet’s symbioses, interactions and respirations will be annually slowed.   Area of leaf 

presented for photosynthesis will diminish year on year, because the mass of soil life has been 

similarly diminished.  Soil carbon will diminish, while atmospheric CO2 will increase. 

A proportion of life will have reverted to lifeless matter and energy – gas, ashes and energy. 

Let’s consider speed. 

My picture (diffidently presented) has a liquid biomass flowing between species.  Death is an 

essential part of that flow – between species and between generations.  But the renewal inherent in 

death can be broken when life becomes lifeless.  Lifelessness follows laws of physics.  Life does not.   

An optimum speed of symbiosis of all species within my field will present the greatest biomass and 

also the greatest respiratory power.  However, imbalance and rebalance present a constantly 

fluctuating biomassive whole.  For instance, it is possible for soil species to flow too fast and so 

achieve too great a mass of mineralisation for the symbiotic mass of plant species to absorb.  In 

consequence, surplus nutrients will be leached to water courses and gases will be released to the air.  

For example, I could have returned too much farmyard manure to my soil.  For that field, in season 

one, crop yield will be high, but over the whole farm, (in both time and space) yield will fall to below 

the optimum, because nutrients have been lost from my farming system.  On a planetary scale, the 

total mass of life would be diminished, to re-appear as its physical components in matter and 

energy. 

Regulating the speed of life is the whole art of husbandry.  It is also the whole art of durable 

settlements.  Crops flow into a biomass of people and must flow out again to the fields which 

produced those crops.  Shorter & smaller cycles flow through gardens and allotments.  The whole 
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agricultural metabolism of towns, fields, gardens and the cultural techniques to connect them is 

complex, evolved and evolving.  The trial and error of husbandry, cuisine, transport and emerging 

trades are what we call an agriculture.  

Gazing across a patchwork of fields, I can see that speed presented in the deepening or paling green 

of rotations.  The colours reveal the velocity of life as it travels between species - the deeper the 

green, the faster the flow and so the increase of biomass. 

Our scientific druids have separated inseparable soil and plant for the convenience of druidic 

calculation.  Having removed the complexity of life to replace it with “The Carbon Cycle”, a child 

druid could do the arithmetic. 

So we have “sequestration” – that is: inactive carbon (inactive sequestered life).  Soil is proposed as 

a carbon sump – one we can replicate by burying biomass in deep-sea sumps or by the approval of 

carbon embedded in structures for calculation.   

The truth is – one which all practical people must know – that burying carbon beyond the effects of 

dung beetles, earthworms, fungi and bacteria simply reduces the mass of life – It shrinks and slows 

living cycles, reducing their mass, complexity and photosynthetic power.  Buried, inactive carbon 

actually increases atmospheric C02. 

Consider life as a river.  Our druidic measurement ignores the velocity and so the energy of our 

representative water.  Druids take a cross section through the river, falsely presenting the mass of 

water as being motionless as the rocks over which it actually passes.  Of course the mass of water 

multiplies per second, per, minute, per hour, per day.... while the rock mass remains the same – 

well, minus small erosions by the power of the water.  (Or in our variable life analogy we could 

consider acidic rain releasing rock minerals for biomass.) 

We can remove life from a life cycle – partially by slowing its speed, or completely or near 

completely by turning death into lifelessness.  Death and lifelessness are not the same things.  

However, my absolute (in space) is itself temporal – frozen peat bogs can be re-exposed to 

fermentation and returned to the moving stream of life – releasing CO2 & methane, while also 

contributing to the mass and energy of new soil fauna and so plant and animal life.  With regards to 

climate calculation, that sudden release is a dangerous one, because the ferment initially far-

exceeds the regenerated mass of photosynthetic life.  Eventually however, melted permafrost will 

revert to a balance of grassland and/or woodland, animal species and the greatest mass of all – soil 

fauna. 

With regards to climate calculations we fear the sudden releases of methane and CO2, because the 

eventually-restored ecological balance may not include a civilised Mankind. 

Anyway our druids attribute to the mass of such sequestered or semi-sequestered life (in its 

stagnant pool, or sluggish ditch) the same mass as a fast-flowing river of life.  I wonder, even for 

their conveniently untrue calculation, that the power extracted from the biomass boiler has no 

column for a balance sheet entry?  

Obsession with carbon has created the druidic delusion.   
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Carbon cannot cycle.  Life (complex protein) cycles and it does so towards an optimum speed, within 

an optimum complexity and towards an optimum mass, while viewing no distinction between 

fungal/bacterial life and that of plants and animals. 

Life does not follow laws of physics in which matter or energy always remain.  On the contrary, life 

can diminish to nothing – re-appearing as its original components in matter and energy. 

Even as physicists, Climate Druids should have been aware of a missing coefficient of time. 

*** 

CHAPTER TEN 

STAR GAZER HUBRIS 

I suppose that our druidic problems have arisen through a hubristic consideration of the larger solar 

system.  I mean that the sun keeps giving in a linear manner, just as the force of gravity may also be 

considered as a linear force - and likewise the tendency of everything towards atrophy! 

So – Stick a photosynthetic leaf in the sun and life will multiply, say the druids.  Stick crops in the 

desert and carbon will be sequestered into those crops.  Well it is true that life did begin sometime, 

somewhere and somehow and that it expanded, partly by solar-power to cover the Earth and to 

envelope her in a beautiful, gaseous veil of living breath.  It is also true that the linear contribution of 

the sun has allowed some life to lie sequestered in permafrost and fossil rocks without contributing 

to a maintained, (even increasing) cyclic mass of life.  Coal, oil, gas, phosphate, calcium and potash 

fossil rocks and so on have lain out of reach, while life has continued to expand cyclically in mass and 

complexity towards an optimum state. 

 But there is a difference in scale between gentle smoke rising from occasional villages and forest 

clearings and the vast acreages of woodland and crops which are, even now, fed into internal 

combustion engines, biomass boilers and power stations.  The linear contribution of the sun is 

received (for our Carbon consideration) through photosynthesis.  The area of leaf presented to the 

sun is dependent on more than a simple return of gas and ashes from the furnace. 

The druidic calculations are wildly wrong, because (in the druidic ledger) biomass is not multiplied by 

a coefficient of time.  The Willow coppice slows its growth to nothing as its biomass enters the 

furnace, becoming not merely dead, but lifeless.  Its mass is correctly given as seen on the scales and 

multiplied by a coefficient of one.  The river of Willow life in the harvested field will temporarily slow 

to nothing.  In time, the Willow will re-sprout and accelerate as it increases in mass, in symbiosis 

with soil fauna and dependent on variable sunlight, temperature and rainfall.  However, without the 

minerals released by soil fauna it would not grow at all.  Moreover, a diminished return of biomass 

to soil, much of it reduced to gas & ashes will mean a diminished soil fauna – some species at 

different rates to others, dependent on diet and symbioses.  It would have been easier (to be 

polemical) to consider an annual species.  Perennials disrupt soil fauna less than annuals do and feed 

the soil better (senescence and leaf fall).  Yet if the biomass of several year’s rotation is removed for 

the furnace, perennials will not re-grow at their previous rate– After all an annual biomass crop has 

had but one-season’s growth removed. 
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So, for biomass multiplied by a coefficient of one, our druids propose that the loss of that growth 

can be similarly multiplied by one.  In truth, the value of a growing mass should be many times more.  

I cannot provide a figure, because I have none – nor does anyone else.  Anyway, when the Willow 

coppice is ready for harvesting again, the yield will be much smaller, because soil biomass will have 

been smaller.  I don’t like the term sequestration for the flows of soil life, but druids use it.  So in 

their terms, our burnt Willow coppice will progressively sequester less and less Carbon in soil fauna, 

stem and leaf, while the linear and unchanged contribution of the sun will have progressively less 

and less power - because the area of leaf presented for photosynthesis will be smaller. 

The value in carbon audits given (by IPCC and others) to living biomass is much too small, whereas 

value given to fossils, embedded structures, proposed carbon sumps and so on, is much too great in 

proportion. 

Life in soil is not sequestered, but is a variable flowing mass – moving between species at variable 

speeds and so through variable masses.  

My willow coppice can be fed with, let’s say, sewage sludge and to me as the coppice owner, all will 

seem well – The coppice will grow and photosynthesise effectively.  However, I will have removed 

that sludge from an agricultural cycle elsewhere and that agricultural cycle will slow as its mass 

diminishes.  The willow coppice owner may consider that he is returning a waste to usefulness, but 

there are no wastes.  My willows are richer, because a neglected human food cycle has become 

poorer. 

The willow coppice is fertile because fields growing food crops have become less fertile. 

Economies are also life cycles and must work as life works – that is cyclically.  The linear contribution 

of the sun is a wonderful gift which, as the saying goes, just keeps on giving and as such plays no part 

in the variability of life; of husbandries, or of economic behaviours. 

We change variables, not constants, or otherwise we engage in futility. 

 How do plants work in reaction to human behaviour? – is the only question to receive any kind of 

answer in the first place, because the only true answers are hidden in reactions to actions.  The sun 

does not react at all.   

Our Grand Druid’s calculations with regards to the input of solar energy are of the same nature as 

calculations for the number of angels who may safely dance on the head of a pin. 

 Three categories: the scepticism of science, the making of hypotheses and the pragmatism of 

method-making live together in different compartments of the same brain.  Moreover, method-

making can continue without either a confirming hypothesis, or a scientific method. 

Answers to the times are in what we do – and may be found in what life does in reaction to what we 

do.   

What we are and what life is belong in a world of philosophers, pins and angels.  We must design 

economies to cycle within their ecologies.  The solar contribution is not a variable in economic terms 

and so has no part in economic decisions regarding the variables of biological behaviour.   
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*** 

Of course, coal, oil and gas must be left to lie sequestered.  But we cannot (in the James Lovelock 

manner) replicate that sequestration by burying living biomass.  Less available carbon does not 

mean less consequent C02.  It means less bio mass for photosynthesis and so more consequent CO2.  

Nor can we replace coal, oil and gas by burning living biomass in the Zero Carbon Britain 2030 

manner.   

As I’ve explained, (and as all gardeners know) feeding the soil a diet of gas and ashes is insufficient 

for replacement growth.  The sophistry of burning “wastes” and unused resources such as Kelp, or 

Algae, falls at the same hurdle.  Kelp and Algae need food to grow.  Which cycle do we deprive to 

feed them?  Wastes are essential parts of existing cycles – burn them and we diminish those cycles.  

Second generation: so-called good bio fuels usually include perennial species, such as Miscanthus, 

Rye Grass, or Willow.  It is true that perennials have the agronomic advantages of less soil disruption 

and so mineralisation & leaching.  Nevertheless, they cannot re-grow at a stable rate without a 

stable return of plant food.  CO2 will be released in combustion, but photo-synthetic re-growth will 

be both too slow and too small to re-absorb it. 

The rapidity of climate change has surprised many – But they should not be so, because IPCC has 

entered those vast agricultural acres of Oil-Seeds, Wheat, Sugar Cane, Jatropha, Miscanthus, Willow 

and so on as Carbon Zero.  Although they have made emissions calculations for Land use change, the 

majority of those crops are grown on existing, unchanged agricultural land. 

Life ferments as it moves between species and as complex biomass breaks down to those simpler 

elements needed for plant growth.  We cannot escape that ferment – Nitrous Oxide, Methane and 

C02 escape and are re-balanced by the respirations of plants.  Humanity is also biomass and is a part 

of those complex exchanges.  Isolating an element is almost certainly the wrong course to take.  

Finding ways for economies to enmesh with the whole is the right course – to the optimum point 

where economy and ecology become the same.  We will never attain that perfect balance, but close 

enough may be good enough.  

With regards to fermentation, the gathering of gases could be a part of that economy and so 

anaerobic digestion may provide useful energy from natural cycles.  Digestate can be returned to soil 

while methane is transformed to heat and CO2.  I am presenting a small sophistry of my own here, in 

that the heat I gain has once been a vital part of plant and animal growth, so that I have diminished a 

living cycle to that extent.  I enter this in a compartment of dispensation which I call “Leeway.”  We 

don’t have much leeway, but we do have a little – That leeway also allows me some husbandry 

mistakes.  Without those mistakes I’d learn nothing.  After all, biomass has slowly increased to what 

we have from a tiny beginning of single-celled organisms.  Fermentation is essential to bio-cycles as 

they pass through soil and back again – It is natural.  It happens.  We can gather the gasses. 

If we consider speed in practice – of, say a city and its surrounding agricultural land, then we 

consider the cycles of crop yield and the return of wastes.  Cycle too fast (return too much waste to 

a field), then crop yield will rise for that field, but nutrients will leach to water courses and gas to the 

air.  This means that a neighbouring field will be deprived of nutrients so that its yields will fall.  The 
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total yield from all the fields which supply the city will become less than optimum.  So, judicious 

return of wastes is the whole art not only of husbandry, but also of civic justice. 

IPCC, CAT (ZERO Carbon Britain 2030) and many others propose that “the carbon cycle” can be 

reduced to physics.  Ever-rising CO2 emissions (even in a recession) and an increasingly wild climate 

should force them to reconsider their loyalty to the Emperor. 

Bio fuel combustion releases CO2, while also diminishing the mass of photosynthetic life.  Oil 

combustion releases CO2, but the mass of life continues to live and breathe. 

We must leave oil where it lies - harmlessly sequestered, but I propose that given their rapidly-

increasing acreage, bio fuels have had a dramatic effect on atmospheric CO2 and are the cause of 

the unexpected rapidity of climate change.   

*** 

It is liberating to understand that there are no “authorities” who have any more insight into the 

goings on of life than I as a practicing farmer have – or another as an allotment-holder, or again as a 

nature rambler.  Peer-reviewed documents are neither here nor there, since no peer knows how life 

began - nor how it continues.  The wonderful new theatre of genetics adds to the fascinating 

complexity of the mystery, but brings us no nearer to the truth.  We travel curiously through 

landscapes in search of a physical truth.  That truth escapes us, but we find instead, a moral truth in 

physical reactions to our actions.  So from physics we build less of a truthful encyclopaedia and more 

of a cultural iconography.  Similarly, we are guided less by physical surety, and more by a mythology 

adjusted to reconcile newly-emerging physical insurities!  Mythologies are moral, which is why 

contrary myths are argued with such a passion.  The apparently scientific hypotheses we hold to with 

a passion have shed the scepticism necessary for scientific inquiry and have put on how and why of 

the story-teller.  The story cannot escape its moral.   

Learning from mistakes – from the effects of our causes is another and a pragmatic matter.  Those 

effects are as likely and perhaps more likely to be observed by the causation of farmer, fisherman or 

nature rambler, as they are by a PhD student. 

Anyway, I say phoey to the myth of scientific progress towards an economically-growing finite 

world!  And the same to the myth that ideas can replace resources!  And the same again to the myth 

that the energy extracted from a biomass can have no effect on that mass! 

That’s the advantage of having a trade rather than a comfortable druidic profession – I’m 

surrounded by the sometimes unfortunate effects of my causes.  My own myths (and hypotheses) 

are woven into those causes and effects. 

Replacing the massive powers of fossil fuels is utterly impossible, & so it follows that continuing 

something similar to an oil-powered way of life is similarly impossible.  However every northern 

government, every commercial corporation and high proportion of Earth’s human citizens pursue 

that impossible end.  Ancestral achievement is embodied in magnificent icons – gifts not to be 

denied of mass transport in the sky and retail parks flowing with milk and honey.  Such progress!  

And we must carry the torch.  Progress will wash whatever is needed on a beneficent tide.   
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It’s time to bale out.  Such a cargo cult has forgotten the nature of the shore – It is of a particular 

length and we find it in variable seasons, weathers and tides.  Progress has created nothing.  Present 

actions create the future – just as an oil and coal-powered ancestry provided their finite supply. 

Here is Wendell Berry – from Faustian Economics a chapter in the Post Carbon Institute’s Energy 

Reader 

A story, once begun, must end somewhere within the limits of the writer’s and the reader’s memory.  
And of course the arts characteristically impose limits that are artificial: the five acts of a play, or the 
fourteen lines of a sonnet.  Within these limits artists 
achieve elaborations of pattern, of sustaining relationships of parts with one another and with the 
whole, that may be astonishingly complex. And probably most of us can name a painting, a piece of 
music, a poem or play or story that still grows in meaning and remains fresh after many years of 
familiarity.  We know by now that a natural ecosystem survives by the same sort of formal intricacy, 
ever-changing, inexhaustible, and no doubt finally unknowable. We know further that if we want to 
make our economic landscapes sustainably and abundantly productive, we 
must do so by maintaining in them a living formal complexity something like that of natural 
ecosystems.  We can do this only by raising to the highest level our mastery of the arts of agriculture, 
animal husbandry, forestry, and, ultimately, the art of living. 

 

*** 

CHAPTER ELEVEN 

GAS, ASHES AND ANOTHER’S ELEQUENCE 

As for biological replacements for fossil fuels – there are none.  All biological sources are 

regenerated by biological resources.  Burn them on a large scale & we massively reduce both future 

biomass yield & its photosynthetic power.  (Aneorobic digestion is an exception) 

Here is an article from Biofuel Watch, which I copy in its entirety.  It expresses shocking truth more 

eloquently than I could paraphrase it.  It has been published in Red Pepper Magazine 

Most people’s image of renewable energy is a wind turbine or solar panel. Few are aware that the 

government’s ‘renewable energy’ vision consists in large part of burning carbon-based fuel in power 

stations. In 2011, 77 per cent of all renewable energy ‘inputs’ came from burning biomass and 

according to the government’s 2012 Bioenergy Strategy, up to 11 per cent of all the UK’s energy 

could come from burning biomass by 2020.  

This would be almost three-quarters of the UK’s entire renewable energy target. The figure includes 
biofuels such as soya and palm oil that are linked to large-scale deforestation and land grabbing. 
However, the largest share is to come from burning wood, both in purpose-built new power stations 
and in coal power stations that are being fully or partly converted to wood pellets.  

 

Can’t see the wood  
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If the true purpose of the government’s renewable energy strategy was to reduce carbon emissions 
and promote more sustainable types of energy then their priorities would seem senseless. Energy 
companies have announced plans to build or convert power stations which altogether would burn 81 
million tonnes of wood every year. The UK’s total wood production (for all purposes) is only 10 million 
tonnes annually. Planning consent has been granted for five coal power stations to partly or fully 
convert to wood. Those power stations alone will burn almost five times the UK’s annual wood 
production every year.  

Not surprisingly then, the UK Bioenergy Strategy confirms that 80 per cent of biomass is expected to 
be imported. Most imports so far are from British Columbia and the southern US, two regions where 
highly biodiverse and carbon-rich forests are being clearcut at an ever faster rate. US campaigners 
have proven that the pellets come from whole trees, not just residues as companies like to claim. And 
one study after another confirms that burning trees for electricity results in vast carbon emissions 
which cannot possibly be absorbed by new trees for decades or centuries, if ever. Meanwhile in the 
UK, figures commissioned by the last government showed that 1.75 million life years could be lost in 
2020 as a result of bioenergy expansion – or rather due to just one of the dozens of different 
pollutants released from burning biomass.  

Lobbying  

So how did electricity from biomass come to take centre stage in the government’s renewables policy 
when it is clearly disastrous for the climate, for forests and for people’s health? The answer is 
lobbying – primarily by the Big Six energy companies and Drax. All of the coal-to-biomass conversions 
are for power stations which would otherwise have to close under EU legislation because they breach 
sulphur dioxide rules (and biomass, though overall much as polluting as coal, releases less sulphur 
dioxide).  

To keep those power stations open, energy companies have demanded – and received – guarantees 
of long-term subsidies for burning biomass paid under the Renewables Obligation – as well as other 
investment support. This includes loans by the Green Investment Bank, which are informed by 
government priorities. Their first big loan went to Drax, and secretary of state Vince Cable has 
praised their vital role in stopping Drax from shutting down. Thanks to the Green Bank, Drax can 
keep burning vast amounts of coal as well as imported wood for years or decades to come.  

Documents received by Biofuelwatch through a Freedom of Information request illustrate the degree 
of collusion between Drax and the government. Drax were satisfied with government guarantees of 
long-term support for biomass conversion well before the crucial subsidy rules were proposed to 
parliament.  

Without breaking big energy companies’ hold over government policy, even its renewable energy 
strategy will continue to make climate change, deforestation and air pollution ever worse.  

www.biofuelwatch.org.uk 

I cannot put it better than the above.  To pillage the world’s forests is an Easter Island madness.  
Atmospheric carbon dioxide will dramatically increase and vast acreages of precious soil will lose 
their vitality. 

*** 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 

A GOOD ORDINARY WAGE 

Government’s (and corporation’s) proposals for dealing with the climate and energy crisis are 

expressed and frozen within the serious, incurious language of property and state.  The status quo is 

assumed as a first principle and solutions to the times are thought to lie in methods which might 

maintain that state.  So questions presented by the powerful are, how can we replace coal, gas and 

oil by something of equivalent power? – not, how can we find ways to live without them? 

 Once upon a time the serious language of property and state could be spoken by governors and 

squires, while the rest of us spoke in the curious, convivial language of tools.  I think this is normal, 

evolved human behaviour – the state governed, while the people made the culture – baked bread, 

built houses, ships and churches, husbanded fields, traded scarcity with surplus, delivered cargoes, 

wove cloth, forged steel, stitched clothing, made music, performed plays, painted portraits.....  None 

of these things can be expressed in the language of state and historically the powerful have not had 

the smallest urge to do so. 

Consider today’s MPs.  Few have a thought of thought (although being human are capable of it).  Yet 

today’s parliament is for the most part occupied with thoughtless legislation of trades which require 

continuously-adjusted thought. 

In a perversion of evolved social behaviour – the language of state has distorted the languages of 

tools into a static anachronism.  There is now no-one running the kingdom. 

There is only one course for the good citizen to follow - to feel the weight of tools in her hands, 

while conversing in the language of tools.  That is no revolution.  It is a reversion to properly-evolved 

and evolving human behaviour. 

She may also feel the weight of words on the tongue and come to see that we are cultured by what 

we do, not by who we are – by the method, not the state.  It is comforting that methods are as 

fallible as we are. 

These thoughts are as old as the hills and can lead to some old dangers – for instance a fascism that 

leads to racism.  A proudly-protected culture of cuisine, language and so on can sink imperceptibly 

into the protective, exclusive, incurious language of a racial state. 

Localism which begins with food-miles and is protectionist with regards to invading commodity 

markets can become protectionist in other cultural ways.  Applied ideas are always dangerous.  We 

must be careful to learn by the error of our trials – from the curious world revealed from behind the 

delusions which have lead to our mistakes.  

Meanwhile, as that fine poet Douglas Dunn tells us, A plough is what I drive on my typewriter, 

though that is to imitate an Irish friend (Seamus Heaney) who lifts his pen and says he’ll dig with it. 

*** 
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

DEMOCRACY? 

It seems impossible that we ordinary geezers can have anything but tiny & mundane effects, but 

fashions and folk movements have sometimes exploded in extra-ordinary ways.  In any case, to think 

that druidic power will survive is to accept that in just a few decades (not centuries) Earth will be 

unfit for what we know as civilization.  400ppm of atmospheric CO2 is a far, far greater thing than 

the power of Monsanto.  If we accept that we can do nothing to contribute to a sustainable culture, 

then we must reconcile our moral position to cope with the end of modern civilisation.  That last 

would be a far harder thing for me to do.  What if that position becomes so for most of us? 

Romantic dream or accepted night mare?  

What of the democratic process?  - We can choose between pre-packed, druid-backed political 

parties, as we do labels on a variety of baked bean tins, because, like the tins, those parties are sold 

in the same retail park.   But we can choose between the least-worst options.  A slightly less 

damaged world is worth voting for and may make things easier if we do finally emerge into 

something like the light.  The fact that voting for any of those parties gives further support to the 

retail park re-enforces the tragedy of our social natures.  We must keep it in mind (and heart) that 

we are choosing the least worst option – and that in doing so we are morally compromised as decent 

people usually are. 

Don’t forget that those politicians tangle with our lives even though we’d not tangle with them – so 

that we are entangled.  We can work towards a good life by avoiding super markets and supporting 

better markets, but most politicians will work to destroy better markets and to support super 

markets.  We can judiciously choose a better politician – with the simple and un-ambitious hope of 

removing the nuisance of the other. 

Meanwhile, after the day job is the time for the real work of cultures to begin.  After all, is that not 

the time when amateurs, of necessity, have pursued their loves? 

My reader can take it as read that when I speak of governance, I speak for the most part, of the 

islands of Britain and to lesser extents of those other cultures, which have influenced my 

perceptions – European, North American, Indian..... 

Within these islands, new possibilities have arisen with the devolved powers of Scotland and Wales 

and the real possibility of independence – at least for Scotland.  Some powers have also been 

devolved to local government, where the tragically tiny Green Party can and sometimes does have a 

small influence.  Proportional representation has helped. 

Of course an independent Scotland or Wales must re-consider what nationhood might mean and 

return to the first principles of a constitution.  Who are we as Scots or Welsh?  How do we cohabit?  

What is common?  What can be enclosed?  Even – What is happiness? 

If both Scotland and Wales gain independence, then England will become independent too – with 

necessary constitutional reforms. 
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My reader can guess how I have cast my vote – not to the winds of None of the Above (an 

honourable position), but for Plaid Cymru.  Incidentally, that honourable position has an honourable 

history in the early church and more recently in some small parts of the environmental movement. 

Talking of winds, the turbines of Wales & Scotland have already set them on roads to energy 

independence, even though the SNP have proved disappointing in their lust for oil-extracted wealth. 

They have also proved disappointing on land reform. 

In Scotland, memory of the clearances is a deeply-felt force and it’s to be hoped: a force for the good 

– the common good is something all constitutions must consider!  That the common good land has 

been stolen by dukes, thanes and lords before rival dukes, thanes and lords could get their bloody 

hands on it, is an accepted truism.  When we think of commons today, we think of wild moors, or 

sandy heaths, which have not been worth the stealing.  Today, shooting and stalking estates, and 

golf courses have changed even that simple truth.  Of course, occasional village greens have 

survived.  But they survive as picturesque backdrops to pub and post office to be (once upon a time) 

shown off by a squire to his guests. 

Please read Andy Wightman’s The Poor had no Lawyers.  The blood-thirsty goings on of the Scottish 

nobility make an entertaining horror story – and he tells it well. 

Anyway, though restorative land justice may be very inconvenient and even impossible to a modern, 

propertied mind, new constitutions may re-consider both the natures of commons and of property. 

The land reform movement in the Highlands and Islands of Western Scotland has proved 

wonderfully successful – increasing both self-reliance and population.  Today, you can stand on any 

one of more than 5000,000 acres in the Highlands and Islands and, on asking some local person who 

owns that acre, get the answer, “Us.”  James Hunter, From the Low Tide of the Sea to the Highest 

Mountain Tops, 2012  

Here are some quotes from James Hunter’s book: 

The pattern of land ownership in the Highlands and Islands today is not a harmless relic of a bygone 

age.... That pattern of ownership represents a serious distortion of our social and economic life and 

the time has finally come to consign it to history.  Today we are lighting a beacon for radical and 

sweeping land reform right across the Highlands, Alasdair Morrison MSP (LABOUR?! Western Isles) 

I can’t imagine Milliband and co approving that.   

Since the community buy-out in 2002, the island has gone from strength to strength with a growing 

population that is sustainably-developing its local economy.  Wind turbines that generate income for 

the local economy, a housing refurbishment programme (..) increasing local business activity and a 

forward-looking trust with directors elected from the island leading the way. Isle of Gigha Heritage 

Trust, 2011  

Community ownership of pubs, village shops, post offices and wind/water turbines has had some 

success in recent years and such models can be extended to include farmland and wider 

manufacturing and trade.  After all, many such ventures such as mills and trading vessels have been 
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historically financed by locally-released share, or bond systems.  A coastal community could be 

independent of a chancellor’s manipulation, while remaining curious about the wider world.  It could 

build sail-trading ships, form shipping companies or co-operatives and develop its own 

manufacturing and agriculture.  The transition town movement has been leading the way and also 

leading with the introduction of local currencies, such as the Totness Pound.  A community well-

settled in its terrain is best able to ferret out where and how its resources lie.  For instance 

generating electrical energy to drive factories and workshops may not be the best use of resources.  

The direct traction of mill races can generally provide abundant power.  Those sluggish dykes of 

Holland and East Anglia may provoke the return of the wind mill.  

Considering new nation states, I suppose we must consider the unpleasant sides of nationalism.  But 

surely, the massive challenges all communities will face should present more of a focus than that of 

race.  Severely depleted resources and a probably wilding climate may bring communities together 

in adversity.  People with their backs to the wall have historically rounded on racial scapegoats, but if 

my folk movement embraces the thought that cultures are what we do, not who we are, then we’ll 

have more than enough to do to consider who another is.  In fact, the tools and techniques of 

foreign neighbours will be of profound interest to those seeking technological solutions. 

As Alastair McIntosh reminds us, the bonds of milk are stronger than the bonds of blood.  Let’s hope 

that a diversity of religions and cultures may bond us as foster-children of the same terrains. 

Smaller nation states can trade more easily within a shared (& mutually reforming) culture.  The 

Nordic and Baltic states may be fitting partners for Scots, Welsh, Irish, and let’s hope English trade.  

It goes without saying to anyone enchanted by real and natural physics and disenchanted with 

anachronistic fossil physics, that sailing boats will liberate the future.  It seems to me that citizens of 

the Bronze Ages and even the Neolithic must have had a far less parochial outlook than we Britons 

do today.  Their trade routes were extensive.  Close to home for me, artisan ship wrights of the Lleyn 

Peninsula built ocean going vessels for American and Australian trade - right up until the first years 

of the Twentieth Century - boats built on small slipways and beaches – owned by local trading 

companies and sailed by local families of seafarers.  The last of the famous Porthmadog schooners 

was built in Nineteen Fourteen.  Two styles of boat design have thriven for centuries and will 

continue into the future – ocean-going deep-keeled, which need offshore anchorage or suitably 

deep harbours and flat-bottomed for beaching – which can be used for trade almost anywhere – 

shore-hopping from community to community.... 

Localist remedies to the resource-usage of excessive food-miles become redundant when sail can 

provide an answer.  Rigid localism may be a dangerous position to hold, when both scarcity and 

abundance will be unpredictable and trade could be a solution to both. 

Sail-trade may also provide enticingly romantic employment to many in the exodus from 

inappropriately-sized cities. 

Considering trade, one Porthmadog route was slate to North America and Canada with a return 

cargo from the cod banks. 
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My more frivolous trade would be white slaves (bankers, politicians & TV presenters) to the 

Mediterranean and a home voyage of wine and olives – well convivial rather than frivolous – a 

benefit to all – We’d be rid of a pernicious influence and would gain in pleasurable cuisine, while the 

barbarian bankers and politicians would be mellowed and civilized by sunshine, honest work and 

good food in the vineyards.  They could then be freed as productive members of society. 

Anyway, some attempted conversation (rather than abduction) with the powers will be necessary.  

Since knowledge and thought are not functions of power and are always a danger to it, such 

conversations will be limited and difficult. 

Site value taxation for the revenue of the common good is a danger to propertied power, but is a 

subject worth negotiating, since it will stimulate economic activity, while taming the powerful casino 

which has historically appropriated the wealth generated by ingenuity and labour.   

 Similarly, restoration and economic stimulation may be achieved by replacing social security relief 

payments with a simple citizen’s income for all – sometimes called social credit or basic income.  

There is a growing basic income movement in Europe. 

Thomas Paine first proposed a basic income in his pamphlet Agrarian Justice, printed in 1797.  I think 

he still puts it best.  I’ve nothing to add to it.   

Cultivation is at least one of the greatest natural improvements ever made by human invention. It 

has given to created earth a tenfold value. But the landed monopoly that began with it has produced 

the greatest evil. It has dispossessed more than half the inhabitants of every nation of their natural 
inheritance, without providing for them, as ought to have been done, an indemnification for that 
loss, and has thereby created a species of poverty and wretchedness that did not exist before. 

In advocating the case of the persons thus dispossessed, it is a right, and not a charity, that I am 
pleading for. But it is that kind of right which, being neglected at first, could not be brought forward 

afterwards till heaven had opened the way by a revolution in the system of government. Let us then 
do honor to revolutions by justice, and give currency to their principles by blessings. 

Having thus in a few words, opened the merits of the case, I shall now proceed to the plan I have to 

propose, which is, 

To create a national fund, out of which there shall be paid to every person, when arrived at the age 

of twenty-one years, the sum of fifteen pounds sterling, as a compensation in part, for the loss of his 
or her natural inheritance, by the introduction of the system of landed property: 

And also, the sum of ten pounds per annum, during life, to every person now living, of the age of fifty 

years, and to all others as they shall arrive at that age. 

As Tom Paine says, much land property is a legacy of violence and theft.  Citizen’s income is a small 

restoration of justice – a land rental paid back into funds for the common good – from legalised but 
amoral enclosures back to the moral commons.  

It may seem crazy to a GDP-obsessed, monetarist trickle-downer, but the same basic income for all 

adults – enough for simple needs, could easily replace current social security and pension payments.  
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It would be visibly egalitarian.  It would be enough for the simple needs of the retired and for those 

who’d retire from the world (in monkish cells, scientific garden sheds or poetical garrets). 

Wages could be smaller and the risks would be minimised for those seeking workshops or businesses 

of their own.  I see a basic income releasing new ingenuities to solve the massive dysfunctions of 

post modernity.  Not least, parenthood and in particular, motherhood would not face its current, 

sometimes heart-breaking moral dilemmas.  Moreover, those unable to work would not face the 

stigma of dependency. 

Funding may be raised from taxation of income above the tax-free basic income, but hopefully (in 

my midsummer night’s dream) from a site value tax – a tax on the wealth takers to return to the 

wealth generators. 

Basic income, by reducing wage needs and stimulating personal responsibility and endeavour may 

also provide a useful tool to stabilise the economic shrinkage necessary for cultures to live within 

their means.  Probably about two thirds of current spending (GDP) is in ephemeral, unnecessary and 

ultimately impossible goods and services.  Shrinking spending towards the necessary third will not be 

easy and contains the risk of economic collapse.  Creating a descent rather than a collapse may be 

partly achieved by controlled inflation, but most importantly by a common social perception of the 

necessity to descend.  Basic income would add a re-assuring floor for that descent. 

As we’ve explored, site value of properties is by far the largest part of their price – a price that has 

been bid upwards in a wild casino to today’s cloud-capped levels.  In a real economy, houses 

depreciate in value – they decay and need repair.  It seems to me that banks will begin to collapse as 

the truth of our energy-supply becomes apparent.  Mortgages (which were abstract, debt-created 

moneys to buy fantasies – not things) could be written off as those fantastical cloud-capped towers 

of site value collapsed. 

Prospero’s debt-created capital which has funded today’s fantastic growth in frivolous and abstract 

spending was created from empty air – and like the baseless fabric of its vision – may leave not a 

wrack behind.   

Banks could be nationalised – and rationalised.  They have swollen to today’s fantastical size by 

creating capital simply by lending it.  Governments could demand a return to base value.  Some 

readers may be unaware that banks immediately lend the money which they have deposited and 

still command, so that the money has two owners – effectively doubling the money in circulation 

and making fortunes for banks.  It is time for the reckoning.  Incidentally, global “aid” moneys have 

been “given” or “lent” in the same way, increasing (for the most part) the circulation of American 

dollars and making (for the most part) fortunes for donors and saddling impoverished recipients with 

debt and political obligation. 

British chancellors who fret at one, two, or three percent growth in spending measured in GDP, must 

eventually face at least a sixty six percent reduction in spending – probably more – Of course it is 

unlikely that any will do so.  It is not a promise for which they were elected.  Only a folk movement 

could achieve such a thing - by a mass belief in the necessity for a descent.  That is a comic 

proposition to the seriousness of power. 
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Here is Anne Ryan describing the application of a basic income for Ireland: 

Within the tax system that prevails now in Ireland, basic income would require the payment of a 
higher rate of income tax – about 45% — on any income over and above the basic income, which is 
always tax-free. That extra tax would be offset by the basic income received. In other words, only 
very high earners would experience a decrease in net income.xv The chief point is that any tax paid to 
finance basic income would be returned as basic income. But the change in the system would bring 
priceless freedom and dynamic benefits for everybody.  

Basic financial security requires just a modest amount of adjustment to the current system, but gets 
money circulating in economy and society, without reliance on banks and without tying a basic 
standard of income to paid employment. Basic income also eliminates the benefits trap that many 
people welfare recipients can often experience if they are offered employment. With the benefits trap 
gone and basic security and money circulation in place, individual members of society can judge for 
themselves how best to organise their lives; they have scope for creativity and diversity in how they 
manage their different concerns, including paid and unpaid work, family, personal relationships, self-
development, community and education.  

Money flow and energy flow are directly related.  Energy flow has been excessive and so money flow 

has been similarly excessive.  However money flow has recently accelerated beyond energy flow by 

eloquent, but fictitious promises of further energy supplies and the release of still more debt-

created capital.  The whole is exacerbated (as we’ve explored) by the enclosure of the common good 

of land, which is in the end the generator of everything.  Either a crash or a descent is inevitable.  

Unfortunately, belief in the convenient promises of “business as usual” is making a crash more likely 

than a descent.  Arctic oil, shale gas and biofuels are supposed to provide for the business as usual.   

Modern monetary casinos are maintained on the beliefs and dreams of the gamblers within them.  

Puncture the dream and economies crash.  Recent UK chancellors have made a descent more 

difficult and a crash more likely by “quantitive easing”: that is by spending money into being through 

banks – to increase amoral spending on unsustainable frivolities.  Spending into new deals in the 

Roosevelt manner could have created employment and also palpable assets for the future, such as 

new localised infrastructures, housing, renewable energy systems and so on.  It is my view that high-

speed rail spending would be far better spent on low-speed rail spending – in a network of branch 

lines.  Similarly small harbours, small boatyards, small workshops/engineering shops could be 

assisted by new deals and also by localised share and bond systems, in which local people can share 

stakes in local futures.  To soften the fall, we must build up the real economy and diminish the 

height of the casino. 

Considering belief and lack of belief – lack of belief in the casino may be relieved by a stronger belief 

in a more localised economy, whose services are exchanged by means of a localised currency.  A 

community may more easily discover gaps in local services by discovering limits to what a local 

currency can buy and sell– so stimulating localised ingenuity to develop what is missing.  As the local 

economy is preferred and its currency swells, so a national or global economy’s influence will be 

diminished.  Risks will also be spread.  Graham Barnes of Feasta is adding to the thoughts Of Richard 

Douthwaite. 
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If people living in an area cannot trade among themselves without using money issued by outsiders, 

their local economy will always be at the mercy of events elsewhere.  The first step for any 

community aiming to become more self-reliant is therefore to establish its own currency system, 

Richard Douthwaite, Short Circuit, 1996. 

Basic income and the plainly-visible solid economic ground of soils, resources, labour and human 

ingenuity (traded at last partially by a local currency) may provide a destination for a relieved and 

orderly descent from the eclectic and esoteric casino of GDP - towards the ordinary and familiar 

ground of a warm and comforting humanity. 

Such a folk movement, considering and growing from ordinary laws of physics and cultural history 

may have a contagious and international potency.  A movement may grow unchecked by power, 

when it does not challenge it.  I don’t mean to say that it doesn’t diminish that power.  In truth, I 

hope that such a dream may prove the most effective way of diminishing the power of the current 

government/corporate partnership.  In a reversion to historical roles, a folk movement can build a 

culture by taking knowledge and ingenuity back to the common, where it can flow naturally between 

generations.  Because (until post modernity) knowledge has not been a function of power, so power 

should be happy reverting to its traditional games of feasting, drinking and promenading.  It can 

remain in a bigger house than the rest of us and no doubt, its wealthy attractions will still lure a few 

of the physically attractive of both sexes from “below”.  Those without moral weight (as the saying 

goes) will still rise to the top.  Good riddance!    

Traditionally, those without moral substance have risen to the top of societies, while integrity has 

remained in the sediments.  We can’t change human nature. 

Of course powerful corporations which control fossil fuel supplies, roads, retail parks, super markets, 

the big retail brands, shipping companies, grain trade, seeds, drugs and agricultural chemicals will 

fight to have their revenues maintained.  But corporations have no governing legitimacy to fall back 

to – Their license as privateers was always by a nod and a wink over those country suppers.  The 

documentation has been deliberately obscure – while revolving door contracts have been swept 

behind the door.... In any case corporations don’t physically exist.  They are abstractions.  They can 

vanish at a thought. 

The Right of Monsanto has no scripture to give it credence.  Those seed patents were owned by an 

abstraction and may return to the common by a sort of human gravity.  Patents are property, which 

can be bequeathed, or sold, but I’ve hopes that those once owned by an historical abstraction will be 

returned to more substantial funds of the common good. 

A voluntary exodus from Tesco and a return to street markets, proper, village/corner shops and 

workshops - can only be illegal if there is a coup (monetary or military) by the fatherly republic of 

Monsanto, Cargil, Syngenta, Bayer, Tesco, the Murdoch press and their tame political children from 

the Conservative, Liberal, New Labour and United Kingdom Independence Parties. 

Considering druidic revolving doors, such a coup is possible.  However, I suggest it to be more 

unlikely than even my midsummer night’s dream. 
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Anyway, to conclude this chapter, here are some passages from Henry George’s Progress and 

Poverty (1879), which explain very well the reasons for unequal wealth and the remedies for it. 

 It is not in the relations of capital and labour, it is not in the pressure of population against 

subsistence, that an explanation of the unequal development of our civilization is to be found. The 

great cause of inequality in the distribution of wealth is inequality in the ownership of land. 

Now here are two men of equal incomes - that of the one derived from the exertion of his labour, 
that of the other from the rent of land. Is it just that they should contribute equally to the expenses of 
the state? Evidently not. The income of the one represents wealth he creates and adds to the general 
wealth of the community; the income of the other represents merely wealth that he takes from the 
general stock, returning nothing. The right of the one to the enjoyment of one's income rests on the 
warrant of nature, which returns wealth to labour. The right of the other to the enjoyment of his 
income is a mere fictitious right, the creation of municipal regulation, which is unknown and 
unrecognized by nature. The father who is told that from his labour he must support his children 
must acquiesce, for such is the natural decree; but he may justly demand that from the income 
gained by his labour not one penny shall be taken, so long as a penny remains of incomes that are 
gained through monopoly of the opportunities nature offers impartially to all, and in which his 
children have, as their birthright, an equal share. 

The equal taxation of all species of property is commonly insisted upon on the ground that all 
property is equally protected by the state. The basis of this idea is evidently that the enjoyment of 
property is made possible by the state; that there is a value created and maintained by the 
community, which is justly called upon to meet community expenses. Now, of what values is this 
true? Only of the value of land. This is a value that does not arise until a community is formed and, 
unlike other values, it grows with the growth of the community. It exists only as the community 
exists. Scatter again the largest community, and land, now so valuable, would have no value at all. 
With every increase of population the value of land rises; with every decrease it falls. This is true of 
nothing else save of things which, like the ownership of land, are in their nature monopolies. 

The tax upon land values falls upon those who receive from society a peculiar and valuable benefit, 
and upon them in proportion to the benefit they receive. It is the taking by the community, for the 
use of the community, of the value that is the creation of the community. It is the application of the 
common property to common uses. When all rent is taken by taxation for the needs of the 
community, no citizen will have an advantage over any other citizen save as is given by his industry, 
skill and intelligence; and each will obtain what he fairly earns. 

And so with the farmer. I speak not of the farmer who never touches the handles of a plough, but of 

the working farmer who holds a small farm which he cultivates with the aid of his sons and perhaps 

some hired help. He would be a great gainer by the substitution of a single tax upon the value of land 

for all the taxes now imposed on commodities because the taxation of land values rests only on the 

value of land, which is low in agricultural districts as compared with towns and cities, where it is high. 

Acre for acre, the improved and cultivated farm, with its buildings, fences, orchard, crops and stock, 

would be taxed no more than unused land of equal quality. For taxes, being levied upon the value of 

the land alone, would fall with equal incidence upon unimproved as upon improved land. 

As Henry George says, the gap between rich and poor increases because the poor generate the 

wealth, which increases both property prices and rents.  As the many ask wages of the few (whose 

money commands still more money) so wages fall. 
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Historically, before acts of enclosure, rights have been granted as rights to responsible roles.  

Commons rights conferred right to a prescribed behaviour for maintaining the common.  All rights 

had responsibility attached, including inherited rights to lordship; lairdship; kingship. 

Land enclosure was radical in that it endowed ownership as a right with no responsibility attached.  

Of course, intellectual property enclosure is performed by the same sleight of hand. 

Restoration of wealth to what generated the wealth is not only a matter of simple justice, but is also 

essential to restore economic thinking to the observant morality of the skilled and to remove it from 

the careless, unobservant amorality of the propertied – many of whom still deny our entry into the 

Anthropocene. 

The same can be said of the removal of intellectual property from the diverse ingenuities of the 

common to the parochial stillness of ownership.  Intellectual property ownership is a state to be 

protected from the curiosity and the sheer diversity and mass of the many minds that reap their 

many experiences.  The same applies to intellectual property ownership as to land property 

ownership – it widens the gap between rich and poor.  As the labours of the poor generate the 

wealth of fields, (for instance) so intellectual property rents will also rise.  We know the story with 

agricultural commodities.     

*** 

CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

ESCAPING THE MAZE 

There are further areas for worthwhile political discussion within the remit of the Druidgeld.  The 

Common Agricultural Policy has distorted both markets and social systems. 

CAP could be re-distributed as a basic farm income available equally to all farmers – or it could be 

abolished and funds re-channelled as a contribution to a basic income for all citizens.  Actually CAP 

contribution to basic income would be small relative to re-channelled social security payments – but 

every little helps... In any case, farm subsidy should be unnecessary in a just economic system and a 

universal basic income would provide a good security for the young setting out on small perhaps 

horticultural acreages.  Such enterprises could be the lifeblood of the dramatic changes necessary to 

face a world without oil. 

Tradable rights to agricultural subsidy were introduced with livestock quota systems as a bribe to 

farmers & their short-sighted, populist farming unions.  Farmers became suddenly rich by the 

lucrative enclosure of the once-common possibility of farming. 

Today, anyone with a mind to farm must have a lot of money to buy her right (her enclosure) to 

what has now mutated into the Single Farm Payment.  Even with no major reform of CAP, It would 

need the simplest of arrangements to remove a tradable value from those rights. 

Removal of tradable right to subsidy could be a simple first step to wider reform. 
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When subsidy was moved from production to acreage – from quantity of livestock, for instance, to 

an area payment, farmers were bribed with an “historical entitlement.”  Farmers received the same 

subsidy as they’d received before.  Those with a lower stocking rate received a similarly low acreage 

payment, while those with a high rate, or who had deliberately farmed for subsidy, received a high 

acreage payment.  Today, UK farmers still receive subsidies based on their historical subsidies – 

based not on what their fields are, or might become but on what stock those fields once held in the 

designated “reference year”!   

 Anyway, it is plain that originally-altruistic (post-war) cheap food policies have bequeathed legacies 

of distorted and dysfunctional markets.   

It is a crazy thought that farmers on whom all towns and all trades are utterly dependent, trade at a 

loss.  Their income is the subsidy. 

This is not a measure of the inefficiency of agriculture, but on the contrary, of the insufficiency of 

current economic tools to value what is important. 

Market systems can be devised to facilitate trade.  Adam Smith’s capitalism sought to value labour 

and commodity on a scale of social scarcity and surplus to bring both into balance.  Indeed his 

conception was for the needs of the social good to undermine the frivolity of kings. 

Considerations of capital value have been progressively abandoned since the Nineteen Eighties, so 

that we live stripped of capital (and value) in an entirely monetary casino.  Moreover that money has 

been further stripped of any relationship with the physics of the world, (such as a gold standard) and 

is debt-created.  Now money is simply spent into being. 

Commodity prices have been driven to historically lowest of low levels by the nasty truth of a 

handful of corporate buyers – with a mutual interest in low prices – bidding in a casino market-place 

of many millions of farmers. 

Probity, worth, husbandry, the common good, scarcity, abundance, the future - and even simple 

laws of physics and biology play no part in the market’s fluctuations.  What’s more, produce sold 

below the cost of its production is marketed as “virtuous” value for money and a consumer’s right. 

As we’ve seen, such virtue led to the sack of the monasteries in the Sixteenth Century and to the 

sack of the sceptical sciences in the late twentieth and most rampantly in this century. 

Consumerism has defeated all arguments about management of resources and the pending 

catastrophe of anthropogenic climate change.  Corporations are allied with a consumerist mass of 

people and consumer-rights groups – all suiting for low price without regard for its consequence. 

What’s more, governments have used cheap food policies to release spending for mostly 

unnecessary and ephemeral retail goods – presented as their measure of success – GDP. 

Subsidy can extend farming methods to where they are inappropriate.  Wildlife organisations are 

right to question the extent of the “woolly maggot”.  True economies must enmesh with the 

ecologies which feed them.  Fossilised biomass has distorted that necessity and subsidy has 

distorted it still further. 
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Consider this: horticulture has provided large quantities of food from small acreages and without 

subsidy.  On the other hand, low commodity prices, combined with a cheap food culture, have 

forced a perverse and shameful labour market. The dispossessed and desperate are herded and 

organised by gangsters and gang masters.  Illegally-imported slave-labour has become essential to a 

“modern” large-scale horticulture. 

A market which does not respond to the ecology which supplies it is bound to collapse.  Similarly, a 

culture which does not respond to the labour which creates it cannot be a happy one – and will also 

eventually collapse.  Inequality and resource depletion are the binary classical causes of collapsed 

civilizations.  Together, they will collapse ours.  

Modern markets relate directly to oil prices.  Those prices are manipulated by governments whose 

economic forecasts depend on oil to be cheap. 

Cultures built on the powers of millions of years of fossilised photosynthesis become dehumanised.  

The vertiginous descent to puny human labour seems impossible to those in (oil) power. 

However, the period of easy oil extraction is gone.  Fossil fuels remain in more difficult, previously-

uneconomic strata.  Of course, oil and gas companies will sell what they can find until it is entirely 

gone.  It is not in their interest to advertise scarcity.  George Monbiot reminds us that oil culture is 

masculine - big business, big engineering and big machines.  It will resist emasculation.  Though 

wind, solar and hydro energy will soon be generating electricity at a similar cost to coal and gas, they 

continue to be regarded as not serious – because they are green and feminine. 

Looking at the per capita CO2 emissions of nations we find that Australia presents the worst 

problem, followed by Canada and the USA.  European countries are profligate emitters, but far 

behind those three.  I wonder - would white South Africans have proved as crazy as Australians?  

Head West young man – Drill baby, drill!  

Of course the particular tragedy of these masculine cultures (masculine as Sarah Palin?) is that they 

have vast resources for renewable energy – Both Australia and Canada (and Alaska) could easily turn 

to exclusively wind, hydro and/or solar energy within five years – on a sixpence. 

With regards to fuel for transport, we are truly stuck.  Nothing can replace the fuel in Jeremy 

Clarkson’s cars.  He must change his way of life – and won’t.  European countries can generate 

sufficient renewable electricity for domestic and industrial uses, but will struggle to provide what 

today’s coal and gas don’t provide – electricity for transport.   

*** 

Of course, economies and their ecological effects are ultimately one.  Diminish the diversity or mass 

of an ecology and we diminish the potential yield of diversity and mass for economic harvest.  

Cultures synchronised with their ecologic effects will flow to and from that ecology at an optimum 

speed to achieve an optimum harvest.  If we harvest more from an ecology than we return to it, then 

symbioses will be broken and subsequent economic mass will fall.  The biomass of people, their 

foods and materials is their economic mass.  Economic consequence ripples through a far larger and 

more complex pool which again sits within the still far larger sea of living Earth.  Those tides can 
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bring changes unrelated to our actions.  Nevertheless the rule of return which has judged the decline 

and fall of city states throughout history, says simply – We cannot harvest without an equivalent 

return. 

We have explored that thought in the passing-on of an inherited common good to our descendants.  

So, we must radically change the focus of economic management from the growth achieved by 

fossilised biomass, to a trial and error integration of economic effects on living biomass with their 

economic causes. 

That is – the re-integration of economy with ecology. 

This is not a new process, but an ancient one.  The rule of return is an easily-understood agricultural 

first principle.  Good husbandry does not end in the field, but travels the length of its economic 

cycles by road, river and sea; through towns, markets and workshops and back to the common good 

of the ecology where it began. 

Behaviour which does, or does not achieve that flow of the common good from hand to hand 

through generations is the basis of law.  Constitutions begin with it.  Again it is easily understood.  

Complexities of modern law should be anchored to it.  Instead, they’ve been overwhelmingly 

anchored to the static and defensive demands of property.  The manner to which the propertied 

have grown accustomed is fiercely defended against the simplest evidence of the senses.  Scarcity, 

flood, storm, drought and the increasing frequency of these things have caused the opposite of a 

proper response.  The response has been to tighten borders and to increasingly assert that ways of 

life must be maintained at all costs.  Our properties are our castles!  Those responses have been 

both populist and elitist.  Rich and poor unite to the same end, which is control for the one and 

dependency for the other.  The poor have reverted to hunter-gathering the provisions of the super 

market aisle, while the rich have carelessly accumulated the rapidly inflating site values of their 

properties.   

I speculate that we have assumed a hunter-gatherer role so easily and carelessly, because we have 

not yet evolved an agricultural mutation.  Agricultures are a trial and error necessity devised in a 

variety of ingenious compromises.  As stories of The Fall describe, they require both constant 

ingenuity in the devising of tools and a constant misadventure in the pursuit of knowledge.   

Innocence lies in savannah and forest – or in a substituted super market aisle. 

My folk movement is a replication of The Fall, in which we volunteer to evacuate the Super-

Marketed Gardens of Sainsbury’s Tesco and other cos and migrate outside their Edens to a land of 

self-determined toil. 

And it is a reversion that returns us to first principles – What shall I do next?  How shall I do it?  My 

curiosity can be infinite, because each question creates another.  Every tool I devise, or adopt will be 

inappropriate in some way.  When we pick up tools, life gets interesting.  Adapting tools is a process 

which recalls our inner-child to play and likewise, the new roles we find may bring pleasures similar 

to the role-playing of children.  Incidentally, children are precisely as “unnatural” as their parents 

are.  Even though much behaviour follows inherited patterns, social play imitates and learns from 

adult behaviour.   
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I suggest that escaping the maze of post modernity involves a simple return to ordinary history.  My 

reversion to ordinary first principles sees power where it has always been – strutting, striking 

attitudes and imposing itself.  I cannot see a way of removing it without becoming it.   

Here is a simple, old-fashioned truth - It is not what we have that makes us happy, but what we do.  

So if we simply and ordinarily set to work, leaving power in its property, then power has the worst of 

that bargain.  I’ve hope that my folk movement may swell by a contagion of that very thought – The 

pursuit of happiness. 

*** 

Towns, villages, roads, harbours and a diversity of trades are not only emergent properties of 

agriculture, they are agriculture. 

If you eat, then you are involved in agriculture. 

*** 
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN 

AN INNER JOURNEY 

The journey of an economy to its ecology and back again is by way of the very many methods which 

create the whole web of a culture. 

The more symbiotically an economy is enmeshed in its ecology, so the ecology will yield more to 

feed that economy. 

A cultural economist can journey between a nature which produces mere “eco-system services” to 

one which holds the biomass of millions of species in common with her own species and with 

herself.  She can (as we’ve explored) take ownership of an eco-system service only by enclosing the 

ecological common. 

 My inner journey is from modernist enclosures and back to the common.  As we’ve explored, I can 

own the monetary value of my cabbage, but not the commons of its biomass.  That biomass belongs 

in the common ecology which supplies the common economy.   

Of course economy and ecology are ultimately one.  Economies measured by physicists and 

accountants measure the wrong things.  Even worse - economies measured by spending (GDP) show 

figures, which even a physicist or accountant would not accept.  Economies are life cycles.  They are 

the effects of human social behaviour in symbiosis and competition with other species.  What we eat 
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and the air we breathe are created by the cycles of life.  For instance, the cultural metabolism which 

joins field to town guides the flow of biomass between fungi, bacteria, plants and animals. 

So, here’s my picture: methods which maintain social systems are both constrained and enabled by 

the landscapes we settle.  We discover methods of settlement by trial and error.  The culture which 

settles is what we do, not who we are and that culturing process is both revived and thwarted by an 

always half-seen world.  Of course, the thwarted culture discovers a previously-unseen part of its 

terrain and so is stimulated to change its tools. 

The process of being thwarted is carried through eyes, ears, noses and fingertips and so is always 

carried through individuals. 

So my journey is not only from enclosure to common, but also from whom we think we are to what 

we think we do. 

I hope that thought process may be liberating. 

It also sits very happily in the Christian cultural tradition of forgiveness of sins.  That we have 

behaved badly does not mean we cannot behave well - nor that we must have accumulated an 

indelibly bad identity.  If we are what we do, then the time we have holds redemption. 

Here’s another thought: we are, always have been and always will be ruled by barbarians.  They 

come and go, sometimes by military invasion, sometimes by monetary ones.  But cultural methods 

flow on regardless, through a variety of restraints.  They flow through generations, following the 

constraints and guides of landscape – while inheriting and bequeathing the flows of common good. 

*** 

CHAPTER SIXTEEN 

WHAT HOLDS US BACK? 

What holds us back from that bonny and convivial road to fair Elfland?  (The road is convivial.  We 

never reach Elfland).  I don’t think it one thing in particular – not ennui, nor powerlessness, not lack 

of democracy, nor a fervent delusion – though it may be all of those things.  Here’s a list of my own: - 

ONE – DEFERRED RESPONSIBILITY BY SUBSCRIPTION TO NGOs 

 To me, a perverse and contrary influence is the power of NGOs (and also political parties).   I 

explored in my last book, how governments create inquiries, select committees and even small 

government departments to deal with specific problems – with the underlying purpose of ignoring, 

while apparently considering those problems. 

Governments might create a department for climate change specifically because they wish to ignore 

climate change. 

Similarly, concerned citizens can subscribe to NGOs, so deferring, or side-lining their concerns, while 

continuing to live without a care.  
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Many pay small amounts of money to Friends of the Earth, (who express concerns about climate 

change) while jetting about the world on holiday and business trips – or they may pay similarly 

amounts to Oxfam or Save the Children, who send relief to communities dispossessed by land 

grabbers, who are supplying the donors’ out-of-season green beans. 

Our subscriptions provide us with the identity of concerned citizen, so that we can continue to live 

without concern. 

NGOs behave increasingly like government departments – issuing guarded policy statements in the 

serious language of state.  Citizens are impressed, but nothing at all is done.  Nothing is ever done 

using the language of state, because problems can only be solved by conversing in the tragi-comic, 

convivial language of tools. 

The step from state language to the language of tools is from guarded policy statements to sunshine, 

wind and rain; to scarcity or abundance; to the senses: the first meadow sweet in the lane, or good 

cooking; to the comedies and tragedies of friends; to the morality of our being.  Those are not 

serious things to the seriousness of state, or to serious journalism, or to serious NGOs, or to serious 

citizens and so are conveniently ignored. 

*** 

TWO – BACKWARDS REASONING 

George Monbiot (recent Guardian article) mentioned another quirk of reasoning, which can hold us 

back – backwards thinking.  As he mentions, backwards reasoning can lead to all sorts of outcomes – 

collateral damages.  

Wind farms on a local horizon can provoke a storm of anti-wind farm invective, which then seeks a 

backwardly-reasoned support.  So, we might say without a thought of climate change that 

anthropogenic climate change is a myth dreamed up by wind farm developers. 

Similarly, on the other foot, anti-fracking invective might conjure - also without thinking of climate 

change, the image of a climate change, which such gas extraction will cause.  Rather than seeking 

tools for change we reach for weapons of defence. 

We use such backwardly-reasoned weapons to defend the cars we love, the holidays we love, the 

landscapes we love and so on, creating a kind of tender poignancy – and a contagious one as 

communities bond to keep what they have in the face of change.  Vigilantes are bonded similarly.  

Witches, communists, bankers and so on may be shadowy, dangerous evils which threaten our loved 

ways of life.  We conjure the threat as shadowy and so have no need to define it.  

Farmers have recently bonded with regards to the cows they love, in the slaughter of badgers – 

encouraged by a populist vigilante NFU and Environment Minister. 

Of course this book would be away with the fairies to backwards reasoning from many different 

directions.  

I’ll not get too defensive. 
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Vulnerability to the effects of resource depletion and changes in the weather will cause backwardly-

reasoned defences in all of us.  I hope that we shall be so busily engaged in adapting to changes as 

we learn from them, that fear of change will no longer evoke those shadowy bogey-men. 

Here is George Marshall of the Climate Outreach Network.  He is referring to our recently-sacked 
anti-environmentalist environment minister.  

So what then can climate change communicators learn from this? 

Firstly – Paterson understands well what we often do not. Environmentalists and scientists alike 
continue to assume that climate change denial can be overcome with more reports and data. They 
are wrong: this has to be understood as an appeal to values and identities. 

Secondly – we can do well to adopt Paterson’s framing of environment around the cultural values of 
the national landscape. This confirms the finding of my own research as discussed in a recent report  
on “How to Build Climate Narratives Around National Identity and Cultural Pride” 

Thirdly – we must, as a matter of ever greater urgency, develop a right wing discourse on climate 
change. Political orientation has become the single most reliable predictor of people’s positions on 
climate change. The centre right political worldview is very poorly served by environmentalists, most 
of whom have progressive left politics. Our failure to address this audience has left this critical social 
space wide open for aggressive deniers like Paterson to fill with their own narratives and language. 

But we cannot and should not be filling this void on our own- and it would be disastrous for 
environmental organisations to do so. We need to step back and encourage and enable conservative 
communicators to come to the fore, shaping language around their own values. And this, I have to 
warn my colleagues in the Green movement, will involve allowing some new ways of talking that 
make us decidedly uncomfortable. 

Finally we must not respond in kind, however tempting it might be. To do so would be to further fuel 
the very polarisation that Paterson wishes to create. This is not the place for a culture war and we 
must, at every opportunity, recognise our differences but speak over them to common values and 
shared concerns. More than any other issue climate change requires a sense of shared humanity and 
we must not let that be poisoned by the divisiveness of a failed politician preparing his speech for the 
dinner circuit. 

*** 

THREE – DISPENSATION 

Close to home for me is another way we are held back - the power of dispensation – so that a 

shopper who thinks that fossil-fuel-dependent, convivial town-destroying super markets are “bad” 

will yet shop in super markets, because she can buy an organic, sustainable, or fair trade 

dispensation inside.  She may even flaunt her purchase as a political act to send market signals to the 

super market to stock more of such “good” produce. 

The problem here is inappropriate balancing of unrelated problems, which should not and cannot 

physically exist on the same see-saw.  The balance on the other side of super market should be 

proper shop or market square.  The balance on the other side of Fair Trade should be unfair trade, 
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while that on the other side of organically-grown produce should be produce grown using green 

revolutionary techniques which consume artificial and finite fertilisers, pesticides, fungicides and 

herbicides. 

Inappropriate dispensations, such as organic for super market are as silly as those once given by 

monkish pardoners, to those who’d behave badly in one direction by behaving better in another – 

perhaps by sufficient donation to the monk!  Behaving badly by shopping in an amoral super market 

cannot be compensated by buying “moral” fair trade produce while shopping there. 

What’s worse perhaps is that “organic” organisations such as the Soil Association give utterly-

unsustainable super markets credence by endorsing their produce with the “morality” of an organic 

logo.  So unsustainable behaviour is prolonged and also rewarded with a newly-endorsed market.  

Instead of leading people out the Soil Association draws them in. 

We are provided with reputable Soil Association excuses to hold back from change. 

Similar processes of compensating for and so maintaining bad behaviour are carbon targets and 

audits. 

Targets will always defer good behaviour, while audits follow the same inappropriate see-sawing as 

consumerist labelling – in which unrelated activities are balanced against each other. 

We should behave as well as we can in each of our activities.   

I know of an organic grower who has given talks and lectures to show that the carbon sequestered in 

his soil has been sufficient to compensate for his bi-annual holiday flights!  That his carbon figures 

are false is by the by* – he believes them – by backwards reasoning. 

*Our grower imports green waste from his local council (I think) which is an excellent and worthy 

thing to do if the compost is re-distributed equably.  However, he has used such large amounts of 

compost on his own land that much of its value must have been wasted which could have been part 

of productive agricultural cycles elsewhere.  Overall production of photosynthetic biomass must have 

been reduced, while that sequestered (I don’t like the term) in soil must also have been diminished 

from an optimum possibility of even distribution.  On my see-saw he comes out morally-poor. 

*** 

FOUR – TURNING MORAL COMMONS INTO AMORAL PROPERTY 

The valuation of “eco system services” encloses what should be commons into the properties of 

capitalism.  It is another sophistry to hold us back from change – once again by a balance of false 

dispensation.  Readers must be aware that I’m not against capitalism – on the contrary, it may 

rescue us from the anti-capitalist and monetarist casino, which rules our lives today.  However, 

precisely how much capital must be returned to the invaluable common will make long and 

interesting conversation in the Lands of Fairy. 
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True cost accounting of eco system services provided by monetarily-valued natural capital separates 

actions from ethics.  The cult of the market liberates behaviour from its economic, ecologic and 

social consequences.  To turn natural capital into a commodity for casino punts, strips another area 

of responsibility from our actions and does nothing to protect that commodity from exploitation. 

In any case, true cost accounting pre-supposes that we have a capitalist economic system, when in 

truth we have never achieved one.  Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century markets were manipulated 

by governments to particular rather than comparative advantages, while modern casinos are 

stripped of nearly all capital influence – Where are labour value and resource value?  How much of 

my house price is of the energy, labour and materials used for its construction? - Perhaps a quarter, 

or probably less! The major part of the sale price is pure casino – the site value. 

Ideas of true cost accounting have (for some) begun from the best of motives – the market rules, so 

how do we make the market a better place?  How a merely monetarist casino will respond to an 

input of natural capital is anybody’s guess.  It will buy and sell my house without seeing the house 

and it will buy and sell that natural capital without regard for any aspects of its substance.  Natural 

capital will become another counter on the gamers’ board.     

The post-modern market does not behave in the physical world.  It responds less to scarcity and 

surplus and more to the speculative advantage of punters and the manipulative influences of those 

who offer abstract pictures of increasing or diminishing markets.  For instance, an oil supplier will 

not reveal the true stock of her oil, because she wants to sell it when she wants to, regardless of the 

continuity of sales.  She decides that a higher price (induced by scarcity) would restrict her sales.  

She lives in the present, wants her money now and fuck the future – As we’ve explored, the future is 

seen by punters as an abstraction for an abstract future-person’s present.  Our oil supplier lives in 

the “real world” of the here and now revealed on her casino screen. 

The hope for natural capital is to keep it well clear of that screen.  True cost accountants have two 

genuine options – First to place natural capital in a true capitalist system, in which scarcity and 

surplus influence behaviour, or secondly to return it to the common, on which commoners can 

extract a labour value only by maintaining the common. 

A true capitalist system pre-supposes an interested and curious human and moral valuation of 

capital – of advantages and disadvantages; of its extent; of its durability; of its usefulness.  The 

foundation of capitalism is probity – without trusted valuation, the whole system collapses.  

The moral prescriptions of behaviour on the common to maintain the common good achieves similar 

ends to those of a perfected capitalism.  

True cost accounting sells both commons and capitalism down the river into the casino.  Those who 

promote it with the best of motives would do better to help build alternative markets – alternative 

currencies – alternative social systems; to SHOUT that the destruction of the natural world for a 

contemporary and utterly careless advantage is WRONG.  Why are we all so afraid of morals? 

Here it is again:  Goods can serve many purposes besides purchasing money, but money can serve no 

purpose besides purchasing goods, Adam Smith 
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Or another:  Capitalism has been tried and found too difficult?  On the contrary, capitalism has been 

found too difficult and has never yet been tried, with apologies to G K Chesterton 

True cost accounting is following the same route, which once lead the organic movement astray in 

the Nineteen Nineties.  “Organic” is now an insignificant and “niche” “brand” in an amoral casino.  

Organic produce has not changed the super market.  On the contrary, the super market has 

overwhelmed what could have been organic distribution systems.  True cost accounting won’t 

change the casino.  The casino accounts neither truth nor cost.  

*** 

FIVE – TIES TO DAILY BREAD 

Of course, we are also held back because we are tied to existing market systems – Shoppers may 

have no shops but super markets nearby, and likewise a farmer may have no other market for her 

produce but the large pack-houses or abattoirs which supply super markets. 

Many are tied to jobs which they may dislike for many reasons – moral or convivial – But with 

families to feed and house, the risk of change may be too great.  

But ways out from The Mire are through it to the other side.  We cannot deny The Mire’s existence.  

Compromise with the enemy (let’s be plain) is necessary because she exists – so long as we refuse to 

give or accept the dispensations.  Those criss-crossing vapour trails, which the wind teases out into 

imitation cirrus clouds will over-lie our hopes for a while yet.   Likewise, organic and fair trade labels 

will continue to actively endorse super market shopping - so discouraging alternatives.   

I am unable to open a shop selling useful produce in my local market town, because that town is 

deserted.  I’ll soon be bankrupt for lack of custom.  We can be imprisoned in dependency on the jobs 

we have and on the infrastructures of the places we live in.  Such dependency can evoke a helpless 

ennui, in which feeding our children is the only consideration.  Well, I say that if we are held back 

from some small things, which can make us happy by the larger things which don’t, then take the 

small steps first - and small steps may lead to others.  Enforced dependency on that we disapprove 

does not mean that our decisions are compromised, because decision-making has been taken from 

us.  We can hope for and work for escape from that enforcement.    

*** 

SIX – AGRICULTURAL SUBSIDY 

Farmers are held back from change by the power of subsidy.  However, farmers are chained to 

subsidy because commodity cereal and meat prices are too low to provide a living without it.  Not 

only do subsidies distort markets, but a cross-party politics of cheap food has endorsed an unequal 

downward market pressure – a very few corporate buyers bidding against very many farmers.  We 

have already explored how the right to subsidy itself has been enclosed as property – so that new 

entrants to farming must first have the wealth to buy their right to it. 

Horticulture is a case aside – and one which I’ll place in the next chapter – What may draw us 

forward! 
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Cross-compliance to “environmental” guidelines restricts farming practices to those which achieve a 

pre-conceived landscape.  Those landscapes are usually something like the Eighteenth Century 

enclosures, although why one period of history should be preserved over another is never made 

clear.  I suspect that no-one has considered further than a simple nostalgia for a pre-industrial 

agriculture at just that imaginary moment before it was industrialised.  In any case, why the 

preservation of a by no means benign, historical human activity should be regarded as 

“environmental” is a mystery. 

“Environmental” NGOs are locked in the same delusion - that historical economies are natural 

ecologies.  The states which they’d conserve hold us back from how we might reconsider the 

dependencies of economies on ecologies and visa versa.  The terrible loss of both the mass and 

diversity of species, which industrial monocultures have caused, has lead to an uninspired merely 

reactionary thinking (or lack of thinking).    

Conserving those passages of history in which very many people were dispossessed by sheep and a 

very few got very rich by it, seems odd to me.  The enclosures cleansed people from lands which 

remain deserted today.  Of those people, some starved, others ended in over-seas colonies and 

many more retreated to the degradation of mill towns, or were swallowed into the squalor of cities.  

Landscapes cleared in the name of progress support far fewer people than they used to – moreover 

they are for the most part, lifeless deserts.  Those who are nostalgic for those fences and the 

trespassers will be prosecuted signs may be similarly nostalgic for a “national treasure” such as John 

Clare, who documented the tragedy not of the commons, but the enclosures – perhaps sheep may 

have contributed to the wooliness of post-modern thinking. 

So environmental NGOs: CPRE, CPRW, Natural England and so on, (which inform agricultural subsidy 

thinking)  would send us back to a shameful era of agricultural history, in which wealth accumulated 

and men decayed – and forget another in which every rood of ground maintained its man.  However, 

I’m not suggesting the creation of any re- imagined period of history.  Many in the Green Movement 

(including me) have sympathy for something like the Fourteenth Century – The guilds – Bottom the 

Weaver and Snug the Joiners’ guilds – before the vicious and avaricious enclosures of the 

reformation.  We have partisan natures.  Because of the football supporter tendency, we must be 

careful and critical of ourselves and others. 

Chocolate box organisations, which have lobbied for chocolate box subsidies hold back the future 

and conserve economic anachronisms.  They’d conserve the almost desert grasslands created by 

sheep and keep all but the lucrative tourist at bay – and then, strictly to the footpath.  William 

Cobbett’s most frequent outbursts in Rural Rides were upon the size of parish churches serving 

deserted parishes – indicating once-thriving rural populations.  The Black Death would have been no 

obstacle to repopulation.  However land enclosure was so – often for the golden fleeces of sheep 

walks.  As Thomas More famously said “Sheep have become so great devourers and so wild that they 

eat up and swallow down the very men themselves.  They consume, destroy and devour whole fields, 

houses and cities.”  I think we can assume that though many deserted villages were evacuated by the 

Black Death, desertification was maintained and swollen by enclosure of commons.  Sheep devoured 

men.  They munched good arable land.  In poor harvest years through the fifteenth and sixteenth 
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centuries staple bread was scarce, even though a few grew very rich by both the golden fleece and 

the power of their recently stolen properties. 

 “Environmental” organisations and environmental subsidy incentives seem intent on the 

preservation of degraded states of history.  Yet they’d also extol Grey’s Elegy in a Country 

Churchyard, Oliver Goldsmith’s Deserted Village and the treasured writings of Cobbett and Clare.   

Perhaps they should pay more attention to sources, contemporary with their loved enclosures – all 

of which indicate that an agriculture without oil (and sheep) must be re-populated – in all the simple 

annals of the poor... 

That land enclosure could lead to agricultural improvements is undeniable. (Although sheep in such 

quantities were no improvement)  However, enclosure was pursued for the most part, simply to 

increase the properties of substantial yeoman farmers and the great estates.  Of course commoners 

could agree on a just division of enclosures, but for the most part, local gangsters, such as Dukes, 

Thanes and Lords had their own way. 

As time passed so enclosure became more solidly defined in law. 

The Inclosure Act of 1773  was described as, An Act for the better Cultivation, Improvement, and 

Regulation of the Common Arable Fields, Wastes, and Commons of Pasture in this Kingdom. 

The Act is still in force. It enables landowners to enclose land and remove the right of commoner's 
access.  Public meetings in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth centuries to propose enclosure of open 
fields and commons were generally no more than a gathering of local landowners.  Who would 
speak against squire or yeoman farmer who held the setting or removal of their wages and rents?  It 
is true that enclosure enabled “agricultural improvements” – but usually improvements for the few 
and the dispossession of the many.  Commons can also enable agricultural improvements. 

In 1774, Parliament amended the Act so that notice of enclosure was posted to the door of the 
church for three consecutive Sundays in August or September! 

In 1801 the Inclosure (Consolidation) Act was passed to further “tidy up” previous acts and to 
simplify the process. In 1845 the General Inclosure Act allowed for the appointment of local 
Inclosure Commissioners who could enclose land with no request to Parliament. 

Anyway, both planning guidance and agri-environmental schemes seem intent on preserving picture 
postcard landscapes which evacuated people for sheep and abundant food for property and power. 

In doing so, they maintain amoral, careless, property and power and endorse the evacuation of 
people, their morals, perceptions, ingenuities and dexterities from the land.    

*** 

Once upon a time, at Bryn Cocyn, we were held back by the environmental scheme, Tir Gofal.  We 

had rented some fields since Nineteen Seventy Eight – light, hill soils over shale (bordered by oak 

woodland) - used as rotational summer grazing throughout that time.  No fertilisers, pesticides, 

fungicides, or herbicides have been used on those fields from then until now.  (a rare thing) Tir Gofal 

field officers, instead of being curious about the range of species such an “old-fashioned” 

management might create, were shocked to find some “improved grass” species along with the 

“marker species” which native grasslands were supposed (in their book) to exhibit.  The presence of 

rye grass and white clover amongst the birdsfoot trefoil, plantain, knapweed and so on, indicated to 
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them that the fields were too fertile.  The remedy was the restoration of infertility (desert) by the 

taking of hay crops without return and the removal of all grass toppings. 

The facts that – A – The fields were genuinely “unimproved native grassland” of twenty five years 

without any inputs whatsoever - 

and – B – that removing fertility would remove both the mass and diversity not only of herbage, but 

more importantly of symbiotic soil flora and fauna – was of no interest to them at all. 

We escaped from the Tir Gofal scheme and paid the subsidy back.  The same ridiculous by-rote 

advice is still given, with demanded compliance by the new scheme managers of Glastir. 

The fields have now had thirty five years of the same treatment, but without “environmental” 

subsidy. 

Anyway much of our vast acreage of upland “permanent pasture” may be best returned to 

woodland.  I cannot think that sheep are feeding the nation.  A return of people at the expense of 

sheep may return commons of a lot more than grass.  Uplands will still provide much diminished, but 

useful summer pastures in the Hafod/Hendre manner and the rotational benefits of integrated 

pasture/arable/horticultural land will always remain.  Paying subsidy to maintain sheep on poor 

upland and hill grazing, which would be better as woodland, is poor economic and terrible ecologic 

management.  Restoration of woodland will be necessary for future economies – for house and 

boat-building – and will provide more employment over the same acreage than an upland pasture.  

Bare hillsides are also recipes for flooded valleys.  Poor land cleared of its natural vegetation for 

sheep subsidy also sends its un-trapped run-off to flood the good land below!   

Subsidy – and the fact that its rights are traded among those with the money to do so – is very much 

holding us back from change. 

That traditional ways of life containing sheep flocks have been woven into the culture of the hills is 

undeniable.  Not all sheep farming has been by an original violent enclosure of the common good by 

the “great estates”.  In truth, pockets of sheep and cattle farming can still be woven into a more 

wooded upland – contributing to diverse incomes from resiliently-diverse markets.  George Monbiot 

proposes a simple remedy to the subsidy system – to remove the stipulation to actually farm from 

the Single Farm Payment.  The income of sheep farmers is the subsidy.  The sheep break-even or 

make a loss.  A land-holder could take the subsidy, return to his house and read a book, while 

abandoning his previous life of toil.  He would receive the same income, while his land would “re-

wild”.  That is, it would return to scrub and then woodland.  On the other hand, those who loved 

their way of life; their flock; their culture, could continue as before.  

*** 

SEVEN – INTERNET ESCAPES WHICH LEAD NOWHERE 

(I’m probably controversial).  Another way that we can be held back from change is the internet.  

Internet shopping for box schemes, exotic produce, such as rare breed meat, salt marsh lamb and so 

on, wine, books....  anything! - may be selective, “green” and interesting – the tastes of may terrains 
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– But it contributes to the decay of town centres, street markets, corner and village shops – I know 

that those corner shops can also trade online – but they’d do so better from a garden shed or low-

rental warehouse or farm out-building – and some do – evacuating a real community with expensive 

rents and rates, for a virtual one, perhaps trading from pleasant surroundings, but trapped in 

market-speak and without real connection to their customers. 

The internet is a marvellous thing and can be an agent for everything under the sun – both the best 

and the worst.  But it can lead us into cosy fantasies, in which we become actors in a felicitous novel, 

bearing meaning and identity forever, on the best of virtual china plates.  Meanwhile, the world 

immediately beyond our door, full of flesh and blood, bricks and mortar and roads which might lead 

quite otherwise – are ignored.  Flesh, blood, bricks and mortar may become the most trite of clichés 

to our sophisticated net trawler – but then so might the goings on of the world – as seasons change 

– for an un-regarded for better, or for worse. 

The relationship I might form with my internet box scheme provider, while seeming human, is 

probably a post-modern revival of a modernist dependency on favourite brands.  Such dependency 

holds us back from change.  It labels us, concerned, futuristic and enlightened – without having to do 

a thing about it.  Those branded box schemes, which are spreading franchises across the whole of 

Britain (God knows why, but for wealth and power) dispossess town centres, local markets and also 

delightful perversities in both husbandry and cuisine, which might arise from unique terrains – and 

although “the brand” may provide an easy market for a diversity of growers it locks them into a 

corporate identity, in which their own identities are frozen.  Box schemes, such as Riverford have an 

excellent code of ethics for sourcing fairly and sustainably, but that strength is a seductive danger - 

For changed times, what we do must change.  What we do is our identity.  Branding holds back 

personal identity inside a brand identity.   You rejoin (dearest reader) that the internet can liberate 

delightful perversities – and so we come full circle – I agree. 

EIGHT – FULL CIRCLE TO FUTURISM 

Naturally, futurism negates the future.  Just as social mobility presupposes hierarchy and negates 

equality, so futurism presupposes a future and endorses it to be what was previously supposed.  It 

negates what must be irrefutable in anyone’s book – that present actions create the future.  

Deferring responsibility to the projected ingenuity of its children is probably the most despicable of 

all Post-Modernity’s attitudes.   The cult of an automated progress is conveniently-embraced by 

most politicians, most political parties and by most “scientists” who seek commercial peer-review.  

Lazy philosophers considering the (fictitious) nasty, brutish and short lives of a regressive past, hold, 

like A C Grayling, to the progress of the future.  What he does to create that future is indolently 

undefined.  No footsteps cross the sand to his wonderful mirage. 

It has been convenient to forget two truths – One – There has been no change in thought since 

thinking began. – Two – There cannot be such a change until our next intellectual mutation. 

Poor A C G has neglected the only path that can lead to new ingenuity – by the errors of tool making 

– tools are remade as they become inappropriate to the physical presence of the PRESENT. 
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I suppose, the central problem of post modernity is the dependency of the most on the provisions of 

the very few – So we have a narcissistic love of instant “ideas” combined with a careless ignorance of 

the world; we have “clever” architects, who express the soul of the future and “stupid” builders who 

merely follow instruction; we have a projected permaculture “designed” by those incapable of its 

execution. 

We can both educate and seek education with enthusiasm, but learn nothing, since our world has 

been pre-conceived.  Only experience teaches. 

Ideas are seductive – So we propose cities of vertical gardens, in which nutrients and water are 

dripped in perpetual cycles, like a beautiful dream of photo synthetic sunlight.  Quite often, such 

dreamers are “green” dreamers, though why they’d promote an extreme example of very high-

input, utterly unsustainable agriculture is difficult to gauge.  I suppose that drip, drip, drip of 

nutrients seems so watery, modernist and transparent that it cannot hold much harm – apart from 

mining Earth’s fossil resources (phosphate, potash and coal, gas or oil) faster than the most extreme 

of cereal prairie farming.  Yet vertical gardening seems so elegant – until we attempt its functions.... 

The wonderfully-fertile Terra Preta soils of the Amazon Basin have been built up through centuries 

by the application of charcoal.  Agriculture was supplemented by fishing, hunting and gathering so 

that a large surplus of fertility could be returned to the cultivated areas.  Ingeniously that fertility 

was preserved (fermentation and so leaching and gasification were slowed) by charring.  

Post modernity has seized the elegance of the idea – the wisdom of the ancients combined with a 

scientific futurism, in which carbon is elegantly “sequestered” in the form of charcoal.  

Unfortunately, post modernity has no wilderness for foraging and so has no surplus fertility to 

preserve.  On the contrary, the central problem of modern food production is its dysfunctional 

system for the return of biomass (sewage, food and green waste and so on) to grow more biomass.  

Instead of surplus we have deficiency.  Judiciously-applied, those wastes would be spread very thinly 

indeed.  To further reduce that deficiency by charring it – so reducing complex proteins to much less 

than their original composition – is madness – a typically post modern madness.  It is no coincidence 

that bio char has been marketed as Carbon Gold by the same “organic millionaire” who has lead 

organic technique down the super market aisle towards its current ephemeral state. 

*** 

NINE - POLITICS 

Sometimes we change our presentation of the truth, because we think others will not accept it.  In 

consequence we can be led downhill to a world of socially-plausible identities.  Sometimes we can 

be so concerned with presenting that identity, that we forget what we were originally planning to 

present.  Zero Carbon Britain 2030’s major compromise was for air traffic.  Instead of presenting a 

politically-unacceptable, but important truth – that air traffic is impossible, it proposed to reduce it 

by two thirds – the remaining third to be powered by biofuels.  The report was then led further 

astray by endorsing “good” over “bad” biofuels – that is perennials and non-land-use-change 

harvests over annuals and clear-felled forests for agriculture.  But any burnt biomass simply reduces 
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the mass of bio – for both photo synthesis and future biomass yield.  It increases CO2 in the air and 

diminishes carbon in both soil and plant. 

Politics can lead us step by step to places far from our original intention.  Rarely can we change the 

politics.  Usually it changes us.  This is not to say we should not speak to politicians, but that we 

should be very careful when we do.  Of course the theme of this book is that since we lead 

unsustainable lives we must change the ways we live.  Politicians may make that more or less 

difficult, but it remains true none can change our lives better than ourselves!  If we argue for the 

closure of Heathrow airport at a political gathering and yet still occasionally buy air-tickets, then 

something is very wrong with our understanding.  

*** 

TEN – PLANNING GUIDANCE 

There are vast areas of Britain, completely reliant on fossil fuels.  It is ironic that these are areas such 

as Derbyshire’s Peak District and so on, where the picture-postcard image of bare moor and bare 

grassland has been preserved from what could liberate it from such a despicable and suicidal 

dependency.  Those antiquarian scenes are collected and preserved like post cards for the aesthetic 

pleasure of oil and coal lovers.  Wind turbines, which would affect no herb, grass, tree, bird, bug, 

fungi, lichen, bacteria, or beast, are banished from the “scenery”.   The burning of coal and oil which 

will affect them all (many to extinction) is in consequence, protected.  Scenery, which planning 

guidance seeks to protect is, for the most part, a tired theatrical replica of a selected period of 

history.  As we’ve explored under Subsidies, the most popular is a period when people were cleared 

from the land to make way for money (sheep and sporting estates).  Sheep made the rich richer by 

their wool.  Modern planning guidance could perhaps reflect that wool is now worthless – having 

been replaced by oil-derived fibres and slave-labour cotton.  Apart from tourists and the staff to man 

their services and scattered sheep holdings, the Peak District and other national parks are now 

empty of people, trees and resilient and diverse ecosystems.  National parks have a mission to re-

create a theatrical backdrop – a scene painting for the enactment of an unpleasant period of cultural 

history.  The natural world and possible ways for human cultures to settle in symbiosis with it are 

irrelevant to their cause.   In their present form, national parks cause climate change. 

With regards to sheep, wool must surely become valuable again and sheep a useful contribution to 

agriculture – in arable rotations, meat for feast days and the clicking and scraping of knitting needles 

and looms.  However, a large proportion of upland pasture must be returned to woodland. 

Planning guidance also severely restricts the building of homes for agricultural, forestry and fishing 

workers – many of whom would happily live in simple, inexpensive structures to be developed as 

their families developed.  Rural house prices have no relationship to the costs of house-building, or 

to the wages and incomes of rural workers.  Planning restrictions support the casino of property 

prices – in which the site value, rather than the structural value of a house, plays by far the largest 

part. 

The casino of house prices reflects the larger casino of the “economy” – or lack of one.  Modern 

planners believe that a collapse of property values may lead to a collapse in belief in the casino.  
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Modern debt-created economies depend on the faith of punters – when belief crumbles, economies 

collapse.  Modern economies are not founded on capital, but on belief.   Current planning guidance 

re-assures belief in the casino and encourages inflated site values, the pillage of nature, rural 

poverty and a deserted countryside.   

That casinos collapse does not mean that economies must collapse – people can transfer belief from 

fantastical fossil physics back to reassuringly ordinary physics.  I digress a bit, to show how a 

fashionable and sudden recognition of good ordinary physics might propel a re-settlement of not 

only countryside, but of reality.  The point is that planning guidance goes far in preventing that 

transference. 

The necessary minimum ten-fold increase in agricultural labour cannot be accommodated by current 

planning guidance.  Moreover, changes in agricultural practices will stimulate a corresponding 

change in agricultural services.  Machinery manufacture, appropriate-scale mills; dairies; breweries 

will (I hope) swell population still further in villages and market towns.  

We have explored how the planning process is powerless with regards to corporate applications.  

Many county councils now capitulate at the first application, rather than risk the expensive high-

court appeals process.  Super markets, ring roads and retail parks now strip work and identity from 

communities and create waste-lands with no honest function. 

That the planning process is the most corrupt of all the functions of governance (outside the highest 

level of those “country suppers”) is unlikely to be disputed. 

ELEVEN – STATISTICS 

Statistics hold us back.  Many will see the lack of statistics as the main fault of this book.  Actually, 

the lack is its central virtue.  That coal, gas and oil will one day be mined to extinction is a simple 

truth which needs small analysis.  Any proper citizen should be considering a life without them.  I am 

not saying that statistics have no value – on the contrary – their proper use is reassuring.  The many 

historically-recorded measurements of atmospheric CO2, temperatures, sea ice and so on point us in 

a very simple direction – which is to leave fossilised proteins where they lie, quietly sequestered.   

Considering statistics of energy used to maintain our current way of life leads us up a blind avenue 

to nowhere.  Even with good efficiency savings – with every loft insulated and every car either 

electric, or running at a hundred miles to the bio gallon, there is no way we can find resources for 

those energy needs.   Producing renewable energy to supply the current purposes of the electricity 

grid would be hard enough (but possible with “efficiencies”).  But to supply current transport needs 

with additional renewable energy, on top of the demands of the grid is surely impossible. 

Because statistics point to the impossibility, many come to the incorrect conclusion that we must be 

“realistic” and that renewable energy does not work.  The incorrect conclusion leads to a further 

maze of data on efficiencies, targets and future technologies.  The green movement is full of data for 

both future fantasies and contemporary action-avoidance – sequestration being the first in line.  We 

can justify our carbon emissions by the statistical presentation of carbon sequestered in “our” fields.  

We can also buy dispensation from the consumerist shelf in the forms of bio char and compost. 
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The truth is that our way of life does not work – a back of an envelope provides plenty of space for 

the calculation.  What’s more, new ways of life can only be found by living them. 

Statistics hold back the very simple conclusion that renewable energy is the only energy and that we 

have the interesting social problem of living within renewable limits.  They also hold back the 

conclusion that renewable agriculture is the only culture and that we have another highly-interesting 

social problem of settling within its limits too.  Green revolutionary yield statistics are no help, 

because the power sources for the green revolution are coming to an end.  Organic yield statistics 

should be no discouragement, because we should be urgently out and about in the field learning 

better practices.  Time is running through the glass and we only learn by doing – gathering data as 

we go.  Data collected from anachronistic and impossible lives is an irrelevance. 

Statistics hold us back from the vital first step, which is to change our way of life.  Meanwhile, “the 

concerned” are feverishly gathering data, downloading the latest scientific papers and writing and 

reading opinion pieces on possible applications of the latest research - wasting time, to avoid what 

they have to do.  We already have all that we need to know. 

TWELVE - CONSUMERISM 

We can remain responsible for nothing, growing richer by our property values, while demanding that 

others reveal the social and environmental impacts of what they deliver for our cash.  

We scan a range of produce, add and subtract the revealed goods and bads and come up with an 

answer to the sum.  So, we accept some bads, perhaps because other bads are worse and/or 

because some goods outweigh the badness.  Yet those goods and bads may be a jumble of unrelated 

activities.  Instead of considering best distribution methods, best packaging, best agricultural 

techniques and so on, one activity can be excused by another.  The problems of the excused bad can 

be forgotten.  Of course, I could have written this in the Dispensation bit.  An organically-grown 

apple plucked by hand from its tree may be reckoned so good with regards to CO2 emissions, that it 

outweighs the thousands of miles travelled to deliver it between hemispheres.  Idiotic TV chefs have 

been at it again recently “debunking” food miles by presenting other ingredients to food production 

as “worse”.  Their helplessly- consumerist minds are thus set at rest.  Here is something from 

Romantic Economics, derived from an equally idiotic 2008 Guardian article by Robin McKie and 

Caroline Davies. 

Professor Gareth Edward-Jones of Bangor University knows his career prospects will improve if he 

tells us we can buy air-freighted Kenyan beans, because our profligate British agriculture emits more 

carbon growing such beans than Kenyan air-freighting does. Moreover he suggests that Kenyan 

manual and natural agriculture has the advantage of our British oil-driven agriculture of 

mechanization and oil, or gas derived sprays and fertilizers. His conclusion is not that we should 

introduce his wholesome Kenyan agricultural model to Britain, or that we should stop such profligate 

air-freighting, but that we are pardoned to continue both as before.  Air freight is not quite the 

emitter that pesticidal, fungicidal, herbicidal, matricidal oil-based agriculture is and so we can 

continue to air-freight. His advice is: Do nothing. You are pardoned, because others do worse. 
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 Misuse of statistics has become institutional. How can we compare energy use in a whole 

growing season, with the crazy, profligate, final couple of days of distribution? We must compare 

distribution methods with other distribution methods and agricultural husbandry with other 

agricultural husbandries.  

The Soil Association used such a balancing to justify the air-freighting of “fairly-traded” organic 

beans from Kenya.  In SA’s book, the social good of some money for a “good” Kenyan farming 

community out-weighed the profligate, resource-eating, climate-changing transport-flight of an 

utterly unnecessary frivolity. 

At the time, the Soil Association was considering a ban on air-freight for organic certification.  

Instead it introduced the “fair trade” dispensation. 

To try to persuade the Soil Association to do what it eventually did, Gareth Thomas, MP, Minister for 

Industry and Development at the time said “Our view is that the Soil Association should not go ahead 

with its proposed changes.  We are pretty clear that they will have a negative impact on African 

farmers and it gives the sense that air-freight is automatically bad.” 

Of course air-freight is automatically bad.  Gareth Thomas went on to say that travelling six and a 

half miles in a family car with a pack of beans emits more carbon than an air flight from Kenya!  This 

is a direct lie.  His figures (not revealed) are for a fully-laden jet and for a large car carrying just a 100 

gram pack of beans. 

Anyway both consumerists and those on whom they depend (such as the Soil Association) love to 

play with the figures – one to maintain a happy dependency and the other to continue as before. 

There’s nothing like a convenient sum to debunk the truth. 

Consumerism receives the whole package (the bread) and is happy to play with some unrelated 

sums (the circus).  The same can be said of packaged political parties – and of the consumer-choices 

we have to elect them. 

Furthermore the food miles debunked by our TV chefs, use fast-diminishing, climate-changing fossil 

fuels, whereas a properly organised agriculture can go onwards the same, though dynasties pass.   

Glib, consumerist presentation of the CO2 emissions content of a foodstuff – such a percentage to 

production, such to distribution, such to the purchaser’s journey and such to cooking -  pre-suppose 

a helpless dependency on the whole package: on the brand.  Let’s cease our consumerism and 

become actors – producers in the drama.  We can never say this enough – Cultures are what we do.  

The growing of food; the distribution; the purchase; the cooking are utterly separate problems.  

Once we have found the best techniques for each we can integrate them into a culture.  Yonder, a 

maid and her wight come whispering by.  War’s annals will cloud into night - Ere their story die.... 

AND FINALLY THIRTEEN – THE BBC  We expect their appropriate views of the world from the right 

wing, left wing, or liberal news media.  But many assume a representation of a range of views from 

the BBC.  Here is an example of the BBCs “balance” from Dana Nuccitelli and John Abraham of the 

Guardian. 
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Justin Webb: So [the warming is] there somewhere? 
Sir Brian Hoskins: Oh yes, it's there in the oceans. 
Lord Lawson: That is pure speculation. 
Sir Brian Hoskins: No, it's a measurement. 
Lord Lawson: No, it's not. It's speculation. 
Justin Webb: Well, it's a combination of the two isn't it? As this whole discussion is. Lord Lawson and 
Sir Brian Hoskins, thank you very much. 
What a perfect example of "fair, balanced, and impartial" coverage! A climate expert states an 
empirical fact, a climate contrarian flatly denies this factual reality, and the BBC host declares that 
the truth must surely lie between fact and fiction. 
 
 “Balance”, in this case is a very dangerous thing, which leads us further from the truth.  The BBC, 

and in particular, the Today Programme have sought that same sort of balance in the political side of 

every sphere.  It is notable how emphasis always shifts to the “centre” of a consumerist dependency 

on a corporate supply.  “Balance” is never (or very seldom) brought to economic debate by allowing 

economists to argue over economic growth from a finite supply – rather two economists will argue 

about rates of growth.  After the Hutton Inquiry, the status quo has been assumed.  Climate change 

threatens the status quo and so is brought into “balance”.  Likewise – energy supply.  Middle class, 

reasonable voices calm our anxieties.  We’ve had a vast acreage of BBC reporters standing knee 

deep in flood water, listening to polemics for dredging, sea walls – for the limits to expenditure, yet 

to mention climate change in a time of climate change would seem unbalanced and a little impolite. 

Reasonable people may be seduced into that sort of balance and so be held back from even thinking 

about change.  

*** 

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 

WHAT MAY ENTICE US FOREWARD? 

I must speak for myself.  How else can I speak?  I have mentioned obstacles to appropriate 

behaviour - now to what may encourage appropriate behaviour.  These are things I’d ask of others: 

institutions, NGOs and government departments, in reply to their criticism, Well, what would you 

have us do? 

That we can and must act for ourselves and must also perennially mistrust such institutions, is the 

central theme of this book.  But that good governance is possible must also be true.  That it is 

unlikely is the evidence of history.  I propose that a good life is possible to varying degrees beneath 

the variable restraints of bad governance.  Moreover, I propose that a good life can only be achieved 

by the actors of it and that governance (good or bad) has played no part in the creation of cultures – 

or in what is good in the good life.  Of course bad governance can make the good life difficult to 

varying degrees by variably restraining it.  Good governance behaves by settling disputes and 

maintaining the structures of an inherited moral common.  It passes on the common to future 

governance and is temporarily rewarded by the dignity of its position and the fact that unlike the 

rest of us it has leisure to administrate - because it has been given a token wealth, which goes with 

the position and is free from toil. 
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So what would I ask of others? 

 

CITIZENS - Governments and corporations may influence what we do, but we do it one by one.  So 

there is only one way for societies to live within their means and that is for citizens to live within 

their means.   

Governments and corporations are abstractions.  All that is palpable is people, doing this or that, and 

moreover doing it one by one.  To defer responsible behaviour to a higher authority is to defer our 

warm identities to an abstraction.  

It has been evident for too long that both governments and corporations are ignoring climate 

change, soil infertility and resource depletion.  This should be no surprise, because abstractions have 

no senses – no powers of observation.  It is easy to become angry at government inaction.  We 

march with placards.  We subscribe to NGOs to present alternative models for governance.  We 

shake stupid politicians by the lapels.  All these things are futile, because governments (having no 

senses) can change only when citizens change. 

Citizens over-consume, swell oil-powered retail parks and burn away more than a year’s allowance 

of carbon emissions in a single holiday flight.  Is it reasonable to ask governments to change what we 

can change ourselves?  Is it rational to ask an ephemeral idea (of governance) to change our own 

very real behaviour? 

What would I ask of my friends and neighbours?   

Firstly, to search for ways of living which avoid burning coal, gas, oil and biofuels – I mean oil-seeds, 

alcohols and biomass, such as straw, wood chip, miscanthus, kelp, ryegrass, algae and so on.  Since 

fermentation is an essential part of renewal, I think that collecting gas from anaerobic digestion is 

useful.  Those are easy things in some ways, but difficult in others.  The difficulties are in communal 

infrastructures, which can only be changed in concert with others.  Many of us are trapped in 

poverty.   

Secondly, to stop asking authority to do what we can do for ourselves. 

The easiest thing of all is to stop flying and to stop forever.  Not a soul on Earth has a need to fly.  

Both rich and poor can stop on an instant.  Politicians and international businesses have internet and 

telephone for instant communication.   

Living by laws of physics could provide an endless resource for study and conversation – to live by 

laws of nature, we must study nature – to travel we must do the travelling.  Air travel has placed us 

in fantastic destinations while avoiding both.  We avoid physics by fossil physics.  We avoid the 

future by trusting government carbon targets, while remaining aware that on the contrary, both 

emissions and fossil-fuel-use are increasing.  They are increasing because of the ways we live and 

consume.    

Instead, we could actually travel – through cultural and physical terrains; down rivers; across seas.  

Flying has been a marvellous achievement, but it is now impossible.  Living within limits of singular 
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seasons as they pass in sequence into the hands of our children could become a similarly marvellous 

quest. 

Balloons and hang gliders can still be built for fun. 

The infrastructures of work and shopping and the roads which connect them are obstacles to 

change.  We can escape them at a single step, only if we are lucky.  For most, it will be a process of 

many steps. 

For instance, as a farmer, I can easily stop buying fertilisers, herbicides and pesticides and then learn 

to farm without them – so I am lucky in that respect.  I can do that as swiftly as deciding not to fly.  

But to change my practices to do without a tractor is more difficult, because I must replace it with 

more hours of toil then my mortal frame can bear – or with labour whose wages exceed my income 

– or by redistributing some land to that labour and by living on less.  Likewise, changing the market 

for my produce depends on those who might buy it.  If I stand behind a stall in a market square 

today, it is unlikely that I’ll meet sufficient customers.  Most people will be shopping in that edge of 

town super market.  I’d like to build a wind turbine to be responsible for my energy-use, but may 

also have insufficient funds.  My NIMBY neighbours might also object to it.   

Giving market signals by our shopping habits has been promoted as an agent for change.  We might 

buy fair trade labels in super markets so that super markets will buy-in more such labels, so that, in 

turn, more labourers and communities receive fair wages.  However, it is an attitude which pre-

supposes dependency on a market – which may be a bad market.  It pre-supposes our dependency 

on a super market and also (for instance) on the dependency of a distant coffee growing community 

on the power of that super market.   

If we don’t like the way commodity markets impoverish primary producers, then swelling that 

commodity market with our “market signals” for a fairer or more sustainable trade will only 

dispossess still more primary producers and marginalise evolved communities of proper shops and 

market squares.  That sort of “Fair Trade” authenticates dispossession. 

I think it better to seek out convivial market-places and so diminish the “ethically-labelled” 

commodity market.  Ethical labels such as Fair Trade and Organic have come to promote 

commodities stripped of both resource and labour value.  They promote unfair trade and to destroy 

organic systems.  

Brands and labelling are consumerist fictions – My folk movement does not improve them, but (if it 

can) avoids them.   The starting point of that movement is the understanding that governments and 

corporations are doing nothing to adapt to a world of diminishing resources.  The truth that 

governments, throughout history have had no hand in the creation of cultures will be a comforting 

revelation, as we settle – as comfortably as we can – back into our personal contribution to history. 

Another movement-inspiring revelation may be that in adapting our personal economies, we 

contribute to the bustle of smells; textures; colours; sounds of whole communities shuffling to get 

comfortable in their terrains – that bustle will be composed of many other personally-adapted 

economies. 
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Obviously, a convivial bustle is achieved one person at a time!   

Listen carefully and we can isolate the voices that make the whole sound.  That we add to the 

orchestration one by one could seem a slow process, but it also means that our contribution is 

important - all crowds are collections of individuals – even though we all seem the smallest parts. 

People meet in high streets, villages, pubs.... - We fall into step as we walk into town.  All trade 

begins with just one to buy and another to sell.  As we evacuate retail parks and re-occupy towns 

and villages, so new means to a living will follow.  Many trades must be re-learnt from scratch – but 

the word amateur – one who loves – is not much of an insult.  I think it provides a fertile air for the 

comedy of learning.  You think learning is a serious thing?  You are wrong.  We learn by the laughter 

which follows our mistakes. 

The road into a civilised future is essentially one of very many mistakes.  That is a comforting 

thought as I approach my next pitfall, or comeuppance, because folly is the source of revelation.  

Pitfalls are the birth-places of renaissance. 

Well, what do I ask of citizen scientist, citizen labourer, citizen technologist, citizen scholar, citizen 

poet, citizen priest, citizen ukulele player? – that they occupy roles, which are less than the whole – 

that each ordinary balanced representative of humanity is all of those things.  All those aspects are 

contained in the single human frame of Everyman.  We learn roles, simply for efficient division of 

labour.  They describe not who we are but what we do as a particular contributory part.  The roles 

are less than we are and we are less than the whole.  If a physicist thinks he has more of a “brain” 

than his neighbour, who is green grocer, then I ask her to re-consider.  I think she is merely practised 

in her role – if her practice is good, then that is a good thing – if her practice confers a station in life, 

in which she asserts a superior brain, then that is a bad thing.   

What’s more, post modernity has blurred our roles for political ends.  Science has been misnamed as 

technology, so that ethics are removed from actions, elected representatives have been misnamed 

as leaders, so that centralised consensus overrides constituent concerns and the probity of trade has 

been shifted to the demands of consumption. 

So I ask of citizenship that it reclaims its roles, or discovers new ones and then contributes them to 

the whole.  For instance, the scientist must “learn” her scepticism.  It is a cultivated frame of mind.  

To remove our moral selves from our work is not easy, but it makes the scientific perception unique 

and useful. 

The scientific perception may be useful to a farmer; an engineer; a plant breeder; a boat builder; a 

medical practitioner, but everything we do has a moral, because all acts have consequence.  So 

when science transmutes to technology it regains its moral being and moreover it enters a world of 

trial and error – of the application of limited human tools to an unpredictable nature. 

There is no higher authority than the common good.  That is surely the guidance for all our separate 

roles.  Yet, no-one can teach a baker to bake better bread, other than her own experience and the 

shared experiences of fellow bakers.  So while we can re-assert our expertise, while we do so, we 

become aware that the greater the assertion the greater the responsibility – and also the greater the 

complexity of its effects.   
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I propose that the return of that moral complexity to our particular roles may be the source of more 

convivial cultures, in which contributory parts are valued.  Simple probity has been removed from 

our trades by the prescriptions of an ignorant and insentient state.  Instead of acting responsibly, we 

deliver prescribed rights.  Rights are blind, static, aggressive and parochial.  Responsibility is curious, 

diffident, catholic......  Of course right and responsibility are both essential to the common good, but 

– I reckon a renewed happiness will lie in restoring a proper balance. 

Nothing can teach us our trades, better than experiences of applying them alongside our fellow 

tradesmen.  Those experiences should be unsullied by politicians.  Our contributory part of the 

common good is also gently sanctified in an abstract guild of the heart, which says simply, this is who 

I am. 

In my Midsummer Night’s Dream, everyone who wants one will have a trade.  It is fortunate that 

coal, oil and gas, which had been removing both people and their moral perceptions from social 

decision-making, will be gone. 

In short, I ask of citizens to rise from their diminishment and to be unashamed of the moral purpose, 

which every one of us inherits. 

*** 

MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT - It is supposed that constituencies elect a Member of Parliament to 

represent their region in parliament.  Unfortunately, consensus party politics has reversed the 

process.  MPs present the policies of their parties to the constituencies.  Voters have come to choose 

from a small list of national political parties as they do brands on a super market shelf.   They choose 

the packet.  Very few think to choose a member of their community to represent them in 

parliament.  

In consequence, as they suit for the same averaged middle ground, the main parties have become 

identical.  Likewise, parties (not people) select candidates not for their qualities, but for the lack of 

them.  The thesis of this book is that throughout history, the powerful have been idle and stupid, not 

by their nature, but by both their inexperience and the drug of power itself.  After all many have 

been powerful by accidents of birth, they were not born idle and stupid – Historically, power has had 

no role, but to be in power – hence the idleness, amorality and inexperience.  But to be blunt, 

powerful parties now select candidates for stupidity – for a presumptive and false representative of 

Everyman. 

The complexity of life in a constituency is unrepresented – I ask constituencies for a politics in which 

it becomes so.  The colours of red, blue and yellow, worn as football scarves could change to a 

complexity of changing shades.  The tragedy of democracy is that amorality, having no weight of 

self-doubt and probity will always rise.  We cannot change that.  So I ask those MPs who may have 

more weighty qualities (there will be very few) to make them evident – to resign from their parties; 

to represent all shades of a constituency; to be unafraid of the contradictions and compromises of a 

happy social life. 

Nothing I’d ask of political parties can be heard over the drone of their projected consensus.  But as 

they bustle past in the latest packaging, I’ll ask Labour to do what it was created for – represent the 
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trades and the trade unions.  I’ll ask Conservative to represent and conserve the complexity of 

evolved cultures from wild ideas of radical fanatics.  I’ll ask Liberal to represent our civil liberties.  If 

they did so, I could support all three – but that’s complexity for you. 

I do vote – My ballot is crossed in Wales, Westminster and Europe for Plaid Cymru.  It could equally 

be crossed for the Green Party.  I can choose but one – I’d support both teams. – but.... 

Here’s a thing I’d ask my MP to propose in parliament – Reduce MPs wages to that of a class-room 

teacher.  Sixty thousand a year attracts the worst – no-one should earn such amounts.  Between 

twenty and thirty thousand pounds is a decent living for an honest job.  We begin with dishonesty if 

we begin at sixty.  It has never been true that a high wage attracts a high talent.  It attracts greed, 

dishonesty and carelessness.  You say that such a wage would mean that wealth, which has no need 

of it, would predominate in parliament?  A majority of today’s cabinet posts (and shadow cabinet) 

are occupied by multi-millionaires. 

*** 

TRADE UNIONS - Stick around.  I ask you to devolve to your constituent parts.  Those corporate 

identities mimic what you should oppose.  We need Bottom the Weaver’s Union, Snug the Joiner’s, 

shoemakers’, boat-builders’, black smiths’, bakers’, butchers’.... farmers’.  Farmers’ Union?  How 

we’ve fallen.  We can still have a union of unions though.  For myself I’ve sympathy with a revival of 

the trade guilds – proposed by some socialist and also anarchist writers.  I’m not sure how the 

mutation to the worshipful companies of this and that came about in the City.  With regards to the 

union of unions, I suppose that was the founding first principle of the Labour Party.  ‘Nuf said. 

*** 

LOCAL COUNCILS - I know that local councils – parish, town and county – are stuck between the hard 

place of government and the rock of corporate and super market power.  The Right of Appeal 

against planning decisions, heard in high courts and milked for despicable barristers’ fees at every 

turn has brought many councils to bankruptcy.  Knowing that council coffers are insufficient for a 

string of appeals, so that a rejected super market will eventually get its way, many councils now 

prudently give way at the first application. 

Corporate identity must have its citizen’s right of appeal removed, so that an open court need not be 

a high court.  Those within corporations already have citizen’s rights.  Corporations are abstractions 

created by the punts of a casino and although those punts have given them rights to property, right 

to citizenship is ridiculous. 

Local democracy does not function.  Town centres are drained of their life-blood by utterly 

unaccountable power.  Ring roads, visible from space are tamely provided by county councils to 

direct people towards the pockets of those powers. 

Of course the transition town movement is well-understood and the simplest thing I can ask of 

councils and councillors is to begin the transition – to an economy without coal, oil, gas and biofuels.  

That’s an engaging, fascinating and not an easy quest.  That it’s not easy makes it more fascinating.  

For instance, Westminster government is currently bending planning departments over painful 
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barrels, while dangling bribes - with regards to shale gas.  A French corporation is sniggering in the 

shadows.  Fracking, having been expelled from France is attractive to French mercenaries. 

Somehow, counsellors must resist torture from both the rock of corporations and the hard place of 

Westminster “government”.  

To me, what can liberate such a quest is the idea of commons, which I explore elsewhere in this 

book.  Anyway, some commons are roads, market squares, greens, parks and allotments, water – 

and (as I’ve explained) biomass.  A common is inherited from an ancestry to be passed on the 

descendents – or from the previous council and on to the next – That should be right up any 

council’s street. 

Restoration of local democracy; two fingers at corporate power; increasingly lively and convivial 

towns and villages – surely these could provide populist adventures for newly-popular councils and 

councillors? 

Of course, as with MPs, lawyers, GPs, dentists and so on, whose despicably-high wages attract the 

worst of people, council officials and leaders should not expect more money than a class teacher in a 

primary school. 

NGOs - I ask you to end the pretence that bad institutions can be changed for the better by 

improvements from within.  Those small improvements do more harm than good, since they give 

credence to bad behaviour by endorsing it (to however small an extent).  Change happens by what 

we do citizen by citizen.  Those bad institutions exist by either the consent, or otherwise the 

restraint, or channelled manipulation of citizens.  Institutions protect their states, whereas change 

comes by methods.  NGOs should encourage citizens to withdraw consent and also find ways to 

escape the restraint.  In doing so, better methods become liberated from the restraints of bad 

institutions and change becomes possible. 

Since it is the organisation which affects me most, I send this suit to the Soil Association.  It could be 

equally applied to Fair Trade certifiers. 

Remove your certification of the centralised distribution and procurement chains which supply super 

markets, endorse their bad practices, prolong oil-dependency and even more importantly - delay a 

resurgence of more resilient and appropriate systems.   

It is very difficult to sell organically-grown produce from a proper shop or market square, because 

shopping streets have been evacuated for the encampments of Soil Association-endorsed ring roads 

and retail parks.  Transition town efforts to create humanised, localised and convivial supply chains 

are negated, because shoppers can buy “organic” and “fair trade” dispensation for their guilt at 

shopping in a retail park. 

On the other hand, the Soil Association symbol could become a way mark to the future.  Instead of 

encouraging people in to super, it would lead them out towards an experimental, organically-

integrated economy.  I say experimental because revival of towns, villages, corner shops, workshops 

and an integral agriculture, must evolve by trial and error – by doing it – and by doing it one by one – 

sometimes a lonely thing.  The failures will prove as important as the successes. 
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 The Soil Association symbol could appear like pilgrims’ cockle shells in convivial places and would 

never be seen in the satanic mills of Azda, Morrison’s, Sainsbury’s, Tesco....  Surely that’s an 

engaging prospect? – one to revive the Soil Association by a symbiosis of soil, plant animal and 

culture and around which the spirits of Balfour, Massingham, Howard and friends would gather – 

whispering history’s encouragement.   

Improving the image of an amoral corporation by a moral endorsement does nothing to change 

either the amorality or the corporation.  Amorality cannot picture morality.  Rather it corrupts the 

probity of the endorsement to one of political expediency.  “Organic” expediency has gained sales, 

but has also lost the meaning of organic.  There are those within the Soil Association who have 

striven (and won) to change the symbol to a brand – and a super-marketable brand – one of health.  

In the process organic has jostled in the aisles with all the other health mountebanks.  Also in the 

process the word has lost its definition as a method and gained another as a meaningless state. 

“Organic” sales are now falling, because health food is a luxury to the hard-pressed.  Sales could 

have been rising, because organic systems answer the times – resource depletion, climate change 

and dispossessed labour. 

ORGANIC – Method which gains efficiency by imitating the cyclic behaviour of organisms. 

 Anyway an organic cockle shell could be a reassuring sight to weary travellers – It could mark some 

paths similarly followed by the transition town movement.  And it could appear on the hats of a 

swelling folk movement back into workshops, dairies, breweries, bakers, green-grocers, butchers, 

fish-mongers... and so on, of high streets and the complementary chandlers, iron-mongers, pubs, 

cafes, bookshops, music shops, cycle shops, libraries, post offices.... and then new buyers will move 

back into a marketplace for the more diverse produce of a diversity of holdings – from rural market-

gardens, fields, pastures and orchards to suburban and town sites as blockaded, oil-deprived Cuba 

did.   

Today the Soil Association releases guarded policy statements in imitation of a small and irritable 

nation state.  Yet organic methods are flexible methods which learn from the physics of nature and 

will also learn from the physics of the future.  Subtract input from output and organic methods out-

yield all others – and in a world in which those inputs are fast-dwindling.   

An alternative course would be to abandon organic standards and certification altogether.  After all, 

organic methods are ordinary methods to produce ordinary food from ordinary resources.  We could 

propose that extra-ordinary (and ephemeral), anachronistic, green revolutionary methods of 

artificial fertilisers, pesticides, fungicides, herbicides, growth-regulators and growth promoters 

should require labelling.  That could easily become a populist demand of a folk movement.  

However, and certainly in transition, I’d support the cockle shell. 

There has been a tendency for NGOs to present themselves in the image of small governments – 

issuing guarded policy statements and occasionally publishing reports of “in-depth” inquiries.  For 

every statement government issues, the NGO will mirror its own.  The serious language of state is 

shared by both governments and NGOs – and so curiosity, doubt and ingenuity are impossible to 
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both.  In wishing to be taken seriously, NGOs have become imprisoned in the serious and 

irresponsive language of state. 

However the language of tools is the language of cultures and NGOs must relearn it.  Issuing 

occasional documents in state language for the state may be OK now and then.  But the language of 

discourse is the language of tools.  NGOs could be a great and eloquent help if they’d use it. 

Sadly, most continue, just as governments do, frozen in state and corporate identity – issuing those 

state documents and worse – also issuing colourful leaflets and magazines for “public” consumption 

- composed in the imagined baby language of an insentient public dependency. 

Here is something, which I sent to members of the Soil Association Council in January 2013. 

ORGANIC – THE STATE OR THE METHOD? 

Organic methods hold answers to our post-modern question – How do we live happily from depleted 

resources and within physical limits?  Of course, if alternatively we attempt to transcend those limits 

as we have been doing by the massive powers of fossil fuels, then those limits will be dramatically 

and cruelly forced on us by desert, flood and storm.  Nicolas Stern has recently proposed that a four 

degree rise in temperature is very close – he means that our economies are heading towards the end 

of civilization. 

How do I define “organic”? – Adjective to describe methods which seek efficiency by imitating the 

behaviours of organisms. 

We immediately face a problem –  

The word organic has been adopted by a health-food industry, which has had no interest in organic 

techniques, but much interest in the health-giving properties of organically-labelled products. 

The accepted usage of “organic” has become an adjective to describe a pack of food which is free 

from pesticides, fungicides and herbicides.  The definition is of negative qualities – for what it is not, 

which has made the husbandry to produce that food more taxing and so more expensive.  The 

implication is for both sacrificed efficiency and sacrificed yield. 

However much “organic sector bodies” counter that view, their cause is lost because of that false 

definition – the state not the method.  Moreover in promoting the state of organic produce by 

promoting its health qualities those bodies have joined the many other mountebanks similarly 

promoting the qualities of other products.  “Organic” has become just another label in the 

marketplace.  It has also become another label which endorses the anti-organic and linear market we 

know as the super market.  Shoppers, who would otherwise avoid super markets, are encouraged 

inside by the purchase of an organic dispensation.  Meanwhile, those same organic shoppers have 

evacuated the durable, complex, long-evolved, deeply-imagined market places we know as market 

squares, proper shops, corner shops, village shops and their cyclic and diverse supply chains. 

That the UK Organic market is shrinking, while for the rest of Europe, it is expanding is easily 

explained - In the UK we have promoted organic health food, whereas Europeans have promoted the 

virtues of organic husbandry. 
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An organic state is a ridiculous state, which has no meaning.  Organic (carbon) chemists will find 

nothing to differentiate an organic from a none-organic product. 

What’s still more – A state may be dignified, but it can never be interesting, whereas a method 

immediately suggests questions, improvements, engagement, new ingenuities and so on.  All 

methods are fallible, but fallibility is what binds societies.  All new discoveries are hidden in mistakes. 

Cultures (& civilization herself), are methods of settlement.  When they become states to be 

protected, they decay into decadence and become irresponsive to what feeds them.  I suggest that 

the organic movement is in a decadent phase – protecting its state and identity and forgetting that it 

is but a technique – and that all techniques change and that change is their stimulus and life-blood. 

Of course Post Modernity is in a similar state of denial – believing its fossil fuelled elevation can be 

maintained by “The Future” bringing replacements for fossil fuels on the tide.   We are reminded of 

those forlorn, still-magnificent stone figures on Easter Island, gazing at nothingness.  I suggest that 

the Soil Association (for instance) has adopted a similarly noble pose. 

Perhaps the scriptures of the Organic Standards should be written in sand – like fleeting lives – rather 

than on her powerfully-imagined stones.  They should certainly be distanced from the cargo cult of 

post-modernity. 

Within all decadence there is tragedy - the tragedy of the mutation of original methodologies into 

settled states, because all states decay. 

Organically-imagined economies are those which sit most happily and so most efficiently within their 

ecologies.  Our organic economist must become curious about that ecology, particularly because - as 

an ecology changes so must human settlement of it.  That curiosity engages the trial and error of 

technology, the scepticism of science and the imaginative story-telling of Art. 

Let’s slay some ghosts – Some of our (to me) worst organic, complacent, consumerist, health-food 

dignitaries still speak of a holistic view, which transcends “old, reductionist paradigms”! 

Firstly, holistic imagination and reductionist scepticism are essential parts of what makes us human.  

They are not at war. 

Secondly, wild holistic ideas (untempered by scepticism) have been the cause of much of human 

misery – communism, capitalism, fascism, “scientific” progress.... On the other hand, an entirely-

sceptical, truly-scientific position is incapable of action, or of recommending courses of action – and 

so remains innocent. 

Another ghost to be slain is related to the ghostly elephant in our room – that is the use by NGOs 

such as the Soil Association of the language of states and not of the language of methods.  The one is 

dignified, defensive, strategic, advised and serious (even when adopting the over-jolly, but cynical 

languages of advertising and politics) – while the other is curious, humorous, diffident, specific...... 

This state language has been adopted as a means to out-state the state – to change it from within.  

For every government document an alternative NGO document is produced to counter it.   
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What hope has a little geezer of slowing humanity’s trajectory into an Anthropocene, which will very 

soon remove the agent of its cause? 

Even within the Soil Association, I’m utterly invisible. 

Anyway, at least I have something to address there. 

Firstly – It is essential to remove organic licenses from centralised distribution systems. 

The Soil Association could do so with very little disruption to the current “organic” market place, but 

with a renewed and dynamic re-focusing on organic methods as solutions to our economic questions. 

Soil Association licensees could still sell through super markets by using organic certification by other 

“organic sector bodies” of pack houses, dairies and abattoirs.  

Those shoppers who have no shops but super markets will still find organically-grown produce there, 

bearing the EC logo and that of other certifiers. 

However the Soil Association logo would become a way mark towards more durable and convivial 

systems, such as proper shops and market squares.  It would not be seen in super markets. 

In consequence the evacuation of town centres and village centres for the expansion of edge of 

town/out of town retail parks would be reversed to the extent of the Soil Association’s powers. 

At present, the Soil Association certification endorses and offers false-dispensation for utterly 

unsustainable systems. 

In spite of the more human corporate structures of the Co-op and Waitrose chains, both are as 

ruthlessly centralised in that competitive market as Tesco and Sainsbury’s are -  No organic logo for 

them either! 

We have to make a start.  The ways out from this mire are step by step through it.  We don’t change 

the mire from within without becoming a part of the mire.  We prudently and necessarily 

compromise with it, while walking towards something better. 

I appeal to the Soil Association to abandon the futility of improving a suicidal system from within and 

then to begin the journey through it to the other side. 

This is a noble purpose.  At the moment organic certification is doing far more harm than good. 

As an organic farmer, I am considering my own position.  I wonder if I have anything in common with 

the New Soil Association and also wonder for how long I can display her symbol on my produce. 

I would prefer to wear it with pride. 

Tragically, organic techniques out-yield all others – simply subtract input from output.  Also consider 

how those inputs are fast-dwindling...  

I expand on the above in appendix (1)  
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So I ask NGOs to think of their best function.  I suggest those functions are as forums for citizens: 

citizen farmers; gardeners; house-builders – meeting houses – libraries – clubs - convivial and 

catholic conversation facilitators.  I ask them to abandon delusions of influence – to stop taking 

subscriptions for futile lobbying of deaf governments.  Subscription can defer the good behaviour of 

citizens who buy it as dispensation for doing nothing.  Yet cultures are what their citizens get up to – 

not what their governments do.  NGOs can help the better behaviour of citizens by providing a 

medium for sharing knowledge, tools and delight – by being a part of that warm, social muddle of 

trial and error, which is the only route to the future.   

In short, NGOs must abandon futurism and embrace the present.  The present creates the future.   

The Transition Town Movement is on that track – as are societies of ramblers; bird-watchers; 

singers; knitters; gardeners...  Of course, better or alternative lives have been historically cultured in 

both church and pub.   

Let’s meet beneath the sign of the Hope and Anchor; the News from Nowhere.... the Cross; the 

Crescent; the Mistletoe.....  

*** 

AGRICULTURE - I shall be brief with regards to agricultural organisations, such as the Country 

Landowners Association, the Countryside Alliance, the NFU, the Organic Trade Board and so on – 

Bugger off! 

They merit no more conversation, than do the Adam Smith Institute, the Heartland Institute, Sense 

About Science and so on, to whom I re-iterate, Bugger off! 

They are all lobbyists for the protection of hidden moneys and interests. 

We could converse with those interests, if they’d converse.   

Anyway, since all modern cultures are agricultures generated by the labours of fields and gardens, 

the primary concern of modernity should be farming and growing, the distribution of produce and 

the return of wastes (fertility for future crops). 

Well-managed fields have released labour for other trades and for trade itself.  Oil-power has 

released still more labour for still more trades – so many, that most are unnecessary – and exist 

simply for exploitation.  Many people have become unnecessary too. 

Since oil-power is now impossible, unnecessary people will become necessary again and 

unnecessary trades will evaporate. 

It is nice to be needed.  It is nice that superfluous energy will evaporate. 

Every necessary trade will call for a flood of people to replace the massive powers of small streams 

of oil.  Those small streams had seemed so innocent, though marvellous in what they provided.  

Such an accepted gift, as in many a fairy tale came with another - terrible in its potency.  Climate 

change deniers hold onto the belief that the gift was both infinite and benign.  Is it that they are so 
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grateful, that they’d not insult it?  However, infinity cannot belong in mortality’s world.  Those fairy 

tales hold truth.  The black gold holds the last puckish laugh. 

However the gift’s contract is citizen by citizen.  We can refuse the gift.  The choice is Faustus’s - to 

live as a god for a span, then to descend into Hell, or to refuse the gift and remain in ordinary human 

nature in an ordinary limited world.  But here’s the thing – mortality ain’t so bad and what’s more, 

those worldly limits actually reveal the beautiful forms of the world – To refuse the gift of oil will set 

many things straight – extremities of wealth, unemployment and weary dependency on its supply 

will shrink into a road, which Everyman can travel on her own feet with a new responsibility and 

worth.   

Fields can shrink to the compass of man-power, rather than oil-power.  If we manage to produce fuel 

for internal combustion by anaerobic digestion, then it can only be for much smaller engines than 

farmers use today.  The same is the case for the size of renewable electricity vehicles.  Not only that, 

but they’ll be used intermittently and strategically. 

For instance, intensive horticulture may need a tractor (or a horse) for primary cultivations, but then 

not at all.  It is convenient that such a system can produce crop yields equivalent to, or often in 

excess of green revolutionary, prairie monocultures – and without the massive inputs of fuel, 

fertilisers and biocides. 

Of course true yield is output minus input and so prairie monocultures are extremely low yielding on 

that reckoning. 

The low-yield of intensive, organic horticulture, relative to human labour and its extremely high-yield 

relative to resource-use, have suddenly gained two major advantages, because many people would 

love to provide an input, while many natural resources have been mined to extinction.   

Cereals aside, the bulk of a city’s food could be supplied by such a horticulture, both within the city, 

(commercially and non-commercially, in the Havana manner) and also by a ring of commercial 

market gardens and orchards.  An integrated low-energy-use distribution system could be easily 

arranged over those short distances.  Some pastures could provide useful horticultural rotations, 

while also adding dairy produce to the supply chain.  Pasture will be useful to receive human 

manure, while over-wintered animal manure (produced by the pasture) can be used in horticulture. 

How wastes can be returned to more distant arable fields needs some answers.  The necessary 

rotation of pastures or green manures will severely reduce the acreage of cereals and pulses.  I hope 

that some answers will be found naturally by a reduction of meat in the diet.  Feed-lot cattle, pigs 

and poultry are utterly unsustainable, both economically and ecologically.  As they go, so will a 

massive and unnecessary use of arable acreage.  A judicious quantity of grain can be fed to poultry, 

perhaps in rotation with more-distant arable fields – for gleanings and the return of manure. 

The fertility of arable fields far from population centres may be remedied by a migration towards 

fertile land – thus easing both supply-chain problems and fertility problems.  Once again intensive 

horticulture can ring new settlements and can also be built into their design.  Strategic garden cities 

will provide for a migration from anachronistic, inland manufacturing towns.  
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Here are some figures for contemporary UK wheat production and consumption from the June 2009 

returns. 

Total wheat production       - 14.8 million tonnes 

25% export                           -   3.7 million tonnes 

40% animal feed                     - 5.92 million tonnes 

28.72% flour milling                - 4.25 million tonnes 

6.28% biscuit-making & etc.  - 0.93 million tonnes 

Average yield                           - 7 tonnes/hectare  (2.8 tonnes/acre) 

Flour milling consumption    - 5 million tonnes 

Imported for flour milling    - 0.75 million tonnes 

I imagine that the UK can keep the same acreage for wheat production (and maintain its fertility) by 

considerably-increasing the arable area of traditional dairy/livestock districts and similarly-reducing 

the cropping area and increasing the green manure and/or pasture areas of arable districts. 

If we guess at a crop reduction of 40% by the withdrawal of artificial inputs, then we can probably 

grow 8.8 million tonnes of wheat, giving us 2.87 million tonnes leeway (for poultry feed perhaps) – 

Cake-makers and fried egg butty-lovers rejoice! 

I hope that an increasing variety of farmers will attempt an increasing variety of systems, crops and 

diets.  I use wheat, as an example, because bread from wheat flour is our staple.  Elsewhere we’d 

find statistics for rice, sorghum, or maize. 

So what should farmers do now, locked as we are in existing supply and distribution chains?  It is 

simple to farm organically and it is urgent that every farmer does so.  It is the highest yielding 

system.  It sheds dependency.  It maintains the common good of soil.  It is also the technique (or 

range of techniques) which holds most possibility for improvement – many new farmers will provide 

many new experiences and many new brains.  The single-minded entirely-monetarist and corporate 

brain of Monsanto, Bayer and their acolytes has lost connection to natural laws of physics and 

biology.  Simply to be liberated from dependency on that anachronistic brain will bring many new 

methodologies.  In any case the green revolution will eventually grind to a halt, because it will have 

consumed the resources which once drove it. 

But markets are social systems.  We cannot conjure them from nowhere.  They are a battleground - 

the central battleground where the future will be fought.  I cannot sell without another to buy, nor 

can another buy without me to sell.  Chicken and egg situations require a transition period of faith, 

hope and compromise.  I cannot sell my produce in a market square, when the town has been 

evacuated to occupy an encamped ring of militant super markets.  As we’ve explored, organisations 

which should be side by side with our attempted creation of more durable markets are instead 

standing in super market aisles – attempting to make them better places.  The NFU, the Soil 
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Association and so on are all contriving to endorse the retail park and so to destroy the village; the 

town; the street market; the proper shop; the proper tradesman (sexless term).  So for the moment 

we have faith, hope, anxiety, compromise and perhaps rage at those who should be with us (and 

profess that they are so), but who are in effect, emphatically against us. 

As producers we must plod on – the revival of town centres may be such a delight that we can hope 

it will be a contagious delight.  The arrival of many newly-skilled tradesmen in the market will 

stimulate both its variety and its ability to adapt to scarcity and surplus.  As the number of buyers 

swells to a similar number of sellers so it will become a naturally fairer market.  Today we take what 

we’re given by a super-market-tied pack-house or abattoir.  Tens of thousands of producers supply a 

single buyer. 

One thing, I’d ask of farmers and growers, is to avoid the now fashionable dispensation cult of 

sequestration.  Those who control land are increasingly boasting of the carbon they have stored in 

their ownership.  Worse, many claim it as dispensation for carbon emissions from unrelated activity.  

We must manage fields well in any case and cannot offset bad behaviour by good behaviour 

elsewhere.  Moreover, such sequestration is the exclusive claim of those who are privileged to hold 

land.  Must those without land be guilty of their landlessness?  Can farmers be called not guilty of 

the same emissions for which the landless are called guilty?  That is not a durable relationship in 

which to build a convivial marketplace.  To own property, such as woodland or meadowland can be 

no dispensation for any sort of behaviour.  The propertied, once exclusively held the “democratic” 

vote, while women and the landless had no vote at all.  Claims for sequestration as dispensation is a 

return to such times – an enclosure of carbon into the property of the privileged. 

Doing the right thing should not be at the whim of “market signals”, of true cost accounting, or the 

current size of “organic”, or “fair trade” markets – or of agricultural subsidy incentives.  There is right 

and wrong.  Some wrongs are written in law.  Others are inherent in perceptions of proper 

behaviour – In other words if we want to be respected and befriended as a good citizen, we must 

behave as one.  The reward of respect and friendship is a good one.   

In my Midsummer Night’s Dream, soil is a common.  It cannot be owned as dispensation for 

anyone’s profligacy.  In the dream, good behaviour is a rule of belonging to the culture and cannot 

be bought and sold.  We should behave well on every occasion.  

Some promote true cost accounting today as a means to bring the effects of bad and good behaviour 

into the market place.  It has similar dangers to carbon trading, in which we can opt to buy some bad 

behaviour with the money we have made from the good.  A market place for morals is not a good 

idea. 

Of course, meanwhile, avoiding leaching and excessive gasification is the art of husbandry.  

Maintenance of soil life in both mass and diversity is the route to good cropping and to the 

emergent resilience of cultures.  It is good and laudable behaviour.  Part of good behaviour involves 

the trial and error of new techniques, which may leave us out of pocket, but may also leave us 

curious and engaged.  Perennial cereal varieties, mixed species and variety cropping, agro-forestry 

and so on are all still in their delightful infancy. 
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But the greatest (and also perhaps the most delightful) challenge is the replacement of oil power by 

man power. 

It is a pleasure to put the food we’ve grown on the family table and I’ve hopes that allotments and 

vegetable gardens will blossom in villages, towns, suburbs and cities.  Amateur (those who love) 

gardeners can be highly-skilled and in my future, I see many becoming commercial growers – 

accompanied by increasingly-colourful street markets. 

I still see ancient, slowly-evolved market places as the best.  No CSA or box scheme can replace a 

bustling town centre.  And so I see farm shops, box schemes, CSAs and so on as tools of transition, as 

we hang on by the skin of our teeth for everyone else to join us in a return to the ordinary flows of 

history.  There is no better community involvement than by simply paying a fair price for a fair wage 

– or conversely charging a fair price for a fair wage. 

In my future, I suggest that farmers’ will return to their fields           and gardens.  New opportunities 

will emerge in villages and towns for newly-skilled people to transform the produce and pass it on.  

After all, that is how our agricultures began – efficiencies of husbandry released labour for further 

ingenuity of trade and the trades.  All we have of modernity is an emergent property of fields. 

For ourselves at Bryn Cocyn we’ve set our course through farmers’ markets to pin a banner to the 

cause of ordinary food from ordinary soil by ordinary labour for ordinary customers in an ordinary 

marketplace.  We hope that the ordinary will prove a comfort to extra-ordinary times.  When we’ve 

all grown accustomed to being ordinary again then I hope the farmers’ market may vanish to mingle 

invisibly in the street market, which has a pedigree at least as far back as the Bronze Age and 

probably the Neolithic too. 

Both market hall and market street should be provided as a restoration of the common good by 

every town council.  There, added value produce can be traded.  Redundant super market buildings 

may also prove ideal as town auction buildings for fish, dairy, vegetable, fruit and meat as primary 

produce.  Buyers will be numerous tradesmen, from the town and surrounding villages – not the 

two, or three super-market buyers we see today.  Prices will certainly rise in consequence, but in 

such a relatively-true market-place, they cannot rise too far.   

Super marketed enclosure of responsible moral behaviour would be visibly and loudly overturned – 

likewise the consumer’s right to be dependent on that super market’s amoral behaviour.  The early-

morning intoning of auctioneers would be regular as cock crow and would bring a new excitement to 

town life.  

*** 

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 

A SIMPLE POLITICAL MANIFESTO FOR NOW - FOR THE UK AS IT IS 

THE TRANSITION 

OK put up or shut up you say?  Although the thesis of this book is that cultures are what we do – one 

by one - and that cultural change comes – also one by one – by the powers of fashion, necessity, 
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opportunity and so on - within the contrary influences of both physical and political restraint.  Here’s 

the basis for immediate political opportunities. 

The basis of political and judicial action must be to shrink the casino and to expand the real economy 

– that is to re-build assets and to diminish the careless spending of them.  The basis of both 

governance and law must be the maintenance of the common realm. 

The current basis for government manipulation seems to be to stimulate spending – some spending 

may build assets, but most must surely diminish them.  Current storm and flood damage will 

certainly stimulate spending and add to GDP figures, but in any proper book of accounts storm 

spending must be entered as loss. 

Here is Richard Douthwaite from an article published in 1997, courtesy of FEASTA 

Gross Domestic Product – the monetary value of a nation’s annual output – is a mixture of goods and 

bads, of costs and benefits. For example, GDP includes the value of the work generated by dealing 

with traffic accidents and cleaning up oil spills, and by other similar mishaps produced by the way the 

economic system operates. As a result, a rise in GDP these days gives very little indication whether 

the welfare of the population which produced it is rising as well. Indeed, researchers who have 

corrected GDP figures to eliminate the bads they contain have shown that on a sustainable basis, the 

growth process in some industrialised countries is actually making the majority of their populations 

worse off. 

The shared central doctrine of New Labour, Conservative and Liberal parties is an anti-capitalist one 

of a debt-created casino whose only regulator is the sea-level of the world economy as a whole.  

However, it should be easy for politicians within any of those parties to argue for a return to a 

capitalist economy in which the capital of labour, energy and resource are valued as the basis of 

prosperity.  It should be obvious to anyone (but isn’t) that the current economic upturn (January 

2014) is nothing of the kind.  Assets of every kind are diminishing, while increased consumption is 

emitting record levels of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere.  Consequent wild weather will 

further diminish assets - even though it will also increase spending and accelerate the suicidal growth 

of GDP.  

So government spending should be withdrawn from the casino and replaced in the real economy.  

New deals should replace quantitative easing.  We need to reduce money flow, while increasing 

economic activity – not an easy thing to do.    However if we consider that a litre of oil has equivalent 

energy to a man working manually for at least two weeks, then we can picture a fully-employed 

society within a shrunken economy.  We should aim towards the optimum point where money flow 

has descended and economic flow has ascended and both can equate.  GDP must shrink 

considerably – but a combination of judicious inflation coupled with a rising and purposeful 

employment may hold back the fears and superstitions, which traditionally lead to casino collapse.  

The casino must be gently and deliberately collapsed – and its punters lead away to where they can 

do no more harm.  Current policy is stimulating punts to the degree that a dramatic and violent 

collapse will be inevitable. 
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We must further consider the distribution of wealth in modern economies.  When a “good” occurs in 

an economy it is not the generators of that good, who benefit.  On the contrary, “the good” will 

inflate land value local to it, or which contains it, giving money to landlords and removing it from the 

generators of the good by increased rent.  Rentier economies leave both ingenuity and hard work, 

unrewarded and diminish true wealth creation (manufacturing, agriculture, ingenuity, probity) by 

swelling the value of the property market.  “Buy to let” which creates nothing is regarded by some as 

a business.  It is possible that there could be a change in that regard in public perception.  

Meanwhile, governments can tax property, which generates nothing, to justly re-pay that which 

does.  In effect, it can charge a rent for the enclosure of the common good.  Rentiers owe rent.  

If an economy is to live within its ecological limits, it must set out to achieve no less than a step by 

step replacement of massively-powerful fossil-fuelled machinery with more convivial but far less 

powerful wind, water, solar and man-powered tools. 

There is no escaping the diminishment of our powers.  It is plain that the more we assert an oil-

powered hubris, so the greater will be our natural nemesis. 

A proper economic system should be designed for the pursuit of happiness in various ways by a 

variety of human natures – it should facilitate the common good.  Because much of post modern 

activity is both unnecessary and unhappy, we can immediately shrink our economic size without 

diminishing happiness.  No-one needs to fly, or to travel twenty miles to work and back each day to a 

job which could (in a properly-evolved economy) be less than a ten minute walk away.  No-one 

“needs” the hassle of buying, maintaining, fuelling, insuring and parking a car – or to waste those 

hours in driving it. 

In consequence, if we remove superfluous things, such as unnecessary, expensive, time-wasting 

transport, GDP can easily shrink without loss of well-being.  But there will have to be new deal 

spending into new infrastructures and energy systems, which will stabilise inflationary anxiety by 

creating both paid employment and new assets.  Finding “green” fuel for transport has been the 

elephant in the room for green economic thinking.  It is convenient that by removing much of the 

need for transport we can partially solve the problems of sufficient energy, while also reduced the 

size of the economy - at a single stroke.  Perhaps, above all else, green transport fuels have most 

split environmental movements.  Our present retail and business infrastructures will need more 

green fuel than is possible.  Some see “second generation” biofuels as the only solution.  I think that 

both biofuels and present infrastructures are impossible. 

Raising revenue for the common good 

Here are UK tax receipts for 2011 – 2012  

Income Tax - £154 billion, National Insurance - £104 billion,        VAT - £101 billion, Corporation Tax - 

£39.86 billion, Fuel Duties - £26.2 billion, Business Rates £25.7 billion, Council Tax 26.3 billion, Total - 

£477 billion. 

1  – is a point aside, lest my readers grow anxious – Income tax and VAT are employed as 

transitionary taxes to be removed at the introduction of a  Site value tax – which I come to at point 8  
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2 – Transitionary Income Tax – 70% tax rate for income over one hundred and fifty thousand 

pounds, 50% tax rate for income of over one hundred thousand pounds.    40% tax over sixty 

thousand pounds, 30% tax over fourty thousand pounds, 20% tax over twenty thousand pounds and 

a tithe over twelve thousand pounds. Income below is tax free. 

3 – Financial Transaction Tax - I’ve always found the trading of money in the value of shares, bonds, 

futures, currencies and so on, so distasteful that I know little of its intricacies.  Since such trade 

contributes nothing and can disrupt much, a means must be found to discourage it.  A Tobin Tax, 

Robin Hood Tax, or Financial Transaction Tax would at least return value to the common good.  I’ve 

read that just a 0.01% tax on I know not what within those intricacies would raise £25 billion a year. 

I must point out that shares and bonds issued to raise money for a particular enterprise such as a 

harbour wall, or let’s say - a water mill, or community pub, shop, or a wind turbine are a very proper 

way for a community to be involved in its own infrastructures by financing them.  However, the 

trading of shares to merely cream the rising and falling values of a casino is a despicable thing.  

Those that buy and sell other people’s investments with no regard to what those investments had 

financed, must either be prevented from doing so, or taxed very heavily. 

How about a much larger tax on all financial transactions, which involve an interval between 

purchase and sale of less than one month, where what is purchased and sold is a share, bond, 

future, or currency exchange?  

4 – Tax Avoidance - An increase in revenue staff to explore ways to shut the loopholes of tax 

avoidance, evasion and off-shore accounts.  Of course this should be entered under, spending, but I 

enter it here, since its purpose is the recovery of very large amounts of avoided tax.  

5 – Scrapping the Trident nuclear programme will release £25 billion replacement cost, plus about 

£2 billion annual running costs. 

6 – Transitionary VAT at 20% to remain on none-food transactions, including alcohol, cannabis and 

tobacco, but excluding books and artist’s materials such as musical instruments and canvases.  VAT 

can be reclaimed by strategic businesses – to be determined – such as food production.  All other 

taxes are to be removed from alcohol, which is of course a convivial, cultural staple for the poor and 

an insignificant expense for the rich.  The aim of taxation should not be cultural exclusion. 

7 – Air Fuel duty to be immediately imposed at 80% with an escalator of 5% per annum.  The aim is 

to end air traffic altogether.  No-one has a need to fly.   

I am uncertain about taxation of marine red diesel and other oils. Red diesel for agriculture is to be 

placed on a strategic escalator, depending on cropping (food security) and farm incomes.   

I am also uncertain about levels of taxation for road transport fuel – beyond VAT, which can be 

reclaimed by strategic businesses.  It should also be placed on an escalator – we wish not only to 

considerably diminish the use of both fossil fuels and biofuels, but to remove them altogether.  

However, there will be a difficult period of transition.  Fuel tax is more effective than road tax, since 

it taxes consumption.  Biofuels are to be taxed at the same rate as fossil fuels – pending their total 

ban.  Biofuels for aviation will be taxed at the aviation rate.  Gas from anaerobic digestion will be 
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exempted from tax, because digestate is returned to the soil and we may think of soil as a common 

good. 

By biofuels I mean those derived from timber and other perennial biomass crops, such as willow, 

miscanthus, jatropha and rye grass, along with oil-seeds, cereals and arable bio-mass crops.  I 

include “wastes”, such as sewage, green-waste and paper.  I include so called “second generation” 

fuels such as kelp and algae.  

Tax relief for fossil fuel corporations will be ended as will all fossil-fuelled development “incentives”.  

Such as retail/business park development moneys, ring road “developments”, extra lanes on 

expressways and motor ways, high-speed rail, air-port expansion.... This should release considerable 

funding for new deal spending on renewable energy, town centre revival and so on both locally and 

nationally determined “goods”.  

8 - Site value tax – As we’ve explored, properties decay, depreciate and need repair and so it is the 

site value of the land beneath for which we pay those fairy-land prices.  People pay (or interest-

making banks do) into fairyland, because they speculate that property will become more and more 

valuable.  That people pay for what does not exist should be a cause for any economist’s anxiety.  

The property casino lives purely in the casino.  The power exists – to purchase service and command 

rent, but the capital does not.   Site value is an abstraction.  So proprietors wield power which has no 

capital connection to scarcity, surplus, or responsibility to future scarcity or surplus.  Yet their wealth 

increases as land value increases by the activities of others. Proprietors command people by both 

wage and rent with no corresponding feudal responsibility to those people.  Property-right comes 

without responsibility, even though property is an enclosure of a once-moral common. 

How do we lead prodigal punters home to the simple and humble value of their ordinary bricks and 

mortar?  If property falls from fairyland onto the ordinary physical ground of resource and labour 

values, then home-owners only lose if they were buying and selling as gamblers in the casino.  The 

greatest loser will be the bank – which holds the savings of the innocent.  Banks collapse and the 

innocent suffer.  However taxation of fairyland must be devised to bring it down to economic earth 

and to make reparation to the common good.  Enclosed land must pay a ground rent to the 

community from which it was once (for the most part) violently removed.  Escalating property values 

are the cause of extreme hierarchies: increasing wealth for some and increasing poverty for others.  

Rents reflect fairyland prices but are imposed on those who live in the limited world of their labour 

value. 

Winston Churchill put it very well in a speech mysteriously ascribed to a selection of locations, but 

certainly in 1909: 

Roads are made, streets are made, services are improved, electric light turns night into day, water is 

brought from reservoirs a hundred miles off in the mountains -- and all the while the landlord sits 

still. Every one of those improvements is effected by the labour and cost of other people and the 

taxpayers. To not one of those improvements does the land monopolist, as a land monopolist, 

contribute, and yet by every one of them the value of his land is enhanced. He renders no service to 

the community, he contributes nothing to the general welfare, he contributes nothing to the process 

from which his own enrichment is derived. 
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A site value tax based on the rental value of land will replace both income tax and VAT.  It will be 

promoted as restorative justice and spent into a citizen’s dividend or basic income.  No-one made 

the land and therefore it cannot have economic value.  Those who own land do so by enclosure or 

by inheritance from or by buying inherited acts of enclosure.  Enclosure transforms the common 

good into personal property.  Site value tax returns some value from the enclosure back to the 

common good.  (See the quote from Thomas Paine’s Agrarian Justice below) 

The widening gap between rich and poor is caused very simply by rising property values, which 

command rising rents from decreasing wages.  Property removes value from those that produce it.  

Site value tax adjusts that perversity by returning money to the real economy. 

Local government should have the primary role, but one shared with central government.  The 

esoteric world of land values will require straight forward thinking to disentangle its maze.  The old- 

fashioned term for it is monopoly.       

How do we spend it? 

Firstly here are the items, on which UK Government spent its tax revenues in 2013  

[Pensions (old age and sickness)                                          £138.1bn 
Health Care                                                                               £125.9bn 
Education £34.2bn + £59.1bn (local)  total education    = £97.2bn 
Defence                                                                                        £46.4bn 
Social Welfare (income support, unemployment benefits) £117bn 
 Protection (police, law, courts, fire)                                        £33.4bn 
Transport                                                                                     £18.5bn 
General Government (e.g. civil service)                                  £17.9bn 
Other Spending (local - waste management, leisure) –       £48.6bn                                                                                                                                               
Interest payments on Government debt –                             £45.1bn 
Total Spending                                                                           £683.bn 
Public Net Debt  £1,159) 

1 – Basic, or Citizen’s Income or Dividend - Introduction of a basic income of six thousand pounds for 

all citizens over eighteen years old and until death.  Pension and social security payments will be 

ended.  Those with the additional expenses of a disability will receive additional funds from the 

National Health Service.  Thus, the vast social security administration will be removed to leave a 

skeletal office staff – those that currently deal with pensions and national insurance.  Social work for 

disability assessments and so on will remain with local authorities and health authorities. 

In response to wide-spread enclosure of commons into the personal properties of the few, Thomas 
Paine was (I think) first to propose a citizen’s income for all citizens. 
 
“Men did not make the Earth.  Every proprietor owes the community a ground rent for the land which 
he holds”, Agrarian Justice 1797. 
 
Citizen’s dividend will be raised from a Site Value Tax which will replace income tax and also 
perhaps, National Insurance payments.  National Insurance may be continued at a variable rate 
through a transitionary period.  All taxation is (supposedly) returned to the common good, but 
National Insurance is popularly seen as innocent of manipulation. 
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We see that UK currently spends     
Pensions                                      £138.1 billion 
& Income Support & Unemployment Benefit      £117 billion         So that without changes to 

today’s tax and spend £266.1 billion could be spent equally between 48.08 million over 19 year olds 

at a rate of                                                               £5305 each per annum.  (No stats for 18 & over) 

      £50 billion (low figure) raised by FTT could raise that to 

£6345.67 per annum. 

The Citizen’s Income Trust shows how current benefits and allowances could be replaced by a 

substantial citizen’s income for the same cost.  It assumes the same tax revenue from an unchanged 

tax system.   

However, for me, the idea of restorative justice implicit in a land value tax is central to the idea of 

citizen’s income – that wealth is returned from what drains it to what generates it – and that a 

citizen’s contribution through work is not taxed.  The truth that property, not work makes money is 

an obvious injustice – a failure of a market system, which drains rather than contributes to the 

common good. 

Furthermore, the Citizen’s income Trust proposes an age-graded income of £56.25 per week for 0 – 

24 year olds, £71 per week for 25 – 64 year olds and £142.70 for over 65.  It attempts to keep 

pension payments the same and income taxation the same to prove that no boats need rocking – to 

smooth the passage for what after all is the trust’s end. 

Again, I see this as too complex.  It also distances the idea of restorative justice.  Firstly, children 

should be nurtured by their parents and not by the state.  So I’d begin a citizen’s Income as children 

enter adulthood at probably the age of eighteen and have it at the same rate through life.  I can see 

the reasoning behind the child income - not rocking the boat, while also providing every eighteen 

year old with a possible, accumulated saving of £52,650, when coming of age. (without interest, or 

having spent the interest)  Let’s stimulate both honest work and innocent childhood. 

I’ll put the Citizen’s Income Trust’s figures in the appendix (2).  

2 – Education - Citizen’s income should enable parenthood to be fulfilled, (a parent can stay at home 

or parenting can be shared by mutually part-time jobs).  Risk is also removed from new businesses, 

such as home-based businesses and also from apprenticeships and further education.  In 

consequence I propose to limit statutory schooling to between the ages of seven and fourteen.  

Further schooling can be obtained by those who desire it.  Learning and education are not at all the 

same things.  Indeed, amateur scholarship for its own sake and undistorted by curriculum will be 

supported by both basic income and a lack of statutory schooling.  I believe that the current 

educational system is limiting rather than inspiring.  Scholars will naturally converse, exchange and 

argue without the expensive four walls and administration costs of school and university.  

Apprentices of over fourteen years may have some support until they reach eighteen, when basic 

income will provide.  However, since parents will have parental obligation, perhaps such support will 

prove unnecessary. 
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That gap of four years is one which I haven’t resolved properly and expect trial and error to 

intervene.  I expect fourteen to eighteen year olds to be both supported by their parents and to 

support their parents.  

The education budget will be considerably reduced.  In consequence learning will increase. 

3 - Agriculture – a - An initial cap on CAP payments of twenty thousand pounds and the removal of 

the “historical” element. 

3b – The removal of tradable value from single farm payment rights, so that unused rights are 

returned to the common pool, rather than put on the market for sale. 

3c – The aim is to progressively-remove agricultural subsidy as food prices reach their proper level.  

The cheap food policy employed for the last sixty years has proved a difficult precedent to break.  

Cheap food has released money for spending on manufactured goods and so to a swelling GDP.  

Now that we need to reduce that spending, an inflated food price may be an effective vehicle – a 

part of the process.  It can also be a part of the process of repopulating town centres with the 

ingenious trades of green-grocer, baker, dairyman, butcher, brewer and so on and also to the 

diversity of cropping, which can lead to a resilient diversity of rotations.  Commodity markets had 

encouraged inefficient mono cultures – efficient for machinery, but highly-inefficient for ecology, 

economy and Man. 

So my aim is to end agricultural subsidy.  Such spending would be better directed to join the 

spending of strategic new deals. 

If we imagine an agriculture without subsidy, then we must also imagine regional protectionism.  

After all subsidy has been a form of protectionism – to protect those effected by the liberal market. 

Import tariffs could be imposed with a light touch – by mutual negotiation with trading partners, 

similarly protecting their essential primary economies.  We’ll re-introduce the Corn Laws. 

Only in recent times have we seen borders lifted for free money-flow, while at the same time 

borders have been erected to prevent the movement of people.  Historically, we have known the 

opposite.  Untamed money disrupts lives far more than a free movement of people. 

A return to the normality of history should not prove difficult. 

4 – New Deals -  New deals for rural housing, appropriate new businesses, renewable energy, canals, 

branch-line railways, small harbours, sail-trading companies.... can be strategically applied.  It is to 

be hoped that share or bond systems will finance much of the necessary new enterprise and in 

particular, local finance for local needs as we’ve seen today in community-owned pubs, shops, wind 

turbines and Scottish Islands!  Local currencies may prove useful to highlight deficiencies in local 

economies.  For instance, if my local currency cannot purchase what I need, then I may consider how 

I and my neighbours might set about providing it.  Had I sought what I needed by the national 

currency then no doubt my needs would have been supplied from a distance - I may not have 

considered the distance.  That’s both opportunity and resilience for you.  It also illustrates how real 
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local economies can “grow” by local labour if they are under-supplied.  However, beyond the 

sufficient supply, economic growth is an illusion made ridiculous by ecological and physical limits. 

Anyway, new deals employ people to create assets.  The more people at work the greater the 

ingenuity applied.  We’ll need a probable ten-fold increase in field-labour.  New deals in rural 

housing will provide work, while those employed through the deals may have gathered the lay of the 

land with regards to new employment and enterprises, once the deal has ended – and from the 

security of a home. 

New deals leave assets behind them.  Quantitative easing creates frivolous spending and leaves 

empty holes in the ground. 

According to Ben Dyson of the organisation, Positive Money the UK chancellor has released an 

incredible £375 billion into the “economy” (actually the casino), 40% of which ended in the property 

market (to stimulate further inequality) and only 13% to productive business. 

“In terms of where this private bank money went – 40 per cent went into the property market, 37 per 

cent to financial markets, 10 per cent to credit cards and personal loans and only 13 percent to 

productive business.” 

The chancellor would have done better to spend that 13%, or £48.74 billion directly in targeted new 

deals.  In any case the remaining 87%, or £326.25 billion has increased the distance between the 

money-flow and the real economy of resource and labour values.  It has done real harm. 

Meanwhile, the £50 billion replacement costs for the Trident nuclear submarine programme 

combined with its £2 billion annual running costs would be better spent into New Deals (for 

renewable energy and so on)  Similarly the proposed high speed rail link is a deal to nowhere.  The 

projected £42.6 billion funding would be better spent on canals and branch lines.  Then there’s the 

£17 billion proposed to build the Heathrow extension.   

So we have £109.6 billion, plus £2 billion annually released for either spending, or not spending 

simply by removing anachronisms from an age which has passed.  Ways to live within 

economic/ecologic limits will be found more by trial and error than by futuristic ideas.  It is sobering 

that although both railways and canals were originally built for more efficient horse-power they 

blossomed by the power of coal.  New methods for blossoming will be found within smaller limits. 

New deals should complement private finance to just the degree which becomes necessary.  

Community ownership of workshops, energy generation, woodlands and food-production and so on 

can be germinated by share or bond systems.  Likewise, community housing schemes could be 

developed in which the site value is held in common as the common good of the trust and bricks and 

mortar values are leased to house-holders. 

I think there may be about thirty million households in the UK.  If we released the ninety four billion 

pounds now set aside for the Trident and High Speed Rail programmes we could buy 2kw generating 

capacity in solar panels for every one of those homes. (£3013).  When people begin to generate their 

own energy, it is remarkable how they also begin to conserve it. 
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I wonder what wonders could have been achieved if the £375 billion of quantitative easing had been 

spent into new deals for green energy projects?  We’d be well on the way to a social adaption to 

both climate change and resource depletion, we’d have created real assets for the future and we’d 

have stimulated both real work and further opportunities for ingenuity. 

Moreover, money released from a cap on agricultural payments would be about a billion pounds in 

England alone – moneys which could be better spent through new deals in all sorts of ways (or not 

spent at all). 

As George Monbiot points out in a Guardian article (3rd March 2014) - The biggest 174 landowners in 

England take £120m between them. A €300,000 cap would have saved about £70m.  If farmers were 

subject to the benefits cap that applies to everyone else (£26,000), the saving would amount to 

about £1bn. 

 This is from Commons Sense – Co-operative Place Making and the Capturing of Land Value for 21st 

Century Garden Cities, published by Co-operatives UK 

In this time of growing austerity, revisiting pioneering ideas from the past on how land is owned and 
shared can be a source of innovation and insight on how to self-finance local economic renewal. 
Henry George posed the conundrum: why do we have industrial progress and yet rising poverty? As 
he showed, a key explanation is the way escalating land values contribute to a structural mal-
distribution of wealth. First, the value of land depends on location, and second, concentrated urban 
investment, both public and private, increases site values while in turn raising the costs of meeting 
basic urban needs – from housing to workspace and public services. How might this be overcome?  

As we can see today in the wake of the housing bubble, a lack of land value control has increased 
social redistribution costs for taxpayers and became a vicious circle triggering boom and bust. John 
Stuart Mill proposed a stability and affordability remedy: convert land into commonwealth (a) to 
control rising costs and (b) to capture socially both the ‘unearned increment’ and economic rent for 
the welfare of all. A century ago Ebenezer Howard showed how to put these insights into practice.  

Democratic ownership solutions in relation to land and capital are critical to financing in affordable 
ways the transition to green cities in the 21st century. How we transition to diverse forms of 
economic democracy is crucial. 

Furthermore, with regards to money creation by central banks this is from the introduction to Ann 
Pettifor’s new book, Just Money: How Society can Break the Despotic Power of Finance, published 
by Commonwealth, 2014 

I have two overriding objectives. First, to challenge and nail the argument that ‘there is no money’ for 
society to address major threats, to fight poverty and to meet human needs. Money and monetary 
systems, I will argue, are social constructs, and can and must be managed, mobilised and deployed to 
serve the wider interests of society and the ecosystem. 
Second, I want to force into the open a subject that is taboo: the role of private, commercial banks in 
the creation of money ‘out of thin air’. For too long orthodox economists have misled politicians and 
others, and focussed only on central bank money creation. They have deliberately downplayed the 
role of the private sector: in credit creation or ‘printing’ money; in providing or denying finance to 
productive sectors; and in generating inflation.  
Monetarists, such as those that advised Mrs Thatcher’s government, never accuse 
the private commercial banking system of ‘printing money’. Yet the private banking system ‘prints’ 
95% of the money in circulation in Britain, according to the governor of the Bank of England. It is they 
who hold the power in an unregulated system to provide or withhold finance from those active in the 
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economy*3+. Yet neoliberal economists largely ignore private money ‘printing’ and aim their fire 
instead at governments and state-backed central bankers whom they accuse of stoking inflation by 
the excessive creation of money. 
 

5 - NHS – I’ve hopes that a paired down education system, the scrapping of Trident, high speed rail 

link and Heathrow extension, plus the capping of agricultural subsidies to £20,000 per farm along 

with a higher tax revenue from site value & Tobin taxes will provide the leeway to fund both new 

deals and to revive the National Health Service.  Private contracts will end.  In any case those 

contracts were far too expensive.  I’m not qualified to present particular figures, but the debt-

created capital by which the private arms of the NHS were financed was plucked from empty air to 

control solid assets of both labour and resource. 

With regards to contracts, wages within the NHS are utterly unjust.  GPs and consultants are paid 

like princes; nursing staff manage OK while cleaning staff are on the edge of poverty. 

We need a change of wage culture.  GPs and consultants are fabulously-paid – have surplus for 

property-ownership and so are among the rich who get progressively richer.  It may be that status, 

such as General Practitioner has become a property which, similarly to land property, takes wealth 

from those that produce it. 

Our profession is our identity and pleasure.  A wage cannot pay for that.  Neither does a high wage 

attract the best professional.  On the contrary it attracts those in search of high wages – it attracts 

the worst. 

6 – Local Government - I’ve hopes that local democracy will be taken more seriously and that further 

powers can be devolved.  The oversight by the House of Lords over the House of Commons has been 

a useful, but compromised check on Commons excesses.  What if we changed the House of 

(anachronistic) Lords to a House of County Councils? – or of Town Councils perhaps?  I prefer the 

latter.  Constituencies have become side-lined by consensus party politics.  Such an arrangement 

may return regional problems to political conversation.  Trade unions have been similarly side-lined. 

Anyway nationally-raised taxes should supplement the locally-raised taxes of town and county-

councils to the degree of devolved activities.  If town and county councils have property rate and 

other revenue raising powers, then a visibly argumentative House of County/Town Councils may be 

an aid to the transparency of democracy.  

Fire and police services, coastguards and so on – The recently-closed coastguard stations must be 

re-opened and invaluable localised ingenuities and experiences must be preserved, rewarded and 

encouraged.  I’ve not the experience to offer changes to the fire service and humbly salute it.   

That the RNLI is a charity and that lifeboat crews are volunteers is a wonder that should make the 

cynical career politicians who lead our three largest political parties look inwards to their shrunken 

hearts and think better of human nature.  It is certain that wild weather is increasing in both severity 

and frequency.  The RNLI may need tax payer’s support.   
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However, the police service needs radical reform, which is beyond the scope of this book (or this 

writer at present). I need to cultivate a more distanced and colder eye.  You may guess that my 

estimation of the police service is not high.  It is certain that far from protecting either the common 

realm, or the laws which still enshrine it, the police for (the most part) protect a variety of 

enclosures of that common good.  An alien visitor might suppose that the police were mercenaries 

for the powerful interests of oil, chemical and retail companies and were placed strategically to 

protect lucrative supply chains from the innocent curiosity of “the public”. 

As you can see, I’m not qualified to give a balanced judgement at present.  I’m certain that many 

have entered the police service to do good.  It is also likely that many have resisted what seems to 

be a wide-spread corruption of its purposes.  Complex societies need policing.     

*** 

CHAPTER NINETEEN 

THE BENEFITS OF THE STATUS QUO MAY NOT BE AS WE SUPPOSE 

Here is Ivan Illich on the “benefits” of the average American’s car in 1973: 

The model American male devotes more than 1,600 hours a year to his car. He sits in it while it goes 
and while it stands idling. He parks it and searches for it. He earns the money to put down on it and 
to meet the monthly instalments. He works to pay for gasoline, tolls, insurance, taxes, and tickets. He 
spends four of his sixteen waking hours on the road or gathering his resources for it. And this figure 
does not take into account the time consumed by other activities dictated by transport: time spent in 
hospitals, traffic courts, and garages; time spent watching automobile commercials or attending 
consumer education meetings to improve the quality of the next buy. The model American puts in 
1,600 hours to get 7,500 miles: less than five miles per hour. In countries deprived of a transportation 
industry, people manage to do the same, walking wherever they want to go, and they allocate only 3 
to 8 per cent of their society's time budget to traffic instead of 28 per cent. What distinguishes the 
traffic in rich countries from the traffic in poor countries is not more mileage per hour of life-time for 
the majority, but more hours of compulsory consumption of high doses of energy, packaged and 
unequally distributed by the transportation industry. – from Ivan Illich, Energy and Equity, 1973 
 
I think that we can apply such an analysis to much of our lives.  How much life do we waste in pursuit 
of a better life?  How many hours of work do we undertake simply to pay for labour-saving devises?  
It is clear that many machines have made slaves of their purchasers, rather than easing their 
purchaser’s lot.  What’s more, purchases become property and immediately make inequalities 
apparent – even though it may be argued that the machine has replaced the servant.  Two people 
walking side-by-side are more or less equal until they enter their properties – their cars; their houses 
– or display their purchases of service – air-tickets, or hotel reservations.  So is the post-modern 
question not machinery or labour? – but, servants or machines?  If so, since the servant has made 
the machine, how do we escape the world of service to find a better one of responsible roles. 
 
Post modernity has assumed a world of service (and servitude).  It is implicit in the rights machinery 
of consumerism.  We have those rights to just the extent of the purchase price.   
 
Post modernity proposes that consumer choice triggers market signals for the social system as a 
whole to adjust its behaviour.  Political parties are displayed in a political shopping aisle for similar 
choices.  Party packages are identical in style to those of beer cans, or yoghurt pots.  They have been 
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designed in the same advertising agencies.  We vote for (in ballot or purchase) changes in an 
undefined provision.  There is no forum in which to profess personal responsibility to provide, to 
express the scarcities or difficulties of provision, or to share ingenuities and dexterities of technique. 
 
The role of professional has come to mean not one who professes, but one who is discrete. 
 
As we’ve explored, to attempt to change such a system from within ends as an ephemeral suit from 
a dependant for a better provision.  The system will remain unchanged, but the suitor may go away 
partially satisfied.  For instance, more Fair Trade and Organic labels may appear on the super market 
shelf, but consequently more organic growers will be locked in dependency on an amoral 
commodity market, while those who attempt to trade in the more convivial market-places of proper 
shops and market squares will find those places increasingly deserted. 
 
Thinking of purchase – not of production, to suppose that our purchase makes the world a better 
place may be true only if it is purchased in a better place - so swelling a better marketplace, such as 
our corner shop.  Purchasing a “better product” to improve a worse marketplace both endorses and 
swells the worse marketplace and diminishes the possibility of a better one.  Thinking of purchase, 
the act of where we purchase is the only act to require a personal moral consideration in a 
dependent culture and so it should be important to us.  What we purchase is decided by a balanced 
consideration of the actions of others on whom we depend. 
 
Thinking of production, we can make the world a better or worse place by our methods of 
production and by our consumption of raw materials, but our method of distribution also carries a 
personal moral consideration. 
 
To suppose that a machine increases the happiness of my chores may be true in some cases and not 
in others. 
 
Purchasing machinery purchases service to just the degree of our monetary status.  The monetary 
status and its demand for service is the status quo.  It is a demand which comes with a property-
right, but without a moral.  Property is an established state.  Property rights ask for the 
responsibilities of others but have none of their own. 
So the property right which comes with my purchase re-enforces my dependency. 
 
The purpose of this book is to search for ways in which citizens can assert the responsibility which is 
currently denied them.  Throughout the hierarchical structure of current behaviour and governance 
there is no-one in charge – simply a network of property-right-holders asserting their dependency on 
the status quo.  Even those who consider themselves in pursuit of an egalitarian end, have come to 
promote “social mobility” – That is, they approve the unequal social hierarchy through which that 
mobility must move.  They approve the right for inequality. 
 
Meanwhile, the dispossessed hold onto the rights they’ve been given.  Those rights are principally 
the rights to consume and the rights to vote – in both cases the right to consumer-choice. 

With regards to the benefits of consumerism, such as consumer right, low prices and shed-
responsibility, this is (presciently) from Why Socialism by Albert Einstein, published in the first 
Monthly Review, May 1949 and re-published in the fiftieth anniversary edition. 

I have now reached the point where I may indicate briefly what to me constitutes the essence of the 
crisis of our time. It concerns the relationship of the individual to society. The individual has become 
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more conscious than ever of his dependence upon society. But he does not experience this 
dependence as a positive asset, as an organic tie, as a protective force, but rather as a threat to his 
natural rights, or even to his economic existence. Moreover, his position in society is such that the 
egotistical drives of his make-up are constantly being accentuated, while his social drives, which are 
by nature weaker, progressively deteriorate. All human beings, whatever their position in society, are 
suffering from this process of deterioration. Unknowingly prisoners of their own egotism, they feel 
insecure, lonely, and deprived of the naive, simple, and unsophisticated enjoyment of life. Man can 
find meaning in life, short and perilous as it is, only through devoting himself to society. 

*** 

CHAPTER TWENTY 

THE APPARENT AUSTERITY OF AN OIL-LESS LIFE MAY BE MORE CONVIVIAL AND FULL THAN WE HAVE 

IMAGINED 

Ivan Illich sought to discover how some tools could assist convivial societies and how some created 

social division.  He could see that social behaviour in Nineteen Seventy indicated that despite a 

dependency on finite supplies, most people lived as though they had infinity in the tank.   He knew 

that such behaviour would grind any culture to a halt, but I doubt that he could foresee the even 

wilder excesses of today.  However, if we put climate change aside, then we have the advantage that 

many can now visualise the precarious state of the developed world’s economies.  Energy supply is 

shrinking, while money supply, by force of habitual denial, is continuing to expand.  So the cliff over 

which we’ll fall is becoming progressively taller – and progressively, if intermittently more apparent 

to more people. 

But this provides the opportunity to reconsider our tools.  Cultures are what we do and so tools are 

central to considerations of proper behaviour.   

A happy culture will develop tools to sit easily in its ecology and with regards to replacing oil-power 

with man-power, one in which we don’t work for a happy leisure time, after we have clocked-off, 

but work to be happy. 

It is a post-modern perversity that we agree to unhappy work to pay for happiness at leisure.  For 

many, their life’s purpose has become the pursuit of happy leisure by means of unhappy work.  

What we do is therefore regarded as what we don’t do.  Our identity is our conspicuous leisure - the 

larger our purchase of property or service, so the larger will be our happiness.  That what we do at 

work is unimportant is a demonstration of how easily we have slid into the ridiculous, barely-

considered status quo cult of economic growth from diminishing resources and of future (none 

existent) abstract ideas replacing those vanished resources.  In short, we don’t consider our work.  

We consider our leisure.  What’s more, no-one else considers our work either.  There is no-body in 

charge. 

Finally, of course, none of us will be able to put climate change aside.   

So now I shove forward (again) the both radical and ancient proposition that civilisation is what we 

do; that true identity is what we do; that happiness is in what we do; that everything we do has an 
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effect; that those effects are ours to consider, study, delight in, or remedy by what we do.  We, not 

authorities are responsible for our effects. 

None will dispute that putting anything more than food, conversations and songs on the table, 

beneath a more or less comfortable roof (and paying basic bills) leads to happiness.  Indeed it is 

anciently proposed and (I think) universally accepted that additional properties and services lead 

only to anxiety, defensiveness and unhappiness. 

So I propose that we demand happiness at work – that is - the liberty to be professional rather than 

discretional.  I propose that there could be a contagious fashion, or folk movement for that demand.  

If what we do becomes important, then the effects of what we do become important to us and our 

curiosity and ingenuity can expand. 

What are tools for happiness, or in Ivan Illich’s words – What are convivial tools? 

We’ve seen that if we re-organise ourselves, (as in the true meaning of organic) then, for instance, 

all those hours of misery “worked” to pay for the car, its fuel, insurance, maintenance and the time 

spent driving it and parking it and anxiously flaunting it may be removed at a stroke by removing the 

need for out-of-town super markets and distant, centralised work-places. 

When that disorganisation (or anti-organic system) is entirely-dependent on a continuous supply of 

fast-disappearing fossil fuels, or of dust-bowl-creating, famine-inducing bio fuels, then it becomes 

plain that we must re-organise fast.  That we have not already done so is a measure of the potency 

of this delusion: because the marvellous power of oil is irreplaceable, we cannot live without it. 

The truth is that the topography now visible from space - of ring roads, industrial estates; retail 

parks; motorways; endless streams of headlights; vapour trails teased-out into anthropogenic cirrus 

clouds; cities levelled by just a handful of missiles fired from very safe distances – all are products of 

that marvel.  Not one of those things is necessary and not one has contributed either to happiness or 

to the essential integration of economies into the ecologies which sustain them.  We used oil, as we 

climbed Everest – because it was there.  Climbing Everest had no effect.  Using oil has created an 

Everest of effects – marvels – but most with no purpose – simply because we could.  It has also 

created those extra hundred or so parts per million of CO2 in the atmosphere.  As Richard Heinberg 

points out – economies have not grown by a series of improving technologies, but simply by 

increasing consumption of coal, gas and oil. 

If our energy-use is confined to heating and building homes and work places and to a transport 

system with perhaps a fiftieth of today’s energy needs, then I suggest that our large population can 

probably live at ease in its finite Earth.  I also suggest that such a world would make most of us very-

much happier.  A fiftieth?  Yes.  It is possible.  Your relatives are in America?  A schooner lies at the 

quay.... 

Of course, the foundation of all cultures is soil and the founding techniques of modern cultures are 

agricultural techniques. 

The same acreage has been farmed for centuries by horse, ox and man-power and so it is ridiculous 

to say that without oil-power productivity must necessarily falter.  In returning to man-power, we 
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return to ingenuity, dexterity, perception and the morals of consequence.  That production per 

man/hour will dramatically falter as “men” replace oil can be turned on its head by considering that 

dispossessed labour can return to its livings, while dehumanised fields become repopulated with 

observant eyes, ears, noses, professional voices and engaged hearts.  We’ll have the same human 

population per acre and at the least, a similar crop production per acre.  But fields will be 

humanised, just as the dereliction of manufacturing towns is evacuated and people occupy some 

commons beneath the old enclosures.  If we’ve the food, then all the rest of a civilisation can follow. 

The UN points out that small farmers grow seventy percent of the world’s food, as a valuable report 

from GRAIN shows, on less than twenty five percent of farmland (see appendix 3).  

Of course productivity will falter during the transition from what was always destined to be an 

ephemeral green revolution towards the resumption of ordinary laws of appropriately-tooled 

history.  For instance, we have a UK government fervently set on the cult of very large, satellite-

aided, labour-shedding, oil-eating, machinery to cultivate pesticided, herbicided, fungicided, heavily-

fertilised fields.  Those fields are little more than stuff to hold plants upright, while diminishing 

supplies of phosphate and potash are poured in.  Abundant nitrogen is fixed from the air, but by the 

energy of similarly diminishing fossil fuels.  The longer the transition is delayed, so the more likely 

will we face mass starvation and its consequences: migration, war and lawlessness.  

How can shed labour be happy, since happiness is in what we do?  Various historical waves have 

enclosed commons, shedding people for sheep and for the power of holding property.  Now the 

propertied are shedding even more people, not for increased production, but for the delusions of 

the machinery market.  As we’ve seen, it is not production which accumulates wealth, but property. 

The casino price of land has risen to beyond the possibilities of fairytales – for nothing – for the 

whim of punters – for the joy of machinery purchasers and people clearers – for the joy of bankers 

who readily shell out readies on the now magnificent security of land. 

Post modern husbandries are decided, not by experience, but by the pages of glossy machinery, 

pesticide and veterinary catalogues.  The knowledge economy is at its zenith in a society in which 

ingenuity and dexterity have been enclosed and then sold as technology transfer – obtainable 

through coffee table-like brochures and promoted by government policy documents as the march of 

progress.  No-one wants to stop the selling, so long as there is something to be sold.   

Vast inputs of sold fertilisers have been enough to create the biomass of most of the food in our 

super markets with little contribution from the biomass of soil.  Fossilised biomass has fed a plague 

of humanity, but the sources are shrinking.  Soil, which is the natural power-house of all terrestrial 

life, often lies sickly and underused.  The biomass and diversity of soil is the key to a secret – we 

came from it in the first place and we can come from it again.  I think that a revival of soil-life can 

feed even current fossil-grown populations.  If we contribute to the soil, then the soil will contribute 

to us.  Will human population rise still further as most suggest?  I think not.  Population grew by the 

power of vast sediments of fossilised life.  That’s history.  I think that populations will begin to fall.   
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Let’s repeat Tom Paine, Men did not make the Earth.  Every proprietor owes the community a ground 

rent for the land which he holds.  Let’s hope that as we come to understand that we depend on the 

productive power of a common terrain that we also revive the primary question of just distribution. 

As thinkers such as Tom Paine, John Stuart Mill and Henry George saw, inequality between rich and 

poor expands as economies develop – not by the means to create wealth, but simply by the 

increasing value of land - which inevitably and always accompanies increased production.  Wealth is 

created by the skill and dexterity of labour, but wages for labour, instead of rising with production 

will always fall.  Land value and land rental will always rise - so commanding a rising base for further 

borrowing at an interest rate lower than the value of the property-increase.   

This is from the executive director of the Fairtrade Foundation: 
 
"There is a phenomenal concentration of power in the hands of a few. For instance, if you look at 
cocoa, coffee, sugar and bananas you have millions of small holders selling to a handful of companies 
who then sell on to billions of consumers. 

"For example, 75% of bananas are in the hands of five companies, there are 5m cocoa smallholders 
selling to just four traders. 

"This extraordinary concentration of power means that over the last 40 years there had been a drive 
down of prices going back to the farmers – today cocoa farmers receive approximately 3% of an 
average price of a chocolate bar, whereas in the 1980s they received 18%." 

That most land-property has been stolen from the common by a variety of historical acts of violence 

means that any primary moral consideration of a just, settled society, must consider restoratory 

justice by law (land reform) and by taxation.  That wealth accumulates, not by economic activity, but 

by enclosure of commons means that increasingly-wealthy cultures become progressively less 

responsive to the environments on which they depend.  The state of property overrides the method 

of settlement.  We’ve seen how both governments and citizens have become blind to the climate 

change they are causing – I suggest that is why the post-modern “economy” responds only to 

adverse reactions to the settled state of property and not to natural reactions to the methods of 

human settlement. 

That floods and storms are an anxiety to the propertied, may be useful in redirecting ingenuity 

towards – not the state of settlement, but the methods of settlement – from property value to 

labour value. 

Interestingly, even John Locke whose Seventeenth Century writings have been used to justify 

invasions, enclosures and the right of property owners to “freedom” (irresponsibility), believed that 

land could be enclosed only to the limit of at least where there is enough, and as good, left in 

common for others. 

Here is David Bollier, from Think Like a Commoner: Locke starts with the idea that human beings are 

isolated individuals with sweeping rights of personal entitlement to resources based upon the labour 

they invest in developing them.  This is Locke’s “Labour theory of value”.  It was his attempt to 

emancipate people from kingly dominion.  I think that if John Locke was writing today he might 

consider emancipation from the private property dominion, he had once advocated as overturning 

the tyranny of kings.  Following from Locke, G K Chesterton believed Everyman had a right to own a 
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house – a home as castle.  His attempted political movement, distributism, was an egalitarian one.   

 “There is less difference than many suppose between the ideal socialist system, in which the big 

businesses are run by the state, and the present capitalist system, in which the state is run by the big 

businesses. They are much nearer to each other than either is to my own ideal; of breaking up the big 

businesses into a multitude of small businesses.”  You see, there are those on a wide variety of 

journeys, who seek similar ends.  Let’s watch and listen, while travelling our own with more curiosity 

and surprised delight than the fanatic’s passionate intensity.  That neo-liberalism has hoisted 

portraits of Adam Smith and John Locke as flags in the conflict is not the fault of Adam and John.                                                                                             

Here is the legendary Bhaskar Save’s list of the eighteen major differences between chemical 

farming and organic farming in harmony with nature (courtesy of the Institute for Science in 

Society): 

1. Chemical farming fragments the web of life; organic farming nurtures its wholeness. 
2. Chemical farming depends on fossil oil; organic farming on living soil. 
3. Chemical farmers see their land as a dead medium; organic farmers know theirs is teeming 

with life. 
4. Chemical farming pollutes the air, water and soil; organic farming purifies and renews them. 
5. Chemical farming uses large quantities of water and depletes aquifers; organic farming 

requires much less irrigation, and recharges groundwater. 
6. Chemical farming is mono-cultural and destroys diversity; organic farming is poly-cultural 

and nurtures diversity. 
7. Chemical farming produces poisoned food; organic farming yields nourishing, poison-free 

food. 
8. Chemical farming has a short history and threatens a dim future; organic farming has a long 

history and promises a bright future. 
9. Chemical farming is an alien, imported technology; organic farming has evolved 

indigenously. 
10. Chemical farming is propagated through schooled, institutional misinformation; organic 

farming learns from Nature and farmers’ experience. 
11. Chemical farming benefits traders and industrialists; organic farming benefits the farmer, 

the environment and society as a whole. 
12. Chemical farming robs the self-reliance (and self-respect) of farmers and villages; organic 

farming restores and strengthens it. 
13. Chemical farming progressively leads to bankruptcy and misery; organic farming liberates 

people from debt and woe. 
14. Chemical farming is violent and entropic; organic farming is non-violent and synergistic. 
15. Chemical farming is a hollow ‘green revolution’; organic farming is the true green revolution. 
16. Chemical farming is crudely materialistic, with no ideological mooring; organic farming is 

rooted in spirituality and abiding truth. 
17. Chemical farming is suicidal, moving from life to death; organic farming is the road to 

regeneration. 
18. Chemical farming is the vehicle of commerce and oppression; organic farming is the path of 

culture and co-evolution. 

Tragically many of those points cannot be applied to the corporate supply chains of consumerist 
UK and European “organic” agriculture.  
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As Albert Einstein expressed in the last chapter, simply by reclaiming social responsibility we 
reclaim our human nature and shed those corporate dehumanised supply chains.  We arrange 
our own supply – or rather we rub shoulders in a convivial, bustling muddle of expressed and 
professed responsibilities.  The society which emerges will be too complex to describe precisely 
– just as all organisms are.  People seek wealth, because they seek the social status it confers.  
Well, a far happier route to social status – and a more durable one is to contribute to society and 
to become a valued member of it.  

*** 

CHAPTER TWENTY ONE 

THE LARGER WORLD 

I am responsible for my actions, my work and the thoughts I contribute to the common pot.  My 

thesis has been that whatever and whoever is in power over my culture and on whatever scale, the 

culture remains just what my friends and neighbours get up to.  Power can assist or restrain; protect 

or destroy what we do, but nevertheless it is what we do. 

History has some unpleasant lessons for my thesis.  For instance, I picture a world of small nation 

states, integrated into cultural trading partnerships – sometimes sharing an international currency 

alongside more localised exchanges.  I see some localised controls (protection) of money flow, but 

open borders for people.  I say that the sea provides convenient trading routes to exchange cultural 

and climatic advantages - opposite coasts facilitate easier and better (more diverse) trade than 

national routes inland.  However, the larger part of my economy remains to be generated locally. 

An unpleasant historical lesson is that of empire against balkanisation.  It is a horrible truth that 

multiple violent invasions resulting in empire have often brought peace between factions.  

Sometimes invaders have left the invaded cultures intact – to continue generating what was peculiar 

to that culture.  The British Empire emulated the Roman – and would have done better by 

restraining its missionary tendency.  The Mogul Empire did do better in that respect.  Of course, 

although what was peculiar to a culture was creamed off as spoils to the conqueror, yet peace and 

some form of justice often remained. 

My perhaps romanticised international trade of the Bronze Age may be unbalanced (if we are 

considering good lives) by the heroic warrior cultures of its city states. 

Despite a fearsome warrior status, Scottish, rival clan culture and Welsh, rival princedoms were 

eventually unable to protect their kinsmen and peoples, from the violence of the more unified “and 

subjected” people of the Saxon/Norman kingdoms. 

Nevertheless, I continue to dream of that balkanisation – indeed of Ruritania – bucolic, ingenious, 

convivial.... Welsh, Scots, Irish, English independence – manageable – democratic.... 

Can I dream of it, only because the dream can emerge beneath a globalised corporate trading 

empire, which keeps a sort of peace?  No-one has locked me up for the dream. 
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However, that sort of peace may be disputed by the many hundreds of thousands very-recently 

murdered from very safe distances in regions which were thought to destabilise the motive powers 

of that empire - its oil supply, gas pipe-lines and its markets for consumer goods. 

It may be disputed by the storm-tossed Philippines and by the many communities soon to be 

engulfed by the sea.  That violently-maintained oil supply will in a just a decade or two, raise global 

temperatures by two degrees and sea level by a metre.  It seems nearly certain that temperature will 

rise still further – leading to economic chaos in every corner of the world. 

It may be disputed by those who watch degraded soils pour out to sea, or by impoverished 

communities who are forced to buy expensive seed and ditch their own varieties – to buy GM 

Golden Rice enriched with Carotene for Vitamin A to replace what people were missing in the first 

place – a few green leaves or a single root vegetable per day.  Golden Rice is designed to keep 

people in the extreme poverty of a single bowl of rice a day without the “need” for a single 

vegetable – and without going blind.  Expensive seed, which cannot be kept for re-sowing is the 

strangest sort of remedy for poverty.  I think a green leaf or two would prove far cheaper, far more 

beneficial – and a source of pleasure.  

I must dispute it just because cultures are what we do, not what the powerful would maintain.  The 

only step is the first step, which leads to the next and all those which follow in sequence.  The only 

house (for my actions) is my house.  The only parish is my parish.... The only state is the family of all 

the families of which mine is a part.  A country the size of Wales seems about right.  Will Balkan-

sized states learn from history?  Normally, I’d doubt it.  But these are not normal times.  Balkan 

states may learn from this most extra-ordinary turn of history, which is that extra-ordinary fossil-

powered behaviour will destroy all that is ordinary in all our lives.   

I should have shrunk these words to a Balkan sentence, distilled from the loquacious empire of the 

book:  Please become ordinary again. 

Can we drink to that? 

Anyway, empire, or large, composite nation states will always drain wealth towards the centre 

where rentier effect will lower manufacturing and agricultural value.  Of course the same can occur 

in the microcosm of a similarly-regulated Baltic state.  However, trade between Baltic states will be 

more equal and advantageous than that towards an empire’s centre.  There is currently much Balkan 

conversation in Scotland about beneficial Scandinavian/Scottish trading alliances. 

Moreover the trade blocks of today, such as the EU, the US, China and India are awash with 

corporate commodities which are utterly unresponsive to either vernacular needs, or physical laws 

of scarcity/surplus. 

The forthcoming Trans-Atlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) is a European/American 
agreement to place “the wealth of nations” entirely in unaccountable corporate hands.  The last 
trade restrictions are to be torn down and electorates will have no say (outside consumer-choice 
inside what is provided) in the governance of capital resources and the maintenance of commons.  
Here’s what the Trans-Atlantic Business Council have to say with regards to energy in their 
recommendations to TTIP. 
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To ensure non-discrimination in the trade of energy goods, the agreement should also reject the 
differentiation between different kinds of fuels based on arbitrary taxonomy such as that proposed 
by the EU Fuel Quality Directive, and more generally any measure having an extraterritorial anti-
trade effect. 
 
That arbitrary taxonomy holds what differentiates between the continuation of civilisation and its 
end.  One extraterritorial anti-trade effect may be a civilised future.  It is (I think) tacitly understood 
that the Trans-Atlantic Business Council will ghost write TTIP, for elected representatives of mere 
nation states to sign.  

*** 

One well-meant, but still malignant effect of empire is that of individuals from mother countries 

setting out to make “the dependencies” better places.  Young people (in particular) will set out in 

their “gap years” to “build” wells for clean water and so on.  I use inverted commas, because those 

young people will have no skills, may well have conceited ideas about “education” and will, as likely 

as not be a further burden on local resources. 

As usual Ivan Illich puts it best: 

Cuernavaca Speech to US Peace-Corp Students, 1968 

I am here to suggest that you voluntarily renounce exercising the power which being an American 

gives you. I am here to entreat you to freely, consciously and humbly give up the legal right you have 

to impose your benevolence on Mexico. I am here to challenge you to recognize your inability, your 

powerlessness and your incapacity to do the "good" which you intended to do.  

 

I am here to entreat you to use your money, your status and your education to travel in Latin 

America. Come to look, come to climb our mountains, to enjoy our flowers. Come to study. But do not 

come to help.  

*** 

CHAPTER TWENTY TWO 

FANATACISM 

Even so, with regards to raising our glasses to the ordinary, we should resist becoming too 

passionately ordinary.  We should also try not to make an evil of what threatens our ordinariness. 

After all, though my ordinariness is my humanity to be sure – it can also be specific things – my 

profession; my village; my street; my culture; my language; my skin colour; my race....   

With usura hath no man a house of good stone,                                                                                        

With Usura hath no man a painted paradise on his church wall,                                                                

Contra Natura – Sin against Nature.... 

So says Ezra Pound – and so I say too. 
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Well Ezra was lead towards Mussolini.  Many of those of the cultural and agrarian movement of the 

post and pre-thirty-nine to fourty-five war had been lead towards Oswald Mosley.  Many embraced 

organic farming methods, ideas of restorative justice such as social credit and were coloured by the 

“arts and crafts” ideas of John Ruskin and William Morris.  Socialism and fascism share similar 

springs. 

The green movement (or movements) shares the same spring – and it is a beautiful spring.  We’ve 

explored how ideas are used as fanatical flags for unsavoury ends.  The ideas are innocent.  The 

fanaticism, or opportunistic appropriation of them, is guilty.   

Fastidious, post-modern socialites and journalists skirt those with a “taint” by association – such as 

great writers T S Eliot and Walter De La Mare – even G K Chesterton comes in for a prudish brush 

behind the door.  Of course, his friend, Hillaire Belloc, may have lived there in the first place, as 

might Siegfried Sassoon’s friend, Edmund Blunden.  I list some famous names as representative of 

“green” culture, but for an erudite and curious picture of the organic world at that time we can read 

Philip Conford’s fascinating two books, The Origins of the Organic Movement (2001) and The 

Development of the Organic Network (2011). 

The truth is that something like Ezra Pound’s fascism has a long tradition untainted by Hitler, 

Mussolini, Franco, Mosley and other thugs.  Fascism may be a form of socialism, in which resources 

are held in common, but commoners hold responsibilities in their own ways to maintain that 

common.  Guild socialism comes close.  Communism goes further by imposing commonly-defined 

roles. 

We should be distanced enough to consider that communism is not guilty of Stalin’s crimes.  Neither 

is capitalism guilty of Hand Bag Thatcher, Blair the Spiv and Gangster Putin.  We can travel though 

the isms – Christianity is not guilty of the inquisition.  The Labour Party is not guilty of the Iraq war.  

Protestantism is not guilty of the sack of the monasteries. 

The greed or madness of individuals or collectives of individuals were guilty of them all – That is: 

ordinary moral restraint was negated by an obsessive lust for power, or wealth – or by an obsessive 

idea, which negated all other ideas. 

One of the foulest episodes of all history – Hitler’s gas chambers is still a living memory – the stench 

pervades modernity.  Stalin’s terrible gulags cannot compare to the clinical evil of a mere idea of 

racial purity overriding communities of living, breathing, loving, laughing, ingenious humanity.  But 

both “fascist” and “communist” outrages were not the product of fascism or communism but of the 

drug of power, fear, fanatical individuals, and their sycophantic, power-hungry entourages.  

Post modern politicians and philosophers who boast of the progress of modernity were not witness 

to the horror of American white phosphorous burning holes through the men, women, children (and 

animals) of the Iraqi city of Falluja, or have worked or played in rural Pakistan while American drones 

cruised overhead to “take out” their targets – The progressing would say they were “removing” (like 

Hitler’s removal of usury) an evil such as Sadam Husain’s genocide of the Marsh Arabs.... & that they 

were treating “animals” as animals in the cages of Guantanamo Bay. 
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There is no progress of morality – or of ideas.  Fashions change, but only tools can progress.  

Perhaps, Henry VIII and Stalin were rather similar characters – I’m sure they’d enjoy a song and a 

glass of sack together.  The invasions of Iraq and Afghanistan were no less barbaric than the 

invasions of Attila the Hun.   Conversely, legendary figures, such as Nelson Mandela have emerged 

now and then throughout history. 

Of course, we look in the wrong direction if we look to such leaders as the forces of history.  The 

forces of history are in what people, composed into their societies both do and give consent to. 

Where I’m leading is that we blame the wrong things – recent wars have been presented as 

protection for a good way of life: of consumerism, democracy and a certain sort of education for all.  

Brands such as Coca Cola and Microsoft are presented as the right of all.... Education to appreciate 

them is also supposed to be the right of all.... The puritans of the Taliban are depriving people of 

those rights... The forces of empire must step in to remove the Balkan tendency. 

But should we blame such trite ideas of democracy for the recent bloodshed? – I think not.  They are 

simply some silly ideas among many other silly ideas.  Tony Blair ostensibly went to war for a 

consumerist, corporate-supplied way of life – for the fruits of his trite idea of progress.  But the 

ideas, (& not because they are so weak) cannot be blamed for the obsessive adoption of them by a 

clique of power composed of corporate, media and political figures in the US and UK.  Power is to 

blame.  Power needed the free supply of Persian Gulf oil.  Ideas were appropriated as battle 

standards – any old idea would do, which could be easily marketed for consumerist acceptance. 

It is no accident that the powerful through both time and space have spent so much of their time 

debunking ideas as limp ephemera against the presentation of their own “reality”. 

The powerful burn books, lock up “fundamentalists”, execute heretics and invade states which defy 

the “real” doctrine.  But they are furthering their own doctrine and disputing those of others not, 

(which would be appropriate) by argument, but by violence. 

Here’s the thing – to bring me back to a central theme of this book, the state has no ideas, only an 

obsessive need to protect the pre-written idea (the doctrine) of its identity – Ideas cannot be 

expressed in the defensive language of the state – for that we need a convivial, catholic, expressive, 

professional vocabulary of doubt and curiosity.  Conversations emerge in the ordinary language of 

tools – They shape husbandries, manufacturing, music, plays, philosophies, religions...  

So the moral ideas – and a tradition of similar ideas which have seemed similar to the fascism of 

Nineteen Thirty should not prevent us from both thinking them and thinking critically of them.  The 

fascism of Nineteen Thirty made palpable in Germany was adopted by an obsession - the need for a 

fatherland to propagate a new nationhood from the imagined effeminate ashes of inflation, shame 

and occupation.  The motive power was revenge.  The identity of the avenger had then to be given a 

history, culture and nationhood. 

The identity conferred by history, culture and nationhood may also be sought entirely benignly – for 

instance for the comparative advantages of trade with other highly-appreciated cultures – or for a 

search for what we mean by the common good in the drawing up of laws and constitutions.   
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The Third Reich was born, not by cultural ideas, but by shame and tragedy.  Those who flew into the 

Twin Towers did so not for Islam, but for shame and tragedy.   

However, those who wrought such terrible havoc in Afghanistan and Iraq did so simply for the 

maintenance of an economic order – their order.   The flags of fatherland; Islam; democracy are 

simply flags.  They are not fatherly, Islamic, or democratic.  They are the pirated identities of either 

power, or aspiring, or avenging power.  

 In fact, cultural ideas (including many adopted by fascism) are universally gentle, inclusive, 

charitable..... Let’s not be “ashamed” of them.  All ideas are argued and open to argument, whereas 

deeper moral springs are common to all – of every language and culture. 

That some fascist thugs have embraced green thinking as a part of their avenging identity does not 

mean that those thoughts are tainted.   

Let’s turn from the macho leaders of states to what generates all cultures – the ingenuity, dexterity 

and probity of working people.  We find green thinking (for evidence) in Virgil and Galen, in a long 

tradition of English poets, painters and writers – court poets affected the lives of shepherds, far from 

the vanities of court, then the Seventeenth Century brought a ferment of alternative social systems, 

alongside the poets of green quietude Henry Vaughan and George Herbert - the Complete Angler 

and then to the next century of Goldsmith, Gray and the despair of enclosure, later voiced by John 

Clare.  The Nineteenth Century counters industrialisation with Coleridge’s Pantisocracy, the 

followers of William Blake, such as Samuel Palmer and George Calvert who pursued an ideal of a 

good life – later taken up by the Pre-Raphaelites and a variety of social philosophers, such as G K 

Chesterton – to re-emerge in the Twentieth Century in artist’s communities, such as Ditchling and 

Eric Gil’s Capel y Ffin and in the permaculture, organic, green, alternative technology, transition 

town and self-sufficiency movements of more recent times. 

Am I asking you to retire from the world? - Not at all.  I’m asking you to retire into yourself – into an 

ordinary, ancient, well-discussed, humane tradition of a good life living within its means.  Of course, 

most will seek such a life without a thought for the merely literary figures I’ve listed above – I use 

them because they are present to us by their documents.  Most of us leave no trace, but for the 

maintenance and bequeathing of commons. 

Historically, of course simple, thoughtless violence has usually won the day – bearing its flags of 

convenient doctrine.  But we are living through probably the most extra-ordinary of all human times.  

But as I say repeatedly we can leave power to do as she chooses while (as always in history) ordinary 

people pick up their tools to generate the wealth which power purloins to various degrees.   

We must think straight.  Skirting associations which are no associations is not honest.  We all have 

fanatical tendencies, but it is the fanaticism which we must skirt – not the idea which was held 

fanatically.  We have fallible and comic natures - It is not our certainties which will prove useful, but 

our uncertainties – not achievements but mistakes. 

The mistakes of fanatical neo-liberal money markets and fanatical representation of consumer-

choice as democracy lie littered around us – excellent lessons, which remain invisible to the fanatics 
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– That is they are invisible to Conservative, New Labour and New Liberal Parties.  They are invisible 

to cult members – sadly including the BBC. 

If my green solution is grown from shame, dispossession and a fanatical need for revenge, then it 

will become blind as all the rest have been in similarly fanatical hands – capitalism, communism. 

Fascism.... 

So I still raise my glass to the ordinary – to ordinary laws of physics and of nature and to a very 

ordinary common fallibility. 

Here’s a thought: Those who hold passionately to a thought are those who have frozen time at a 

thought and have at that moment stopped thinking. 

Thinking of time, I have made no reference to a spiritual understanding of eternity – heaven in a wild 

flower; eternity in a grain of sand – but the ordinary is the only place where such time can be found.  

The deeper we go the more we are the same.  The more extra-ordinary we think we are so the more 

both anachronistic (time-laden rather than time full) and insensitive to the present, we become.  I 

think it probable that all power is narcissistic and so insensitive to the gifts of the world – we’d all be 

so if we sought it.  You never enjoy the world aright, til the sea itself floweth in your veins, til you are 

clothed with the heavens and crowned with the stars, says Thomas Traherne – with a very ordinary 

and present understanding. 

I suppose, if a librarian was to classify this book she might do worse than place it in the section 

Liberation Theology – liberty for the expression of our ordinary human perceptions and behaviours – 

economic, social (moral), spiritual..... 

Here is Alastair McIntosh – What is Ancestral Time?  Returning to One’s Destiny, March 2014,  

www.alastairmcintosh.com  

And climate change? We are facing a phenomenon of human development, indeed, of the evolution 

of life on Earth, that is, as the proffered Anthropocene era, nothing less than geological in its 

magnitude. Climate change confronts us with our destiny. I believe that this is a kairos, a special 

moment in time, not just for our generation, but for the evolution of consciousness as a whole. 

Climate change (...) is an apocalypse not so much in the populist understanding of that term, but in 

its theological sense of an ontological unveiling.  As such, the study of and engagement with climate 

change is central to the spiritual work of our times. It is both personal and transpersonal. “This is 

what is meant by returning to one’s destiny.” 

Yes, we return – each to her destiny – a far, far better thing; a more rewarding and delightful 

(though both comic and tragic) thing than the corporate incomprehension of eternal grains of sand, 

ordinary heartbeats, unique gifts of memory and the embracing and passing on of not only personal 

but common destiny. 

Here is a passage from the introduction to David Bollier’s, Think Like a Commoner (New Society 

2014): 
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The commons consists of working, evolving models of self-provisioning and stewardship that 

combine the economic and the social, the collective and the personal.  It is humanistic at its core but 

also richly political in implication, because to honor the commons can risk unpleasant encounters 

with the power of the Market/State duopoly. 

The Market and State, once very separate realms of morality and politics, are now joined at the hip: a 

tight alliance with a shared vision of technological progress, corporate dominance and ever-

expanding economic growth and consumption.  Commoners realize that this is not just a morally 

deficient, spiritually unsatisfying vision for humanity; it is a mad utopian fantasy.  It is also 

ecologically unsustainable, a crumbling idol that can no longer command the respect it once took for 

granted. 

Amen. 

Let’s duck beneath the enclosures of that market/state duopoly to dust off our inheritance – 

common humanity.  Let’s cherish it and pass it on.  As innocence of children passes into experience, I 

hope adulthood will receive it whole and untainted by the cults, slogans, dispensations, superstition 

and fanaticism of Power.  Let’s speak of ordinary things – commons of love, death, truth, beauty and 

justice and let’s use the language of hope – the language of change – the language of tools.  The 

language of state is employed to maintain a state.  Today’s state is a state of suicide.   

*** 

AFTERWORD 

These are epic times – perhaps the most epic of all human times, since the first cultivations of those 

large-seeded grasses - and still, that germ of all settled cultures remains – the foundation of 

modernity is agriculture and central to agriculture is the cultivation of cereals and pulses, which can 

be dried and stored for use regardless of season.  Surplus can be horded for future scarcity.  Grains 

are also (at 85% dry matter) very light, which means they can be easily traded not only in time, but 

also in space – to level the surplus and scarcity of both times and regions.  Extreme weather is likely 

to increase the unpredictability of scarcity and surplus.  Let’s hope, that in the face of common 

difficulties, humanity will pull together and not (as history often shows) apart.  Let’s hope we can 

trade the advantages and disadvantages of particular terrains.  Since difference is what might 

maintain us, perhaps we can value our differences – as Adam Smith suggested all those years ago 

(The Wealth of Nations, 1776) in the trading of comparative advantages.  His idea of capitalism has 

never yet been tried. 

Adam Smith saw rentiers, stock-jobbers (as Cobbet called them) and manipulators as parasitic to the 

wealth of nations.  He proposed that to maximise the wealth of nations we need high wages and low 

profits.  He proposed that legislation should thwart the rentiers and manipulators.  (Today that 

means currency exchange manipulation, trade in bonds and shares and idle profiteering by inflating 

land values)  He noticed that wages were high and profits were low in rich countries and the 

converse in poor countries.  High wages stimulate productivity, whereas high profits bleed it.  

Adam’s “invisible hand of free trade” was for trade of goods and services, in which the comparative 

advantages of terrain and cultural skills; of scarcity and surplus could be exchanged without borders.  
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In other words – the opposite of today – He proposed that people: their skills, ingenuities and cargos 

should move freely across borders, in spite of the foolish frivolities of kings, whereas idle rentiers, 

stock jobbers and currency manipulators should be strictly controlled.   

How on earth could the Adam Smith Institute find a shred of titular endorsement for its advocacy of 

freedom for stock-jobbers, manipulators and rentiers? - of statutory control of the movement of 

people alongside an utter freedom of money-flow? - and also of policies for low wages and high 

profits?   

The bonding of social systems and the efficacy of economies must share a common ethics for a just 

allotment of the “wealth of nations”.  Without such an ethics, there is nothing – no common 

purpose; no measure of effects; no beauty; no truth.  What else can we call the study of economics, 

but a branch of moral philosophy?  Despite the greatest tangle of legislation the larger part of any 

transaction remains as trust.  

 Adam sought to undermine the foolishness of kings and princess (and property owners) not by 

revolution, but by good work.  We ordinary citizens could bring that up to date by similarly 

undermining the foolishness of the new princedoms – of corporate power. 

The future hangs, less on the ideas and experiments of research institutes (even if they existed 

outside intellectual property enclosure), and more on what each of us does not tomorrow, but 

today.  The most magnificent culture is only ever the sum of what its citizens get up to – one by one.  

Those four hundred parts per million of carbon dioxide, which are still increasing in the atmosphere, 

were not swollen by giant corporations and their tamed government stooges, but by ordinary 

people, one by one and everywhere.  That we have been coerced, bribed, frightened, seduced – 

both lead and forced into doing so is all the more reason to stand up at last and to make something 

of our lives.  

Governments and corporations are abstractions.  Only people exist.  That is why my Midsummer 

Night’s Dream is of a folk movement, or fashionable surge of Bottom the Weaver, Snug the Joiner, 

Quince the carpenter, Flute, the Bellows-maker.... and Colin Clout the Farmer to re-discover their 

rusting tools and to build such a culture, such fields, houses and temples – with such elegance to 

their functions, that poor, idle, stupid, narcissistic, naked Theseus and his naked courtiers of mirrors 

the Blairs; the Camerons; the Murdochs, become happy in their dependency on the elementary 

rudeness of mechanicals.  Puck may have other ideas for us all. 

To have power would lead most of us astray and so we must limit what the powerful can do.  I 

suggest that the best way to achieve that is to accept that not only does power attract the worst of 

people, but that it would also attract the worst of our selves.  So we can plan to leave power where 

it does least harm – that is, on the throne.  The theme of this book is that until the arrival of fossil 

fuels, the throne is where power did remain.  Meanwhile, rude mechanicals were freed to run the 

kingdom – tend the soil, build ships, trade scarcity and surplus, build cathedrals, write books, make 

music.....  Power kept the peace by warding off rival powers and was rewarded by pageants and a 

palace or two. 
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I am simplistic.  We know the extremities of power and we know that power has, in many historical 

periods, pushed and shoved its subjects to do what they would not have done otherwise.  What’s 

more, my idealised medieval yeoman may not always have been kind in his power over my under-

mentioned medieval serf.  My yeoman was active in the enclosure spree of the Reformation and as 

we’ve seen it is the act of enclosure, not the generation of wealth which leads to accumulated 

wealth in the hands of the few and to the increasing poverty of the rest. 

But we know of historical periods, when populist surges towards a common good have created 

something approaching a good life for most – if not all. 

We also know of historical periods, when power has stepped from the throne and wrought terrible 

havoc amongst ordinary people.  Henry VIII is an example to join those of Stalin and Hitler.  George 

Bush and Tony Blair must join them in the list – in the same breath? – Well, degrees of havoc are for 

historical argument, or for the embroideries of fireside tales.  We have favourite ogres. 

However, today’s apparently-milder political leaders (or smaller ogres) are nevertheless leading the 

peoples and species of Earth towards the most terrible havoc.  We all know it.  Even many of those 

leaders know it, but believe they are powerless to resist their own power – I mean the power of a 

consumerist electorate. 

I ask that we quietly take oil-tools from the incompetent hands of the powerful by beginning to 

apply tools of our own.  Let’s return to the ordinary flows of history – with power on the throne and 

the people in fields and workshops.  

Today’s leaders are unfit for power and history is unsafe in their hands.  However, you never know – 

extra-ordinary evils once germinated a Ghandi and a Mandela.  Historically, passages of such leaders 

have been but brief flowerings.  So, although we cannot sit and wait for new spring flowers, but 

must cultivate for ourselves in any case, it is just possible......  Who knows?  What’s certain is that 

the ways we live now hold no hope at all.  

There are many (and as always in such times) who hold messianic visions of a New Jerusalem and 

others who hold simply to wild revenge.  Some pray for the likely economic collapse in a wilding 

climate as the rubble in which better-guided, small communities forage for a more egalitarian 

subsistence. 

This book proposes that we take hold of the gifts of our lives and live them properly, so that the 

same gifts are passed to our children.  It is an old-fashioned and I hope a new-fashioned moral 

admonition to a decadent world to stake stock of what it has.  Extra-ordinary floods and storms may 

act as messengers to help the process.  Can we live peacefully together and share out what has 

remained?  That seems unlikely.  Even so, it remains the only course to set, which holds a hope in 

hell.  Though we may fail to avert catastrophic climate change and/or economic collapse, shedding 

dependency on the amorality of others, while occupying a morality of our own, may prove to be a 

course to (at the least) some happiness.  Don Quixote is an honourable, if fictitious precedent.  

It should be a comfort that extra-ordinary solutions won’t solve the problems of extra-ordinary 

times.  Answers lie in ordinary physics and in ordinary human behaviour.  We each have the senses 

to note the physics and we each have an inherited human nature.  No research papers, white 
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papers, or institutional advice can match the skills and experiences which ordinary people have 

accumulated in ordinary spheres.  Not that research papers are uninteresting; sometimes re-

assuring; sometimes a pleasure to our curious minds, but of late they have been too much of a 

distraction to the jobs in hand.  We chatter over what experts say to defer what we must do.  We 

sign petition, subscribe to NGOs, march with placards – all to defer what we must do.   

Every one of us has the means to discover the answer to the question, what shall I do next? 

You’ll notice that I’ve no scholarly references and attributions in the appendix.  Well, this is my book 

and I hope you’ll take away your own reading of it – one citizen to another.  In any case, every 

deeper truth is already within you. 

Amid all the chattering which recedes back through time, here are Siegfried Sassoon’s last words 

from Sherston’s Progress – “ – that it is only from the inmost silences of the heart that we know the 

world for what it is, and ourselves for what the world has made us. 

By the gods, by the one god, by mother nature, by spirits of place, by the saints, by the wheel of life, 

by the ancestors, by the scales of justice, by the first cause, by the invisible hand, by the muses, by 

the quantum coherence of atoms, molecules, cells, species, ecologies, social systems, solar systems 

– by whatever else you choose, its kingdom (sexless term) is within you.  

In hope in hell – why not? 

March 2014 

APPENDIX 

(1) To supplement page 258 ORGANIC STANDARDS 

The truth may be inconvenient, but organic certification is doing more harm than good.  If we’d 

like organic certification to do good then the status quo is not an option.  Here are some current 

effects of organic certification –  

1) The evacuation of town centres by provision of an organic dispensation to shop in super 

markets and retail parks.  

2) The erosion of the efforts of those who’d revive convivial and resilient economies.  I include 

members of the transition town movement, trades-people and proper-shop-keepers, those 

selling in farmers’ markets and street markets and those who’d seek out such activities, but find 

their village/corner shop closed and their organically-evolved town centre deserted.  

I propose that we find a way for the Soil Association symbol to become a pilgrim’s cockle shell, to 

sign the way towards a convivial and resilient economy.  It may lead people step by step from a 

dependency on ring roads, super markets and retail parks supplied by the great corporations and 

towards a more self-determined, commonly-determined and morally-determined settlement of 

economies inside their ecologies.  In this it would be side-by-side with the transition town 

movement, commons movements, new economics movements, alternative energy movements 

and social justice movements. 
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Bringing moral endorsement to an amoral market by consumerist labelling does not improve the 

market.  Morality is invisible to amorality.  The morality implicit in organic and fair trade produce 

does not make the super market a better place.  On the contrary, it kills the morality, but 

authenticates the super market brand.  It also contributes to the size of the super market, while 

diminishing the size of markets such as proper shops and market squares. 

Definition: Organic – method which gains efficiency by imitating the cyclic behaviours of 

organisms.  It cannot define a state, such as a pack of food on a shelf – or its health qualities.  It 

defines the method. 

Likewise, cultures (civilisations) are not states to be protected.  They are also methods.  They are 

what we do.  That a culture emphasises the state of its achievement is a symptom of decadence 

– one which has historically preceded collapse.  I think that the Soil Association has entered its 

decadent phase – protecting its state and achievement – even its brand (its flag).  It has begun to 

celebrate the health-giving properties (the state) of organically-grown food, more than it 

explores organic methods of production.  Meanwhile organic methods hold answers to both 

resource-depletion and climate change. 

Since certification is doing more harm than good, we could abandon certification altogether and 

become a forum with new liberty for campaigning on soil-quality, resource depletion and 

agricultures as a whole – bearing in mind that the greatest city is only ever an emergent property 

of sea and soil and that every trade has emerged from the efficiencies of the labours of fields.  

After all, organically-grown food is ordinary food, without definable qualities – while pesticides, 

fungicides, herbicides and so on are present in specific quantities and also have documented 

effects – for instance, the killing of insects, fungi and plants. 

More ambitiously, we could hoist the cockle shell as a way-mark for economies to shuffle 

towards a symbiosis with their ecologies by organic methods.  That road will be full of 

compromise, mistakes, successes and failures.  Even though it may not be possible to define 

precisely enough, I think it remains the best road.  It is the best because of those very human 

and flexible compromises.  It is the road followed by Don Quixote. 

Following that road: 

Firstly, I speak of the Soil Association.  Other certifiers will continue the status quo.  

Consequently, Soil Association licensees will still be able to supply pack-houses, abattoirs and 

factories, which supply super markets, but the produce will not bear the Soil Association logo.  

Those seeking Soil Association produce will have to look for it in proper shops and market 

squares.  Farmers who have no markets but super markets will continue to supply them and 

shoppers who have nothing but super markets nearby, may still find organically-grown produce 

there (bearing other logos). 

The Soil Association cockle shell will be a way mark of transition towards more resilient 

economies – people may find it and sometimes not.  It will be part of a step by step process of 

evacuating what can no longer be (fossil-fuelled and bio-fuelled economies) and of settling 

within what can remain. 
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Where no Soil Association logo can be found, people will ask why? – and then how can we rectify 

it?  Absence or not of renewable energy supplies asks the same questions.  The limits to what 

can be bought with a local currency also ask the same – How can we bring more economic 

activity within our currency community? 

Withdrawal of Soil Association licenses from pack-houses, abattoirs and factories which supply 

super-markets should in many cases be obvious and easy – but what are we de-certifying? – 

Scale? Centralisation? Resource-use? Food miles? The state? - bearing in mind that we certify 

methods, not states. 

The current compromise (we are already compromised) is that organic methods are verified in 

the field, but that an audit trail follows the produce to market to maintain its original integrity.  

Even though all parts of the distribution chain must receive organic licenses, there is no 

requirement for the chain to follow organic methods.  In effect it has become a consumerist 

system of backward audits from point of sale (state) to point of production (method).  It re-

enforces the state of a pack of food more than the method of producing it.  This is further 

emphasised by Soil Association advertising campaigns which focus more on the state (of health) 

of an “organic” product and less on the method of production.  Tragically states achieve nothing, 

while methods achieve everything. 

Since the process of transition to a “sustainable” culture will be one of many trials and many 

errors, we should be unashamed of “woolly” definitions of which methods do and which don’t fit 

organic standards.  Moreover, de-certification of super markets is a political act and a 

campaigning Soil Association can make the most of that opportunity.  How do we begin to frame 

a definition of what is an organic method? 

 I suggest that a method begun with organic intent, but which then fails in some way remains as 

an organic technique – human error is inherent in all techniques. 

A method without organic intent, such as a distribution/procurement system, designed for car 

use and centralised procurement – ring roads, retail parks and so on cannot be “organic”. 

In this we have no need to considered scale at all – a village/town/city co-operative could be 

large in turnover, while maintaining an organic intent.  Similarly an auction house for the central 

distribution of fish, meat, fruit, vegetables, cheeses and so on is an ancient and organically-

evolved system, which can also be a large one, which maintains an organic intent.  It can be an 

egalitarian system for the buying and selling of very many smaller producers and shop-keepers.  

Traditionally, auction houses, market halls and squares have been held in common.  (All that is 

funded by taxation from nuclear submarines to schooling is held in common by the commoners 

of the particular realm – local or national) 

If we consider scale, food-miles and so on, then we must decide on a point of exclusion.  Move 

an inch on either side of that point and we become either included or excluded.  In consequence, 

I don’t think we should consider scale.    

The way out from an unsustainable way of life is step by step towards a better one.  The Soil 

Association symbol could encourage that journey.  I may wish to sell my produce in my local 
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market town and my surpluses by canal and then by sailing ship for export.  If my market town is 

deserted (as most are) then I will have failed from the start.  Of course, it is also unlikely that I 

will find a sail trader moored at the quay.  However both these situations can (and must) change 

and the absence of the Soil Association cockle shell both at the quay and in the market square 

will politicise the fact.  The additional fact that Soil Association policy is aloof from (client 

confidential) distribution is a tragedy.  (Promotion of CSAs is no dispensation – They are 

promoted because they threaten no client interests.) 

Meanwhile, to survive I must travel (in my white van) to distant and more busy markets, while 

maintaining the intent to abandon those markets when more appropriate ones begin to swell.  

They swell unpredictably in common with others – some to buy, others to sell.... 

We cannot wait for change, but must create it.  My over-travelled white van may be less efficient 

than the distribution system of Tesco in the retail park, but my white van travels towards a 

better future, in which I can eventually scrap the van altogether, while Tesco preserves a 

perennial anachronism.  

So I propose that organic intent is the yardstick by which we are presented the pilgrim’s cockle 

shells for our hats. 

We work for the common good and so common values are inherent in what we do – all methods 

have consequence and so must have a moral.  If organic standards defend a state of enclosure 

and erode the vitality of method-making, then we must abandon them.  Property (enclosure) 

defines our right to amorality.  Commons define our right to responsibility.  After all, the greater 

part of every economic transaction remains as trust.  Trust lives on the common.  Get precisely-

definable teeth into that.... 

Organic standards are close to those of the guilds of the trades.  They define the responsibilities 

of commoners to maintain the common – commons of air, water, soil, biomass, biodiversity and 

so on.  They are fundamentally opposed to the enclosures (the property rights) of consumerism.  

In short our probity, ingenuity and dexterity have been invaded and enclosed.  Our battle is no 

less than reclamation of the commons.     

These decades are probably the most epic of all history.  We should be honoured.  It will be easy 

to de-certify the super-market-tied pack-houses and abattoirs.  I include Waitrose and the Co-op 

as super markets.  In spite of their more egalitarian ownership structures, they are as ruthless in 

the market place as the others.  It will be less easy to define the muddle of all the rest.  Plainly, 

air freight is not a transition to something better....  

Objections will arise.  For instance, some farms supply super markets with their “farm branded” 

produce.  I suggest that they find other certifiers.  Though their pack-house or butchery is 

relatively small in scale, we don’t consider scale, but intent – their intent is to re-enforce the 

structures of ring road and retail park.  Again, we can forget measurable states and consider the 

method – and its consequence – and then the moral of the consequence. 

Let’s embrace the muddle.  With most jobs that seem insurmountable, the only way is to begin.  

Methods are revealed inside our mistakes.  Without the mistakes we don’t find the methods. 
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We are currently in an organic muddle.  Objections to change are either satisfaction with an 

achieved state of enclosure, or otherwise trepidation at a seemingly impossible task.  The 

satisfied are either those that have been brought into Soil Association management “from 

industry”, or those seduced by brand rhetoric.  We must sack them.  With regards to trepidation, 

perhaps we should focus on drought, flood, storm, famine, mass-migration, resource wars....  

Again, with regards to satisfaction... ‘Nuf said. 

Here’s an ancient truth – There’s not a new thought under the sun, but methods are added by 

generations – new tools for new circumstance.  States kill methods.  Let’s kill the organic state 

and liberate the organic method – your methods may prove mine obsolete.  No matter.   Unless 

we do something, nothing will happen.  Nothing happens like this: four hundred parts per million 

and rising..... 

*** 

(2) To supplement page 281 CITIZEN’S INCOME TRUST FIGURES 

These are the figures from the Citizen’s Income Trust, which demonstrate a simple transition to 

citizen’s income, while maintaining existing tax systems.  Of course, contrary to the Citizen’s Income 

Trust, I see the idea of a land value tax, as being implicit in the idea of citizen’s income (or dividend):  

Wealth obtained by a commons enclosure, which increases as wealth is generated, (but has no part 

in that wealth generation) can be returned by taxation to fund the common good of wealth 

generation by an equally divided citizen’s dividend.   

Thereby the enclosure pays rent to the common.  Furthermore, I think that the same rental income 

for every citizen from eighteen year’s old until death is also implicit in that idea.  The state should 

not meddle with its citizen’s children, who (in my innocent book) should retain their innocence and 

parental dependency until coming of age, when their new citizen’s income will be a part of that rite 

of passage.  If a child benefit is seen to be necessary it should join other benefits outside the basic, or 

citizen’s income – such as disability living allowances.  Anyway I thank the Citizen’s Income Trust for 

these very useful figures.  Moreover the trust may be right in not rocking the status quo too far, by 

promoting one measure at a time (I surmise that the trust is in favour of LVT):  

Paying for a Citizen’s Income scheme 

Table 2: The costs of the illustrative Citizen’s Income scheme  

Age Census Citizen’s Income Cost 

 2011 per week  

0 to 15 11.9 million £56.25 £35 billion 

16 to 24 7.5 million £56.25 £22 billion 

25 to 64 33.4 million £71.00 £124 billion 

65 and over 10.4 million £142.70 £77 billion 
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State pension entitlements in excess of £142.70 £15 billion 

Cost of Citizen’s Incomes and pension entitlements £273 billion 

Running costs (1%) £3 billion 

Total annual cost £276 billion 

 

The Citizen’s Income scheme outlined here is close to being revenue and cost neutral. For 

simplicity, we shall assume that the basic rate of tax on earned income remains the same as now, 

at 32% (20% Income Tax plus 12% Employee’s National Insurance Contributions), with higher and 

additional rates as at present on higher earnings. Rates of 20% are assumed for pensioners and 

for unearned income. In practice, it may be necessary to have a slightly higher rate of income tax 

to finance a reasonable scheme in the future. 

The total cost of the proposed scheme is approximately the same as the total cost of benefits and 

tax reliefs and allowances that would be replaced, i.e. £275 billion per year in 2012-13. 

We assume that tax relief for pension contributions will be restricted to 20%, which is the rate of 

Income Tax deducted from pensions in payment.  

Running costs are estimated at 1%, which is the cost of administering non-means-tested benefits 

such as Child Benefit and the state pension. 

That the UK can afford a Citizen’s Income scheme is also illustrated by the fact that per capita GDP 

was £478 per week in 2012-13 (Public Sector Finances Databank). 

Sources:  Department of Work and Pensions (DWP) Annual Report 2011-12 (pages 210 onwards), HM 

Revenue & Customs Annual Report 2011-12 (pages 11 and 95), HM Revenue & Customs Table 1-5 

(updated December 2012) 
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BENEFITS & ALLOWANCES THAT WOULD BE 
REPLACED 
 

 

3) This is from Hungry for land: small farmers feed the world with less than a quarter of all farmland 

a valuable report published by GRAIN, www.grain.org in May 2014 

Table 4 shows the percentage of food produced by small farms in those countries where GRAIN was able to obtain 

good data. Across a diverse range of countries, the data shows that small farmers produce a much larger proportion of 

their nations' food than might be expected from their limited landholdings. 

Table 4: Lots of food from little land 

Belarus With 17% of the land, small farmers produce: 87.5% of fruits and berries, 82% of potatoes, 80% of 

vegetables and 32% of eggs38 

Botswana Small farms are 93% of all farmers, have less than 8% of the agricultural land, and produce: 100% of 

the country's groundnuts, 99% of its maize, 90% of the millet, 73% of beans and 25% of the 

sorghum39 

Brazil 84% of farms are small and control 24% of the land, yet they produce: 87% of cassava, 69% of beans, 

67% of goat milk, 59% of pork, 58% of cow milk, 50% of chickens, 46% of maize, 38% of coffee, 

33.8% of rice and 30% of cattle40 

Central 

America 

With 17% of the agricultural land, small farmers account for 50% of all agricultural production41 

Chile In 1997, small farmers owned 6% of the land and produced: 51% of vegetables, 40% of field crops, 

26% of industrial crops (sugar beet, sunflower, rapeseed), 23% of the fruits and vineyards, 22% of 

cereals and 10% of pastures42 

CHILDREN 
Child Benefit 
Child Tax Credit 
 
WORKING AGE 
Key benefits (Income support etc) 
Working Tax Credits 
Personal Allowances (Income Tax) 
National Insurance 
Higher rate tax relief on pensions 
Student grants & loan write offs 
 
PENSIONERS 
State Retirement Pension & etc 
Pension Credit & MIG 
 
RUNNING COSTS 
DWP administration costs 
HMRC administration & Tax 
Credits written off 
 
 
TOTAL 

 
£12 billion 
£22 billion 
£34 billion 

 
£27 billion 

£7 billion 
£68 billion 
£23 billion 
£10 billion 

£3 billion 
£138 billion 

 
£82 billion 

£8 billion 
£90 billion 

 
£8 billion 

 
£2 billion 

£10 billion 
 

£272 billion 

http://www.grain.org/article/entries/4929-hungry-for-land-small-farmers-feed-the-world-with-less-than-a-quarter-of-all-farmland
http://www.grain.org/
http://www.grain.org/article/entries/4929#sdfootnote38sym
http://www.grain.org/article/entries/4929#sdfootnote39sym
http://www.grain.org/article/entries/4929#sdfootnote40sym
http://www.grain.org/article/entries/4929#sdfootnote41sym
http://www.grain.org/article/entries/4929#sdfootnote42sym
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Cuba With 27% of the land, small farmers produce: 98% of fruits, 95% of beans, 80% of maize, 75% of 

pork, 65% of vegetables, 55% of cow milk, 55% of cattle and 35% of rice43 

Ecuador Almost 56% of farmers are small and have less than 3% of the land but produce: more than half of 

vegetables, 46% of maize, over a third of cereals, over a third of beans, 30% of potatoes and 8% of 

rice44 

El Salvador With just 29% of the land, small farmers produce: 90% of beans, 84% of maize and 63% of rice, the 

three basic staple foods. Backyard farmers, with even smaller land areas, provide 51% of the country's 

pork, 20% of its poultry and most of its traditional fruits.45 

Hungary Small farms control 19% of the land and obtain 25% of the agricultural sector's total standard gross 

margin46 

Kazakhstan Just over 97% of farms are small and operate on 46% of the land, producing: 98% of fruits and berries, 

97% of milk, 95% of potatoes, 94% of melons, 94% of vegetables, 90% of meat, 78% of sugar beet, 

73% of sunflower, 51% of cereals and 42% of eggs47 

Kenya With just 37% of the land, small farms produced 73% of agricultural output in 200448 

Romania Family farms are 99% of all farms, and have 53% of the land, with an average of 1.95 ha/farm. They 

keep: 99% of sheep, 99% of goats, 99% of bees, 90% of cattle, 70% of pigs and 61% of poultry49 

Russia Small farms have 8.8% of the land, but provide 56% of agricultural output, including: 90% of potatoes, 

83% of vegetables, 55% of milk, 39% of meat and 22% of cereals50 

Tajikistan Small farms have 45% of the land yet account for 58% of all agricultural production51 

Ukraine Small farmers operate 16% of agricultural land, but provide 55% of agricultural output, including: 97% 

of potatoes, 97% of honey, 88% of vegetables, 83% of fruits and berries and 80% of milk52 

If small farmers have so little land, how can they provide most of the food in so many countries? One reason is that 

small farms tend to be more productive than big ones, as we explain in the next section. But another factor is this 

historical constant: small or peasant farms prioritise food production. They tend to focus on local and national markets 

and their own families. Much of what they produce doesn't enter into national trade statistics, but it does reach those 

who need it most: the rural and urban poor. 

Small farmers are not only our main source of food at present, but also for the future. International development 

agencies are constantly warning that we need to double food production in the coming decades. To achieve that, they 

usually recommend a combination of trade and investment liberalisation plus new technologies. But this will only 

create more inequality. The real solution is to turn control and resources over to small producers themselves and 

enact agricultural policies to support them. 

In a recent paper on small farmers and agroecology, the UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food concludes that 

global food production could be doubled within a decade if the right policies towards small farmers and traditional 

farming were implemented. Reviewing the currently available scientific research, he shows that agroecological 

initiatives by small farmers themselves have already produced an average crop yield increase of 80% in 57 developing 

countries, with an average increase of 116% among all African initiatives assessed. Recent projects conducted in 20 

African countries provided a doubling of crop yields in a short period of just three to ten years. 

 

http://www.grain.org/article/entries/4929#sdfootnote43sym
http://www.grain.org/article/entries/4929#sdfootnote44sym
http://www.grain.org/article/entries/4929#sdfootnote45sym
http://www.grain.org/article/entries/4929#sdfootnote46sym
http://www.grain.org/article/entries/4929#sdfootnote47sym
http://www.grain.org/article/entries/4929#sdfootnote48sym
http://www.grain.org/article/entries/4929#sdfootnote49sym
http://www.grain.org/article/entries/4929#sdfootnote50sym
http://www.grain.org/article/entries/4929#sdfootnote51sym
http://www.grain.org/article/entries/4929#sdfootnote52sym
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The UN Special Rapporteur has used data gathered from an extensive study of yield changes 
which follow the adoption of sustainable practices detailed in the table below – Corresponding 
author Professor Jules Pretty, Department of Biological Sciences and Centre for Environment 
and Society, University of Essex.   
 
Resource-Conserving Agriculture Increases Yields in Developing Countries 
J . N . P R E T T Y , A . D . N O B L E , D . B O S S I O , J . D I X O N ,   
R . E . H INE , F . W . T . P E N N I N G D E V R I E S, A N D J . I . L . M O R I S O N  

Department of Biological Sciences and Centre for Environment and Society, University of Essex, Wivenhoe Park, Colchester CO4 3SQ, 

U.K., International Water Management Institute (IWMI), P.O. Box 1025, Kasetsart University, Bangkok 10903, Thailand, International 
Water Management Institute (IWMI), P.O. Box 2075, Colombo, Sri Lanka, Impact Targeting and Assessment Program, CIMMYT, Apdo. 

Postal 6-641, 06600 Mexico, Mexico, and International Project Office for Monsoon Asia Integrated Regional Study, Institute for 

Atmospheric Sciences, Chinese Academy of Sciences, P.O. Box 9804, Beijing, China 

 
Summary of Adoption and Impact of Agricultural Sustainability Technologies and Practices on 
286 Projects in 57 Countriesa 

 
FAO farm system category 

 
number of 
farmers 
adopting 

number of 
hectares 
under 
sustainable 
agriculture 

average % 
increase 
in crop yields 

 

1. smallholder irrigated                       177,287 357,940 129.8 (+/-21.5) 
2. wetland rice                                 8,711,236 7,007,564 22.3 (+/-2.8) 
3. smallholder rainfed humid           1,704,958 1,081,071 102.2 (+/-9.0) 
4. smallholder rainfed 
highland          

401,699 725,535 107.3 (+/-14.7) 

5. smallholder rainfed dry/cold           604,804 737,896 99.2 (+/-12.5) 
6. dualistic mixed                                537,311 26,846,750 76.5 (+/-12.6) 
7. coastal artisanal                             220,000 160,000 62.0 (+/-20.0) 
8. urban-based and kitchen 
garden  

207,479        36,147 146.0 (+/-32.9) 

all projects 12,564,774     36,952,903 79.2 (+/-4.5) 
 

a Yield data from 360 crop project combinations; reported as % increase (thus a 100% increase is a doubling of yields). Standard errors are given 
in brackets.  
 

 

 

 

 

 


